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FOREWORD

Constraint-based reasoning (CBR) is a paradigm tbat unifies many traditional area^ in Ar
tificial Intelligence. Simply stated, CBR encourages tbe formulation of knowledge in terms
of a set of constraints on some entities, without specifying methods for satisfying such con
straints. Many techniques for finding partial or complete solutions to constraint expressions
have been developed, and have been successfully applied to tasks such as design, diagnosis,
truth maintenance, scheduling, spatio-temporal reasoning, and user interface.

The symposium brought together a diverse group of researchers, and the work presented
spanned many topics, from basic researchand theoretical foundation to practical applications
in industrial settings. It became apparent that from a mathematical viewpoint, the field has
reached a certain level of maturity; algorithmic breakthroughs were not reported nor were
they expected. On the other hand, most of the talks focused on strengthening CBR with new
implementation tools or extending the technology to new areas of application.

The symposium opened with Alan Mackworth's overview of the interplay between con
straint-based reasoning and various logical frameworks. It stressed the point that although
constraint satisfaction problems can be expressed in other logical frameworks, the relational
language provides a convenient means of encoding knowledge which often invites unique
opportunities for efficient processing techniques.

The discussions that followed fell into four major categories: 1. Extensions to com-
monsense reasoning (default, causal, qualitative, temporal). 2. Parallel and distributed ap
proaches, 3. Constraint-logic-programming languages, and 4. New application areas (layout
design, natural languages, DNA analysis, mechanical design).

1. The session on commonsense-reasoning centered around issues in temporal reasoning.
In particidar, two approaches for combining quantitative temporal specification (e.g., metric
networks) and qualitative specification (e.g., Allen's interval algebra) were presented and
compared. Meiri (UCLA) treats points and interval as temporal objects of equal status,
admitting both qualitative or quantitative relationships. Ladkin (ICSl) and Kautz (BeU
Labs) maintain the qualitative and quantitative components in two separate subsystems, and
provide sound rules for transforming information between the two.

In the area of default reasoning, Ben-Eliyahu (UCLA) and Dechter presented a new
tractable class of default theories based on CBR mapping, and Freuder (UNH) discussed an
extension of the constraint language that expresses imprecise knowledge. In qualitative rea
soning, Kuipers (UT) reviewed issues in qualitative simulation and the role of constraint pro
cessing. This area concluded with Pearl's (UCLA) presentation of causal constraint networks-
a new tractaUe class of constraint problem that utilizes the efficiency and modularity inherent
to causal organizations.

2. Distributed amd neural architectures for constraint processing received much attention.
Kasif (John Hopkins) opened this discussion by surveying the theoretical aspects of parallel
computations. We learned that constraint-satisfaction, and even arc-consistency are "non-
paraUelisable" (unless the network has no cycles), meaning that it is unlikely to be solved
by polynomial number of processors in polylogarithmic time. However, linear speedup or



good average parallel time are stiU feasible. FoUowing this survey, several distributed models
were presented, all addressing the basic questions of whether constraint satisfaction can be
achieved with neural-like computations, that is, whether constraints can be expressed as
global Tniuima of neural networks and whether these global minima can be approached by
local computations.

We heard answers to some of these questions: Pinkas (Washington University) showed that
any set of constraints, binary or non-binary, can be described as a Hopfield net, such that
its global minima coincide with the set of solutions. CoUin (Technion) and Dechter showed
that even if we upgrade the computation power of the neurons to finite state automata, the
constraint problem can be solved only by making one processor distinguished (an almost
uniform model), or if the topology is a tree. Guesgen (German National Research Center)
concluded this topic by presenting a uniform neural network algorithm that achieves a global
solution at the expense of increasing memory reqiurement.

3. Two sessions were devoted to constraint logic programming (CLP). These languages
integrate constraint satisfaction and operations research techniques within the logic program
ming paradigm. Jaffar (IBM) opened the discussion on this topic by describing the manage
ment of hard constraints in CLP systems. The idea is to delay the evaluation of non-linear
constraints until (and if) they become linear, at which point they can be solved by efficient
algorithms designed for this task. We heard from a group at West Advanced Technology
(Abdullah, Epstein, Lim, and Freeman) how non-linear constraints can be managed using
available packages like MATHEMATICA. Van Hentenryck (Brown) described improvements
to arc-consistency algorithms for functional or monotone constraints, and discussed their rel
evance to the CHIP programming language. Wilson, Borning, and Freeman-Benson (UW)
showed how solutions to CLPs can be obtained using hierarchical weighing of constraints and
introduced control knowledge via imperative constraint programming.

4. Application domains were presented throughout the symposium. In the area of natural
language processing. Haddock (Hewlett-Packard, U.K) described the use of consistency algo
rithms to solve noun phrase reference. A group at Schlumberger (Kramer, Pabon, Keirouz,
and Young) developed a polynomial algorithm for solving geometric constraint satisfaction
problems. Baykan and Fox (CMU) introduced disjunctive constraints that can conveniently
deal with applications of job shop scheduling and floor plan layout, and Yap (IBM) showed
how the restriction site mapping in molecular biology can be expressed as dynamic constraint
satisfaction.

A central issue that was raised repeatedly was the need for having a standard set of large,
representative, real life benchmarks for evaluating different constraint processing techniques.

Rina Dechter
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The Logic of
Constraint Satisfaction

Alan Mackworth
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Finite Constraint Satisfaction

Problems in Logical Frameworks

• Can FCSP be posed in logical frameworks?

• Can standard logical methods be used to solve FCSP?

• Can properties of FCSP be exploited to get better algorithms?

• Are there tractable classes of FCSP?

• Do old results fall out?

• Can the logical FCSP approaches be generalized to CSP?

• Do we get new results & systems?
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An FCSP: The Canadian Flag Problem
Colour the Canadian flag. Only two colours, red and white, should
be used, each region should be a different colour from its neighbours,
and the maple leaf should be red.



FCS as Theorem Proving in FOPC
FCSP decision problem: Constraints h Queryl

where Query. ^x{^X2... ^XnQMatrix{xi.i X2., ••. Xn)

3a;i3a:2 •••3xnPxi{xi) A-P®2(^2) A... APx„{xn)
APxiX2(.^ij ^2) A ^3) A...
APxix2xsi.^^^ 3/2) 3:3) A ...

APviX2X^...x„{xii 3^2) 3:3) •••)3:n)
Constraints is a set of positive ground literals specifying the
extensions of the predicates: •

Constraints =lPxi^Xi^...xi^{cii,Ci2, ••• <ik< ik+i <



FCSP Decision Problem

A Finite Constraint Satisfaction Problem: (Constraints, Query).

The decision problem — solution can be shown to exist or not;
Constraints h Query, or Constraints ¥• Que^y-

.1:r.;S r

Proposition: Any FCSP (Constraints, Qytery) is decidable.
Proof:

The Herbrand universe of the theory Constraints IJ ->Query is:

H —{c IP(... ,c,...) 6 Constraints]
• ,1 ',i.

v.- ''i'-

H is finite.
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FCSP Decision Algorithm

Decision Algorithm DA :
Success No

For each (a;i, X2,.-- ,a;„) G
If Constraints h QMatrix {xi,...) then Success <— Yes

Report Success.

End DA

where Constraints h QMatrix (a;i,...)
if WAtom G QMatrix {xi,...) Atom G Constraints .

DA always terminates (in 0(|R|")time).

The algorithm reports Yes iff Constraints h Query. It reports No
iff Constraints F Query.



Completing the constraints
Consider the completion of Constraints with respect to Query. Each
predicate can be completed (Clark,'78) in the following sense:

completion{Gonstraints) =
Constraints U C2,—)\cj GH, Px{ci^ C2, •••) 0 Constraints}
hi other words, the complete extension of each predicate over the
Herbrand Universe is specified in completioniConstraints).

Constraints h Query iff completioniConstraints) h Query.
Constraints P Query iff completioniConstraints) H->Query.
Hence DA reports Yes iff completioniConstraints) h Query and
No iff completioniConstraints) I—'Query.

Thus, we may choose to interpret the answer from DA in the original
sense or under the assumption that the Constraints have been
completed. Both are correct.
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The Flag FCSP in FOPC

Using the FCSP formalism presented above we can formulate the flag
problem as follows.



Query :
3w3x3y3zP{w) AQ{x) AR(y) AS{z) AN{w, x) AiV(a;, ?/) AN{x, z)

Constraints :

{P{a), P{b), Q{a), Q{b), R{a),R{b), S{b), iV(a, fe), iV(6, a)}

H = {a, b} a stands for White, b for Red.
= {(a, a, a, a), (a, a, a, b),..., (6, b, b, b)}

On the FCSP (Query, Constraints) algorithm DA returns "Yes
succeeding on {w —b,x —a, y = b,z = b}.



CANADA
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Logical Representation, Systems

Faced with a problem, spectrum of logical representation systems.

Descriptive and procedural adequacy criteria — in conflict.

KISS principle: choose the simplest system.

PCS equivalent to theorem-proving in a very restricted form of FOPC.

• Horn FOPC restricts FOPC in only allowing Hom clauses, with at
most one positive literal.

• Horn Logic Programs (HLP), with predicate completion, restrict
Hom FOPC by allowing only one negative clause.

• Datalog restricts HLP by not allowing function symbols.
• PCS restricts Datalog by not allowing rales.



First Order Predicate Calculus

Function Free FOPC Horn FOPC Constraint Logic Programs

N3 Propositional Calculus^. Horn Logic Programs

Datalog Constraint Satisfaction

Finite Constraint Satisfaction



FCS as Theorem Proving
in Propositional Calculus

DA implements FCS as theorem proving in the propositional calculus.
Query is a theorem?

Constraints (J ->Query leads to a contradiction?

-iQuery : -i3xi3x2 •••3xnQMatrix{xi,...)
yxiix2. ••yxn-'QMatrix(xi,... Xn)

Constraints lJ -iQuery has no (Herbrand) models?

No V's in Query and so no 3's in Constraints[j-iQuery.
Hence no Skolem functions in clausal form.

Herbrand universe is finite.

Replace V's by the conjunction of the ->QMatrix{xi,X2,. ••.Xn)
clauses instantiated over H".



{P(a),P(b),Q(a),Q{b), R{a), R{l,), S{b}, N{a, b), N(b.a))

u
{-•P(a) V-i<3(a) V-'-R(a) V-'S(a) V-pN{a, a) V-'N{a, a) V->N(a, a).
-iP(a) V->Q(a) V-iP(a) V~'S{b) V->Ar(a, a) V-'N{a, a) V-->N{a, b),

'P{b) V-<Q{a) V'~'R{b) V-'5'(6) V~'N{b, a) V-'N{a, b) V-<N{a, b), [*]

-nP(6) V-n(5(6) V-iP(6) V V-pN{b, b) V-niV(6,6) V-^N{b, 6),}

Propositional formula in CNF has a particular form: only unit positive
clauses (arising from the constraints) and negative clauses (from the
query). Horn.

Unsatisfiable iff the FCSP has a solution.

HomSAT — linear time but |iir|" negative clauses.



Unit resolution alone is complete. Repeated unit resolution
on [*] reduces it to •, corresponding to the solution
{w = b,x —a,y = b,z = b}.

The HomSAT algorithm exactly mimics the algorithm DA.

The prepositional variable in each unit positive literal is set to T and
each negative clause is checked: if any clause has each (negative)
literal required to be F then the formula is unsatisfiable otherwise it
is satisfiable.



FCS as Theorem Proving in Horn FOPC
None so far serious candidates for actually solving a CSP: clarify the
semantics and methods of the serious candidates.

Prolog interpreter: SLD-resolution is a sound, complete and somewhat
efficient solution method.

%prolog
I ?- [user].

1 p(a)- p(b)- - g(b). r( a) . r(b). s(b).
I n (a,b) . n (b, a) .
yes

1 ?- p(W) ,q(X) ,r(Y) ,s(Z) ,n(W,X) ,n(X,Y) ,n(X,Z) .
W = Y = Z = b,

X ^ a ;

no

9-



Checks every possible set of bindings for W, X, Y and Z.

By permuting the query one may reduce the size of the search space: a
partially completed set of bindings can be rejected by a single failure,
e.g. for the query:
p(W) ,q(X) ,n(W,X) ,r(Y) ,n(X,Y) ,s (Z) ,n(X,Z)

Heuristics, such as instantiating the most constrained variable next,
can be used to re-order the query but, on realistic problems, this tactic
is doomed.

In general, no variable ordering can avoid thrashing by repeatedly
rediscovering incompatible variable bindings.



FCS in Constraint Networks

Drawbacks of the SLD-resolution approach lead to FCS in constraint
networks.

A constraint network represents each variable in the query as a vertex.

The unary constraint Px{x) establishes the domain of x, and each
binary constraint P^yix, y) is represented as the edge (x, y), composed
of arc {x,y) and arc {y,x).

00



VO

{a,b}

(b)

Constraint Network for the Flag Problem

An arc (a;,2/) is consistent iff

yuPx{u) 3v[Py{v) APxy{u,v)]

A network is arc consistent if all its arcs are consistent.

An arc {x,y) may be made consistent.



to

O

{b)- {bl

{b}

Arc Consistent Network for the Flag Problem

Arc consistency linear time.

If constraint graph a tree then arc consistency alone a decision
procedure for FCSP (Mackworth & Freuder, '85).

Various other graph theoretic properties of the constraint network can
be used to characterize and solve FCSPs (Freuder, '90; Dechter, '91).
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An Arc Consistency Interpreter for FCSP
Given

Query :
3w3x3y3zP{w) AQ(x) AR{y) AS(z) AN{w, x) AN{x, y) AN(x z)

Represent Constraints as:
P(w) = w = ay w = b
Q{x) = X—aV X= b
R(y) ^y = aVy = b
S{z) = z = b
N(s,t) = {s ^ a At = b) y{s = bAt = a)

Rewrite Constraints using the AC rewrite rule:

Pxiu) <= Px{u) A3v[Py{v) APxy{u, v)]
Here:

Q(x^
^Q{x)A3z[S{z)AN{x,z)]

(^x = ayX= h) A3z[z = bA{x —aAz—by x bAz a)
(x ^ Clj I



N>

S)

Iterating the AC rewrite rule reduces the constraints to a fixpoint:

P{w) = w = b
Q(x) = X= a

Ji(y) ^y = b
S(z) = z —b
N(s, t) = {s = a At b) y (s = bAt = a)

In general, the interpreter must interleave the AC relaxation with some
non-deterministic choice (Mackworth, '77). CHIP (Van Hentenryck,
'87).

Connection Graphs (Kowalski, '75) with SLD-resolution on FCSP
queries.



[F]GS and CLP(D)
The PCS constraint form is a special case of the CLP(S)) rule form;

P{x, y,...) ^Ci{x, y,...) AC2{x, y,...) A...
A P\(^x, A •••

In Horn Logic Programming S = iJ and the Ci constraints are
equalities on terms.

CS fits the CLP(S)) scheme e.g. CLP(9I).
P{x) 4- (1< a:) A(a; < 3)
Q{y)^{0<y)Aiy<2)
R{x,y) ^ X<y
Refine:

P{x) (1 < x) A(a: < 2)
Qiy) ^ (1 < y) A(y < 2)
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FCS as Model Finding in Prepositional Logic
A radically different framework for FCS is as model finding in
prepositional logic (Reiter & Mackworth, '87; de Kleer, '89).

A formula F in prepositional logic is constructed for the FCSP.

Each model of F corresponds to a solution of the FCSP.

Each proposition in F represents a possible binding of a variable to a
value, w : a means that variable w takes the value a.

F may be in CNF with a set of clauses representing:

• the fact that each variable must take a value (e.g. w : a Ww :b)
• the fact that the values are pairwise exclusive (e.g. ->w:ay^w:h)
• the constraints on related variables.
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The constraints may be encoded as clauses in any suitable fashion. A
negative encoding (de Kleer, '89) represents only the forbidden tuples
of the constraints (e.g. -^w : a\/ ~>x : a).

F —{w : aW w : b,x : aV x : b,y : aW y : b, z : b,
->w : a V-iw : b^-ix : aV -^x : b,-<y : a V -^y : 6,
-iw : a V -ix : a, -^w : b\/ ->x : b,-ix : aV -ly : a,
—>x : bV—iy : b, -iX". bV->z : 6}

SAT problem again.

In the propositional proof-finding framework the FCSP has a solution
iff the formula has no models.

Under the model-finding framework each solution corresponds to a
model of F.

Davis-Putnam? But SAT problem has the same special form again:
no mixed clauses in this encoding.

Simplify the formula before deciding if there are any models.



to

Use two inference rules: negative hyperresolution, H2, and unit
resolution, U.

H2: py qy ry...y u
-ip V -tv

-iqy -IV

-ir V -iv

• • •

~~iU V ~^v

-If

u: py qy r y.. .y u

py r y...y u

Subsumption rules: Sp and Sn.

Given two positive clauses Ci and C2 where all the literals in Ci
appear in C2 then Sp deletes (72.
AC-resolution strategy: {H2 S* USp)*



N?

w : aV w : b

X : aV X : h

y : a V y : b

z :b

-^w : a V -iw : b

->x : aV -ix :b

-\y : a V -ly :b

-iw : a V -IX : a

-iw : b V -ix : b

-ix : aV -ly : a

-IX : bV -ly :b
-ix : bV -iz :b

X : a

ix : b

w : b

y :b

iw : a

ly : a

The simplified formula is;

Fs = {w :b,x : a,y : b,z : b, -iw : a,-ix : b, -ly : a}

Exactly one model.
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AC-resolution has the following properties:

1. The set of models of F is invariant.

2. No mixed clauses are generated so the division into positive and
negative clauses is invariant.

3. Total number and length of clauses decreases monotonically.
4. 0(e).
5. 'Incomplete' — must be interleaved with search (e.g. assigning a

truth value to a proposition) to decide the satisfiability of F.
6. AC-resolution, used here for model-finding, mimics behaviour of

AC interpreter on FCSP (& Connection Graph theorem prover).
Each proposition reifies possible substitutions for a variable.

This framework shows the relevance of planar SAT results (Seidel,
'81) and 2SAT (only 2 values/variable — linear time) (Dechter).

N.B. Other encodings are possible. Directed constraint networks
(Dechter and Pearl, '90) give Horn clauses for the constraints and
hence HomSAT (linear time) if the input variables are given specific
values.



Conclusions

• Can FCSP be posed in logical frameworks?

• Can standard logical methods be used to solve FCSP?

• Can properties of FCSP be exploited to get better algorithms?

• Are there tractable classes of FCSP?

• Do old results fall out?

• Can the logical FCSP approaches be generalized to CSP?

• Do we get new results & systems?
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Constraint-Based Knowledge Acquisition
Extended Abstract

Eugene C. Freuder
Computer Science Department
University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH 03824 USA
ecf@cs.unh.edu

Constraint networks have begun to take their place as anAI knowledge representation
paradigm alongside rules, frames, etc. [Guesgen, Junker, Voss, 87], and, in particular, as
knowledge structures for knowledge-based systems [Havens and Rehfiiss, 89]. This raises
the issue of knowledge acquisition, which has been extensively studied in the context of
other knowledge representation schemes and especially for rule-based expert systems.

I will discuss three projects that I have been involved with that explore problems and
opportunities that arise in addressing knowledge acquisition issues in a constraint-based
context. The first, carried outwith Sue Huard [Huard, 90], assists an expert in debugging
a constraint network knowledge base, in the spirit of Teiresias [Davis, 82]. The second,
carried out with Suresh Subramanian [Subramanian and Freuder, 90], implements the
compilation ofrules from the observation ofconstraint-based problem solving, in the spirit
of ACT [Anderson, 83]. The third project [Freuder, 86] proposes induction of constraint
networks from examples in the spirit of ARCH [Winston, 75].

Debugging

There are several dimensions alongwhich the debugging problem can be categorized:

1. The problem exhibited: erroneous solutions, missing solutions.
2. The nature of the bug: missing constraints elements, erroneous constraint

elements.

3. User contribution: supply parts of missing solutions, identify erroneous
solutions, recognize correct solutions, verify proposed missing or erroneous
constraint elements.

We have primarily explored asingle, simple point in this space ofdebugging contexts:

1. There is a single missing constraint element (specifying that a single pair of
values is consistent).

2. This leads to a missing solution.
3. The user can supply a single value from the missing solution ("I know

there is a solution where variable X hasvalue a"), and canverify or reject solutions

30



proposedby the debugger.

This debugging context was explored for the n-queens problem, a very specific, but
oft-studied CSP domain. The debugging problem was viewed as a partial constraint
satisfaction problem [Freuder 1989]. Partial CSP algorithms were brought to bear.
Heuristics were developed andcompared for improving performance in two areas:

1. Program effort, using the usual measure ofconstraint checks, with the aim
ofproviding quick feedback to the user.

2. Usereffort, measured by the numberof questions askedof the user.

Compilation

We have developed a prototype system to compile rule-based knowledge from
constraint-based problem solving experience. (For another form of CSP learning from
experience see [Dechter, 86].) Asimple constraint-based expert system solves problems.
Its experience motivates the automated formation of mles, which can then be employed by
asimple rule-based expert system. The rule-based system can function as apreprocessor to
promote efficiency, or ultimately as a stand-alone system. There are two particularly
interestingways of viewing this process:

1. The constraint network implicitly contains many rules. By extracting
previously successful reasoning steps in the form of explicit rules we provide a
mechanism for offering heuristic guidance, learned from experience, to a brute
force relaxation process.

2. We can attempt to compile out different specialized, efficient rule-based
systems from a large knowledge base that is conveniently expressed initially in
declarative, constraint-based terms.

These ideas have been tested on a knowledge base of New Hampshire birds, compiled
with the assistance of a local wildlife biologist.

Induction

One ofthe most heavily studied forms oflearning involves generalizing from examples.
Awell-known instance isWinston's ARCH program for learning structural descriptions of
objects. Winston's program built semantic network descriptions. Using constraint
networks instead we can take advantage of constraint-based contextual knowledge to
leverage the learning behavior through constraint-based inference.

Asimple example will illustrate. Winston's program leams that awedge-shaped block
supported by abrick-shaped block is a"house" structure. A"counterexample" showing the
wedge and brick side by side teaches the program that the support relationship is required.
Later another counterexample, showing one wedge on top ofanother, teaches the program
that the bottom object cannot be a wedge. But is the second counterexample really
necessary? (Indeed it seems alittle odd; it could not be constructed physically.) Ifwe view
the support relationship as a constramt, a form of constraint-based reasoning (arc
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consistency) allows a program to infer that thebottom object cannot be a wedge: wedges
do not support bricks. This added intelligence onthe part of the "pupil" lessens the burden
on the "teacher" and speeds the learning process.

Acknowledgements: This material is based in part upon work supported by the
National Science Foundation under Grant No. IRI-8913040. The Government has certain
rights in this material. The author is currently a Visiting Scientist at the MTI Artificial
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Abstract

We present a mapping from a class of default theories to sentences in propositional
logic, such that each model of the latter corresponds to an extension of the former.
Using this mapping weshowthat many properties of default theories can be determined
by solving propositional satisfiability. In particular, we show how CSP techniques can
be used to identify, analyze and solve tractable subsets of Reiter's default logic.
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1 Introduction

Since the introduction of Reiter's default logic ([ReiSO]), many researchers have elaborated
its sem<intics ([Eth87], [Kon88], [BF88]) and havedeveloped inference algorithms for vaaious
default theories ( [Eth87]),[KS89], [Sti90]). As it was clearfrom the beginning, most of those
computations are formidable (not even semi-decidable), and research in the last few yeairs,
has focused on restricted classes of the language, searching for tractable subclasses of default
theories. Unfortunately, many simplified sublanguages still remained intractable ([KS89],
[Sti90]).

Since Reiter's logic is an important formalism for nonmonotonic reasoning, it is worth
exploring new dimensions along which traictable classes can be identified. The approach
we propose here examines the structural features of the knowledge baise, and leads to a
topological chairacterization of non-monotonic theories.

One language that hats received a thorough topologicad amadysis is constraint networks. This
propositionad language, based on multi-valued vairiables amd relational constradnts is also
intractable, but mainyof its tractable subclasses have been identified by topologicad amadysis.
A constradnt network is a graph (or hypergraph) in which nodes represent vairiables amd arcs
represent padrs (or sets) of variables that are included in a common constraint. The topology
of such a network uncovers opportunities for problem decomposition techniques amd provides
estimates of the problem complexity prior to amtuad processing. Graphicad pairauneters such
ais the ividth amd the cycle-cutset, were identified as crucially related the problems' difficulty,
and lead to effective solution strategies ([Fre82]), [MF84], [DP89]).

Our approach is to identify tractable classes of default theories by mapping them into
tractable claisses of constraint networks. Specifically, we reformulate a default theory within
the constradnt network language amd, use the latter to induce the appropriate solution strate
gies.

Rather than attempting a direct translation to constradnt network, this paper describes an
intermediate translation of a class default theories into pro-positional logic. Since, proposi-
tionad logic cam be translated into constradnt networks (amd vice versa [dK89]), this yields a
mapping to constradnt networks. The intermediate tramslation into propositionad logic may
point to aulditionad tractable claisses amd cam shed new light on the semantics of defaults
theories.

The bulk of this paper is devoted to the amadysis of such transformation. We show that
any disjunction-free propositional default theory with semi-normad rules cam be translated,
in polynomial time, to a set of propositional sentences , amd, moreover, adl the interesting
properties of the default theory cam be computed by solving the satisfiability of the latter.
We then show how constradnt networks cam be utilized to identify tractable claisses of default
theories.

The paper is orgamized as follows. Sections 2 amd 3 describe Reiter's default logic and
some prelixninairies. Section 4 presents our tramsformation amd describes how tasks in de
fault theory are mapped into equivadent tasks in propositionad logic. Section 5 discusses the
merits of acyclic theories, section 6 presents new procedtires for query processing and iden
tifies tractable classes using constraint networks techniques. Section 7 provides concluding
remarks. Due to space considerations adl proofr are omitted. For more details see [BED91].
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2 Reiter's Default Logic
Following is a brief introduction to Reiter's default logic [ReiSO]. Let £ be a first order
language. A default theory is a pair {D, W), where D is a. set of defaults emd W is a set of
closed wffs (wellformed formuleis) in £. A default is a rule of the form a : /3i,dn/^ , where
Q, 01, ...0„ <ind 7 are formulas in £. The intuition behind a default can be: If I believe in a
and I have no reaison to believe that one of the /?,• is false, then I can believe 7. A default
a : 0/f is normal if 7 = /9. A default is semi-normal if it is in the form a : /? A 7/7. A
default theory is closed if cJl the first order formulas in D and W are closed.

The set of defaults D induces an extension on W. Intuitively, an extension is a maximal
set of formulas that c«in be deduced from W using the defaults in D. Let Th{E) denote the
logical closure of E in £. We use the following definition of an extension:

Definition 2.1 ([ReiSO],theorem 2.1 ) Let E C C be a set of closed wffs, and let {D, U') be
a closed default theory. Define

• Eo = W

• For i > 0 = Th{Ei)\J {7|a : 0i, ...,0nh € D where a € Ei and -'0i, ...-<0„ ^ E}
E is an extension for {D, W) iff for some ordering E = U^oEi. (Note the appearance of E
in the formula for Ei+i).

Most tasks on a default theory {D, W) can be formulated using one of the following queries:

Existence : Does (D, W) have ein extension ? If so, find one.

Set-Membership : Given a set of formulas S, Is S contained in some extension of {D, W)1

Set-Entailment : Given a set of formulas S, Is S contained in every extension of (D, IT)?

In this paper we restrict our attention to Propositional, Disjimction-free, Semi-normal
Default theories, denoted PDSD, (where formulas in D and W are disj\mction-free). This
is the same subclass studied by Kautz and Selman ([KS89]). We can assume, w.l.g., that
W is consistent and that no default has a contradiction as a justification, since when W is
inconsistent, only one extension exists and a rule having contradictory justification can be
eliminated by inspection.

3 Definitions and Preliminaries
We denote propositional symbols by upper case letters P,Q,R..., propositional literals (i.e.
P,-iP) by lower case letters p,q,r... and conjunctions of literals by a,0.... The operator ~
over literals is defined as follows: Ifp = ->Q, = Q, If p = Q then ~p = IfS = a : 01f
is a default, we define pre(5) = a, just(6) = 0 and concl(5) = 7.

We denote by 5* the logical closure of a set of formulas S and call S a logical kernel of
S". Clearly, when dealing with PDSDs, every extension E* has a logical kernel consisting of
literals only. We assiime, w.l.g. that the consequent in each rule is a single literal.

We say that a set of literals E satisfies the preconditions ofSifpre(5) € E and for each q €
just(5) E^. We say that E satisfies the rule 5ifit does not satisfy the preconditions
of 8 or else, it satisfies both its preconditions and its conclusion.

tNote thatsince we are dealing with PDSDs, ifat is not acontradiction, the negation ofone ofits conj uncts
is in the extension iff the negation of at is there too.
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A proof of a literal p, w.r.t. a given set of literals E and a given PDSD [D, W) is a
sequence of rules Si,...,Sn such that the following three conditions hold : 1. concI((5„) = p.
2. For all 1 < t < n and for each q e just(<5,), -iq ^ E 3. For all 1 < i < n pre((5.) C
H^U{coucl(5i), ...,concl(5,_i)}.

The following lemma is instrumental throughout the paper. It can be viewed as the
declarative counterpart of lemma 1 in [KS89].

Lemma 3.1 E'is an extension of a PDSD {D,W) iff E'is a logical closure of a set of
literals E that satisfies :

1. W CE

2. E satisfies each rule in D.

3. For each p ^ E , there is a proof of p in E . •

We define the dependency graph G(d,w)', of a PDSD {D, W), to be a directed graph con
structed as follows; Each literal p appearing in D or in W is associated with a node, and an
edge is directed from p to r if there is a default rule where p appeMs in its prerequisite and
r is its consequent juid r ^ W. An acyclic PDSD is one whose dependency graph is acj'clic,
a property that cam be tested linearly (see [Tar72]).

4 Expressing PDSD in propositional logic
Our aim is to transform a given a PDSD (D, W), to a set of propositional sentences

such that w) ^ model iff {D, W) has an extension, and vice-versa, every model
of has a corresponding extension for (D, W). Since the transformation of acyclic

PDSDs is simpler, (both in terms of exposition and in terms of complexity), we present it
sepjirately, and later extend it to the cyclic case.

4.1 The acyclic Case
The reason acyclic PDSD axe simpler is that their extensions can be expressed (and can
cdso be generated) in a more relaxed fashion. This is demonstrated through Lemma 4.1, a
relaxed version of the general Lemma 3.1. We can show that (note the change in item 3) :

Lemma 4.1 E* is an extension of an acyclic PDSD {D,W) iff E* is a logical closure of a
set of literals E that satisfies :

1. WCE

2. E satisfies each rule in D.

3. for each p e E - W there is 6 € D such that concl{S) = p and E satisfies the
preconditions ofS.O

Expressing the above conditions in propositional logic, results in a propositional theory
whose models coincide with the extensions of the acyclic default theory. Let C be the
underlying propositional language of (D, W). For each propositional symbol in £, we define
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two propositional s3Tnbols, Ip and I^p yielding a new set of sjTnboIs : £' = {/p, 7_p|P € £}.
Intuitively, Ip stands for "P is in the extension" while /_p stands for "-iP is in the extension".

To simplify notations we use the notions of in^a) and cons(o() that stand for "'o is in
the extension", and "a is consistent with the extension", respectively. Formally, in(a) and
cons(a) 2u:e defined as functions from conjuncts in C to conjuncts in C as follows :

• if a = P then in(Q;) = Ip, cons{a) = ->I-,p.

• if a = -<P then in(Q) = I-.p, c(ms{a) = -ilp.

• if a = ^ A7 then in{a) = [m(y3)] A[zn(7)], c<ms{a) = [cons{^)] A[cons(7)].

The following procedure,translate-1, translates an acyclic PDSD {D,W), to a set of
sentences W) prepositional logic as follows:

translate-l((I), W))

1. for each p € W, put Ip into W)'

2. for each a : flft & add t7i(a) Acons(/3)—•in(7) into

3. Let Sp = {[in(a) Acons(/3)]|3^ GD such that 6 = a: /3/p}.

For each p^ W, if 5p ^ 0then add to W) fonnula ^[VagSpOi]-
else, (If p^ Wand Sp = 0), add to W) formula -i/p. •

We clziim that:

Theorem 4.2 Procedure translate-1 tranaforms an acyclic PDSD {D, W) into propositional
sentence, 9 is a model for iff {p|^(/p) = true}* is an extension
for{D,W). a

Algorithm translate-1 is time zmd space linear in \D -I- W\ (assiiming W is sorted).

Example 4.3 (This example is based on Reiter's example 2.5)
Consider the following acyclic PDSD : D = {A: P/P, : A/A, -tA/-<A}, W = 0.

^{D W) ~ {(remains empty after step 1),
(following step 2:) Ia A-il-,p—*Ip, -iI-a—^lAt ~'Ia—*I-iAt
(following step 3;) Jp—AIa—*~'I^A, I-A—*~'Ia > "'I-p}

^{D W) has only 2models : {Ia =true,= false,/-.p =fSalse, Jp =true}, that corresponds
to the extension {A, P}, and { Ia = false, —true,7-,p = iidse,/p = false}, that corresponds
to the extension {->A}, a

4.2 The Cyclic Case
Since procedure translate-1 assumes acyclic PDSD, it was not careful to eliminate the pos
sibilities of unfounded proofs. If applied to cyclic PDSD, the resulting transformation will
possess models that corresponds to illegal extensions, i.e., ones that are generated by cyclic
proofs [BED91]. Thus, an extended translation is needed.
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The common approach for building an extension,(used by Etherington ([Eth87]), Kautz
and Selman ([KS89]), and others), is to increment W using rules from D. By formulating
the default theory as a set of constrzunts on the set of its extensions, we make a declarative
account of such process, thus allowing all the general techniques of constraint satisfaction
and propositional satisfiability to be used. This frees us from worrying about orderness.
however it requires adding a constraint gujtfanteeing that if a formula is in the extension,
there is a series of defaults deriving it from W.

In the acyclic case, this was achieved by the third constraint in Lemma 4.1 implemented
by step 4 of procedure tTanslate-l. However, in cyclic PDSDs we must add the constraint
that if a literal, not in W, belongs to the extension, then the prerequisite of at leaist one
of its rules should be in the extension on its own rights, namely, not as a consequence of a
circular proof. One way to avoid circular proofs is to impose indexing on literals such that
for every literal in the extension there exist a proof with literals having lower indices.

To implement this idea, origincilly mentioned at [Dis89], we associate an index variable
with each litercd in the transformed language, and require that, p is in the extension, only
if it is the consequent of a rule whose prerequisite's indexes are smaller. Let stand for
the "index associated with p", aind let k be its number of values. These new multi-valued
veiriables can be expressed in propositional logic using auiditional 0{k^) clauses and literals
(see [BED91]). For simplicity, however, we will use the multi-variable notations, viewing
them as abbreviations to their propositional counterpzirts.

Let C" be the language £'U{#p|p € £ }, where £' is the set {/p,/_p|P € £} defined
earlier. Procedure translate-2 tremsforms any PDSD (cyclic or acyclic) over £ to a set of
propositioned sentences over £"as follows :

procedure translate-2(i7, W)

1. for each p £W put Ip into W)'

2. for each a : /3/7 € D, add tn(a) Acons{P)—•»n(7) to P(^^VV)'

3. Let Cp = {[in(gi Agj... Aq„) Acons{0)] A[#gi < #p] A... A[#g„ < #p] 13^ 6 D such that
(5 = gi Aga... Ag„ : /3/p }.

For each p^W,if Cpia not empty then, add to W) —^[VogCp"]-
Else, (If p^ Wand Cp —0) add -i/p to ^(^^ W)'

The complexityof this translation requires adding n index variables, n being the number
of literals in £, each having at most n v<dues. Since expressing an inequality in proposi
tional logic, requites 0(r»') clauses, and since there are at most n possible inequtdities per
default, theresulting size ofthis transformation is boimded by 0(11^1 -1- \D\n^) propositional
sentences.

The following theorems summarize the properties of our transformation. In all of them,
W) " sentences restilting from translating a given PDSD {D,W) using

translate-2 (or translate-1 when the theory is acyclic).

Theorem 4.4 Let {D, W) he a PDSD. If ^(^ pp') ^ satisfiahle and if 9 is a model for
^{D W) ' {pI^(-^p) =true}* is an extension for {D,W). •
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Theorem 4.5 If E'is an extension for {D,W) then there is a model 6 for such
that tf(in(p)) = true iff E'. •

Corollary 4.6 APDSD {D,W) has an extension iffP(^j) pV) " aatisfiable. •
Corollary 4.7 A set of literals, S, is contained in an extension of {D, W) iff there is a
model for which satisfies the set {Ip\p 6 S}. •

Corollary 4.8 A literal p is in every extension of a PDSD {D, W) iff there is no model for

^{D W) satisfies -iJp. •
The above theorems suggest that we can first triuislate a given PDSD (D, W) to

ajid-then answer queries as follows: to test if {D,W) has an extension, we test satisfiability
of W")' ^ ^ litereds is a member in some extension, we test satisfiability
of pv)U{-^plP € 5} and to see if S is included in every extension, we test if for every
p€ 5 , P(£) py) U~'Ip is not satisfiable.

4.3 An improved translation
A closer look at procedure translate-2 reveals that it can be further improved. If a prereq
uisite of a rule is not on a cycle with its consequent, we do not need to index them, nor
to enforce the partial order among their variables. Thus, we need indexes only for literals
which reside on cycles in the dependency graph. Furthermore, since we will never have to
solve cyclicitybetween two literals that do not share a cycle, the range of the index variables
is bounded by the maximum number of literals that share a common cycle. Actually , we
show that the index variable's range can be bounded by the maximal length of Jin acyclic
path in any strongly connected component in G(£),w)(see [BED91]). The strongly-connected
components of a directed graph is a partition of its set of nodes such that for each subset C
in the partition, and for each x,y &C, there is a directed path from x to y and from y to x
in G. The strongly coimected components can be identified in linear time [Tar72].

Procedure froTw/ate-5 incorporates these observations by revisingstep 4 of translate-2. The
procedure associates index variables only with literals that are part ofa non-trivial cycle (i.e.
cycle with at least two nodes).

procedure transiate-3((D,W))-step 4

4.a Identify the strongly connected components of

4.b Let Cp = Agj... Ag„) Ac<ms(/3)] A[#gi < #p] A... A[#?, < #p] \3S 6 D such that
S = qi Aft... A : 0/p, and gi, ...,gr (r < n) are in p's component } (if p's components
contains only p, Cp = 0.)

Let Ap = {[m(a) Aco»w(/?)]| Exists 6e Dsuch that S= a: ^jp and no literal in a is in the
same component as p}.

Let Bp = Ap\JCp.

For each p^W add Ip—•[Va€S,o] to D,W)'
ifp^ Wand Sp = 0add -i/p to yyy •
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Procedure tramslate-3 will behave exactly as procedure translate-1 when the input is an
acyclic PDSD. The number ofindex variables produced by tramslate-S, is bounded by Miu{A:*
c,n}, where k is the size of a largest component of G(^d^w)i c is the number of non-trivial
components eind n the number of literals in the language. The range of the index variable
is bounded by / - the length of the longest acyclic path in any component {I < k). Since
in each rule we have at most k literals in the prerequisite that shwe a component with its
consequence, the resulting prepositional transformation is bounded by additional OdW] -|-
\D\kl'̂ ) sentences, giving an explicit connection between the complexityof the transformation
and its cyclicity level, as reflected by k and I. Theorems 4.4 through 4.8 hold for procedure
translate-3 as well.

5 Acyclicity and orderness
We saw that acyclic PDSDs cillow a smoother transformation. We next present a nondeter-
ministic algorithm for finding an extension of an acyclic PDSD. It is justified by lemma 4.1
and it is simpler than the cilgorithm presented by Kautz and Selman ([KS89]) for a general
PDSD.

Acyclic-find extension input : an acyclic PDSD (D,W) .

1. Let V = {p| there is a rule in D with p as a consequent }.

2. Guess B C (VIJW) such that .E is a superset of W.

3. Check that conditions 2 and 3 of lemma 4.1 are satisfied by E. If so, E* is an extension of
.{D,W). •

While we distinguish between cyclic and acyclic PDSDs, Etherington ([Eth87]) has distin
guished between ordered and unordered default theories. He has defined an order induced by
the defaults in D on the set of literals, and showed that if a semi-normail theory is ord(?red.
than it has at least one extension.

To understand the relationship between these two categories we define a generalized de
pendency graph of a PDSD, to be a directed graph with blue «ind white arrows. Each literal
is associated with a node in the graph, and for every S = a : 0lp m D, every q G a, and
every r 6 there is a blue edge from g to p and a white edge from ~r to p. A PDSD is
unordered iff its generalized dependency graph has a cycle having at least one white edge.
A PDSD is cycHc iff its generalized dependency graph has a blue cycle (i.e. a cycle with no
white edges). Note that a set of default rules which is ordered is not necessarily acyclic and
vice versa. The following set of rules {P : Q/Q, Q : P/P} is ordered but cyclic while the set
{P : Q/Q, S : ->Q AP/P} is acyclic but not ordered .

Clearly, the expressive power of the ordered and the acyclic subsets of PDSD is limited
([KS89]). Cyclic theories are needed, in particular, for characterizing two properties which
are higUy correlated. For example, to express the belief that usually people who smoke
drink and vice versa, we need the defaults Drink : Smoke /Smoke, Smoke : Drink / Drink,
yielding a cyclic default theory. The chiuracterization of default theories presented in the
following section may be viewed as a generalization of both acyclicity and orderness.
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6 More tractable subsets for default logic
What do we gain firom the above transformation in terms of the complexity of processing the
default logic? Although we aimed at introducing topological considerations, we have looked
at syntactical featiires as well.

It is easy to characterize the syntaoc of the proposition2Ll sentences generated by our trans
formation. Since this trtmslation is time «uid space polynomizil (in the size of the default
theory), when its resulting output belongs to a tractable prepositional subclaiss, all processing
tasks of existence, set-membership and set-entailment, can be performed efficiently.

One such subset, Jilready identified by [KS89] and [Sti90], is the "Prerequisite free normal
unciry" (a PDSD with normal rules having no prerequisite ). This subset is translated
to sentences in 2-SAT, a subclass containing disjunctions of at most two literals, whose
linear satisfiability ([EIS76]) induces a linefir time algorithm for the default theory tasks. In
contrast, Kautz and Selman presented a quadratic algorithm (for deciding "membership in
all extensions") applicable to a broader cl«iss of PDSDs (cjdled "norm£d un2u:y") where the
prerequisite of e2w:h (normal) rule consists of a single positive literal.

Since propositionjd satisfiability can be regarded as a constraint satisfaction problem, we
use techniques borrowed from that field to solve satisfiability. We next outline the gen-
ercil prospects involved in using constraint networks techniques amd will demonstrate their
utilities. However, for a full account of this approach see [BED91].

In general, constraint satisfaction techniques exploit the structure of the problem through
the notion of a "constraint graph". For proposition«J sentences, the constrednt graph (also
called a "primal constraint graph") eissociates a node with each propositional letter and
connects any two nodes whose associated letters appear in the same propositioned sentence.
Various graph parameters were shown as crucially related to solving the satisfiability prob
lem. These include the induced width, ,w*, the size of the cycle-cutset, the depth of a
depth-first-search spanning tree of this graph and the size of the non-separable components
([Fre85]),[DP88]). It can be shown that the worse-case complexity of deciding consistency is
polynomially boimded by any one of these pareuneters.

Since, these pairameters can be bounded easily by simple processing of the given graph,
they can be used for assessing tractability ahead of time. For instance, when the constraint
graph is a tree, satisfiability can be answered in linear time. In the sequel we will demon
strate the potential of this approach using one specific technique, called Tree-Clustering
[DP89], customizedfor solving propositional satisfiability, and emphasize its effectiveness for
maintaining a default data-base.

The Tree-ChuAenng scheme has a tree-building phase, and a query processing phase. The
complexity of the former is exponentially dependent on the sparseness of the constraint
graph, while the complexity of the latter is always linear in the size of the data-base gen
erated by the tree-building preprocessing phase. Consequently, even when building the tree
is computationally expensive it may be justified when many queries on the same PDSD are
expected. The algorithm is summarized below (for details see [DP89]).
Propositional-Tree-Clustering (tree-building)

input: a set of propositional sentences 5 and its constraint graph.

1. Use the triangulation algorithm to generate a chordal constraint graph.
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A graph is chordal if every cycle of length at least four has a chord.

The triang\dation algorithm [TY84] transforms any graph into a chordal graph by adding
edges to it. It consists of two steps:
(a) Select an ordering for the nodes, (various heuristics for good orderings are avail

able).
(b) Fill in edges recursively between any two nonadjacent nodes that are connected via

nodes higher up in the ordering.

2. Identify all the maximal cliques in the graph. Let Ci,...,Ct be all such cliques indexed by
the rank of their highest nodes.

3. Connect each C,- to an ancestor Cj {j < i) with whom it shares the largest set of letters. The
resulting graph is called a join tree.

4. Compute Af,-, the set of models over C, that satisfy S,-, where 5,- be the set of all sentences
composed only of letters in C,.

5. For each C, and for each Cj adjacent to C, in the join tree, delete from A4, every model
M that has no model in M.j that agrees with it on the set of their common letters. This
amounts to performing arc consistency on the join tree. •

Since the most costly operation within the tree-building algorithm is generating all the
submodels of each clique (step 5), the time and space complexity of this preliminary phase
is 0{n * 2'^'), where |C| is the size of the largest clique and n is the number of letters used
in S . It can be shown that |C| = iw' + 1, where w* is the width ^ of the ordered chordal
graph (also called induced width [DP89]. As a result, for problem classes having a bounded
induced width, this method is tractable.

Once the tree is built it zdways allows an efficient query processing. This procedure is
described within the following general scenario, (n stands for the number of letters in the
original PDSD, m, bounds the number of submodels for each clique.) ^

1. Trzinslate the PDSD to propositional logic (generates 0(1IV| + |D|n^) sentences)

2. Build a default data-base from the propositional sentences using the Tree-building
method (takes 0(n' ♦ exp(ti;* -|-1))).

3. Answer queries on the default theory using the produced tree:

• To answer whether there is em extension, test if there is an empty clique. If so,
no extension exists, (bounded by O(n^) steps).

• To find an extension, solve the tree in a backtrack-free manner:
In order to find a satisfying model we pick an arbitrary node C,- in the join tree,
select a model Af,- from Mi, select, from each of its neighbors Cj, a model Mj

^The width of a node in an ordered graph is the number of edges connecting it to nodes lower in the
ordering. The width of an ordering is the maximum width of nodes in that ordering, and the width ofa
graph is the minimal width of all its orderings

^Note that the number of letters in the propositional sentences isO(n') if the PDSD is cyclic, and 0(n)
if it is acyclic, and that m is not larger than the total number of extensions.
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that agrees with Mi on common letters, unite all these models and continue to
the neighbors' neighbors, and so on. The set of all models can be generated by
exhausting all combinations of submodels that agree on their common letters,
(finding one model is bounded by 0(n' * m) steps)

• To amswer whether there is an extension that satisfy a set of literals A, check if
there is a model satisfying {Ip\p € A}. (This takes 0{n? *m* logm) steps).

• To einswer whether a literal p is included in all the extensions, check whether there
is a solution that satisfies -"/p, (bounded by O(n'm) steps).

Note that we could tramslate the PDSD directly to a set of constraunts aind then use the
above techniques, thus getting less variables by representing the index variables as multi
valued vciriable. However, since the first part of the paper was devoted to show a translation
from PDSD to propositional logic, we chose to continue with this lauiguage.

Following is an example demonstrating our approach.

Example 6.1 Consider the following PDSD :

„ fDumbo : Elephant AFly ElephantA-iFly:-'Dumbo
Elephant -Dumbo
Elephant : -iFly DumbotFly

-.Fly Fly
Elephant : -.Circus Dumbo.ElephantACircus

-.Circus ^ ^ Circus >
W = {Dumbo,Elephant}

The propositional letter "Dumbo" represents here a special kind of elephants that can fly. These
defaults state that normally, Dumbos, assuming they fly, are elephants, if an elephant does not fly
we do not believe that it is a Dumbo. Elephants usually do not fly, while Dumbos usually fly. Most
elephants are not living in a circus while Dumbos usually live in a circus.

This is an acyclic default theory, thus algorithm tranalate-1 when applied produces the following
set of sentences (each proposition is abbreviated by its initial letter):

Sentences generated in step 2 of translate-1: Id, Ie-
step 3 :

Ie a I-,p A-iId—*I->D, Ie a -"if-—•/-Ft Id a ->I-,f—*If, Ie a -lie—^I-'C,
Id a -iI-.e a -./-.c—*Ic-

step 4 :
/_D—*Ie a /-.f a -i/d, J-f—*Ie a -lip, If—-^lo a -iI-,f, I-<c—*Ie a -iIc,
Ic *Id a "•/-£ A -./-iCi -iI-iE

The primal graph of this set is shown in figure 1. It is already chordal and the ordering
IeJ^fJd,I^D,I^JcJf,I^e suggests that for this particular problem, w' < 3. Thus,
using the tree-Clustering method we can answer queries about extension, set-membership and
set-entailment in poljmomial time (bounded by exp(4)). Note that this PDSD is unordered
and not unary, therrfore, the complexity of answering queries for such PDSD is NP-hard
[KS89].

We conclude this section with a characterization of the tractability of DSPD theories as
a function of the induced vndth, w*, of their interaction graph. The interaction graph is an
undirected graph, where each literal in W or D is associated with a node and, for e\er\
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Figure 1; Constraints graph for example 6.1

6 = a: in D, every q^a and every ~r such that r 6 there are arcs connecting all of
them into one clique with p. (this graph can be extracted from the generalized dependency
graph, by connecting all the parents of every node, disregarding colors and directionality).
Theorem 6.2 i4 PDSD {D, W)who3e interaction graph has an induced width w' can decide
existence, membership and entailment in 0(2"' when the theory is acyclic and0(n"''''^')
when the theory is cyclic. •

7 Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents a tremsformation of a disjunction-free semi-normal default theory into
sentences in propositional logic such that the set of models of the latter coincides with the
set of extensions of the former. Questions of existence, membership and entailment posed on
the default theory eire thus transformed into equivalent satisfiability problems. This mapping
can be further formulated as consistency of constraint networks.

These mappings are vcJuable as they bring problems in non-monotonic reasoning into
the familiar arenas of propositional satisfiability and constraint satisfaction problems. Pre
viously, computational issues of non-monotonic theories were zMidressed by mapping them
into truth-maintenance systems (TMS) or ATMS ([RDB89], [JK90], [Elk90],[dK86]). Our
tansformation, take us one step further, since propositional logic and constraint networks
accumulated a large body of theoretical imderstanding.

Using our transformation, we showed that default theories whose interaction graph has
a bounded w* aie tractable, and can be solved in time and space bounded by 0(n'""''^)
steps. This permits us to predict worse-case performance prior to processing, since w'
can be bounded in time quadratic in the munber of literals. Moreover, the tree-clustering
procedure, associated with the w* analysis, provides asi effective preprocessing strategy for
maintaining the knowledge; once applied, adl incoming queries can be answered swiftly and
changes to the knowledge can often be incorporated in linear time.

In the full p^per we show how additional tractable classes can be identified using other
CSP techniques , including cycle-cutset, non-separable component, backjumping and others
[BED91]. We conjecture that our transformation can be carried over to default theories
havingdisjunctivesentences, thus permitting topological characterizationofdisjunctive semi-
normal default theories as well.
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Abstract

Connectionist networks with symmetric weights (like Hopfield networks and Boltzman Machines)
use gradient descent to find aminimum for quadratic energy functions. They can be sron as performing
constraint satisfaction when soft or hard constraints are encoded in the energy function. We show an
equivalence between the problem of satisfiability in prepositional calculus and the problem of minimiz
ing those energy functions. The equivalence is in the sense that for any satisfiable Well Formed Formula
(WFF) we can find a quadratic function that describes it, such that the set of solutions that minimize
the function is equal to the set of truth assignments that satisfy the WFF. We also show that in the
same sense every quadratic energy function describes some satisfiable WFF. Algorithms are given to
transform any prepositional WFF into an energy function that describes it and vice versa.
High-order models that use Sigma^Pi units are shown to be equivalent to the standard quadratic models
with additional hidden units. Algorithms are given to convert high-order networks to low-order ones
and vice versa.

We extend prepositional calculus by augmenting beliefs with penalties (positive real numbers). The ex
tended calculus is useful in expressing default knowledge, preference between arguments, and reliability
ofassumptions coming from unreliable redundant source(s) of knowled^.
We show a proof theory and semantics for reasoning from such inconsistent set of beliefs. The proof
procedure (h) is b^ed on entailment from all preferred maximal consistent subsets of beliefe, while the
semantics (|=) is based on satisfaction by all preferred modeb (soundness and completeness is shown).
We give an algorithm to translate any inconsistent set of propositional beliefr into a network that
searches for a preferred model ofthe set. Another algorithm is given that translates any network to a
set of penalized beliefr whose preferred models the net is searching. Finally we sketch a connectionist
inference engine for the above theory.

1. Introduction

Finding vninima for quadratic functions is the essence of symmetric connectionist models used for
constraint satisfaction [Hopfield 82] [Hinton, Sejnowski 86] [Hinton89]. They are characterized by a
recurrent network architecture, a symmetric weight matrix (with zero diagonal) and a quadratic energy
function that should be minimized. Each unit asynchronously computes the gradient of the function
and adjusts its activation value, so that energy decreases monotonically. The network eventually reach^
equilibrium, settling on either alocal or aglobal minimum. [Hopfield,Tank85] demonstrated that certain
complex optimization problems can be stated as constraints expressed in quadratic energy functions
and be approximated by these kind of networks.

There is a direct mapping between these models and quadratic energy functions. Every quadratic
energy function can be translated into a corresponding network ^d vice versa. Most of the time we
will not distinguish between the function amd the network that mininuzes it.

In this paper we first show an equivalence between the satisfiabUity search problem and the problem
of connectionist energy minimization. For every WFF we can find aquadratic energy function such that
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the values of the variables of the function at the minimum can be translated into a truth assignment
that satisfies the originsd WFF and vice versa. Also, any quadratic energy minimization problem may
be described as a satisfiable WFF that is satisiied for the same assignments that minimize the function.
More details and formal proo& can be found in [Pinkas 90a] and [Pinkas 90b].

We then show that any set of propositional constraints (possibly augmented with weights) can
be translated into a quadratic energy function whose minima correspond to preferred models of the
set. We shall demonstrate that symmetric networks are natural platforms for propositional defeasible
reasoning and for noisy knowledge bases. In fact weshall show that every such network can be seen as
encapsulating a body of knowledge and as performing a search for a satisfyingmodelof that knowledge.

Finally we sketch a connectionist inference engine capable of reasoning from incomplete and incon
sistent knowledge.

2. Satisfiability and models of propositional formulas

A WFF is an expression that combines atomic propositions (variables)and connectives (V,A,-i, -♦,(,)).
A model (truth assignment) is a vector of binary values that assigns 1 ("true") or 0 ("fadse") to each of
the variables. A WFF ip is satisfied by a model x if its characteristic function H(p evaluates to "one"
given the vector x.

The characteristic function is defined to be : 2" —> {0,1} such that:
*Hxi{xi,..., Xn) —Xi
••^f(-i^)(®li •••>®n) = 1—Htp{x\ Zn)
•£f(^lV^2)(®l >•••' •••' ' ••' •••I®n) ^ It••-1 *n)
• ..., Xn) =/f^l(xi,..., X„) X/f^2(xi,.. ., Zn)
•£f(^j_^2)(xi,..., Xn) —H^-,(pj^y/ip2){,Xi,..., Xn)

The satisfiability search problem for a WFF ^ is to find an z (ifoneexists) such that ^^(£) = 1-

3. Equivalence between WFFs

We call the atomic propositions that are of interest for a certain application "visiblevariables" (denoted
by z). We can add additional atomic propositions called "hidden variables" (denoted by i) without
changing the set of relevant models that satisfy the WFF. The set of models that satisfy ip projected
onto the visible variables is then called "the visible satisfying models" ({i | (3f)/f^(z,f) = 1}).

Two WFFs are equivalent if the set of visible satisfying models of one is equal to the set of visible
satisfying models of the other.

A WFF Vis in Coiuunction of Triples Form(CTF) if yi = Vi and every is a sub-formula of
at most three variables.^

Every WFF can be converted into an equivalent WFF in CTF by adding hidden variables. Intu
itively, we generate a new hidden variable for every binary connective (eg: V,—••) except for the top
most one, and we "name" the binary logical operation with a new hidden variable using the connective
i^)-

iCTF diifere from the fiMnilim- Conjunctive Nonnal Form (CNF). The tfij'e are WFFs of up to 3 variables that may
include any logical ooniiective and are not necessarily a disjunction ^ literals as in CNF. To put a bidirectional CTF
clause into a CNF we wouldhave to generate two clauses, thus (A**B) becomes (-lAVB) A(A V-«B).
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Example 3.1 Converting y* = ((-•((-•^) AB)) -*• ((->0) D)) into CTF:
From (->((-•>1) AB)) we generate: ((-•((-•A) AB))*-*Ti) by adding a new hidden variable Ti,
from ((-<7) -• D) we generate: (((-C) D)^T2) by adding a new hidden variable Tj,
for the top most connective (—•) we generate: (Ti —» Tj).
The conjunction of these sub-formulas is :

AB))^Ti) A(((-.C) —D)*^T2) a (Ti —Tj). It is in CTF and is equivalent to <p.

4. Energy functions

A ifc-order energy function is a function E : {0,1}" U that can be expressed in a sum of products
form with product terms of up to k variables: ,Xn) —
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U),nXi, •••Xjj -b ^ tWii H b +

Quadraticenergy functions are special cases:

wijXiXj -b tutXi+w.
l<i<j<n i<n

We can arbitrarily divide the variables of an energy function into two sets: visible variables and hidden
variables.

We call the setofminimizing vectors projected onto the visible variables, "The visible solutions" of
the minimization problem. {ti{E) = {x | (3f)E(x,i) = miny.zi-SCyi z)}}).

We can always translate back and forth [Hopfield 82] between a quadratic energy function and a
network with symmetric weights that minimize it (see figure 1). Further, we can use high-order networks
[Sejnowski 86] to minimize high-order energy functions. In the high-order model each node is assigned
a SigmarPi unit that updates its activation value using:

ai =F{ 53 n

Like in the quadratic case, there is a translation back and forth between fc-order energy functions and
symmetric high-order models with fc-order Sigma-Pi units (see figure 2).

For every energy function E(£,i) with Thidden variables, we define Erankei^ =
The Eranke function defines the energy value of all visible states (when the visible units are clamped
and the hidden nnita are free to settle to a minimum), and in this sense it strongly characterizes the
network's behavior.

5. The equivalence between high-order models and low-order models

We call two energy functions strongly equivalent, if their corresponding Erank functions are equal up
to a constant difference; i.e: Eranksi = Eranks, + c.

Any high-order energy function can be converted into a strongly equivalent low-order one with
additional hidden variables. In addition, any energy function with hidden variables can be converted
into a strongly equivalent, (possibly) higher one by eliminating some or all of the hidden variables.
These algorithms allow us to trade the computational power of SigmarPi units for additional sunple
units and vice versa.
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Figure 1: A symmetric network that represents the function E ——2NT —2ST —2WT + 5T + NS +
RN -WN -frW, describing the WFF: (JV A5 —<• VF) A(iE —{-<N)) A(TV V(->W)). T is a hidden unit.

Theorem 1 « Any k-order term (u>nf=i ^«)> negative coefficient w, can be replaced by the
quadratic terms: —{2k—l)wT generating a strongly equivalent energyfunction with
one additional hidden variable T.

• Any k-order term (u/Hiz:! '^i)t POSITIVE coefficient w, can be replaced by the terms:
wn?=i^ 2wXiT)-\-2wXiiT+{2k—3)wT, generating astrongly equivalent energyfunction
of order k —1 with one additional hidden variable T.

Example 5.1 The cubic function E = —NSW + NS + RN —WN -h W is strongly equivalent to
—2NT —2ST —2WT + 5T + NS + RN —WN-\- W, (introducing T). The corresponding high-order
network appears in figure 2 while the equivalent quadratic one in figure 1.

The symmetric transformation, from low-order into high-order functions by eliminating any sub
set of the variables, is also possible (of course we sire interesting in eliminating only hidden vari
ables). To eliminate T, bring the energy function to the form: E = E + oldterm, where oldterm =

Consider all assignments S for the variables ( A = i,, •••ij,) in oldterm (not including T), such that

n«4i < 0-
Each negative Ps represents an energy state of the variables in X that pushes T to becon^ "one" and
decreases the total energy by | ^35 |. States with positive jSs cause T to become zero, do not reduce the
total energy, and therefore can be ignored. Therefore, the only states that matter are those that reduce
the energy; i.e Ps is negative.

Let =I x.y if —0 ^ expression "X," or "(1 - A",-)" depending whether
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Figure 2: Acubic network that represents E = -NSW + NS+ RN-WN + Wusing SigmarPi units
and a cubic hyper-arc. (Its is equivalent to the network of figure 1 without hidden units)

the variable is assigned 1 or 0 in 5.
The expression therefore determines the state 5, and the expression

I

newterm = ^ /?s
S such that <0

represents the disjunction ofall the states that cause a reduction in the total energy.
The new function £f -1- newterm, is therefore equivalent to E' -1- oldterm and does not include T.

With this technique, we canconvert anynetwork withhidden unitsintoa strongly equivalent network
without any such units.

6. Describing WFFs using penalty functions

An energy function E describes a WFF (p if the set ofvisible satisfying models of<p isequal to the set
of visible solutions of the minimization of E.

The penalty function E,p ofa WFF is a function : {0,1}" A", that penalizes sub-formulas
of the WFF that are not satisfied. It computes the characteristic of the negation of every sub-formula
(Pi in the upper level of the WFF's conjunctive structure.
If V= A^i Vi then,

m m

i=i 1=1

Ifall the sub-formulas are satisfied, E(p gets the value zero; otherwise, the function computes how many
are unsatisfied.
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It is easy to see that ip is satisfied by x iff is minimized by x (the global minima have a value of
zero). Therefore, every satisfiable WFF p has a function E(p such that E{p describes tp.

Example 6.1

^((yVAS)—H')A(ft-.(-iJV))A(AfV(-iW)) = + .ff-i(R-.(-iW)) + ^f-i(JVv(-iW))
= Hff/,SA{->W) + fiRAN + H^-N)AW
= {NSil-W)) + {RN) + {{l-N)W)
= -NSW + NS + RN -WN + W

The corresponding network appears in figure 2.

Theorem 2 Every WFF is described by some quadratic energy function.

The following algorithm transforms a WFF into a quadratic energy function that describes it,
generating 0{length{p)) hidden variables;

• Convert into CTF (section 3).

• Convert CTF into a cubic energy function and simplify it to a sumof products form (section 6).

• Convert cubic terms into quadratic terms. Each of the triples generates only one new variable,
(section 5).

The algorithm generates a network whose size is linear in the number ofbinary connectives of the
original WFF. The fan-out of the hidden units is bounded by a constant.

7. Every energy function describes some satisfiable WFF.

In section 5 we saw that we can convert any energy function to contain no hidden vsiriables. We show
now that for any such function E with nohidden variables there exist a satisfiable WFF p such that E
describes p.

The procedure isfirst to find the set /i(E) of minimum energy states (the vectors that minimize E).
For each such state create an n-wayconjunctive formula of the variablesor their negations depending
whether the variable is assigned 1 or 0 in that state. Each such conjunction ^E'g where L*g —

I -r c/v*\ ^ n represents aminimum energy state. Finally the WFF is constructed by( "(-iX,-)" if S(Ai) —0
taking the disjunction of all the conjunctions: p= ^seii{E)(^=i ^s)- satisfying truth assignments
of p correspond directly to the energy states of the net.

We therefore conclude: .

Theorems Every energy function describes some WFF.

8. Reasoning from inconsistency and penalty calculus

We now extend propositional calculus by augmenting assumptions with penalties (like in [Derthick 88]).
The extended calculus is able to deal with an inconsistent knowledge base (due to noise, errors in
observations, unreliable sources, etc...) and can also be used as a framework for defeasible reasoning.
A Penalty Logic WFF (PLOFF) ^ is a. finite set of pairs. Each pair is composed of a real positive
number, called penalty, and a standud propositional WFF, called assumption ; i.e., = {< Pi,Pi >|
Pi e ¥>i is a WFF, I = l...n}.
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8.1. A proof-theory and semantics for penalty calculus

8.1.1. Proof theory. T isa svb-iheory ofa PLOFF VifT isa consistent subset (in the classical
sense) of the assumptions in V"! i-®-> ^ QWi l< Pitfi V"} = (note that may be inconsistent).

The penalty of a sub-theory T of V" is the sum of the penalties of the assumptions in V that are
not included in T; i.e., penalty^(T) = E<p,€(u^-T) Pi ^ penalty function of V-

AMinimum PenaHy sub-theory (MP-theory) of V- is a sub-theory T that minimizes the penalty function
of fl>; i.e., penalty^iT) = MINs{venalty^{S) 15 is a sub-theory of V}.
Let = {Ti} the set of aU MP-theories of V, and let T,p = {7^} the set of aU MP-theories of ip.
We say the V entails ip iff all MP-theories of entail (classical sense) the disjunction of all
MP-theories of v?: i-e: V V
Note that when p contains a consistent set ofbeliefs then, r{>\-p iff all MP-theories of il> entail p.

8.1.2. Model theory:. The violation-rank ofnPLOFF V" is the function (Vranfc^) that assigns a
real-valued rank to each of the truth assignments. The Vrank^ function is comput^ by summing the
penalties for the assumptions of V" that are violated by the assignment; i.e., Vrank^{x) = 52,- Piff-Pii^)-
The models that minimize the function are called satisfying models or preferred models.

We say that V semantically entails p (V-Nv) iff satisfying models of if also satisfy p-, i.e:
fi{Vrank^) Cn{Vrank,p) where fi is the set ofminimizing vectors.

Theorem 4 The proof procedure is sound and complete; i.e., if^p iffifl-p.

8.2. Penalty calculus and energy functions

Wesay that aPLOFF if is strongly equivalent to an energy function Eiff (V£)Vrani^(x) = ErankE{x)+
c.

Theorem 5 For every PLOFF if= {<Pi,Pi >| i= l...n} there exists a strongly equivalent quadratic
energy function E(x,i).

We can construct E from if using the following procedure:

1. "Name" all Pi's using new hidden atomic propositions 2) and construct the set {< oo,Iit-»v?j >}.
The high penalty guarantees that these WFFs will always be satisfiable.

2. Construct if' = {< oo,Ti*-*Pi >} U{< p.-,r< >} so that the T<'s compete with each other.
3. Construct the energy function fiETi*-*p^ —Ylj Pi^i' where /? is chosen to be sufficiently large

(practically oo), and E,p is the function generated by the algorithm of section 6.

The network that is generated can be seen as performing a search for a satisfying model of if. It
can also be seen as searching for a MP-theory of if (at global minimum, the Tj's are activated for the
^,'s that are included in the MP-theory found).

Theorem 6 Every energy function E is strongly equivalent to some PLOFF if;
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The following algorithm generates a strongly equivalent PLOFF from an energy function:

1. Eliminate hidden variables (if any) from the energy function using the algorithm of section 5.

2. The energy function (with no hidden variables) is now brought into a sum-of-products form and
is converted into a PLOFF in the following way:
Let E{x) = YT=i nn=i energy function.
We construct a PLOFF V= {< -w.. An=i *«•- >1 < 0} U{< «'/,-'An=i >1 > 0}-

9. A sketch of a connectionist inference engine

Let xj; and <p be PLOFFs. We would like to construct a connectionist network to answer one ofthe pos
sible three answers: 1) VNv. 2) or3) both ^j^ip and V'ij^(-v) ("unknown"). For simplicity
let us first a-qgiinr"-! that v? is an atomic proposition. Later we'lldescribe a general solution.

Intuitively, our connectionist engine is built out of two sub-networks, each that is trying to find a
satisfying model for The first sub-network is biased to search for a model which satisfies also ip,
whereas the second sub-network is biased to search for a model which satisfies -«p. If two such models
exist then we conclude that tp is "unknown". If no model of V" also satisfies <p, we conclude that V't=~'Vi
and if no modelof rl> satisfies -itp, we conclude that xp^ip.

To implement this intuition we first need to duplicate our background knowledge ip and create
its copy V' by all the atomic propositions A using A'. For each atomic proposition Q that
might participate in a query, we then add two more propositions: "QUERYq" and "UNKNOWNq".
QUERYq is used to initiate a query about Q: it will be externally clamped by the user, when he or
she inquires about Q. UNKNOWNa represents the answer of the system. It will be set to TRUE if
we can conclude neither that rp entails (p nor that entails <p.

Our inference engine can be therefore described (using the high-level language of penalty logic) by:
^ searches for a model that satisfies also Q
\jxj}' searches for a model that satisfies also -iQ
U{< e, {QUERYq—*Q) >} bias V" to search for a model that satisfies Q
U{< e, {QUERYq—>^{->Q')) >} bias xp' to search for a model that satisfies (-><?')
U{< e, {Q A-Q')—^UNKNOWNQ >} if two satisfying models exist that donot agree on Q,

we conclude "UNKNOWN"

U{< c, {Qx-^Q')-x-{->UNKNOWNq) >} ifdespite the bias we are unable to find two such
satisfying models we conclude "-tUNKNOWNq"

Using the algorithm ofTheorem 5, we generate the corresponding network.

The network tries to find models that satisfy also the bias rules. If it succeeds, we conclude "UN
KNOWN", otherwise we conclude that all the satisfying models agree on thesame truth value for the
query. The "UNKNOWN" proposition is then set to "false" and the answer whether Vt=V or whether
xp\=-i(p can be found in the proposition Q. IfQis "true" then the answer is xp^ip since Qholds in all
satisfying models. Similarly, ifQ isfalse, we conclude that xp\=ip

The network converges to the correct answer ifit manages to find a global nninimum. An annealing
schedule like m[Hinton, Sejnowski 86] may be used for such search. Aslow enough annealing is certain
tofind aglobal minimum and therefore the correct answer, butit might take exponential time. Since the
problem is NP-hard, we will probably not find analgorithm that will give us always the correct answer
in polynomial time. Traditionally inAI, knowledge representation systems traded the expressiveness of
the language they use with the time complexity they allow [Levesque 84]. The accuracy ofthe answer
is usually not sacrificed. Inour system we trade the time with the accuracy of the answer. We are given
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limited time and we stop the seaich when this limit is reached. The annealing schedule can be planned
to fit the time limitation and an answer is given at the end of the process. Although the answer may
be incorrect, the systemis able to improve its guess as more time is given.

10. Related work

Derthick [Derthick 88] observed that weighted logical constraints (which he called "certainties") can be
used for non-monotonic connectionist reasoning. We follow his direction and there are many similarities
and differences that will be discussed in the longer version of this paper. There are however, two basic
differences: 1) Derthick's "Mundane" reasoning is based on finding a single most likely model that
satisfies a WFF; his system is never skeptical; 2) Our system can be implemented using stMidard low-
order units, and we can use models like Hopfield nets or Boltzman machines that were relatively well
studied (e.g., learning algorithms exist).

[Shastri 85] is a connectionist non-monotonic system for inheritance nets that uses evidential rea
soning based on maximum likeUhood. Our approach is different; we use low-level units and we are not
restricted to inheritance networks. Shastri's system is guaranteed to always give the correct answer,
whereas we trade the correctness with the tune.

Our world rank functions (like Vrank^ or Eranks) have a lot in common with ranked models
semantics [Shoham 88], [Geffner 89], [Lehmann 89]. Lehmann's results about the relationship between
rational consequence relations and ranked models can be applied to our paradigm; yielding a rather
strong conclusion: for every conditional knowledge base we can build a ranked model (for the rational
closure ofthe knowledge base) and implement it as an Erank using a synunetric neural net. Also, any
symmetric neural net is implementing some ranked model and therefore induces a rational consequence
relation.

11. Conclusions

We have shown an equivalence between the search problem ofsatisfiability and the problem of minimiz
ing connectionist energy functions. Any satisfiable WFF can be described by an n-order energy function
with no hidden variables, or by a quadratic function with 0{length{WFF)) hidden variables. Using
the algorithms described we can efficiently determine the topology and the weights of a connectionist
network that represents and approximates a given satisfiability problem.

Several equivalent high-level languages can be used to describe synunetric neural networks: 1)
quadratic energy functions [Hopfield 82]; 2) high-order energy functions with no hidden units [Pinkas 90a];
3) propositional logic, and finally 4) penalty logic. All these languages are expressive enough to describe
any synunetric network and every sentence of such languages is translatable into a network.

We have developed a calculus based on beliefs augmented by penalties that fits very naturally in
the synunetric models' paradigm. This calculus can be used as a platform for defeasible reasoning and
inconsistency handling. Some non-monotonic systems can be mapped to this paradigm and therefore
suggest settings of the penalties. When the right penalties are given (for example using algorithms
like in [Brewka 89] that are based on specificity), our networks features anon-monotonic behavior that
(usually) matches our intuition. Penalties do not necessarily have to come firom asyntactic analysis of a
symbolic language; since those networks can learn, they are capable of adjusting their Erank functions
and develop their own intuition and knowledge.

We sketched a connectionist inference engine for penalty calculus. When a query is clamped, the
global minima of such network correspond exactly to the correct answer. Using massively par^lel
hardware convergence should be very fast, although the worse case for correct ^wer is stUl exponential.
The mechanism however trades the correctness ofthe answer with the time given tosolve the problem.
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ABSTRACT

We identify a class of constraint satisfaction problems which we call disjunctive CSPs. In many

domains, such as spatial and tempered reasoning, there exists disjunctive constraints among the

variables. A disjunctive constraint is a disjunctive combination of atomic constraints. Disjimctive

constraints pose a problem, because the standard arc consistency algorithms can not deal with

disjuncts. When the constraints are in the form of compatibility constraints, it is possible to

transform a disjunctive constraint into one without disjuncts. This c^ not be done if constraints are

in any other form. We define disjunctive constraints and disjunctive CSPs, give a path consistency

algorithm, and discuss howheuristic measures called textures are used to increaseefficiency.
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1. Introduction

We identiiy a class of constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) which we call disjunctive CSPs. In

many domains, such as spatial and temporal reasoning, there exists disjunctive constraints among

the variables.

• In spatial layout, topological relations can be expressed as disjuncts of algebraic
constraints on lines of the objects [PfefFercom 71, Eastman 73, Flemming 78, Baykan &
Fox 87],

• In job shop scheduling, multiple orderings of the operations in the process plan,
alternative operations, and alternative resources for performing an operation lead to
disjuncts [Fox83, Fox90].

• In circuit analysis, the behavior of non-linear devices, such as transistors, can be
represented by disjuncts oflinear constraints [Stallman & Sussman 77].

• In design, goals can be expressed as disjuncts of lower level constraints [Finger, et al.
91].

Disjunctive constraints pose a problem, because the standard arc consistency algorithms can not

deal with disjunctive constraints except when it is possible to combine all disjuncts to form em

equivalent conjunctive constraint [Mackworth & Freuder 85]. We define disjunctive constraint

satisfaction problems, give a path consistency algorithm, and discuss how they can be solved

efficiently by using measures of the topology of the constraint graph called textures to order the

disjunctive constraints.

2. Definitions

A CSP is made up of variables, values and constraints. The goal is to find all assignments of the

values to the variables, such that all constraints are simultaneously satisfied.

There is a set of variables V = {v^, i>2» —,vj, each with an associated domain of values. Domains

can bediscrete: u,- =(1, 2, 3) orcontinuous: Vj =[-200, 350]; thedomain of continuous variable Vj may

be a closed interval, defined by a minimum and a maximum value.

A constraint is a relation between some subset of the variables which identifies compatible values

of the variables. Constraints can be defined by explicitly listing the compatible values, termed

compatibility constraints; c = {(1. 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (2, 2) (2, 3) (3, 3)} or by equations or inequalities,

termed algebraic constraints: c^j: u,- ^ Vj, or c^; +v^= Compatibilily constraints can be
defined on variables with finite and discrete domains. Algebraic constraints can be defined on

numerical variables with discrete, continuous or interval domains. We will call these compatibility
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and algebraic constraints atomic constraints, to distinguish them from disjunctive constraints

defined below.^

A disjunctive constraint is a disjunctive combination of one or more atomic constraints, such as:

: (c^- (? c^J or Cf-: fcfj. The disjunctive constraint is the combination ofthe atomic
ijmnrs ij fnn ts tj \j ijrnnns

12 3 T_ • •
constraints: c -, and C'. and is satisfied when any one of its three atomic constraints areIJ 7f\n rS

satisfied. According to this definition, an atomicconstraint is a special type of disjunctive constraint.

For example, the disjunctive constraint Cfj is composed of only cfj. Disjunctive constraints may
involve arbitrary combinations of disjuncts and conjuncts of atomic constraints, but the canonical

form is defined to be disjunctive normal, i.e., ((r^ cj cp(/\ c^ cp. The top level
elements in the domsdn of a disjunctive constraint in its canonical, disjunctive normal form are

called its disyuracfs. The disjuncfs of are the three top level elements: (a cj cp,(Aijmnp

and Cp.

A CSP which contains disjunctive constraints is called a disjunctive CSP. Figure 2-1 shows a

disjunctive CSP made of discrete variables and compatibility constraints.

3. Where/How Do Disjunctive Constraints Arise?

The questions this section attempts to answer are: Where do disjunctive constraints originate, and

how is search controlled to explore this space of alternatives? We will look at two approaches:

reductionist approaches as used in constraint satisfaction, and constructive approaches as used in

planning.

In the classical CSP formulation, there are no disjunctive constraints [Mackworth 77]. Later

extensions to interval constraints required the introduction of disjunctions. Allen's formulation

reasons about timB intervals and temporal constraints by maintaining a disjunctive set of relations

between two time intervals. Propagation eliminates relations from this set as new nodes are added

and some relations are removed. The propagation algorithm results in 3-consistency—but not path

consistency. Propagation is driven by a transitivity table which lists compatible relations for paths

of len^ 2.

^An atomic constraint canbe given in arbitrary fonn (equations, inequalities, tables, logical expressions, or procedures) as
long asit can beimplemented asa subroutine allowing thechecking ofwhether a setofvalues satisfies theconstraint. The
methoddefinedin paper applies to atomicconstraints givenin any form.
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Vi = a 2, 3)

v^= (1.2,3)

= (1, 2,3)

c\2 =fCl, 2) (1, 3) (2. 3)}

4 ={(1, 2) (1. 3) (2, 3)}
4 =((2, 1) (3,1) (3, 2)}

c\ ={l}
c\=ll)

^12 '"23^ ''12 '*13^ ''23 '"13^"^

cl^rc}4
Assign values to Vi,V2, Vj subject to cJ '̂̂ Cjjf

Figure 2-1; A discrete disjunctive CSP

In spatial reasoning, temporal relations are replaced by topological relations, and instead of a

single dimension of time, there are two or possibly three dimensions. The objects are defined by

intervals in every dimension, instead of being single intervals. Restricting the set of objects to

rectangles simplifies this. The relations we want to express, such as adjacency or non-overlap, lead

to disjunctions when formulated in terms of algebraic relations between the endpoints of the

intervals.

In both temporal and spatial domains, generating a consistent labeling requires that a subset of

the disjuncts be selected in order to perform arc-consistency and assign a label.

In the constructive approach, the process ofconstructing a search path implicitly selects a subset

of constraints. Consider the problem space model of problem solving. It assumes that the space of

alternatives is too large to be searched. Therefore knowledge in the form of evaluation hinctions,

operator preconditions, etc. is used to limit the paths explored. One ofthe earlier explicit uses of

constraints in heuristic search can-be found in the MOLGEN experiment planning system [Stefik

81]. The space of alternative experiment plans is explored hierarchically by first generating an
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abstract skeletal plan, then by refining it. During the refinement process, for each plan, constraints

are "gathered" and values that satisfy the constraints are identified. Therefore, each plan "selects" a

subset of constraints that are relevant to the plan. The ISIS system extended the use of constrsdnts

in planning by formalizing the communication between planning levels and the knowledge used to

guide search as constraints [Fox 87]. In both cases, there exists a set of constraints, but the subset

chosen to satisfy is the byproduct of the plan construction process.

A constructive problem solver is equivalent to the disjunctive CSP formulation described above.

In the disjunctive CSP all constraints are given explicitly at the outset, whereas in the constructive

approach they are implicit in other decisions.

4. Need for a New Method

The problem is to assign values to all the variables such that all disjunctive constraints are

satisfied. A disjunctive constraint is satisfied when one ofits disjuncts is satisfied.

A disjunctive constraint composed of compatibility constraints C£in be transformed into an atomic

constraint as follows:

1. Take the union of all the variables of the atomic constraints in the disjunctive
constraint. The equivalent atomic constraint will span this set of variables.

2. For each atomic constraint involved, extend each compatibility tuple to include dashes
for the new variables.

3. The new compatibility constraint is the union of the compatibility tuples introduced in
step two.

Forexample, let Cj^ : where Cj2 and Cj3 are as defined in figure 2-1.
1 1

1. The new atomic constraint, C123' = Cjjs is going to coverUj, V2 and ^3.

2. Extend the compatibility tuples to cover Uj, 1^2 and ^3:
c\2^Cy23"=((i.2,-)(l,3.-)(2,3,-)}

2
<^13 - Ci23'

3.Ci23' =(0123" u Ci23-> {(1. 2, -) (1, 3, -) (2, 3, -) (2, 1)(3, 1)(3, - 2)}

Thus, it is possible replace a disjunctive constraint with an equivalent atomic constraint, when the

disjimctive constraint is composed ofcompatibility constraints. The disjuncts can be removed from

the problem given in figure 2-1 using the above method, resulting in

^123^ =<^123 ^12 = ®regular
CSP.
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When the atomic constraints are algebraic, we can not remove disjunctions by simplification: i.e.,

cjj =Vi<V2, C34 =V35V4, and c\^2A- ^<^12 <^2 ^ ''a - When the domains of variables are
discrete, we can transform algebraic constraints into equivalent compatibility constraints. Thus, we

can first change continuous variables to discrete, then replace algebraic constraints with

compatibihty constraints, and remove disjuncts. The drawbacks to this are:
• Sizes of domains can become enormous, depending on the graniilarity. In a discrete

CSP, the complexity of arc-consistency is [Mohr & Henderson 86], where a is the
number of values in the domain of a variable and c is the number of constraints. In an
interval CSP, the complexity of arc-consistency is 0(nE) where n is the number of
variables, and E is the sum of the lengths of all constraints, where the length of a
constraint is defined as the number of variables it connects [Davis 87]. It is better to use
interval CSPs rather than discrete ones from a complexity viewpoint.

• A coarse grain discretization reduces domain size a, reducing complexity, but it may also
eliminate many and in some cases all valid solutions. In scheduling, minutes, hours,
days, or weeks can be taken as the smallest grain of time. Using larger units reduces
complexity but it may eliminate all solutions.

• For interval variables, node and and arc-consistency is equal to path consistency when
there are no loops in the constraint graph [Davis 87]. The complexity of path-
consistency is cheaper for continuous CSPs compared to discrete CSPs. The complexity
of path consistency for discrete CSPs is Oirv'ar') where n is the number of variables, and
a is the domain size.

When using continuous variables and algebraic constraints, the problem becomes identifying path-

consistent combinations of disjuncts that satisfy all disjunctive constraints. Every such combination

defines an equivalence class of solutions. Is solving such CSPs problematic? Yes, because

preprocessing does not help. Arc-consistency may not significantly reduce the domains of variables

when there are disjunctive constraints. Consider arc-consistency given the continuous disjunctive

CSP in figure 4-1. The disjunct c}2 reduces the domain of =[50, 100], leaves Uj unchanged, and

Ui = [50, 100]

V2 = [l. 100]

Vj = [l,50]

c\2 =Vi^V2

'^23~^2^^3

Cj23 • [Ci2

Figure 4-1: A continuous disjunctive CSP

does not affect because it does not span that variable. The disjunct C23 reduces the domain of
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Vj =[1, 50], leaves Vj unchanged, and does not span Vy Every value of Uj has supporting values in
either Vj or Vj. Arc-consistency with respect to c|^ can not remove any values from the domains of
Ui, Ujand Ug.

How do we find a feasible solution? We can replace a disjunctive constraint by one of its disjuncts,

and use the atomic constraints to revise the domains of variables. This must be carried out for all

disjunctive constraints. Each combination ofdisjuncts is another CSP.

Assume that the there are n disjunctive constraints, each containing 6 disjuncts. The number of

possible combinations containing all disjunctive constraints, i.e., candidate solutions, is 6". Partial

solutions can be composed of any combination of the l...n disjunctive constraints. The number of

partial solutions containing m disjuncts is (n!I(n-m)!m!)b'". The number of all combinations,

containing any number of disjunctive constraints from 1 to n is When

propagating at partial solutions, adding a new disjimct to an alternative changes not only the

variables covered by the disjunct but may change all the variables connected together by the set of

disjimcts due to constraint propagation.
• A problem solver which enumerates candidate solutions, and evEiluates only complete

solutions will evaluate 6" alternatives.

• An ATMS searches through the space of partial solutions in breadth first fashion,
looking at all combinations of 1, then all combinations of 2, 3, ...» n disjvmctive
constraints [de Kleer 86]. It identifies minimal sets of inconsistent combinations, and
avoids repeating these in larger sets.

• Backtracking tries one ordering of the disjunctive constraints in each path. This is
possible because the order in which disjunctive constraints are considered does not
change the set of solutions, although it affects search efficiency. A dynamic ordering
scheme may tiy a different order in different branches ofthe search tree.

• Backtracking can be combined with an ATMS. Such a system can either evaluate only
complete solutions as in the assumption based DDB, and in each candidate solution
consider every possible combination of 1, n disjuncts [de Kleer & Williams 86]; or
evaluate all partial solutions along the search path as in EL [Stallman & Sussman 77].
In both cases, the ATMS keeps track of every propagation step to identify the minimal
set of disjuncts causing an inconsistency, and avoids repeating the same propagation
steps in different branches of the search tree by indexing them.

What are the trade offs between the four approaches given above, when we want all solutions to a

disjunctive CSP? Both backtracking and ATMS approaches are better than complete enumeration,

because they use a failing partial solution to eliminate all complete solutions derived from it. The

ATMS does extra work by searching a much larger space than backtracking, and searching parts of

it which are not reached by backtracking [de Kleer &Williams 86]. Backtracking does extra work
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due to thrashing, where the same inconsistency is detected many times in different search paths

[Mackworth 77]. Ordering disjunctive constraints may reduce thrashing, but is not guaranteed to

eliminate it. Combining ATMS with backtracking eliminates thrashing and repeating the same

inferences in different search paths. Its efficiency depends upon the efficiency of the backtracking

algorithm which controls it.

The backtracking algorithm given below can be combined with an ATMS, which changes it from

sequential to dependency-directed backtracking.

5. Solution Method

The method we propose uses CSP formulation recursively, and combines search and arc-

consistency. There exists interesting heuristics and machinery for selecting variables and values,

which we can use to solve regular CSPs. The method we propose is only reasonable if there exists

good heuristics for ordering disjunctive constraints. In the rest of this section, we describe this

perspective and the heuristics which guide search.

In order to solve a disjunctive CSP, each disjunctive constraint is treated as a variable. Their

domains consist of the disjuncts, which are atomic constraints in disjunctive normal form, as defined

in section 2. This can be thought of as constructing the dual of the disjunctive CSP that is not

disjunctive. The steps for solving the disjunctive CSP are as follows:
1. Select a search state to expand. If there are no active states, stop.

2. Select a disjunctive constraint. If there are no active disjunctive constraints in state,
the state is a solution, go to step 1.

3. For every disjunct in the domain of the selected disjunctive constraint, create a new
search state. In each new state do:

4. Achieve node and arc consistency with respect to the disj\anct(s) by incremental
constraint satisfaction.

5. If the domain of a variable becomes empty, eliminate state. The disjunct(s) added last
is inconsistent with the preyious ones.

6. Check the active disjuncts in the domains of future disjunctive constraints, and remove
those that are inconsistent with the previous ones, or those' that are violated due to the
reduced domains of the variables.

7. If all disjuncts are removed from the domain of a future disjunctive constraint, the
constraint is violated. Eliminate the state, or use violated constraint to rate state.

8. If some future disjunctive constraints have only one active disjunct left in their
domains, select them and go to step 4.
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9. Go to step 1.

In the disjunctive CSPalgorithm given above, selecting a disjunctive constraint (step 2) corresponds

to variable selection in solvingCSPs by backtrack, and the disjuncts in its domain correspond to the

values of the variable. When we want all solutions, all disjuncts must be tried, thus disjiinct

selection is not an issue. The loop consisting of steps 4—8 corresponds to forward checking in a

regular CSP. Step 4 ofthe algorithm uses the procedure "Waltz, modified to handle the addition of

the disjuncts selected in each state [Davis 87;p.286-287]. Step 5 eliminates the current state from

further consideration, if the domain of a variable becomes empty during propagation. In disjunctive

CSP with variables that have interval domains and no loops in the constraint graph, step 5 does not

occur because inconsistent disjuncts are removed in step 6 of the previous state. Step 6 checks the

active disjuncts in the domains offuture disjunctive constraints to find out whether any ofthem are

satisfied or violated as a result ofreducing the domains ofvariables in step 4. Step 6 can be thought

ofas an extension ofpropagation: selecting a disjunct changes the constraint graph in that state, and

reduces the domains ofvariables, this in turn may causefuture disjuncts to be satisfiedor violated.

Since one of the disjimcts of every disjunctive constraint must.be satisfied, step 7 eliminates a state

where all disjuncts in a disjimctive constraint are violated. Step 8 satisfies any disjunct that is the

only active one remaining in the domain ofa future disjunctive constraint. Steps 7and8 areapplied

recursively in every state to reduce search. This algorithm combines search and arc-consistency.

Search tries combinations of disjuncts. Arc-consistency eUminates values from domains of variables

and disjuncts from the domains of disjunctive constraints. Each solution state is a combination of

disjimcts; it defines £m equivalence class ofsolutions. Individual solutions canbe found by selecting

a unique value from the domain of every interval variable.

Figure 5-1 shows the steps ofthe disjunctive CSP algorithm, when it is used to solve the problem

given in figure 2-1. The numbers on the left ofeach line show the steps ofthe algorithm, and the

rest of the line shows the operations earned out in that step. The problemis solvedin two states.

Search efficiency can be measured in terms of:
• total time,

• totalnumber ofpropagation operations (in step 4 ofthe algorithm) and the totalnumber
of tests (in step 6 of the algorithm),

• number of search states expanded.
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1. state *r- initial-state

2. constraint <- Cjj : (c^

3. disjunct <- Cj, create statel

4. v^ = (l)
» _1,2.3 . 1 2 >,

123 * ^12 '̂22r

8. Ca Cj2 C23^

4. ^2= ^3 =

3. disjunct <- create stated

4. V2 - (1)
„ -1.2,3 2 3

123 * ^23 ^13^

5. ('a ^23 ^13^

4. cj = o;, ug = rs;

1. state <- stated

2. constraint <- 0, state2 is a solution

1. state <- statel

2. constraint <- 0, statei is a solution

2. state <— 0, STOP

Figure 5-1: Steps of the disjunctive CSP algorithm
for solving the disjunctive CSP in figure 2-1.

Search efficiency depends on the choice of a disjunctive constraint in step 1. The order states are

expanded does not matter if we are satisficing and looking for all solutions to the problem. Since we

can not use disjunctive constraints directly to reduce the domains of variables, we try each of their

disjuncts separately. This gives rise to a combinatorial explosion which must be controlled. The

operation ofthe algorithm consists oftwo phases: divide and simplify.

The lefl;most diagram in figure 5-2 shows the problem space labeled P, and the solution space

labeled R. For the purposes ofthe following discussion, assume that the disjuncts in the domain ofa
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PI

P2

Figure 5-2: Problem space and the divide and simplify operations

disjunctive constraint are mutually exclusive. Selecting a disjunctive constraint in step 2 ofthe

algorithm, and trying each ofits disjuncts in a different search state partitions the problem space

into n disjoint parts, where n is the number of active disjuncts in the domain of C,-. This is the

divide step, seen in the middle offigure 5-2. In each state, the disjunct that is selected reduces the

problem space by constraint propagation, carried out in steps 3—7 of the algorithm in a least

commitment mode. Propagation reduces tiie domains ofvariables, and then testing and subsequent

steps reduces the domains ofdisjunctive constraints. This mode ofoperation is shown at the rightin

figure 5-2.

Given that the algorithm operates as described above, how can we make the algorithm operate

efficiently? We can identify two types of division of the problem space. A heterogeneous division

PI

o
P2

PI

P2

Figure 5-3: Homogeneous and heterogeneous divisions of the problem space

partitions the problem space into portions that all contain some solutions, whereas a homogeneous

divider partitions the search space into a region which contains all solutions and other regions that

contain none. Thrashing behavior occurs while searching in regions that contain no solutions. We

can avoid looking at such portions, because the disjuncts defining empty regions may be eliminated

as a result ofselecting heterogeneous dividers and achieving arc-consistency. Also, disjuncts which

eliminate large portions oftheproblem space aremore useful. Disjuncts which extend theconstraint

graph to span new variables are more usefiil, as are disjunctive constraints witii fewer active

disjuncts.
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We use problem textures [Fox, et al. 89] which are measures of problem topology to help focus

search in a way that it is solved more efficiently. Textures are used for selecting a disjunctive

constraint in step 1 of the algorithm given above. Textures can be on variables, atomic constraints

and disjunctive constraints. The textures we have been using are:
• T1: This texture is a measure of disjunctiveness. It's value is the number of active

disjuncts remaining in the domain of a disjunctive constraint. It selects a constraint
that has fewer disjuncts.

• T2\ This texture is a measure of the overlap of atomic constraints among disjunctive
constraints. An atomic constraint may appear in more than one disjunctive constraint.
When that is the case, satisfying it will satisfy multiple disjunctive constraints. T2 picks
a disjunctive constraint sharingthe largestnumber ofatomic constraints withothers.^

• T3\ measures the looseness of disjunctive constraints. It looks at the resulting domain
sizes of the variables of an atomic constraint. T3 selects a disjunctive constraint that is
composed of atomic constraints that severely limit the domains of their variables.

• T4: measures the looseness of variables. It looks at the number of atomic constraints on
a variable. It selects a disjunctive constraint that is on variables having a large number
of constraints.

There are two problems that must be resolved in using textures to select a disjunctive constrsdnt.

The first is that textures on variables and atomic constraints must be combined to result in a value

for each texture on a disjunctive constraint. The second is how to use the four textures on each

disjimctive constraint to select among different disjunctive constraints.

Lexicographic ordering of the textures is used for selecting a disjunctive constraint. Each texture

eliminates some disjunctive constraints. If more than one remains Eifler the application of a texture,

the next texture is used. If multiple disjunctive constraints remain after applying all textures, one is

selected at random. We have been experimenting with different orderings of the textures.

If we want only the first solution, then ordering the disjuncts also affects efficiency. T2, T3 and T4

can be used to order the disjuncts. This corresponds to value selection heuristics in regular CSPs.

^Some atomic constrainta may be relaxations of others, or satisfy other atomic constraints due to transitivity. It is
computationally more expensive to detect these cases.
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6. Experimental Results

We have formulated spatial layout as a disjunctive CSP and disjunctive COP, and solved problems

involvingthe layout of work stations £ind work centers in a manufacturing facility, roomsin a house,

appliances and cabinets in a kitchen, and bin packing problems with rectangular blocks [Baykan &

Fox 89, Baykan & Fox 87].

Textures reduce search. Compared to random selection of variables, using combinations of

textures reduced search states by 70% in kitchen problems and 84% in blocks problems. Figure 6-1

shows the number of search states required for finding all solutions to five kitchen layout problems,

under different combinations of textxxremeasures. The combinations tested are:
• method 0: select a constraint at random,
• method 1: T4,
• method 2:11,
• method 3: T4 and Tl,
• method 4: T4, Tl and T3.

When a combination of measures is used, they are applied in the order: T4, Tl, T3. Each measure

eliminates some constraints firom consideration. If more than one constraint remains after applying

the texture measure(s), specified by the method, a constraint is selected at random. The number of

states given for each problem-method combination is the average of three runs. In the second

problem, method 4 reduces search by more than 80% compared to method 0, and in the third

problem by 35%. These results were reported in [Fox, et al. 89, Baykan & Fox 89]. The order of

# of states

100

meth 3d 0

method 1

metr

method 0

met
method 2

fmethod 3 method 4

1 2 3 4-5 Problems

Figure 6-1; Effectiveness oftexture measures in reducing search

applying the textures has a significant effect on search efficiency. We are experimenting with new

textures, application orders, and combinations of textures.
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7. Role of ATMS

We are exploring with Reid Simmons, using the Quantity Lattice program combined with an

ATMS [Simmons 86], how an ATMS would solve this problem; and hope to have experimental data

by the time of the workshop.

8. Conclusion

We identify a class of constraint satisfaction problems called disjunctive CSPs, and give an

algorithm which is especially useful when the problem has continuous variables and algebraic

constraints. This is a backtracking algorithm which uses two special heuristics: it satisfies a

disjunctive constraint that has a single alternative left, and it eliminates a state when a disjunctive

constraint has no possibility of being satisfied. It relies on ordering the disjunctive constraints for

efficient backtracking. We define the characteristics leading to an efficient order, and give a set of

textures, which are simple heuristic measures for dynamically ordering the constraints. This

algorithm can also be combined with an ATMS to do dependency-directed backtracking. The

performance of textures have been reported elsewhere. We are collecting more data about the

performance of textures both with the sequential backtracking algorithm given, and with a

dependency-directed backtracking algorithm that results when an ATMS is combined with the

backtracking algorithm given.
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Abstract

This paper investigates a problem of natural language processing from the perspective of AI
work on constraint satisfaction. We argue that for a class of referring expression the task of
noun phrase reference evaluation corresponds to an "easy" constraint satisfaction problem,
and can thus be performed by low-power network consistency techniques. To illustrate, we
introduce a linguistic fragment which provably generates tree-like constraint problems. This
enables us to infer that strong arc consistency is sufficient to resolve this class of expres
sion. The paper concludes by pointing to semantic phenomena in English which determine
constraint problems with a more complex connective structure.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses a problem in computational linguistics from the perspective of AI work
on constraint satisfaction. We are interested in the process of evaluating singular noun phrases
which refer to known entities in a context. Suppose that during a discourse, a speaker instructs
a hearer to

(1) Get me the green apple on the table
In order to fulfill this instruction, the hearer must evaluate, or "resolve", the reference of
the noun phrase the green apple on the table to some specific entity known to him or her.
The present paper reviews how the task of resolving reference may be cast as a constraint
satisfaction problem, and goes on to explore the use of network consistency techniques for
processing such reference-oriented constraint problems. These techniques are generally less
powerful than search procedures like backtracking, but have a number of desirable properties,
including efficiency. The main purpose of the paper is to show that an extremely limited
set of network consistency operations is sufficient to resolve the reference of an illustrative,
generatively defined class of definite noun phrase.

2 Reference as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Mackworth (1977a) defines a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) as a set of variables, each
of which must be instantiated in a particular domain of values, and a set of constraints which
the values of the variables must simultaneously satisfy. A CSP can be schematised as the
formula in (2)

(2) (3®i)(3x2)...(3xn)(®l 6 L>i)(®2 e e •Dn)-P(®l!®2.-">®n)
in which each variable ®,' is associated with a domain A", and where P{xi,X2,...,Xn) ab
breviates a conjunction of constraints on subsets of the variables. A solution to a CSP is an
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assignment ofvalues < ai, 03,..., a„ >G Xi?2 X...Dn to the variables < xi,X2,... ,Xn >
which simultaneously satisfies all the constraints.

In order to characterise the problem of contextual reference, we must first elaborate on
the notion of context. We regard a contextas consisting of those entities and relations which
have been made salient in the hearer's mind, through either linguistic or non-linguistic means.
For our purposes it is adequate to represent the hearer's contextual knowledge as a finite set
of first-order predications, such as the following:

(3) {man(manl), man(man2), town(townl), town(town2), town(town3),
river(riverl), river(river2), near(townl,riverl), near(town2,riverl),
visit(manl,townl), visit(manl,town2), visit(man2,town3)}

For example, this indicates that there axe two men, two rivers and three towns, that manl
visits townl, and so on.

Consider the problem of determining the contextual entities involved in the reference of
the following noun phrase (assuming that the prepositional phrase near a river relates to the
town, rather than the man or the visitingevent, and ignoring tense):

(4) the man who visited a town near a river
The use of the definite article thein (4)is appropriate if (a) there is a man who visits a town
near a river, and (b) there is only one such man in the context. The first criterion can be
succinctly expressed as a CSP in the style of (2):

(5) (3®i,X2,X3)(»i e Di)ix2 6 i?2)(x3 e D3)man{xi) Avisit{xi,X2)town{x2) A
near{x2,X3) Ariver{x3)

In words, there exists an xi, X2, and X3, in specified domains, such that xi is a man, X2 is a
town and X3 is a river, and xi visits 12, and X2 is near X3. We will assume that all variables
in our reference-oriented CSPs start out with the same value domain, namely the set of all
entities in the context. So, in the context of (3),

Ifi'= D2 = D3 = {Tnanl,man2,tov)nl,town2,townZ,riverl,river2}.

Satisfaction of the formula in (5)will involve assigning xi, X2 and X3 values from this set, and
seeing whether the instantiated constraints coincide with the formulae in the context. The
secondcriterion involved in establishing the reference of a definitenoun phrase (NP) concerns
uniqueness in the context. For (5), this can be seen as a metarlevel check that all solutions
to the CSP instantiate xi to the same entity.

3 Network Gonsistency

There axe a variety of procedures available to solve or partially solve CSPs. Our interest is
in the role of a class of network consistency algorithms discussed extensively in the literature
(Mackworth, 1987). These algorithms view the CSP as an annotated graph known as a
constraintnetwork. Given this representation, Montanari (1974), Mackworth (1977a), Freuder
(1978), Dechter and Pearl (1988) and others have defined various states of consistency in a
constraint network, including node consistency, arc consistency, and path consistency. Here,
we will say that a constraintnetwork is strongly arc conststent iffit is node and arc consistent.
Similarly, a constraint network is strongly pathconsistent iffit isnode, arc amd path consistent.

Nodeand arc consistency can be enforced by a progressive operation of domain refinement.
Assuming the context of (3), the network for (5) could be made could be made strongly
arc consistent by ^ algorithm such as Mackworth's (1977a) AC-3. This would return the
following refined domains:

Di = {manl}, D2 = {townl,town2}, D3 = {rtucrl}
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4 The Adequacy of Network Consistency for Reference Eval
uation

Network consistency techniques are often used to reduce the search space posed by a CSP
before the invocation of a search procedure likebacktracking. In the caseof the above example,
the gtroTigly arc consistent network allows us to infer that the set of solutions is some subset
of the cross-product of the refined domains. But an interesting characteristicof the reference
problem is that the felicity of a definite NP can be determined without computing the actual
tuples of values which solve its constraint problem. All we require is that the procedure for
reference evaluation is capable of associating each variable in the constraint problem with a
set of entities, such that every entity in each variable's set participates in some solution to
the problem. The referential uniqueness of a variable in a CSP can then be confirmed by a
simple, meta-level check that its domain is a sin^eton set. In view of this requirement, we
borrow the following definition from Dechter et al. (1989):

Definition 1 A value o in a domain D,- is feasible if there exists a solution to the constraint
problem in which the variable x,- is instantiated to a. The set offeasible values ofa variable
is its minimal domain.

Under what circumstances does network consistency guarantee minimal domains? Domain
minimality can be shown to follow from Freuder's (1982) condition for backtrack-free search,
which relates the degree of network consistency to the connective structure of the constraint
graph. Here we enumerate three special cases which follow from Freuder's theorem:

Corollary 1 The domains of a constraint graph are minimal if:
(a) the constraint graph has width 0, and it is node consistent;
(b) the constraint graph has width 1, and it is strongly arc consistent;
(c) the constraint graph has width 2, and it is strongly path consistent.

Following Freuder (1982), a constraint graphhas width < 1 iffit is a forest. Thereis a high
premium on a CSP having a tree-structured constraint graph, since strong arc consistency
can be achieved in 0(nA;^), where n is the number ofvariables, and k is the size of each value
domain (Dechter and Pearl, 1988). Moreover, unlike higher degrees ofconsistency, node and
arc consistency can be achieved without changing the width of the constraint graph. Hence,
the application of a strong arc consistency algorithm to a tree-structurednetwork wiU always
yield minimal domains.

It is envisaged that much of the semantic structure of English is tree-structured. Simple
nouns, and intersective adjectives such as red, translate into unary constraints; prepositions
correspond to binary constraints, and verbs to n-ary constraints, where n > 1. Moreover, in
the deep structure of the language, these semantic predicates tend to be strung together in
a linear, sparse fashion. By way of re-inforcing this point, the following section introduces
a linguistic fragment which provably generates only tree-structured semantic forms. The
subsequent section discusses semantic phenomena which take us beyond tree-structure.

5 A Tree-Structured Fragment

In common with matny natural language systems, our fragment will adopt an essentially
compositional style of analysis, in which the semantic translation of a linguistic constituent
is a simple combination of the semantic translations of its subconstituents (Schubert and
Pelletier, 1982). We also assume that this compositional process of semantic translation is
driven by the application of syntactic rules to the input string.
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AH constituents are associated with a four-part representation, comprising (1) a syntactic
category, (2) a semanticvariable, or tuple of variables, (3) a list of constraints (the constraint
list), and (4) a list of meta-level conditions on the cardinalities of specified domains (the
cardinality list). For example, the lexicon contains the following entry for lake.
' (6) lake := Nj, : [/a/;e(z)] : []
This entry defines (":=") lake as a noun (N) associated with the semantic variable z, notated
as a subscript. The word is associated with the single constraint lake{x), and does not
introduce any cardinality conditions. Square brackets are used to indicate lists, as in Prolog,
and a list of more than one constraint should be read as a conjunction of constraints. AH
variables in a constraint Hst are assumed to be existentiaUy quantified, and, moreover, aU
variables appearing in the representation of a constituent are local to that constituent.

A preposition is defined in a similar manner:
(7) near := P<x.v> : [ncor(z,y)] : •

Thus, the preposition (?) near introduces the binary constraint near{x,y) and, again, no
cardinality conditions. However, in contrast to (6), the constituent is relational. We therefore
attach the tuple < z,y > to its syntactic category, where z associates with the prepositional
subject and y with the prepositional object.

In order to iUustrate a syntactic-semantic rule, assume that the rule set has already
analysed the definite NP the lake as foHows:

(8) the lake := NP^ : [/afcc(z)]: [|2?x| = 1]
Hence, the lake has been analysed as an NP associated with the variable z, the constraint
lake{x), and the cardinality condition that the domain of z should be a singleton, \Dx\ = 1.
The PP near the lake can now be analysed by the foUowing augmented phrase-structure
rule:

(9) PPx : (Ci-I-Ca): (5i + 52) —^ P<«,v> : Ci : 5i NP,: <72:52 where {y = z)
The rule in (9) combines a preposition with an NP on its right to form a PP. The constraint Hst
of the PP constituent is formed by appending the constraint Hsts of its two subconstituents,
<7i and C2; we notate this operation as Ci -I- C2. The same operation is performed on the
subconstituents' cardinaHty Hsts, 5i and 52.

The rule above can thus be seen as conjoining two separate CSPs to form a larger,
composite CSP. By itself this operation wiU produce no variable-connections between the
component CSPs. The responsibiHty for connective structure depends solely on the manner
in which the rule manipulates the semantic variables subscripted on syntactic categories. In
(9), the rule unifies the variable sissociated with the prepositional object with the variable
associated with the NP. For clarity, we extract all such variable unifications to the right, in
the form of a tcAere-dause.^ Hence, the appHcation of (9) to the constituents defined in (7)
and (8) yields the foUowing representation for the PP,
(10) near the lake := PR, : [near(z,y),faA:e(y)] : [|i7y| = 1]
in which the variable y from (7) has been unified with the variable z from (8), and is now
named y.

A fuU version of this paper (Haddock, 1991) presents the complete set of augmented
phrase-structure rules and lexical entries, NPGl, which treats simple examples of adjectival
modification, and complex NPs involving relative clauses and PPs. Two example NP analyses
are given below (ignoring tense)

^A more common practice is to encode such term unifications directly into the rule (Pereira and Shieber,
1987). However, in the present circumstances this would be somewhat opaque.

'Note first that this model gives any uniqueness condition "wide-scope" over the entire CSP of the noun
phrase. This is not an essential feature of the system, and other strategies for the discharge of the condition
are possible, such as the "narrow-scope" interpretation implemented by Pereira and Pollack (forthcoming).
Second, although our model has been devised mainly for the purposes of this paper. Haddock (1988) shows
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(11) a the man who bought a book

NPi : [man{x),huy{x,y),book{y)\ : ^Dx\ = 1]
b the green cup on the table

NP« : [green{x),cup{x),on{x,y),table{y)] : [|Drl = l»l-Dvl = 1]
The fact that our fragment NPGl generates only CSPs with tree-like constraint graphs

hinges on the nature of the unifications performed in the ujftere-clauses. First, we observe a
fact which can be informally stated as follows:

Lemma 1 If G' and G" are trees, then the graph which results from unifying a single vertex
u GV(G') with a single vertex v G V{G") is also a tree.

This follows straightforwardly from the fact that a tree is a connected graph with n —1 edges,
where n is the number of vertices. We can then state our theorem about NPGl:

Theorem 1 The constraint lists generated by the linguistic fragment NPGl are tree-like.

Theorem 1 can be shown to be proven from the following observations: (a) all lexical entries
have tree-like constraint lists; (b) semantic variables are local to each lexical entry, and to
each rule; and (c) each rule unifies at most one variable from its left-hand daughter with one
variable from its right-hand daughter.

Once the NP has been analysed, its constraint list can be transformed into a network
and subjected to strong arc consistency. Once the network is consistent, the cardinality
conditions are evaluated with respect to the refined domains. If either of these phases should
fail, the NP is rejected as infelicitous, an action which can help resolve structural ambiguities
encountered by the syntactic parser (Grain and Steedman, 1985). We conclude this section
with an obvious corollary of Corollary 1, Theorem 1 and the aforementioned results on the
complexity of strong arc consistency. Given that it is easy to establish whether a set is a
singleton, the following holds for the kind of reference evaluation investigated in this paper:

Corollary 2 Once NPGl has derived the semantic translation for an NP in the input string,
the reference of that NP can be resolved in 0(nk'̂ ) steps.

6 Beyond Tree Structure

This section briefly illustrates semantic phenomena which introduce cycles in the constraint
graph. Cycles may be introduced on at least three distinct levels of semantic interpretation.
Here we give one example at each level, although these are not the only instances. However,
it is hypothesised that such cyclic expressions are in the minority.

Lexical semantics It is common to decompose lexical predicates into finer-grained predi
cates which correspond to the underlying knowledge representation. At least in prin
ciple, these sub-linguistic constraints may have an arbitrary connective structure. To
take a simple example, the lexical constraint over(x,y) may map into above{x,y) A
-icontact(x,y), which is cyclic (albeit simple to eliminate).

Structural semantics Certainsyntactic-semantic rulescaninducea kind of"double-binding"
in the semantic translations. This occurs in the noun phrase in (12a), for example, which
contains what Engdahl (1983) calls a "parasitic gap". The CSP for (12a) is shown in
(12b).

how a siuiilai scheme of semantics may be incrementally evaluated by network consistency during categorial
grammar parsing.
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(12) a an apple which a man ate without peeling
b (3a:i,X2,®3)(a:i € Di)(x2 G 2?2)(®3 G D3)e«ent(®i) A mon(x2) A app/e(®3) A

eat(xi,X2,Z3) Awithoutp€eling(xi,X3)
So there exists an event xi in which a man X2 eats an apple X3 and, furthermore, the
event xi is carried out without peeling the apple X3. It is not difficult to devise contexts
for this CSP which would thwart an appropriate strong arc consistency algorithm, such
as Mackworth's (1977b) algorithm for n-ary constraints.

Anaphoric semantics Consider the indeiinite NP in (13a):

(13) a a man who visits a town near his birth-place
b (3xi,a:2t®3)(a:i G ^i)(®2 G i?2)(®3 G D3)man{xi) At;isti(xi,X2) Atown{x2) A

neor(x2,X3) Abirthplace{x3,xi)

On the assumption that (13a) refers non-speciilcally to some man known to the hearer,
and depending on the state of the discourse, the possessive pronoun his may refer
either to some male entity salient in the hearer's discourse model or be bound to the
reference of the entire complex noun phrase in which it is embedded. In the latter case
it becomes an instance of what Partee (1978) and others have called ''bound-variable
anaphora". To see why, consider the CSP-style semantic translation for the bound-
variable interpretation of (13a), in (13b). Here, a man x\ visits a town X2 which is near
the birthplace X3 of the man xi, whoever he is; the variable representing the reference of
the male person whose birthplace it is has been bound to the variable representing the
reference of a man who visits .... The CSP in (13b) corresponds to a complete width-2
constraint graph, and thus path consistency is necessary (and sufficient) to evaluate its
reference.

7 Related Work and Conclusion

Network consistency techniques have been applied to a variety of problems in natural lan
guage processing, including morphological analysis (Barton, Berwick and Ristad, 1987; Bar
ton, 1986), form-class disambiguation (Duily, 1986), parsing (Maruyama, 1990), word-sense
disambiguation (Winston, 1984), and natural language generation (Dale and Haddock, forth
coming). Mellish (1985), Rich, Wittenburg, Barnett and Wroblewski (1987), and Haddock
(1988, 1989) have used network consistency to tackle various aspects of reference evaluation.

The published accounts of these investigations rarely discuss the issue of the sufficiency of
network consistency for the task in hand. However, Mellish and Barton do raise the question of
adequacy, and both make the empirical observation that their network consistency algorithm
seems to be adequate in their problem arena (in both cases, approximate forms of strong arc
consistency are used). Barton further hypothesises that natural-language problems may have
a special modular, separable nature which makes them amenable to such techniques, but in
neither case is the discussion related to a formal notion of adequacy, such as that provided
by Preuder (1982).

Against this background, the main developments reported in this paper are (1) the speci-
hcation of a linguistic fragment which provably generates tree-like CSPs, and (2) the observer
tion that TniniTnal domains are a sufficient interface to the results of reference evaluation for a
class of deiinite NP. Taken together, these enable us to conclude that strong arc consistency
is adequate to evaluate this class of referring expression.

The model NPGl, and the assumed evaluation procedure of network consistency, is re
stricted in certain respects from a linguisticpoint ofview. One issuedeserves to be singled-out:
quantified sentences such as Fach woman gave at least two talks abound in natural language.
To provide an adequate semamtic account of quantification might require an extension to
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the form of the semantic translation rules, such as the ability to nest quantified expressions
within one another. This would, in turn, necessitate a layer of interpretation between the
semantic translations and the existing definition of a CSP in (2). An alternative approach
might be to retain the direct correspondence between semantic translations and the specified
form of a CSP, and instead enhance the underlying process of network consistency so that it
is sensitive to different quantificational restrictions on semantic variables. Which of these, or
other routes (such as Mellish (1985)), will be more profitable remains an openresearch topic,
and one whicli will be influenced by future developments in both constraint-based reasoning
and computational linguistics.

These issues ane apparently orthogonal to the question of the connective structure of
F-nglisb semantics. Here there is a strong possibility that the tree-like form we have demon
strated of certain classes of semantic expression, represents a general tendency in the language
as a whole. This line of thinking, together with Barton's earlier observations, suggests that
the structures which have evolved in natural language may be a surfane manifestation of an
underlying reasoning system which is most effective with sparse, linearly connected problems.
If this is true, then network consistency algorithms are a promising initial characterisation of
that system.
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Abstract

Tliis paper presents a general model for temporal reasoning, capable of handling
both qualitative and quantitative information. This model allows the representation
and processing of all types of constraints considered in the literature so far, includ
ing metric constraints (restricting the distance between time points), and qualitative,
disjunctive, constraints (specifying the relative position between temporal objects).
Reasoning tasks in this unified framework are formulated as constraint satisfaction
problems, and are solved by traditional constraint satisfaction techniques, such as
backtracking and path consistency. A new class of tractable problems is characterized,
involving qualitative networks augmented by quantitative domain constraints, some of
which can be solved in polynomial time using axe and path consistency.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, several constraint-based formalisms have been proposed for temporal reason
ing, most notably, Allen's interval algebra (lA) [1], Vilain and Kautz's point algebra (PA)
[14], Dean and McDermott's time map [3], jmd metric networks (Dechter, Meiri and Pearl
[5]). In these formalisms, temporal reaisoning tcisks are formulated as constreiint satisfaction
problems, where the variables cire temporal objects such as points <ind intervals, cind tem
poral statements are viewed as constraints on the location of these objects along the time
line. Unfortunately, none of the existing formalisms can conveniently handle all forms of
temporal knowledge. Qualitative approaches such as Allen's interval adgebra cind Vilain and
Kautz's point £dgebra face difficulties in representing and reasoning about metric, numerical
information, while the quantitative approaches exhibit limited expressiveness when it comes
to qualitative information [5].

In this paper we offer a general, network-based computational model for temporal rea
soning, capable of handling both qualitative and quantitative information. In this model,
variables represent both points and intervals (as opposed to existing formalisms, where one
hais to commit to a single type of objects), and constraints may be either metric, between
points, or queilitative disjunctive relations between objects. The unique feature of this frame
work is that it allows the representation and processing of all types of constraints considered
in the literature so far.

The meiin contribution of this paper lies in providing a formed unifying framework for
temporal reasoning, generalizing the interval algebra, the point algebra, and metric networks.
In this framework, we are able to utilize constraint satisfaction techniques in solving several
reasoning tasks. Specifically:

1. General networks can be solved by decomposition into singleton labelings, each solv
able in polynomial time. This decomposition scheme can be improved by traditional
constraint satisfaction techniques such as variants of backtrack search.

2. The input can be effectively encoded in a minimal network representation, which pro
vides answers to many queries.

3. Path consistency algorithms canbe used in preprocessing the input network to improve
search efficiency, or to compute em approximation to the minimal network.

4. We were able to identify two classes of tractable problems, solvable in polynomial
time. The first consists of augmented qualitative networks, composed of qualitative
constraints between points and quantitative domain constraints, which can be solved
using arc and path consistency. The second class consists of networks for which path
consistency algorithms are exact.

We also show that our model compares favorably with an alternative approach for com
bining queintitative and qualitative constraints, proposed by Ladkin [6], from both conceptual
and computational points of view.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the constraint types under
consideration. The definitions of the new model axe given in Section 3. Section 4 reviews
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and extends the hierMchy of qualitative networks. Section 5 discusses augmented qualitative
networks—qualitative networks augmented by domain constraints. Section 6 presents two
methods for solving general networks; a decomposition scheme and path consistency, and
identifies a class of networks for which path consistency is exact. Section 7 provides summary
and concluding remarks, including a comparison to Ladkin's model. Proofs of theorems can
be found in the extended version of this paper [10].

2 The Representation Language

Consider a typical temporal reasoning problem. We are given the following information.

Example 1. John and Fred work for a company in LA. They usually work at the
local office, in which case it takes John less than 20 minutes and Fred between 15-20
minutes to get to work. Twice a week John works at the main office, in which case he
commutes at least 60 minutes to work. Today John left home between 7:05-7:10, and

Fred arrived at work between 7:50-7:55. We also know that Fred and John met at a

traffic light on their way to work.

We wish to represent and reason about such knowledge. We wish to answer queries such as:
"is the information in this story consistent?," "who was the first to arrive at work?," "what
axe the possible times at which John arrived at work?," 2uid so on.

We consider two types of temporal objects: points and interveJs. Intervals correspond to
time periods during which events occur or propositions hold, and points represent beginning
and ending pointsof some events, as well as neutral points of time. Forexample, in our story,
we have two meaningful events: "John was going to work" and "Fred was going to work."
These events are associated with interveJs J = [^1,^2], ^ —[•P3j-P4]j respectively. The
extreme points of these intervjJs, Pi,... ,P4, represent the times in which Fred and John
left home and arrived at work. We also introduce a neutral point, Pq, to represent the
"beginning of the world" in our story. One possible choice for Pq is 7:00 a.m. Temporal
statements in the story are treated as constraints on the location of objects (such as intervals
J and P, and points Po,..., Pi) along the time line. There are two types of constraints:
qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative constraints specify the relative position of pairs of
objects. For instance, the fact that John and Fred met at a traffic light, forces intervals J
and F to overlap. Quantitative constraints place absolute bounds or restrict the temi)oral
distance between points. Forexample, the information on Fred'scommuting time constrains
the length of interval P, i.e., the distance between P3 and P4. In the rest of this section
we formally dpfin** qualitative and quantitative constraints, and the relationships between
them.

2.1 Qualitative Constraints

Aqualitative constraint between two objects 0,- and Oj, each may be a point or an interval,
is a disjunction of the form

(Oi ri Oj) V•••V(Oi Tfc O,), (1)
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where eax:h one of the r,'s is a basic relation that may exist between the two objects. There
are three types of ba.sic relations.

• Basic Interval-Interval (II) relations that can hold between a pair of intervals [1], before,
meets, starts, during, finishes, overlaps, their inverses, «uid the equality relation, a total
of 13 relations, denoted by the set {6,m, s, d, f, o, bi,mi, si, di, fi, oi, =}.

Basic Point-Point (PP) relations that c«ui hold between a pair of points [14], denoted
by the set {<, =, >}.

Basic Point-Interval (PI) relations that cam hold between a point and an interval,
and basic Interval-Point (IP) relations that can hold between am. interval and a point.
These relations are defined in Table 1.

Relation Symbol Inverse Relations on Endpoints
p before I b bi p< I~
p starts I 3 St P = I-
p during I d di I- <p<I+
p finishes I f fi p = I+
p after I a ai p> I"^

Table 1: The basic relations between a point p and an Interval / = [/ ,

A subset of bcisic relations (of the same type) corresponds to an ambiguous, disjunc
tive, relationship between objects. For example. Equation (1) may also be written as
Oi {ri,..., rfc} Oj', ailtematively, we say that the constraint between O,- and Oj is the relation
set {ri,... ,rfc}. One qualitative constraint given in Example 1 reflects the fact that John
and Fred met at a traflfic light. It is expressed by an II relation specifying that intervals J
and F ase not disjoint:

J {s, si, d,di, f, fi, o,oi, =} F.

Tofacilitate the processing of qualitativeconstraints, we define a qualitative algebra(QA),
whose elements are all legal constraints (all subsets ofbasic relations of the same type)—2^^
II Relations, 2^ PP relations, 2' PI relations, and 2® IP relations. Two binary operations are
defined on these elements: intersection and composition. The intersection of two qualitative
constraints, Bf and R', denoted by R © R', is the set-theoretic intersection R n R'. The
composition of two constraints, R between objects O,- and Oj, and R' between objects Oj
and Ok, is a new relation between objects O, and Ok, induced by R and R'. Formally, the
composition of R and R', denoted by R <S> R', is the composition of the constituent basic
relations, namely

R®R'={r'®r"\r'eR,r"eR'}.

Composition of two basic relations r' and r", is defined by a transitivity table shown in
Table 2. Six transitivitytables, Ti,..., T4, Tpa,Tja, arerequired; each defining a composition
of basic relations of a certain type. For example, composition of a basic PP relation and a
basic PI relation is defined in table Ti. Two important subsets of QA are Allen's Interval
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Algebra (lA), the restriction of QA to II relations, and Vilain and Kautz's Point Algebra
(PA), its restriction to PP relations. The corresponding transitivity tables axe given in [1] and
[14], eind appear in Table 2 as Tia and Tpa, respectively. The rest of the tables, Ti,;.., r4,
axe given in the extended version of this paper [10]. Illegal combinations in Table 2 are
denoted by 0.

PP

PI

IP

II

PP PI IP II

[Tpa] [Ti] [0] [0]
[0] [0] [T2] [T.]

[Ti]' [Ta] [0] [0]
[0] [0] [T,Y [Tia]

Table 2: A full transitivity table.

2.2 Quantitative Constraints

Quantitative constraints refer to absolute location or the distance between points [5]. There
are two types of quemtitative constraints:

• A unary constraint, on point P,-, restricts the location of P,- to a given set of intervals

(P. e/i) V ••. V (P.-€/fc).

• A binary constraint, between points P,- amd Pj, constrains the permissible values for
the distance Pj —Pi\

(P,-P.e Ji)v...v(P^-P€/fc).

In both cases the constraint is represented by a set of intervals each interval
may be open or closed in either side. For exiimple, one binary constraint given in our story
specifies the duration of interval J (the event "John was going to work)":

P2-Pie{(0,20),(60,oo)}.

The fact that John left home between 7:05-7:10 is translated into a unary constraint on

Pi, Pi S {(5,10)}, or 5 < Pi < 10 (note that all times are relative to Pq, i.e. 7:00 a.m.).
Sometimes it is easier to treat a unary constraint on Pi as a, binsury constraint between Po
and P,-, having the same interval representation. For example, the above unary constraint is
equivalent to the binary constraint. Pi - Po € {(5,10)}.

The intersection and composition operations for quantitative constraints assume the fol
lowing form. Let C and C" be quantitative constraints, represented by interval sets I' and
I", respectively. Then, the intersection of C and C" is defined as:

C'0C"={/. nJ,l/.-6/',/, €/"}.

The composition of C and C" is a new interval set defined by:

C ®C" = {r|3x G/',j/€/", X4-y = z}.
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2.3 Relationships between Qualitative and Quantitative Con
straints

The existence of a constraint of one type sometimes implies the existence of am implicit
consticiint of the other type. This can only occur when the construnt involves two points.
Consider a pair of points P,- and Pj. If a quantitative constraint, C, between P, and Pj is
given (by an interval set {7i,..., /fc}), then the implied qualitative constraint, QUAL(C), is
defined as follows (see cdso Ladkin [6]).

• If 0 € {/i,then "=" € QUAL(C).

• If there exists a value u > 0 such that v € {7i,. •• then 6 QUAL(C).

• If there exists a value u < 0 such that v € {/i,. ••, /*}, then ">" € QUAL(C).

Similarly, If a qualitative constraint, C, between P,- and Pj is given (by a relation set R),
then the implied quantitative constraint, QUAN(C), is defined as follows.

• If "<" 6 P, then (0,oo) € QUAN(C).

• If € P, then [0] G QUAN(C).

• If ">" € P, then (-oo,0) G QUAN(C).

The intersection and composition operations can be extended to cases where the operands
are constraints of different types. If C is a quantitative constraint and C" is qualitative,
then intersection is defined as quantitative intersection:

C © C" = C © QUAN(C"). (2)

Composition, on the other hand, depends on the type of C".

• If C" is a PP relation, then composition (and consequently the resulting constraint) is
quantitative

C ® C" = C ® QUAN(C").

• If C" is a PI relation, then composition is qualitative

C'0 C" = QUAL(C') ® C".

3 General Temporal Constraint Networks

We now present a network-based model which facilitates the processing of all constraints
described in the previous section. The definitions of the new model follow closely those
developed for discrete constraint networks [11], and for metric networks [5].

^We use the convention that w€ {/i, •••, ft} is equivalent to w6 /i or... or wGft
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A general temporal constraint network involves a set of variables {Xi,..., An}, each
representing a temporal object (a point or an interval), and a set of unary eind binary
constraiints. When a variable represents a time point its domain is the set of real numbers
3?; when a vjmable represents a temporal interval, its dometin is the set of ordered pairs of
real numbers, i.e. {(a, 6)|a,& G 3?,a < b). Constraints may be quantitative or qualitative.
Each qualitative constraint is represented by a relation set R. Each quantitative constraint is
represented by an interval set I. Constraints between vairiables representing points axealways
mfiintained in their quantitative form. We adso assume that unary quantitative constraints
axe represented by equivzJent binary constraints, cis shown in the previous section. A set
of internal constraints relates each interval I = [/",/"'•] to its endpoints, I~ {starts} /, and

{finishes} I.
A constriunt network is associated with a directed constraint graph, where nodes represent

vaxiables, and an axe i —* j indicates that a constraiint between vaxiables X, and Xj,
is specified. The axe is labeled by an interval set (when the constreiint is quantitative) or
by a QA element (when it is qualitative). The constraint graph of Example 1 is shown in
Figure 1.

{(0,20), (60, CO)}
{s, SI, d, di, /, fi, o,oi, —}
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{(0,5)} ^ {(50,55)}

Figure 1: The constraint graph of Excimple 1.

A tuple X = (ii,..., x„) is called a solution if the assignment {Xi = xi,...,X„ = .r„}
satisfies all the constraints (note that the value assigned to a variable which represents an
interval is a pair of real numbers). The network is consistent if at least one solution exists.
A value u is a feasible value for variable X,-, if there exists a solution in which X-i = v. The
set of all feasible values of a variable is called its minimal domain.

We define a partial order, C, among binary constraints of the same type. A constraint
C is tighter than constraint C", denoted by C C C", if every pair of values allowed by C
is also allowed by C". If C and C" are qualitative, represented by relation sets R! and R'.
respectively, then C C C"ifand only ifR C R'. IfC and C" are quantitative, represented
by interval sets /' and I", respectively, then C C C" if and only if for every value u G
we have also t; € TWs partial order can be extended to networks in the usual way.
A network iV' is tighter than network iV", if the partial order C is satisfied for all the
corresponding constraints. Two networks are equivalent if they possess the same solution
set. A network may have many equivalent representations; in particular, there is a unique
equivalent network, M, which is minimal with respect to C, called the minimal network (the
minimal network is umque because equivalent networks are closed under intersection). The
axe constr2unts specified by M are called the minimal constraints.

{(15,20)}



The minimal network is an effective, more explicit, encoding of the given knowledge.
Consider for example the minimal network of Example 1. The minimal constraint between
J and F is {di}, the minimal constraint between Pi amd P2 is {(60,00)}, and the minimal
constraint between Pq and P3 is {(30,40)}. From this minimal network representation, we
can infer that today John was working in the main office; he airrived at work after 8:00 a.m.,
while Fred airrived at wOrk between 7:30-7:40.

Given a network iV, the first interesting task is to determine its consistency. If the
network is consistent, we are interested in other reasoning tasks, such ais finding a solution to
N, computing the minimal domain of a given variable X,-, computing the minimal constraint
between a given pair of variables Xi and Xj, aind computing the full minimzd network. The
rest of the paper is concerned with solving these tasks.

4 The Hierarchy of Qualitative Networks

Before we present solution techniques for general networks, we briefly describe the hierarchy
of qualitative networks.

Consider a network having only qualitative constraints. If <ill constraints axe II relations
(namely lA elements), or PP relations (PA elements), then the network is called an lA
network, or a PA network, respectively [12]. If all constraints are PI and IP relations, then
the network is Cedled an IPA network (for Interval-Point Algebra^). A special case of a PA
network, where the relations are convex (t^Jcen only from {<, <, =, >, >}, namely excluding
^), is czdled a convex PA network {CPA network).

It can be easily shown that any qualitative network can be represented by jin lA network.
On the other haind, there axe some qualitative networks that cannot be represented by a PA
network. For example (see [14]), a network consisting of two intervals, / juid J, and a single
constraint between them, I {before, after} J. Formally, the following relationship can be
established among qualitative networks.

Proposition 1 Let QN he the set of all qualitative networks. Lei net{CPA), net{PA),
net{IPA), and net{IA) denote the set of qualitative networks which can be represented by
CPA networks, PA networks, IPA networks, and lA networks, respectively. Then,

net{CPA) C net{PA) C net{IPA) C net{IA) = QN.

By climbing up in this hierarchy from CPA networks towards lA networks we gain ex
pressiveness, but at the same time lose tractability. For example, deciding consistency of a
PA network can be done in time O(n^) [13, 9], but it becomes NP-completefor lA networks
[14], or even for IPA networks, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Deciding consistency of an IPA network is NP-hard.

Theorem 2 suggests that the border between tractable and intractable qualitative net
works lies somewhere between PA networks and IPA networks.

^We use this nAma to comply with the names IA and PA, although technically these relations, together
with the intersection and composition operations, do not constitute an^^ebra, because they are not closed
under composition.
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5 Augmented Qualitative Networks

We now return to solving general networks. First, we observe that even the simplest task
of deciding consistency of a genereil network is NP-hard. This follows trivially from the
fact that deciding consistency for either metric networks or lA networks is NP-hard [2, 5,
14]. Therefore, it is unlikely that there exists a general polynomied algorithm for deciding
consistency of a network. In this section we tjike {mother approach, and pursue ^'islands of
tractability"—special classes of networks which admit polynomial solution. In particular,
we consider the simplest t3rpe of network which contains both qualitative emd quantitative
constraints, called an augmented qualitative network, a qualitative network augmented by
unray constrcunts on its domains.

We may view qualitative networks Jis a special case of augmented qujilitative networks,
where the domains axe unlimited. For example, PA networks can be regarded as augmented
qualitative networks with domains (—oo, oo). It follows that in our quest for tractability. we
can only augment tractable qualitative networks such as CPA and PA networks.

In this section, we consider CPA and PA networks over three domain classes which carry
significant importance in temporal reasoning applications:

1. Discrete domains, where each viiriable may assume only a finite number of values (for
instamce, when we settle for crude timing of events such as the day or year in which
they occurred).

2. Single-interval domains, where we have only jm upper and/or a lower bound on the
timing of events.

3. Multiple-intervals domains, which subsumes the two previous cases^.
A CPA network over multiple-intervals domains is depicted in Figure 2a, where each variable
is labeled by its domain intervals. Note that in this example, and also throughout the rest
of this section, we express the domain constraints as imary constraints.

^(3,4)(2,5] @ (2,4)

[0,6] [3,5]

(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) A CPA network over multiple-intervals domains, (b) An equivalent arc-
consistent and path-consistent form.

We next show that for augmented CPA networks and for some augmented PA networks,
all interesting reasoning tasks can be solved in poljrnomial time, by enforcing arc consistency
(AC) and path consistency (PC).

^Note that a discrete domain {ti,..., w*} is essentially a multiplMntervals domain {[wi, wi],..., [ut. t't]}-
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First,letusreviewthedefinitionsofarcconsistencyandpathconsistency[7,11],An
arcijisarcconsistentifauidonlyifforanyvjduex£Di,thereisavzdueyEDj,such
thattheconstraintC,,-issatisfied.ApathPfromitoj,io=iii-*•••-*=j,is
pathconsistentifthedirectconstraintistighterthemthecompositionoftheconstraints
alongP,naunely,CijC®®Notethatourdefinitionofpathconsistency
isslightlydifferentthantheoriginalone[7],cisitdoesnotconsiderthedomainconstraints.
AnetworkGis«u:c(path)consistentif«illitsaxes(paths)areconsistent.Figure2bshows
anequivalentcirc-andpath-consistentformofthenetworkinFigure2a.

Thefollowingtheoremsestablishthelocjilconsistencylevelswhicharesufficienttode
terminetheconsistencyofaugmentedCPAnetworks.

Theorem3Anynonempty'̂arc-consistentCPAnetworkoverdiscretedomainsisconsis
tent.

Theorem4Anynonemptyarc-andpath-consistentCPAnetworkovermultiple-intervals
domainsisconsistent.

Theorems3and4providecineffectivetestfordecidingconsistencyofanaugmented
CPAnetwork.Wesimplyenforcetherequiredconsistencylevel,andthencheckwhetherthe
domainsareempty.Thenetworkisconsistentifandonlyifedlthedomainseirenonempty.
Moreover,byenforcingaxeandpathconsistencywealsocomputetheminimaldomains,as
statedinthenexttheorem.

Theorem5LetG={V,E)beanonemptyarc-andpath-consistentCPAnetworkover
multiple-intervalsdomains.Then,alldomainsareminimal.

WhenwemoveupinthehierarchyfromCPAnetworkstoPAnetworks(allowingalso
theinequalityrelationbetweenpoints),decidingconsistencyamdcomputingtheminimal
domainsremaintractableforsingle-intervaldomains.Unforttmately,decidingconsistency
becomesNP-hcirdfordiscretedomains,andconsequently,formultiple-intervalsdomains.

Theorem6LetG=(V,E)heanonemptyarc-andpath-consistentPAnetworkoversingle-
intervaldomains,Then,Gisconsistent,andalldomainsareminimal.

Proposition7DecidingconsistencyofaPAnetworkoverdiscretedomainsisNP-hard.

Onewaytoconvertanetworkintoanequivalentarc-consistentformisbyapplying
algorithmAC-3[7],showninFigure3.Thealgorithmrepeatedlyappliesthefunction
REVISE((»,j)),wffichmakesaxeijconsistent,untilafixedpoint,whereallarcsare
consistent,isreached.ThefunctionREVISE((i,;))restrictsDi,thedomainofvariableA',,
usingoperationsonquantitativeconstraints:

Di*-Di©Dj®QUAN(Cj<).

TalcingadvantageofthespecialfeaturesofPAnetworks,weareabletoboundtherunning
timeofAC-3asfollows.

"'anonemptynetworkisanetworkinwhichalldomainsarenonempty.
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1. Q ^ {t Jl« -^jeE}
2. while Q ^ 0 do
3. select and delete any arc k -* m from Q
4. if REVISE((Jb, m)) then
5. Q*-Qu{i-*k\i—^k&E,i^ m}
6. end

Figure 3: AC-3—an arc consistency algorithm.

1. g
2. while g ^ 0 do
3. select and delete any triplet {i,k,j) from Q
4. if REVISE((t,fc,j))then
5. Q *-Qll RELATED-PATHS((i, kj))
6. end

Figure 4: PC-2—a path consistency algorithm.

Theorem 8 Let G = {V,E) be an augmented PA network. Let n and e he the number of
nodes and the number of edges, respectively. Then, the timing of algorithm ACS is bounded
as follows.

• If the domains are discrete, then ACS takes 0(efclogk) time, where k is the maximum,
domain size.

• If the domains consist of single intervals, then AC-S takes 0{en) time.

• If the domains consist ofmultiple intervals, then ACS takes 0{enK log K) time, where
K is the maximum number of intervals in any domain.

A network c^ be converted into an equivalent path-consistent form by applying any
pathconsistency algorithm to theimderlying qualitative netw;ork [7,14,12]. Pathconsistency
algorithms impose local consistency among triplets of variables, (t,k,j), by using a relaxation
operation

Cij <— Cij ©Ciic Cicj- (3)

Relaxation operations are applied until a fixed point is reached, or until some constraint
becomes empty indicating an inconsistent network. One efficient path consistency algorithm
is PC-2 [7], shown in Figure 4, where the relaxation operation of Equation (3) is performed
by the function REVISE((i, k,j)). Algorithm PC-2 runs to completion in 0{n^) time [8].

Table 3 summarizes the complexity of determining consistency in augmented qualitative
networks. Note that when both arc and path consistency are required, we first need to
establish path consistency, which results in a complete graph, namely e = n^. Algorithms
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for assembling a solution to augmented qualitative networks cire given in the extended version
of this paper [10]. Their complexity is bounded by the time needed to decide consistency.

Discrete Single interval Multiple intervals

CPA networks AC

0(efclog A)
AC -f- PC

0(n3)
AC -1- PC

0{n^K log K)
PA networks NP-complete AC H- PC

O(n^)
NP-complete

IPA networks NP-complete NP-complete NP-complete

Table 3: Complexity of deciding consistency in augmented qualitative networks.

6 Solving General Networks

In this section we focus on solving general networks. First, we describe an exponential brute-
force algorithm, and then we investigate the applicability of path consistency algorithms.

Let iV be a given network. A basic label of aic i is a selection of a single interval
from the interv^ set (if C.j is quantitative) or a basic relation from the QA element (if C.j
is qualitative). A network whose arcs axe labeled by basic labels of N is called a singleton
labeling of N. We may solve N by generating all its singleton labelings, solve each one of
them independently, and then combine the results. Specifically, N is consistent ifand only if
there exists a consistent singleton labeling of AT, and the minimal network can be computed
by taking the union over the minimal networks of all the singleton labelings.

Each qualitative constraint in a singleton labeling can be translated into a set of up to
four linear inequalities on points. For example, a constraint I {during} J, can be trans
lated into linear inequalities on the endpoints of I and J, I "> J , I < > J i ^nd
/+ < J+. Using the QUAN translation, these inequalities can be translated into quantitative
constraints. It follows, that a singleton labeling is equivalent to an STP network—a, metric
network whose constraints are labeled by single intervals [5]. An STP network canbe solved
in O(n^) time [5]; thus, the overall complexity of this decomposition scheme is 0(nU-®),
where n is the number of variables, e is the number of arcs in the constraint graph, and Lis
the maximum number of basic labels on any arc.

This brute-force enumeration can be pruned significantly by running a backtracking al
gorithm on a meta-CS? whose variables are the network arcs, and their domains are the
possible basic labels. Backtrack assigns a basic label to an arc, as long as the corresponding
STP network is consistent and, if no such assignment is possible, it backtracks.

Imposing local consistency among subsets of variables may serve as a preprocessing step
to improve backtrack. This strategy has been proven successful (see [4]), as enforcing local
consistency can be achieved in polynomial time, while itmay substantially reduce the number
of dead-ends encountered in the search phase itself. In particular, experiment^ evaluation
shows that enforcing a low consistency level, such as arc or path consistency, gives the best
results [4]. Following this rationale, we next show that path consistency, which in general
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networks amounts to the least amount of preprocessing, can be enforced in polynomial time.
To Jissess the complexity of PC-2 in the context of general networks, we introduce the

notion of a rangt of a network [5]. The range of a quantitative constraint C, represented
by ein interval set {Ji,..., /*,}, is sup(/ifc) —inf(Ji). The range of a network is the msocimum
range over all its quantitative constraints. The next theorem shows that the timing of PC-2
is bounded by where R is the rainge of the network (expressed in terms of the
coarsest possible time units).

Theorem 9 Let G = (V,E) be a given network. Algorithm PC-2 performs no more than
0{n^R) relaxation steps, and its timing is hounded by 0{n^R^), where R is the range of G.

Path consistency can also be regarded as cin cdtemative approach to exhaustive enumer
ation, serving as an approximation scheme which often yields the minimzd network. For
example, applying path consistency to the network of Figure 1 produces the minimal net
work. Although, in generzil, a path consistent network is not necessarily minimal, in some
cases, path consistency is guaxmteed to compute the minimal network, as stated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 10 Let G = {V,E) be a path-consistent network. If the qualitative subnetwork of
G is in net{CPA), and the quantitative subnetwork constitutes an STP network, then G is
minimal.

Corollary 11 Any path-consistent singleton labeling is minimal.

We feel that some more temporal problems can be solved by path consistency algorithms:
further investigation may reveal new classes for which these algorithms are exact.

7 Conclusions

We described a general network-based model for temporal reasoning capable of handling
both qualitative and quemtitative information. It facilitates the processing of quantitative
constraints on points, and 2l11 queilitative constraints between temporal objects. We used
constraints satisfaction techniques in solving reasoning tasks in this model. In particular,
general networks can be solved by a backtreuJdng cilgorithm, or by path consistency, which
computes an approximation to the minimal network.

Ladkin [6] hasintroduced an alternative model for temporal reasoning. It consists of two
components: a metric network and an lA network. These two networks, however, are not
connected via internal constraints, rather, they axe kept separately, and the inter-component
relationships are managed by mejuis of external control. To solve re£isoning tasks in this
model, Ladkin proposed an algorithm which solves each component independently, and then
circulatesinformationbetweenthe twoparts, using the QUAL and QUAN translations, until
a fixed point is reached. Our model has two advantages over Ladkin's model:

1. It isconceptually clearer, as all information isstored in a single network, and constraint
propagation takes place in the knowledge level itself.
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2. From computational point of view, it saves much of the redundcint work done by cir-
culating information between the two components. For example, in order to convert
a given network into an equivalent path-consistent form, Ladkin's algorithm may re
quire O(n') informations transferences, resulting in an overall complexity of
compared to 0{n^I^) in our model.

Using our integrated model we were able to identify two new classes of tractable net
works. The first class is obtained by augmenting PA and CPA networks with various do
main constrcdnts. We showed that some of these networks can be solved using axe and path
consistency. The second class consists of networks which can be solved by path consistency
algorithms, for example, singleton labelings.

Future research should enrich the representation language to facilitate modeling of more
involved reasoning tasks; in particular, we should incorporate non-binary constraints in our
model.
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abstract

Research in Artificial Intelligence on constraint-based representations for
temporal reasoning has largely concentrated on two kinds offormalisms: sys
tems of simple linear inequalities to encode metric relations between time
points, and systems of binary constraints in Allen's temporal calculus to en
code qualitative relations between time intervals. Each formalism has certain
advantages. Linear inequalities can represent dates, durations, and other quan-
titive information; Allen's qualitative calculus can express relations between
time intervals, such as disjointedness, that are useful for constraint-based ap
proaches to planning.

In this paper we demonstrate how metric and Allen-style constraint net
works be integrated in a constraint-based reasoning system. The highlights of
the work include a simple but powerful logical language for expressing both
quantitative and qualitative information; translation algorithms between the
metric and Allen sublanguages that entail minimal loss of information; and a
constraint-propagation procedure for problems expressed in a combination of
metric and Allen constraints.
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1 Introduction

Research in Artificial Intelligence on constraint-based representations for tem
poral reasoning has laxgely concentrated on two kinds of formalisms: systems
ofsimple linear inequalities [Malik andT.O., 1983, Valdes-Perez, 1986, Dechter
et a/., 1989] to encode metric relations between time points, and systems of
binary constraints in Allen's temporal cJilculus [Allen, 1983, Vilain et ai, 1989,
Ladkin and Madux, 1987, van Beek and Cohen, 1989] to encode qualitative re
lations between time intervals. Each formalism has certain advantages. Linear
inequalities can represent dates, durations, and other quantitive information
that appears in real-world planning and scheduling problems. Allen's qualita
tive calculus can express certain crucial relations between time intervals, such
as disjointedness, that cannot be expressed by any collection of simple lin
ear inequalities (without specifying which interval is before the other). Such
disjointedness constraints form the basis for constraint-based approaches to
planning [Allen, 1991].

In this paper we demonstrate how metric and qualitative knowledge can
be integrated in a constraint-based reasoning system. One approach to this
problem (as used, for example, in the "time map" system of Dean and McDer-
mott [87]) is to directly attach rules that enforce disjointedness constraints to
a network of linear inequalities. One limitation of such an approach is that
some natural qualitative inferences are not performed: for example, the facts
that interval i is during j and j is disjoint from k are not combined to reach
the conclusion that i isdisjoint from k. Another disadvantage is that it isoften
more convenient for the user to enter assertions in a qualitative language, even
if they can be represented numerically.

Instead of try to augment a single reasoning system, we will take an ap
proach briefly suggested by Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl [89] (henceforth "DM?"),
and combine a metric reasoning system with a full Allen-style constraint net
work. The contributions of our research include the following:

1. Asimple but powerful logical language Cfor expressing both quantitative
and qualitative information. The language subsumes both networks of
two-variable difference inequalities (called Cm) networks of binary
Allen constraints (called Ca), but is much more powerful than either.
The axioms of Allen's temporal calculus are theorems of £.

2. An extension ofDMP's algorithms for networks ofnon-strict inequalities
to handle both the strict and the non-strict inequalities that appear in
Cm-
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3. Optimal translations between £m and Ca- As we noted, the two for
malisms have orthogonal expressive power, so an exact translation is
impossible; we say that a translation is optimal when it entails a min
imal loss of information. Formally, / : £i —> £2 is optimal iff for any
a G £1 and ^ G£2, then a ^ /3 iff /(a) |= /?.

4. A constraint-propagation procedure for the combined constraint lan
guage Cm UCa, which is based on the translation algorithms. The user
of the system is able to enter information in terms of point difference
inequalities or qualitative interval constraints, whichever is necessary or
most convenient.

The system we describe in this paper is completely implemented in Com
mon Lisp, and is available from the first author.

2 A Universal Temporal Language

Consider the following model of time: time is liiiear, and time points can be
identified with the rationals under the usual ordering <. The difference of
any two time points is likewise a rational number. An interval is a pair of
points (n,m), where n < m. Two intervals stand in a particular qualitative
relationship such as "overlaps" just when their endpoints stand in a particular
configuration — in this case, when the starting point of the first falls before
the starting point of the second, and the final point of the first falls between
the two points of the second.

The following language £ lets us say everything we'd like to about this
model. It is typed predicate calculus with the following types and symbols:

types are Rational and Interval,
functions are

L, R : Interval Rational
Intuitively, ii is the starting (left) endpoint of i,
and iR is the final (right) endpoint.

—(subtraction): Rational x Rational Rational
Functions to construct rational numerals. (We use ordinary

decimal notation in this paper.)
Rational numerals,

predicates are
<,<, = : Rational x Rational
Allen Predicates : Interval x Interval
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P(recedes), M(eets), O(verlaps), S(tarts), D(uring),
F(inishes), =, and the inverses P~~', M""', 0"^, S^, F"'.

The language does not include constants to name specific intervals; instead,
we use unbound variables to name intervals, with the understanding that any
particular model provides an interpretation for free variables.

It is useful to distinguish two special syntactic forms. Formulas of the form

V ••• Vz(r„);

where the i and j are intervals and the rj are Allen predicates are called simple
Allen constraints, and are abbreviated as

i{ri + ••• + rn)j

The sublanguage of such formulas is called Ca- Formulas of the following two
forms

If —ja ip —jo ^ n

where F,G ^ {L, iZ} and n is a numeral are called simple metric constraints.
The sublanguage of such formulas is called Cm- Note, however, that C is much
richer than the union of Cm and Ca- For example, the formulas in Table 1 are
part of C, but appear in neither Ca nor Cm-

The following axioms capture the intended model of time.

• Arithmetic axioms for —(subtraction), <, <, and numerals. .

• Vi .iL<iR

• Meaning postulates for each Allen predicate. The axioms for the non-
inverted predicates appear in Table 1.

We write to mean that D holds in all of models of C that satisfy these
axioms.

The original presentation ofthe Allen calculus described the predicates by
a set of transitivity axioms such as

. yi,j, k . i{M)j Aj{D)k D i{D -I- .S -|- 0)k

All of theseformulas are theorems ofC, rather than axioms [Kautz and Ladkin,
1991].
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Vi,i . i = j • = iL - < 0 A Jl - iL < 0 A

A

iR - jfi < 0
Jr -iR<0

Vi,j . iiP)j = in - < Q
Vi,; . i{M)j in —ji <0 A jl -iR<0
Vi,;. i{0)j = ii - Jl <0 A Jl -iR < 0 A iR - JR < 0
Vi,j . i{S)j

o
VI

>.J

1

•

A jl - < 0 A iR -jR<0

Vf,; . J{D)j Jl - < 0 A iR - < 0

Vf,i. i{F)j jl - < 0 A iR - jR<Q A Jr - < 0

Table 1: Meajiing postulates for Allen predicates.

Since C is just first-order logic, we could solve problems that involve both
metric and Allen assertions by employing a complete and general inference
method, such as resolution. This is almost certain to be impractically slow.
On the other hand, it appears that we do not need the full power of £ to
express many interesting temporal reasoning problems. The sublanguage Cm
can express constraints on the duration of an interval (e.g., < —3); on
the elapsed time between intervals (e.g., in —ji < 5); and between an interval
and an absolute date, which we handle by introducing a "dummy" interval
which is taken to begin at time number 0 (e.g., ii —dayOi < —14). But Cm
by itself is not adequate for many problems. For example, in the sublanguage
Ca one can assert that intervals i and j are disjoint by the formula i{P -f- M -f-

but there is no equivalent formula in Cm- Such a disjointedness
constraint is useful in planning; for example, if i is a time during which a
robot holds a block, and j is a time during which the robot's hand is enapty, a
planning system might want to make the assertion that i{P+ M+ + P^)j.
Another useful expression in Ca is i{S+ F)j, which means that interval i starts
or finishes j; for example, in scheduling a conference, you might want to assert
that a certain talk begins or ends the conference.

So Cm ^ C,A appears to be a good candidate for a practical temporal lan
guage. In order to develop an inference procedure for this language, let us
examine the constraint satisfaction procedures that are known for Cm and Ca
individually.

3 Constraint Networks

Cm and Ca can each express certain binary constraint satisfaction problems
(CSP) [Montanari, 74]. Abinary CSP is simply a set (also called a network)
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of quantifier-free assertions in some language, each containing two variables.
One possible task is to find a particular assignment of values to the variables
that simultaneously satisfies all the constraints in the network: that is, to find
a modelof the network. (Henceforth in this paper we will always talk in terms
of models rather than variable assignments.) Another important task is to
compute the minimal network representation of the problem, which is defined
as follows:

Definition: Minimal Network Representation
Suppose G is a consistent network of binary constraints in some language.
Then a binary constraint network G' in that language is a minimal network
representation of G iff the following all hold:

1. G' is logically equivalent to G.

2. For every pair of variables in G there is a constraint containing those
variables in G'.

3. For any model M. oi a. single constraint in G', there is a model M' for
all of G' which agrees with M on the interpretation of the variables that
appear in that constraint.

Hence from the minimal network representation one can "read off" the possible
values that can be assigned to any variable.

is very similar to what DMP called simple temporal constraint satis
faction problems (STCSP). They considered sets (or networks) of formulas of
the form

n < {x —y) < m

where x and y are variables and n and m are numbers. Their representation
differs from Cm in the following ways: (1) They abbreviated two inequalities
in one formula, which is, of course, unimportant. (2) They use simple variables
likeXfor time points, whereCm uses terms likei/, and iji. Again this difference
is not significant, because the, interpretation of an interval i is simply the pair
consisting of the interpretations of il and iR. So we can treat ii and in as
"variables" in the CSP forinulation. (3) Formulas in Cm include strict (<) as
well as non-strict (<) inequalities.

DMP proved that an all-pairs shortest-path algorithm [Aho et a/., 1976,
page 198] can compute the minimal network representation of a STCSP. One
can modify the algorithm to handle the two kinds of inequalities as follows.
We represent a formula M from Cm by s- graph, where the nodes are the
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terms that appear in M (that is, ii and in for each interval variable i), and
the directed arc from ip to ja is labeled with the pair (n, 1) if

- jo <n

appears in M, and labeled (n,0) if

IF - jo < n

appears in M. Next we add the constraints from £ that state that the left
point of an interval is before its right point; that is, we add an arc iL{0,0)iR
for each i. Finally we compute the shortest distance between all nodes in the
graph using the following definitions for comparison and addition:

(m, x)- < {n,y) = m < n y {m = n AX< y)

(m, x) + (n, y) = {m + n, min(x, y))

The result is the minimal network representation of M. An arc appears be
tween every pair of nodes in the graph, and the inequalities corresponding to
the arcs are the strongest such inequalities implied by M. This procedure
takes 0{n^) time.

Binary CSP's based on the qualitative language Ca have been studied
extensively [Allen, 1983, Ladkin and Madux, 1987, Vilain et ai, 1989, van
Beek and Cohen, 1989]. Computing the minimal network representation of a
set of such constraints is NP-Hard. In practice, however, one can approximate
the minimal network by a weaker notion, called n-consistency. While we do not
have space here to discuss the details ofn-consistency, we note that the original
presentation of Ca by Allen [83] included an algorithm that computes "3-
consistency" in O(n^) time, and VanBeek [89] studied the improvements to the
approximation likely to be found by computing higher degrees of consistency.
For any fixed n, n-consistency can be computed in polynomial time.

Thus we have an efficient and complete algorithm for inference in Cm,
and a number of efficient approximation algorithms for Ca- Figure 3 presents
a constraint satisfaction algorithm for the union of the two languages. The
method is to separately compute the minimal network representation of the
metric and Allen constraints; derive new Allen constraints from the metric
network and add these to the Allen network; derive new metric constraints
from the Allen network and add these to the metric network; and repeat this
process until no new statements can be derived. The system answers any query
in Cm UCa by examining the appropriate network. The procedure is clearly
correct; but now we must see how to translate Cm to Ca and vice-versa.
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function combined-metric-Allen(M, A)
input; simple metric network M and simple Allen network A
output: minimal networks M', A' implied by M U A

repeat

A' := metric-to-Allen(M) U A
M' := Allen-to-metric(A') U M
M := M'; A := A'

until A = A' and M = M'

return M', A'
end combined-metric-Allen

Figure 1: Inference procedure for Cm U Ca-

4 Translating and Combining Metric and Allen Con
straints

This section presents the optimal translations between the metric and Allen
constraint languages, and a complexity analysis of the combined inference
algorithm. We begin with the translation from Cm to Ca- At first impression,
one might think that it is sufficient to convert each metric constraint to the
Allen constraint it implies. For example, from the meaning postulates one can
deduce that

—JL <0 D i{P + M + 0 + F'~' + D^)j

So, if the metric network M contains ii —jc < —3 (which implies the an
tecedent of the formula), the translation includes i{P + M + 0 + F'" +
This approach is correct, but fails to capture all implications in Cm- For
example, suppose M is the following network:

ii —in < —3

JR —jh <2

The minimal network representation of M has only trivial constraints between
i and j (such as ii —Jr < oo), so the approach just outlined fails to infer that
i cannot be during j, because i has longer duration than j-

Therefore an optimal translation must consider several metric constraints
at a time; but how many? One might imagine that the problem required an
exponential procedure that checked consistency of every possible Allen con
straint between two intervals with all of M. Fortunately, this is not necessary:
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function metric-to-Allen(M) =
input: a simple metric constraint network M.
output: the strongest set of simple Allen constraints implied by M.

let M' be the minimal network representation of M
if M' is inconsistent then return any inconsistent Allen network
Am := 0
for each pair of intervals i, j do

let S be the {ii,, subnet of M'
R := 0

for each primitive Allen relation r do
5' := 5 U { m I m is a simple metric constraint

in the meaning postulate for i{r)j }
if S' is consistent then R := RU {r}

end do

Am '•= Am U {i{R)j}
enddo

return Am

end metric-to-Allen

Figure 2: Converting simple metric constraints to simple Allen constraints.

we can compute the strongest set of implied Allen constraints by considering
constraints between just four points (that is, two intervals) at a time. The
algorithm metric-to-Allen appears in Figure 2, and the following theorem
formally states that it is optimal.

Theorem 1 The algorithm metric-to-Allen is correct and entails minimal
loss of information: For any M G Lm ofid A GTaj the case that M\=^A
iffmetric-to-Allen(M)|=£A. The algorithm runs in O(n^) time, where n is
the number of intervals.

Proof: By theorem 2 of [Dechter ei al, 1989], any consistent and minimal simple metric
network is decomposable. This means that any assignment of values to a set of terms that
satisfies the subnet containing those terms can be extended to a satisfying assignment for
the entire net. Another way of saying this is that if such a subnet has a model, then the net
has a model that agrees with the subnet's model on the interpretation of the terms in the
subnet.

Note that if two models agree on the interpretations of the terms xT, ifl, jr, jfl then
they assign the same truth value to the expression i{r)j where r is any primitive Allen
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relation. From the construction of S' it is therefore the case that 5' is consistent iff S' has

a model iff S has a model in which i{r)j holds iff M' has a model in which i{r)j holds.
Since M and M' are logically equivalent, we see that for any pair of intervals i and j,
i{R)j € metric-to-Allen(M) iff for all r G and no r ^ R, M has some model in which
i{r)j holds.

To show that the algorithm is correct, suppose that i{R)j G metric-to-Allen(A^).
If this clause were not implied by M, then there would be some model of M in which i
and j stand in an Allen relation not in R. But that is impossible, as stated above. So
M|=£metric-to-AlIen(M), and metric-to-AlIen(M)^£A implies M^^A.

To show that the algorithm entails minimeJ loss of information, suppose that M^^A.
Because A is a conjunction of statements of the form i{R)j, we can cissume without loss of
generality that it is a single such statement. From the operation of the algorithm wesee that
there is some R' such that i{R')j G metric-to-Allen(M). We claim that R' C R- Suppose
not; then there would be an r G R' such that r ^ R. But the former means that there is a
model of M in which i{r)j holds, and the latter means that there is no such model, since in
any particular model only a single Allen relation holds between a pair of intervals. So since
R' C R means that i{R')j implies i{R)j, it follows that metric-to-Alleii(M)l=^i(if)j.

The complexity O(n^) follows immediately from the iteration of the outer loop; every
thing inside takes constant time. •

Next we consider the translation from £4 to It is not sufficient to
simply replace each Allen predicate with its definition according to the meaning
postulates, because the resulting formula is not necessarily in Cm- Indeed, we
can show that the problem is inherently intractable:

Theorem 2 Computing the strongest set of simple metric constraints equiva
lent to a set of simple Allen constraints is NP-Hard.

Proof: Checking the consistency of a set of formulas in Ca is NP-Complete, but checking
consistency of formulas in Cm is polynomial. Since the best translation must preserve
consistency, the translation itself must be NP-Hard. •

Suppose, however, we wish to compute the minimal network representation
of a set of simple Allen constraints for other reasons. We can then quickly
compute the strongest set of simple metric constraints implied by that network,
by computing the metric constraints one Allen constraint at a time. Figure
4 presents the algorithm Allen-to-metric that performs this calculation; the
following theorem states that this algorithm is optimal.

Theorem 3 The algorithm Allen-to-met -'c is correc! id entails mi -imal
loss of information: For any A G La, M Lm, It's tht ise that A[=^. . iff
Allen-to-metric(A)^£M. The algorithm runs in O(e-bn^) time, where e is
the time needed to compute the minimal network representation of the input,
and n is the number of intervals.
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function AIIen-to-metric(A) =
input; a simple Allen constraint network A
output; the strongest set of simple metric constraints

implied by A.

let A' be the minimal network representation of A
if A' is inconsistent then return any inconsistent metric network

for each pair of intervals i, j do -.
let R be the (complex) Allen relation such that i{R)j appears in A'
5 ;= { m I m is of the form x —j/<Oorx —y<0

and x,y e }
for each primitive Allen relation,r in R do

5';=5n{m|misa simple metric constraint
implied by i{r)j }

end do

Ma :=MaUS
end do

returnM^i

end Allen-to-metric

Figure 3; Converting simple Allen constraints to simple metric constraints.

Proof; At the end of the inner loop, it is clear that m 6 5 iff m is a metric constraint
implied by each i{r)j for each r £ R; that is, m G 5 iff m is implied by i{R)j. Since
A\=^A'\=^i(R)j for each such i{R)j that appears in M, it follows that
A[=£ Allen-to-metric(A). Therefore thealgorithm iscorrect; ifAllen-to-metric(A)l=£M,
then A\=^M.

To show that the algorithm entails minimal loss of information, suppose that A\=^M.
Because M is conjunction of simple metric constraints, without loss of generality we can
assume it is a single such constraint: x-y<noix —y<n, where x,y E {«£,, Jr, jLiin}-
Furthermore, because A is equivalent (using the meaning postulates) to a boolean combi
nation of difference inequalities containing only the number 0, it is plain that n cannot be
negative; and furthermore, if n is positive, A must also imply the constraint x —y <Q. So
without loss of generality we can also assume that M is of the form x —j/<Oorx —1/<0.

At the start of the loop in which the algorithm selects the pair of intervals (i, j) the
variable S contains M, and we claim that S must still contain M at the conclusion of the
inner loop. Suppose not; then there is some r E R such that i{r)j has a model M in which
M does not hold. But because i{R)j G A' and A' is the minimal network representation of
A, it must be the case the A has a model that agrees with M on the interpretations of i
and j. Therefore A has a model that falsifies M, so A cannot imply M after all.
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The complexity 0{e + n^) follows immediately from the iteration of the outer loop;
everything inside takes constant time. •

Finally we turn to an analysis of the algorithm combined-metric-Allen.
What is its computational complexity? The answer depends on how many
times the algorithm iterates between the two networks. Because each iteration
must strengthen at least one simple Allen constraint (which can only be done
13 times per constraint), in the worst case the numberis linear in the maximum
size of the Allen network (or O(n^) in the number of intervals). In fact, this
is its lower bound, as well: we have discovered a class of temporal reasoning
problems that shows that the maximum number ofiterations does indeed grow
with the size of the constraint set [Kautz and Ladkin, 1991].

Theorem 4 The algorithm combined-metric-Allen is correct:
M U Al=^combined-metric-Allen(M,A)., The algorithm terminates in
0(n^(e + n^)) time, where n is the number of intervals that appear in M iJ A,
and e is the time required to compute the minimum network representation of
/I.

The question of whether combined-metric-Allen is a complete inference
procedure for the language Cm^ Ta rerriains open. We are currently investi
gating whether the algorithm detects all inconsistent networks, and whether
it always computes the minimal network representation in Cm UCa-

5 Conclusions

The framework presented in this paper unifies the great body of research in
AI on metric and qualitative temporal reasoning. We demonstrated that both
STCSP's and Allen's temporal calculus can be viewed as sublanguages of a
simple yet powerful temporal logic. We provided algorithms that translate
between the languages with a minimal loss of information. Along the way
we generalized known techniques for dealing with non-strict linear inequalities
to handle strict inequalities as well. Finally, we showed how the translations
can be used to combine two well-understood constraint-satisfaction procedures
into one for the union of the two languages.
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Problems in temporal constraint satisfaction arise in a systemwith interacting elements, where tem
poralconstraints exist (1) between distinct events, (2) on the truth or falsehood of states or partial
states,and(3)on responses to externalinputsintermsofdeadlines. Theavailability ofa causal model
or a model-based representation for such a systemcan provide significant aid in understanding its
dynamicbehaviorand informulating the mathematical formsof associated temporal constraintsatis
factionproblems. This isparticularly sowhen the causalmodelcan alsoserveas a system specifica
tion in which logical and temporal properties of systemscan be verified formally. A "hierarchical
multi-state (HMS) machine" consists of a high-level automaton that is integrated with a temporal
interval logiccalledTIL to providea unified frameworkfor specification, verificationand reasoning
for real-time systems. In this paper, an overviewof the methodology for addressing very general
temporalconstraint satisfaction problemsarisingfrom the use of HMSmachines ascausalmodelsof
dynamic ^stems is presented. Specifically, a symbolic execution method is presented for creating
schedules for sequential or partially-ordered plans to satisfy complex sets of temporal constraints.
Given the HMS machine model of a system and a plan, the method derives the set of mathematical
inequalities that potential schedules for the plan must satisfy.

1. Introduction

An executable formal specification of a real-time system can serve as a causal model in which various
problems relating to verification of logical and temporal properties can be investigated. Such formal
specifications are usually deterministic structures in which responses to all actions are defined pre
cisely. Nondeterministic actions in specifications merely denote alternative actions, all of which are
acceptable. Temporal constraint satisfaction, on the other hand, arises in situations where a system is
underspecified, while its global behavior is constrained in terms of a set of temporal constraints. Thus,
in order to apply a causal model to problems of temporal constraint satisfaction, a truly nondeter
ministic model of behavior is required, in which not all behaviors are necessarily acceptable.

The concept of "hierarchical multi-state (HMS)machine" provides a unified framework for specifica
tion, verification and reasoning for real-time systems based on the integration of high-level automata
and a temporal logic [5], [4], [6], [3], [2], [7] and [8]. The underlying automaton model of HMS ma
chines reduces the state space byorders of magnitudecompared to traditional automata, withexplicit
modelingof concurrency at different granularities of time. This offers a rich formalism for defining
conditional behavior and causal interactions among events and states in both the forward and back
ward direction. In the forward direction, the past and the present determine the current set of actions.
In the backward direction, the future determines the course of present actions. The latter situation
can arise in modeling intentionality or in incomplete causal models in which details are omitted.

^ This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014-89-C-0022.
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In HMS machines, nondeterminism is used as a key method for modeling abstraction and generaliza
tion. A nondeterministic HMS machine defines a "class" of behaviors. These are instantiated and

constrained in terms of higher-level "policy" HMS machines that define dynamic goals and heuristic
guidelines for achievingthem. Within this framework, planning is accomplished by searching through
nondeterministic transitions to determine paths that satisfy both high-level and low-level constraints.
A "schedule" for a plan is then defined in terms of delays between adjacent sets of parallel actions.
Our purpose here is to indicate how, given such a representation scheme, very general temporal con
straint satisfaction problems can be solved by the analysis of HMS-based causal models of real-time
systems.

In relating to previous work on temporal constraint satisfaction, we note two differences with [1].
First, in [1] it is assumed that the mathematical formulationof temporal constraints is given and the
emphasis is on the development of efficient solution techniques. In contrast, we address the comple
mentary issue of deriving the necessary mathematical constraints from the underlying model of the
system under consideration. Secondly, only sets of constraints of the form

(ai ^ Xj-Xj < bi) V... V(an < Xj-Xj ^ bn)

are considered in [1]. In our formulation, much more general types of constraints can be derived.

In Section2weprovidea verybriefoverview of HMSmachines2md in Section3 wepresent the outline
of our scheduling method for temporal constraint satisfaction. Details can be found in the references.

2. Overview of HMS Machines

Both in real-time systems theory and in artificial intelligence studies, various formalisms for specifi
cation and modeling of real-time systems have been proposed. However, since the goal of systems
theory and AI are rather different, very little effort has been made in integrating such efforts. Hierar
chical multi-state (HMS) machines provide a rich framework for specification, verification and rea
soning for real-time systems that can be a vehicle for bridging this gap. In the simplest version, an
HMS machine is an automaton in which (1) a state can be hierarchically or recursively expanded into
an HMS machine itself, (2) multiple states can be active, (3)multiple transitions can fire simultaneous
ly, and (3) transitions are controlled by predicates in a prepositional temporal interval logic called
TIL. This providesa formal and visualformalismfor representingcausal interactions amongthe ele
ments of a complex real-time system in a natural manner. In addition, it overcomes the inability of
pureprepositionaltemporallogic inexpressing somesimple regularpropertiessuchas "stateAwill be
true every 5 moments in the future."

HMS machines can be used to define the dynamic behavior of complex real-time systems at various
levels of abstraction. Such a representation can be verifiedfor correctness using either correctness-
preserving transformation techniques [2] or model checking [7], [4]. Using probabilistic extensions,
planning and situation understanding can also be studied undera wide setof uncertainty conditions.
Other extensions of HMS machines include algebraic machines in which multiple entities (agents, re
sources, etc.) can be modeled explicitly, continuous timemachines and asynchronous composition of
machines with different clock rates.
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3. Temporal Constraint Satisfaction of HMS Plans

Problems of temporal constraint satisfaction arise in a nondeterministic HMS machine in attempting
to search for a "plan" that satisfies both a global goal and all the local logical and temporal constraints
defined on transitions in the language TIL. A sequential plan p = gi g2- gn in our formalism consists
of a sequence of sets of transitions, where each set gjof transitions is assumed to be fired simultaneous
ly. An example of a partially ordered plan is p = (gi((g2g3) 11 (g4g5g6))). where gi can be considered
as the root of a tree with two branches, one containing the sequential plan g2g3 and the other contain
ing the sequential plan g4 gs g^.

In our approach, we assume a separation between planning and scheduling, with planning being con
cerned with deriving a plan of non-empty sets of transitions that, ignoring local constraints, can lead a
machine from an initial set of states to a desired set of states. Scheduling, on the other hand, is con
cerned with defining delays between adjacent steps of a plan that allowlocal constraints to be satisfied.
We illustrate our method by considering a simple sequential plan for the HMS machine of Figure 3.1.
In this figure, rectangles represent states, dark arrows represent transitions (with * indicating nonde-
terminism) and thin arrows from states to transitions define "controls" on transitions, with temporal
constraints indicated next to encircled T's. Thus, there are no constrmnts on the transition y, while
there are three constraints on the transition x: (1) state A must have been true in the interval [-2,0], C
must have been true in [-3, -2], and (3) D must have been true in [-1,0]. Here we assume a discrete
model of time with 0 indicating the current moment and for each interval the end-points are included.
Assuming that the state A and C were true originally,we wish to find a plan consisting of a sequence of
transitions and delays that will cause the state B to be true. Note that in TIL [ti, t2] and < ti, t2> are
interval-based generalizations of the temporal logic operators • ("always") and O ("sometime").

[-2, 0]

©-

•r *

©[-3, -2] |) [-1. 0]-2]

y *

B

Figure 3.1. A Simple HMS Machine Example for Temporal Constraint Satisfaction

Formally, we represent by p' = y x the "potential plan" for achieving our goal. This could be derived by
a search process or using heinistic knowledge. To determine the schedule for p' to satisfy the local
constraints, we define the following "variable delay plan"

p = 4)' y ct>i X,

where ^ stands for a no action or "wait," so that the plan p consists of waiting i moments, firing the
nondeterministic transition y, waiting j moments and finally firing the nondeterministic transition x.
Our goal is to find a solution to the parametric delays in p that satisfies the three temporal constraints
on X. Our solution method is based on a symbolic execution of the plan p to determine parametric facts
that must be true during the execution of p. Thus, e.g., after waiting i moments and firing y, we can
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assert[-i-1,0]Aa [-i-^1, -1]CAD a -•€. Continuing inthismanner, we derive theparametric facts that
will be truejust beforeexecuting the transitionx. By comparing withthecontrolsthat \must satisfy, we
derive the following set of inequalities:

-i-j-1^-2, -i-j-l<-3, -j-l<-2, -j <-2.

By solving these inequalities, we obtain the generic solution

p = (t)i>Oy (t)X.

Thus, to accomplish our goal, we can wait one or more moments, execute y, wait exactly one more
moment and then executex. Such a sequence willsatisfy all the local temporal constraints and achieve
the global objective of reaching stateB. A larger example with details of themethod appears in [6].

Our temporal constraint satisfaction has been generalized both to partially ordered plans andto the
continuous time case. Thus, a very general model-based framework is provided for defining causal
models ofcomplex real-timesystems through which temporal constraintsatisfaction problems canbe
investigated in a systematic manner.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes research leading to a modification of the constraint propagation algorithm
for applications involving qualitative reasoning about temporal intervals, as defined by James
Allen [1]. The work is part of a plan to formally represent the idea of events whose occmrences
contain gaps in time. The basic representation mechanism involves coimtenancing the notion of
a collection of (union of [4]) convex (gapless) intervals. The need for an efficient representation
of binary temporal relations between these structured objects has led to introducing matrices
of binary convex temporal relations. The values of these matrices depict relations among the
subintervals of the collections of intervals. The result is a system for solving constraint satisfaction
problems involving unions of convex intervals and matrix-valued binary relations between them.
An evaluation of the complexity of a constraint propagation algorithm for a network of matrix-
valued binary relations shows an expected increase in nmtime; however, the benefits of the matrix
approach include a more structured knowledge base, which may improve the performance of the
constraint problem solving mechanism.
2. BACKGROUND

James Allen's interval-hased representation of time has been an influential approach to repre
senting qualitative temporal information. The atoms of this calculus is a set of thirteen primitive
binary temporal relations on convex intervals, consisting of during (d), precedes (p), starts (s),
finishes (f), overlaps (o), meets (m), equals (=), and their'converses, preceded by (p), etc. (The
"converse" of a relation R between i and j is the corresponding temporal relation between j and
i; th\is "after" is the converse of "before", etc.) A "composition table" (AUen, [l], not reprinted
here), allows for the deduction of relations between arbitrary pairs of intervals x and z, based
on known relations between x and another interval y, and between y and z. This inferencing is
commonly known as "composing" two relations.

Allen's system is amenable to constraint satisfaction techniques for finding solutions to plan
ning and scheduling problems (Mackworth,[7], Mackworth and Freuder, [8], Dechter and Pearl,
[2]). In temporal reasoning applications, the nodes of interval constraint networks contain tempo
ral interval values, and the axes consist of vectors (sets) of binary temporal relations between the
nodes. The temporal constraint satisfaction algorithm used by Allen [1] (Figmre 1) operates on a
network of convex intervals and their relations by propagating the effects of updating the tempo
ral knowledge (binary relations) between two convex intervals to the entire network. Knowledge
is updated by reducing the set of possible temporal relations between two intervals. Updating
is performed by indexing the transitivity table to find the set S of constraints between X and
Z, given the X-Y and Y-Z constraints, and then intersecting S with the old value for the set of
constraints between X and Z (if one exists). If the intersection contains one element, then the
temporal relation between X and Z has been uniquely determined; if the intersection is empty,
the network has been shown to be inconsistent.
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Procedure Propagate(i,j)
begin

for each interval k in Intervals do

begin
temp :• Table[i,k] + (Table[i,j] » Table[j,k]);
if Temp • {} then Signal Contradiction;
if Table[i,k] <> Temp then Place pair <i,k> on Queue;
TableCi,k] := Temp;
Temp := Table[k.j] + (Table[k,i] » Table[i.j]);
If Temp = then Signal Contradiction;
If Table[k,j] <> Temp then Place pair <k,j> on Queue;
Table[k,j] := Temp;

end;

end;

Figure 1. Constraint Propagation Algorithm

It has been shown (Villain et. al.,[14]) that this propagation algorithm runs in cubic time. As
the number of intervals in the network grows, this speed becomes intolerable. Furthermore, as
Allen himself noted, the algorithm is incomplete; i.e., it does not always find all the constraints
implied by a given network. Complete versions of this algorithm run in exponential time, leading
to a proof (Villain et. al, [14]) that the problem of computing network closure is NP-complete.

A number of attempts have been made by Allen and others to improve this situation in
various ways (e.g., [3]). For example, restructuring the constraint knowledge base to make it
more hierarchical makes its navigation more efficient. The work presented here is in the spirit of
these attempts at making networks more navigable. Later, we discuss informally how the use of
matrices could lead to efficient techniques to determine constraint network consistency.
3. UNIONS OF CONVEX INTERVALS

A number of researchers have recently recognized the need for defining a reference structure
for non-convex intervals [4], [6]. In particular, Peter Ladkin (Ladkin, [4]) has defined a taxonomy
of binary relations between intervals with gaps. Intervals with gaps are useful in two distinct
referring contexts. First, these to describe tasks and events which correspond to a recurring time
period, such as described by the the referring expressions Mondays, Weekly Faculty Meetings, etc.
Secondly, collections of convex intervals seem to be involved when referring to a single event that
is interrupted or suspended in time, and later resumed, e.g., as suggested by the meaning of the
sentence "My trip to Orlando was interrupted three times".

In visual terms, such contexts suggest extending the domain of discourse to include not just
convex intervals, e.g.:

A: |_„ 1

ts te
; > time

with endpoints ts and te, but also to allow for bundles of convex intervals containing "gaps":
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A: I I I 1 I 1

ts te

> time

Otir claim is that removing the convexity constraint from the characterization of intervals results
in a useful way of representing certain types of temporal information that is difficult or impossible
to represent assuming convexity.

More formally, in a convex interval-based approach, an interval is represented by an ordered
pair {i,j) of time units such that i < j. What we call, after Ladkin, a union of convex intervals, is
a special kind of set of convex intervals, viz. a set where the m th j element is less than the m-f-1
th ith element; : 1 < m < A:&(Vn)(l < n< k jn < z'n+i}- where "<" and "<" denote
temporal precedence. Actually, unions of convex intervals are sequences of convex intervals, in
that it is assumed that there are functions which extract the first, last, and, in general, the ith
subinterval of the collection.

Unions of convex intervals possess an internal structure that is not present in convex intervals.
This internal structure allows for a distinction between two kinds of relation that hold between

pairs of them, which we designate as external and internal relations. The following example
illustrates each of them.

Let Si and 82 be two unions of convex intervals defined as follows :

SI = I 1 I 1 I— 1 ... I 1
bl el b2 e2 b3 e3 bn en

32= I- 1 I- 1 ... I 1
Bi El B2 E2 Bm Em

time >

Informally, the external relation between SI and S2 is the relation between the two convex intervals
< bl,er^ > and < Bl,Em >. The external relation is important when the interest i? strictly
on the boundary relations between two unions of convex intervals (e.g., it may be of interest
only that Si is started by S2). By contrast, an internal binary relation is a binary relation
between a convex subinterval in Si and a convex subinterval in S2 or visa versa. Obviously, if
Si has n subintervals and S2 ba.Q m, then there are 2nm internal relations between SI and S2.
Elsewhere [11] we have shown how to extract the external binary relations between unions of
convex intervals by considering their "boimdary subinterval relations", e.g., the relations between
subintervals < 61, el > of SI and < B1,E1 > of S2, and similarly between < bn,en > and
< Bm, Em >.

The internal and external binary relations among intervals i and j with gaps are to be foimd
by a pair-wise examination .>t all the binary relations among i's and j's subintervals. To bind
these pairwise relations togecher in a common data structure, a matrix notation can be iised.
The rows of the matrix are the subintervals of i and the columns the subintervals of j. Let Mk,i
be the internal relation between subinterval k of i and 1 of j, for each pair of subintervals of i and
j. For example, consider the following pair of intervals:
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11 = I 1 I—I I 1 I--I

12 » I I I 1 l~l

time >

The matrix of internal relations between II and 12 is the following:

M =

3 m p

p d p_
P o f
p p p

Thus, for example, the relation between the third subinterval of II in the figure above and the
second subinterval of 12 is fovmd by referencing ^3,2 = o.

This representation can be viewed as analogous to the use of matrices of numbers to depict
the coefficients of terms in a set of linear e<juations. In this case, the corresponding expression
of which the matrix is a representation is a first-order predicate calculus expression of the form:
-Pi,i(a^i.l/i)'-Pi,2(®i.y2),-,-P2,i(^2,yi),-,-Pn,m(a:„,ym), where each P,j represents a set of binary
relations among Allen's thirteen atoms, and for each pair x,-,Xi+i (j/j,yj+i), 1 < i{j) < m(n), the
relation between these pairs is precedes. Each matrix is, thus, a constraint network, but one ofa
special kind, characteristic of relations among collections ofconvex intervals which are (possibly
gapped) subintervals of larger intervals.
4. CONSTRAINT REASONING WITH UNIONS OF CONVEX INTERVALS

As noted earlier, there are two distinct reasons for offering an extension to Allen's convex
interval calculus to include collections of convex intervals. First, it seems to provide a more
natural representation of the referring mechanism for temporal intervals, and second it seems to
fit into the spirit of recent attempts to improve the cubic time and quadratic space requirements
of Allen's original approach. In particular, combining convex intervals together into a union of
convex intervals captures much of the content of the concept of a reference interval [1], since a
union of convex interval is a collection of semantically related subintervals. Unlike Allen's reference
interval idea, our approach allows for an explicit representation, in terms of matrices, of binary
relations between collections of subintervals within a constraint network. In this representation,
there is a reduction of the space requirements (since the order of the subintervals are represented
by theposition ofthesubinterval in the matrix, and not by an arc), without a loss ofinformation.

We have extended Allen's definition of relation composition to accommodate the new matrix
representation of binary relations. This extension allows for an application of the constraint
propagation techniques described earlier in this paper to a network of gapped intervals and binary
relations between them.

The composition method we propose is a generalization ofthe method ofcomposition proposed
by Allen for convex intervals. Given two interval matrices P"-"' and P*"'* of dimensions n* mand
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m* k respectively, represented as follows:

P =

R =

Pl,l Pi,2 Pi,3 ••• Pl,m
P2,l P2,2 -Pa,3 ••• Pa.m

Pn,l Pn,2 Pn,3 ••• Pn,m

Rl,l Ri,2 Ri,3 ••• Rl,k
R2,1 R2,2 R2,3 ••• R2,k

Rm,l Rm,2 Rm,3 ••• Rm,k

the composition operation results in a matrix P o R comprising the following:

Q=PoR=

Ql,l Qi,2 Qi,3 — Ql,k
Q2,1 Q2,2 Q2,3 ••• Q2,k

Qn,l Qn,2 Qn,3 ••• Qn,k

where Qi^j —flti P\,i ° Ri,j- (This composition operation is similar the operation defined in the
binary constraint networks of Ladkin (Ladkin and Maddux, [5]) for solving CSPs (also Maddux,
[9])). The resulting matrix contains vectors (sets) of atomic binary relations representing con
straints between pairs of subintervals of the two unions of convex intervals. As before, composing
two matrices represents a single act of qualitative reasoning about intervals; the only difference
is that the intervals are allowed to contain gaps.

As mentioned, this definition of composition leads directly to a modification of the constraint
propagation technique for reasoning with collections of intervals. Recall that binary constraints
are depicted as vectors of relations between convex intervals. Given two matrices, and M^,
we define -t- as follows: let be the vector of binary relations between subintervals i
and j of two unions of convex intervals I and J constrained by M". Then is the matrix
which results from performing vector additions Mfj -f- Mfj, for all i, and j in and M^. (Matrix
addition is always between 2 matrices of the same dimensions, and the result is a matrix formed
by intersecting the corresponding values at each position). Matrix multiplication corresponds to
the matrix composition operation defined above.

With these operations defined, we can now apply the constraint propagation algorithm (Figure
1) directly to a network of unions of convexintervals. In this case, Table[i,j] will consist of a matrix
of binary relations between unions of convex intervals i and j. For example, consider the following
constraint network:

A B C

A MO Ml M2

B M4 MO M3

C M5 M6 MO
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where MO is the matrix where all its elements are the equality relation, and the other values are
defined as follows:

Ml =

M2 =

pfh of p
p pom o

pfh opm

p pdbfhsdos

M3 =

df p
p so

p pfhd

M4 = INV Ml

M5 = INV M2

M6 = INV M3

The inverse of a matrix M of dimension m * n, INV where for each element m\ j in
M', m\ j = mj^i in M. Again, each of the Mi represents constraints between pairs of unions of
convex intervals from a network of three imions of convex intervals. A, B and C. For example, M2
represents the matrix ofconstraints between unions ofconvex intervals A and C, each containing
two convex subintervals. M2 says that subinterval 1 of A must either be preceded by or met by
subinterval 1 of C, and must either overlap, precede, or meet subinterval 2 of C (and so on for
each of the other values of M2).

Suppose now that the constraint network is updated by adding a binary constraint between
A and C, expressed as the following matrix:

R{A,C) =
pfho pmf

p dso

The effects of revising the constraint network based upon this addition can be summarized as
follows:

where

A B C

A MO Ml' M2'

B M4' MO M3'

C M5' M6' MO

Ml' =
pm o p

p pom o
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M2' =
pm pm

p dos

if p
p o

p d
M3' =

M4' = INV Ml'

M5' = INV M2'

M6' = INV M3'

5. PERFORMANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS

Although the propagation algorithm, as modified to perform updates on matrix-valued con
straints, becomes more complex, the network on which it operates becomes smaller than it would
have been if all the subintervals of a imion of convex intervals had been depicted as asparate
nodes. Instead, quahtative temporal information about gapped reference intervals is compressed
within the matrix.

Assvuning, for the sake of simplicity, that the constraint matrices are all square (m * m) in
size, and that the network contains k tmions of convex intervals, it can be shown that the runtime
of the algorithm is still in polynomial range, specifically, 0(k^(m^)). The reasoning is as follows
[13]. The procedure propagate is called 0{k^) times to compute closure. That is, a total of 0{k^)
pairs of imions of convex intervals {i,j) can appear on Queue. Each value of the constraint matrix
can change at most 13 times, and there are of these; hence, each pair {i,j) can appear at
most 0(13m^) times on Queue. For each Queue element, the amoimt of processing required for
the constraint network is 0{k{m^ 4- rv?)). Thus, the total cost to obtain closure for a network of
gapped intervals and matrix relations is 0(fc^(13m^)fc(m^ -|- m^)), which is 0(fc^(m®)).

An advantage of the compressed network of unions of convex intervals over the full network of
convex intervals is in the ability to efficiently examine the matrices to discern patterns of relations
which any consistent matrix must exemplify. Fast algorithms for verifying matrix consistency can
be employed as a preprocessing stage in the solving of constraint reasoning problems. For example,
let us consider the case of a completely determined matrix (one we shall call an atomic matrix),
which is one all of whose values consist of a single element from one of Allen's thirteen atoms
(this set we call U). We can say that, in general, a consistent matrix will contain rows each one of
which will consist of 0 or more instances of the relation p followed by 0 or more occurrences of any
relation in the set U —{p, p} followed by 0 or more occurrences of p. Furthermore, the number
of occurrences of p in each row cannot decrease as the row index increases. Correspondingly,
the number of occurrence of p cannot increase as the row index increases. Consequently, rules
regarding the patterns of a consistent matrix can be defined as being comprised of three regions
of binary relations: the left triangtdar p region, the middle U —{p,p} region, and the right p
region. More graphically, each matrix must have the following pattern:
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M

\ \
p \ U - {p, "p} \
region \ region ^

\

P

region

Futiire research will include the development and formulation of a complete collection of rules
for consistent matrices of binary temporal relations, which can be used in the construction of
improved algorithms for solving constraint problems. In addition, it shotdd be possible to find a
way of "reducing" matrices into more space efficient formats based on the canonical patterns for
consistent matrices just described.
fi. SUMMARY

This paper has introduced an approach to constraint temporal reasoning based on unions of
convex intervals and binary constraints between them, implemented as matrices of convex binary
relations. Such an extension to James Allen's framework can be viewed as an implementation of
his notion of a reference interval. A constraint propagation algorithm for networks of matrices of
temporal relations was described. Finally, an informal disciission ofways ofimproving the rimtime
performance of propagation was presented, based on rules for identifying consistent matrices of
temporal relations.
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1 Overview

ACP is a fully implemented constraint propagation sys
temthat computes numeric intervals for variables [Davis,
1987] along with an ATMS label [de Kleer, 1986a] for
each such interval. The system is built within a "fo
cused" ATMS architecture [de Kleer and Williams, 1986,
Forbus and de Kleer, 1988, Dressier and Farquhar, 1989]
and incorporates the following ideas to improve effi
ciency:

• Since variable values cire intervals, some derived
variable values may subsume more specific (super
set) interval values. Variable values that are sub
sumed are marked as inactive via a simple and
general extension to ATMS justifications. Other
systems that maintain dependencies while inferring
interval labels either use non-monotonic reasoning
[Sinunons, 1986, Williams, 1989] or incorporate the
semantics of numeric intervals into the ATMS itself
[Dague et ai, 1990].

• Solving a constraint for a variable already solved for
can cause redundant computation of variable bind
ings and unnecessary dependencies [Sussman and
Steele, 1980, de Kleer, 1986b]. ACP deals with this
problem by caching with each variable binding not
only its ATMS label, but also the variable bindings
that must also be present in any supporting envi
ronment.

• The user of the constraint system may know that
certain solution paths for deriving variable bindings
are uninteresting. A unary "protect" operator is
incorporated into the constraint language to allow
the user to advise ACP to prune such derivation
paths.

2 Motivation

ACP is part of the model-based financial reasoning sys
tem CROSBY [Hamscher, 1990]. Financial reasoning
has long been recognized as an appropriate domain
for constrEunt-based representation and reasoning ap
proaches [Bouwman, 1983, Reboh and Risch, 1986,Apte
and Hong, 1986, Lassez et ai, 1987, Dhar et ai, 1988,
Dhar and Croker, 1988, Peters, 1989]. For the most
part CROSBY uses ACP in the traditional way: to de
termine the consistency of sets of variable bindings, and

to compute values for unknown variables. For example,
CROSBY might have a constraint such as

Days.Sales.in.Inventory =
30 XMonthly.Cost .of.Goods.Sold

Average.inventory

Given the values Average.inventory S (199,201) and
Cost.of.Goods.Sold £ (19,21), ACP would compute
Days.Sales.in.Inventory G (2.84,3.02). Had the fact
that Days.Sales.in.Inventory G (3.5,3.75) been previ
ously recorded, a conflict would now be recorded.

For the purposes of this paper, all the reader need
know about CROSBY is that it must construct, manip
ulate, and compare dozens to hundreds of combinations
of underlying assumptions about the ranges of variables]
This motivates the need for recording the combinations
of underlying Eissumptions on which each vEiriable value
depends, which in turn motivates the use of an ATMS ar
chitecture to record such information. Although there is
extensive literature on the interval propagation aspects
of the problem, little of the work addresses the difficul-!
ties that arise when dependencies must be recorded for
the many intermediate results. The poor performance of
the obvious implementation strategy motivates the ideas
discussed below.

3 Syntax and Semantics

ACP uses standard notation as reviewed here: [1,2) de
notes {z : 1 < a: < 2}, (-oo,0) denotes {z : z < 0}, and
[42,-l-cci) denotes {z : 42 < z}. The symbols -poo and
—00 are used only to denote the absence of upper and
lower bounds; they cannot themselves be represented
as intervals. Intervals may not appear as lower or up
per bounds of other intervals, that is, [0,(10,20)] is ill
formed. (,) denotes the empty set.

All standard binary arithmetic operators are sup
ported, with the result of evaluation being the small
est interval that contains all possible results of apply
ing the operator pointwise [Davis, 1987]. For example,
[1,2) + (1,2] evaluates to (2,4). (l,2)/[0,1) evaluates
to (l;-|-oo), with the semicolon replacing the comma to
denote an interval that includes the undefined result of
division by zero.

All binary relations r evaluate to one of the constant
symbols T or F, obeying the following rule for intervals
Ii and h-

h r h <-+3z,j/:z ry Ax £ h Ay £ h
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Corollary specicd cases include Vx : x r(—oo,+co),
which evaluates to T, and Vx : x r (,) which evaluates
to F.

Interval-valued variables can appear in expressions
and hence in the result of evaluations, for example, evalu
ating the expression ([1,2] = [2,4]-|-c) yields c = [—3,0].
Appealing to the above rule for binary relations, c =
[—3,0] can be understood to mean c G [—3,0].

ACP hcis a unary "protect" operator, denoted
Hence in the expression (a = !(6 -1- c)) with a, b, and
c being veiriables, b and c are said to be protected. The
effect of protection is that evaluating any expression, all
of whose variables are protected, yields T. For exEunple,
evaluating ([1,2] = [2,4]-|-!c) yields T. The benefit of
this operator is that the ACP user can advise the system
not to ever waste effort trying to solve for certain vari
ables. For example, CROSBY constructs linear regres
sion equations of the form y = ooXq -1- ... -1- a„x„ + /?,
with a,- and j3 denoting constants. In this context it
makes no sense to try to use the dependent variable y
to solve for any of the n independent x,- variables. Pro
tecting the Xj variables is a simple, local, modular way
to prevent ACP from doing so, as will be seen below.

4 Recording Dependencies

Recordingdependencies and managing multiple contexts
complicates interval propagation considerably, because
what appear to be intermediate results must be stored
permanently, but should not always be used to trigger
further inferences. To illustrate this, ,consider the follow
ing example. Node no expresses the relation (a = 6-I- c),
true in the empty ATMS environment {};

"0 (a = 6-He) {}

Nodes Til and bind the variables b and c, respectively,
under the assumptions named B and C:

m: (6= (6,9)) {5}
712- (c=(10,ll)) {C}

Constraint propagation yields a value for a, creating
node na, justified by justification ji :

jl • "3 ♦— "Oi "1, "2
na: (a = (16,20)) {B,C}

(In a naive implementation, the system might at this
point try to derive values for 6 or c using the new value
of a; this is an instance of "reflection" eind ACP's method
for preventing it will be discussed in the next section.)

A query for the value of a in the environment {B,C}
would now return node na. Suppose we get a new value
for a under assumption A, denoted by node 714:

714: (a = (17,19)) {A}

Since this vedue of a is a subset of the interval for a
derived earlier, a new justification is required for ua, with
a resulting change to the label of na:

: na «— n4

na : (a = (16,20)) {B,C]{A) Label update

Note that the less specific intervEil (16,20) for d will al
ways need to be kept around. A query for the value of

a in the environment {B,C} would still return node na,
but a query in environment {A} should only return node
n4, even though na is true as well. "Shadowing" justifi
cations are introduced to provide this functionality.

A shadowing justification obeys the normal (horn
clause) semantics, that is, the consequent is true in any
environment in which all its antecedents are true. This
criterion results in updates tp the environment labels,
with only minimal environments being stored in any
node label L{N) [de Kleer, 1986a]. However, all nodes
also have a "shzidow label." Any node supported by
a shadowing justification in environment E also has E
added to its shadow label S{N), obeying the usual min
imality convention. ACP distinguishes between nodes
being true in an environment, and active in an environ
ment with respect to queries and with respect to making
inferences:

N is true in E 3E„ G L{N) :E„CE

3E„ G LiN) : En Q E
A^3E, £ S{N) :E,CE

N is active in E

Intuitively, shadowing environments make the node in
visible in all their superset environments. A node shad
owed in the empty environment {} would be true in all
environments, but no inferences would be made from it.

In the example above, would be a shadowing jus
tification, since in any environment in which n4 is true,
ris should be ignored. Shadowing justifications will be
denoted by ^ and the shadow label as that label ap-
peciring to the right of a "\" character. Note that any
environment appearing in the shadow label must also
be a superset of some environment in the normal label.
However, for compactness of notation in this paper, en
vironments that appear in both the normal and shadow
label will only be shown to the right of the "\" charac
ter. In the example below, the reader should understand
that the normal label of 113 is actually {B, C} {A}:

^^4

123 : (a = (16,20)) {5,C}\{A} Label update

Sinceany number ofdifferentinterval valuesfor a vari
able can be created in any order, it is in principle possible
for O(n^) shadowing justifications to be installed for a
variable with n bindings. However, no node ever need be
supported by more than one shadowing justification, so
some of these shadowingjustifications could be deleted.
For example, suppose three nodes nioi, nio2. and nioa
are created. The sequenceof newjustifications and envi
ronment propagations illustrates that after jio2 and j\o3
are created, jioi can be deleted;

"101

"102

ilOl
"101

"103

jl02
"103

Jl03

"101

123

X =

X =

;o, 10]
4,6]

{XI}
{X2}

"1014= "102
x = [0,10] {X1}\{X2}
x = [2,8] {X3}
"103 4= "102
x = [4,6] {X3}\{X2}
"101 4= "103
x = [0,10], {X1}\{X2}{X3}

Label update
New node

Label update

Label update



ACP attempts to minimize the number of justifications
created by deleting each shadowing justification that is
no longer needed. Although deleting justifications is not
a normal operation for an ATMS since it can lead to
incorrect labelings, this special case guarantees that all
environment labels remain the same as if the deletion had
not taken place. Since the justifications were redundant,
an efficiency eidvantage accrues from not recomputing
the labels as more environments are added.

Having defined "the distinction between nodes being
true versus being active, we now turn to methods for
controlling propagation inferences.

5 Propagation

ACP propagates interval values for variables using "con
sumers" [de Kleer, 1986b]. A consumer is essentially a
closure stored with a set of nodes; it runs exactly once
with those nodes as its arguments the first time they
all become true. Normally, a consumer creates a new
node and justification whose antecedents are the nodes
whose activation triggered it. ACP is built using a fo
cused ATMS that maintains a single consistent focus en
vironment and only activates consumers to run on nodes
that are true in that focus environment. ACP takes this
a focusing notion step further, running consumers only
on nodes that are active.

The propagation mechanism of ACP distinguishes be
tween constraints and bindings. A binding is type of
constraint in which only one vciriable and one interval
or constant appears. For example, no : (a = 6 -|- c) is
a constraint and ni ; (6 = (6,9)) and n2oo '• (^ = ^)
are bindings. Propagation of a constraint node works as
shown in the procedure below. For simplicity, the exam
ple below shows variables bound only to integers, rather
than to intervals as would be done in ACP:

1. When a constraint node becomes active, install con
sumers to trigger propagation on each of the vari
ables that appejir in the constraint. For example,
when no : (a = 6 -)- c) becomes active, consumers
will be installed for variables a, b, and c.

2. When a binding node for a veiriable becomes active,
run each of its consumers; each consumer will sub
stitute the current binding into the constraint and
evaluate it. For example, when ni : b = (6,9) be
comes active, the constraint no : (a = 6 -f c) will
be evaluated given ni, to produce a new constraint
a = (6,9) + c.

3. The result of the evaluation in step 2 will fall into
one of four cases:

(a) The constant F. For example, if (a * 6 = 7)
and a = 0, evaluation returns F. Create a jus
tification for the distinguished node ± from the
current Jintecedent nodes, which will result in
an ATMS conflict.

(b) The constant T. For example, if (a*6 = 0) and
a = 0 then the evaluation will return T. Do
nothing.
(For another example, ifa = 2 and a = !(6 -I- c)

the evaluation returns T, because all the vari
ables in 2 = !(6-f- c) are protected.)

(c) A binding. For example, if a = 2 and a —
6-1-2 then evaluation returns the binding 6 = 0.
Create a new node containing the binding and
justify it with the current antecedents.

(d) A constraint. For example, if a = 2 and a =
6-t-c then evaluation returns 2 = 6-|-c. Go back
to step 1 above for the new constraint.

5.1 Solution Trees

The propagation procedure above is straightforward but
would in general result in unnecessary work. For one
thing, the system is trying to bind ail the variables in
a = b + c simultzineously, and given 6=2 and c = 2,
would derive a = 4 in two different ways. The variables
should only be bound in some global strict order (alpha
betic, for example) to prevent this. On the other hand,
any subexpression that contains operators with idempo-
tent elements does not always require all its variables to
be bound before being reduce to a binding; for example,
the constraint a = b * c, -evaluated with c = 0, should
immediately yield a = 0, instead of waiting for a value
for 6. Fineilly, since some variables are protected, we can
guarantee that certain sequences of bindings and evalu
ations will never yield any new bindings. Although rela^
tively minor from a purely constraint processing point of
view, these are all genuine concerns in ACP because the
computational overhead of creating new nodes, justifica
tions, and consumers far outweighs the work involved in
actually evaluating the constraints and performing the
associated arithmetic operations.

Whenever a new constraint node is created, ACP per
forms a static aneJysis to find all the legal sequences in
which its variables could be bound. The result of this
analysis is represented as a directed tree whose edges
each correspond to a variable in the constraint. This
is called the solution tree. Each path starting from the
root representsa legal sequence. The recursive algorithm
for generating this tree simply adds a new arc for each
variable appearing in the current expression, from the
current root to a new tree formed from the expression
derived by deleting that variable. For example, the root
of the tree for (a = 6 -I- c) has three branches: one for
a leading to a subtree that is the tree for (6-t-c); one
for 6 leading to a subtree that is the tree for (a = c);
one for c leading to a subtree for (a = 6). In this exam
ple the c branch can be pruned, because c (alphabeti
cally) precedes neither a nor 6. Had the expression been
(a = 6*c), the branch could not be pruned, because c
could be bound to 0 to produce the binding a = 0. On
the other hand, had the expression been (!a = 6 -t- c),
the 6 branch could have been pruned because the tree
for the subexpression (!a = c) consists only of a single
branch a, which does not precede 6..

The propagator computes the solution tree once and
caches it, then step 1 of the propagation procedure pre
sented in the previous section need only install con
sumers on variables corresponding to branches emanat
ing from the corresponding position in the tree. This
additional complexity is worthwhile; it is not unusual in
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CROSBY for variables to acquire many different bind
ings, and it would be wastef^ul for AGP to repeatedly
rediscover worthless sequences of variable bindings.

In an example shown earlier, recall that we had the
nodes:

no : (a = ft c) {}
m: (ft = (6,9)) {B}
n2: (c = (10,ll)) {C}
m: (a = (16,20)) {B,C}

The solution tree ensures that the no and nj would have
been combined to get (a = (6,9) -I- c), which would then
have been combined with n-2 to get na, without deriving
the result in the symmetric (and redundant) fashion.

5.2 Reflection

As mentioned earlier, nodes no and na might in principle
be combined and evaluated to yield ((16,20) = ft + c),
"reflecting" back through the no constrEiint to derive
new values of 6 and c. In general, there is little point
in attempting to derive values for a variable x using
constraints or bindings that themselves depend on some
binding of x (the exception occurs when the constraints
can be solved by iterative relatxation; AGP does not at
tempt to solve such cases).

The straightforward and complete method for check
ing this is to search each of the directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) of justifications supporting any binding about to
be combined with a given constraint and propagated. If
that constraint appears in every DAG, inhibit propaga
tion. Although it sounds expensive, empirical tests with
AGP show that this method is actually worth its cost:
compromise strategies - such as searchiiig the DAGs only
to a limited depth - often fail to detect reflections be
cause nodes can be supported via arbitrarily long chains
of shadowing justifications, and when reflections go un
detected, many extra nodes and justifications get cre
ated. Depth first traversals of justification trees are fast
relative to the costs eissociated with creating unnecessary
bindings.

This strategy can be improved by caching with each
node its essential support set, and testing that before
searching the DAG. The essential support set of a node
is that set of nodes that must appear in a justification
DAG for any set of supporting assumptions. For exam
ple, no, ni and n2 all have empty essential support sets;
node uz has the essential support set {no,ni,n2}. AGP
tests essential support sets to see whether they contain a
binding node for the variable about to be propagated; if
so the propagation is inhibited; if not the full DAG search
is performed. In the example above, node uz does not
combine with no : (a = ft-f-c) because no is in its essential
support set. Essential support sets can be easily com
puted locally and incrementally each time a justification
is installed, and they have the useful property that once
created, they can subsequently only get smaller as prop
agation proceeds. For exjimple, if some new justification
"3 ^ "201 were added, nodes no, ni, and n2 could be
deleted from the essential support set of nz- In that case
nz would then appropriately continue to propagate with
constraint no.

Essential support sets essentially cache the result of

searching the support DAG (the basic strategy) ignoring
ATMS labels. As comp^ed to the complete and cor
rect strategy, which is to search the DAG, the essential
support set strategy can err only by not detecting re
flections. In practice the caching of essential support
sets is cheap and fzist enpugh to represent a worthwhile
preliminary test.

With this additional propagation machinery in place
we can now follow AGP as it continues to propagate in
focus environment {A, B, C} from eis shown below.

n4 : (a = (17,19)) New node
is : "1 no, "2, "4
m : (ft =(6,9)) {B){A,C} Label update
J4 • ^*5 * '^Oi ) ^*4
nj : (c=(8,13)) {A,B} New node
jg ; ng 4= n2

"5 : (c = (8,13)) {A, B) \ {C} Label update
AGP creates the new node ng : (c = (8,13)), active only
in {A,B}. Hence, querying AGP for the vdue of c yields
the following results in ea.ch of the following environ
ments:

(-oo,-hoo)
{A, 5}: (8,13) ng

{C},{A,C},{B,C},{A,B,C}: (10,11) n2

5.3 Overlapping Intervals

Finally, AGP needs to deal with cases in which a vari
able is assigned intervals which have nonempty intersec
tions but do not subsets of one another; these are called
overlapping intervals. AGP uses shadowing justifications
to control the number of overlapping intervals created.
Suppose that nodes 0201 and n202 are created with over
lapping values (1,10) and (5,20). A third node 71203 is
created to represent their intersection (5,10), and this
node in turn shadows the two nodes that support it.

(x=(l,10)) {XI}
(x=(5,20)) {X2}
"203 *— "2011 "202

(x=(5,10)) •fXl.X21 New node
"201 "203

"201

"202

i200
"203

j201
"201

J202

"202

(x=(l,10))
"202 "203

(I = (5,20))

{XI,X2}

{X1}\{X1,X2}

{X2}\{X1,X2}
Querying AGP for the value of x yields a different result
in each of the following environments:

{}: (-00,-1-00)
{XI}: (1,10) "201
{X2}: (5,20) "202

{XI, X2}: (5,10) "203
Although in the worst case n intervcd assignments to a
variable could result in 0{n^) overlaps, in practice the
number of intervals actually created is acceptable. In
tuitively speaking, the reeison for this is that the prop
agation strategy ensures that overlapping intervals are
only derived from the most restrictive intervrils already
present jn the current focus environment. Furthermore,
whenever a new overlapping interval is created, the two
intervals that it was created from become shadowed and
no more inferences will be drawn from them in the cur
rent focus environment.

Label update

Label update
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6 Conclusion

ACP integrates constraint propagation over intervals
with assumption-based truth maintenance, contributing
the following novel inference control techniques:

• Variable values that are subsumed are marked as in
active via an extension to ATMS justifications, with
out any need for recourse to non-monotonic reason
ing.

• ACP augments its reflection test by caching with
each variable binding not only its ATMS label, but
also the variable bindings that must be present in
any supporting environment.

• A new operator is incorporated into the constraint
language to allow the user to advise ACP to prune
useless derivation paths.

ACP is implemented in 5500 lines of "Future Com
mon Lisp" on a Symbolics lisp machine. Roughly one
half is devoted to the expression evaluator, one third is
the focused ATMS, and ACP-specific code comprises the
remainder.
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Abstract

In constraint logic programming (CLP) systems,
the standard technique for dealing with hard con
straints is to delay solving them until additional
constraints reduce them to a simpler form. For
example, the CLP(7^) system delays the solving of
nonlinear equations until they become linear, when
certain variables become ground. In a naive imple
mentation, the overhead of delaying and a,wakening
constraints could render a CLP system impractical.

In this paper, a framework is developed for the
specification of wakeup degrees which indicate how
far a hard constraint is from being awoken. This
framework is then used to specify a runtime struc
ture for the delaying and awakening of hard con
straints. The primary implementation problem is
the timely awakening of delayed constraints in the
context of temporal backtracking, which requires
changes to internal data structures be reversible.
This problem is resolved efficiently in our struc
ture.

1 Introduction

The Constraint Logic Programming scheme [7] pre
scribes the. use of a constraint solver, over a spe
cific structure, for determining the solvability of
constraints. In practice, it is difficult to construct
efficient solvers for most useful structures. A stan

dard compromise approach has been to design a
partial solver, that is, one that solves only a sub
class of constraints, the directly solvable ones. The
remaining constraints, the hard ones, are simply
delayed from consideration when they are first en
countered; a hard constraint is reconsidered only
when the constraint store contains sufficient infor

mation to reduce it into a directly solvable form.
In the real-arithmetic-based CLP(7^) system [8, 9],
for example, nonlinear arithmetic constraints are
classified as hard constraints, and they are delayed
until they become linear.

The key implementation issue is how to effi
ciently process just those delayed constraints that
are affected as a result of a new input constraint.
Specifically, the cost of processing a change to the
current collection of delayed constraints should be
related to the delayed constraints affected by the
change, and not to all the delayed constraints. The
following two items seem necessary to achieve this
end.

First is a notion which indicates how far a

delayed constraint is from being awoken. For
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example, it is useful to distinguish the delayed
CLP(7e) constraint X = max{Y, Z), which awaits
the grounding of Y and Z, from the constraint
X = Tnax(5, Z), which awaits the grounding of Z.
This is because, in general, a delayed constraint
is awoken by not one but a conjunction of several
input constraints. When a subset of such input
constraints has already been encountered, the run
time structure should relate the delayed constraint
to just the remaining kind of constraints which will
awaken it.

The other item is some data structure, call it the
access structure, which allows immediate access to
just the delayed constraints affected as the result
of a new input constraint. The main challenge is
how to maintain such a structure in the presence of
backtracking. For example, if changes to the struc
ture were trailed using some adaptation of PRO
LOG techniques [14], then a cost proportional to
the number of entries can be incurred even though
no delayed constraints are affected.

There are two main elements in this paper. First
is a framework for the specification of wakeup de
grees which indicate how far a hard constraint is
from being awoken. Such a formalism makes ex
plicit the various steps a CLP system takes in
reducing a hard constraint into a directly solv
able one. The second element is a runtime struc
ture which involves a global stack representing the
delayed constraints. This stack also contains all
changes made to each delayed constraint when a
new input constraint makes progress towards the
awakening of the delayed constraint. A secondary
data structure is the access structure. Dealing
with backtracking is straightforward in the Ccise of
the global structure simply because it is a stack.
For the access structure, no trailing/saving of en
tries is performed; instead, they are reconstructed
upon backtracking. Such reconstruction requires a
significant amount of interconnection between the
global stack and access structure. In this runtime
structure, the overhead cost of managing an op
eration on the delayed constraints is proportional
to the size of the delayed constraints affected by
the operation, as opposed to all the delayed con
straints.

2 Background and Related
Work

In this section we first review some early ideas of
dataflow and local propagation, and the notion of
flexible atom selection rules in logic programming
systems. We then briefly review the basics of CLP,
discuss the issue of delaying constraints in CLP,
and mention some delay mechanisms in various
CLP systems.

2.1 Data Flow and Local Propagation

The idea of dataflow computation, see e.g. [1], is
perhaps the simplest form of a delay mechanism
since program operations can be seen as directional
constraints with fixed inputs and outputs. In its
pure form, a dataflow graph is a specification of
the data dependencies required by such an oper
ation before it can proceed. Extensions, such as
the I-structures of [2], are used to provide a de
lay mechanismfor lazy functions and complex data
structures such as arrays in the context of dataflow.

In local propagation, see e.g. [11], the solving of
a constraint is delayed until enough of its variables
have known values in order that the remaining val
ues can be directly computed. Solving a constraint
can then cause other constraints to have their val
ues locally propagated, etc. The concept and its
implementation are logical extensions of data flow
- in essence, a data flow graph is one possible local
propagationpath through a constraint network. In
other words, directionality is eliminated.

2.2 Delay Mechanisms in PROLOG

In PROLOG, the notion of delaying has been
mainly applied to goals (procedure calls), and im
plemented by the use of a dynamically changeable
atom selection rule. The main uses of delaying were
to handle safe negation [10], and also to attempt to
regain some of the completeness lost due to PRO
LOG'S depth first search. There are similarities
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between implementing delay in PROLOG and im
plementing a data flow system, except in one fun
damental aspect: temporal backtracking^. Further
complications are related to the saving of machine
states while a woken goal is being executed.

Some PROLOGS allow the user to specify delay
annotations. One kind is used on subgoals. For
example, the annotation freezefX, G) in PROLOG-
II [4] defers the execution of the goal G until X is
instantiated. Another kind of annotation is applied
to relations. For example, the wait declcirations of
MU-PROLOG [10] and the when declarations of
NU-PROLOG [13] cause all calls to a procedure to
delay until some instantiation condition is met.

Carlsson [3] describes an implementation tech
nique for freeze(X, G). While an implementation
of freeze can be used to implement more sophisti
cated annotations like wait and when, this wiU be
at the expense of efficiency. This is mainly because
the annotations can involve complicated conjunc
tive and disjunctive conditions. Since freeze takes
just one variable as an argument, it is used in a
complicated manner in order to simulate the be
havior of a more complex wakeup condition.

In general, the present implementation tech
niques used for PROLOG systems have some com
mon features:

• The delay mechanism relies on a modification
of the unification algorithm [3]. This entails
a minimcd change to the underlying PROLOG
engine. In CLP systems, this approach is not
directly applicable since there is, in general,
no notion of unification.

• Goals are woken by variable bindings. Each
binding is easily detectable (during unifica
tion). In CLP systems, however, detecting
when a delayed constraint should awaken is
far more complicated in general. In this pa
per, this problem is addressed using wakeup
degrees, described in the next section.

^Committed choice logic programming languages [12] use
delaying for process synchronization. However there is no
backtracking here.

• The number of delayed goals is not large in
general. This can render acceptable, imple
mentations in which the cost of awakening a
goal is related to the number of delayed goals
[3], as opposed to the number of awakened
goals. In a CLP system, the number of delayed
constraints can be very large, and so such a
cost is unacceptable.

2.3 Delaying Hard Constraints in CLP

Before describing the notion of delaying con
straints, we briefly recall some main elements of
CLP. At the heart of a CLP language is a structure
V which specifies the underlying domain of compu
tation, the constant, function and constraint sym
bols, and the corresponding constants, functions
and constraints. Terms are constructed using the
constant and function symbols, and a constraint is
constructed using a constraint symbol whose argu
ments are terms. An atom is a term of the form

p(fi,. ..,tn) where p is a predicate symbol and the
t, are terms. A CLP program is a finite collection
of rules, each of which is of the form

Ao : - Q:i,Q2,. . .,Q:i

where each a,-, 1 < i < k, is either a constraint or
an atom, that is, a term of the form p(ti,...,t„)
where p is a user-defined predicate symbol and the
ti are terms. The language CLT{TZ) for example,
involves arithmetic terms, e.g. A -f 3 * T + Z and
constraints, e.g. A-|-3*y-f-Z>0.

The essence of the CLP operational model is that
it starts with an empty collection CSq of constraints
as its constraint store, and successively augments
this store with a new input constraint. That is,
each primitive step in the operational model ob
tains a new store CSi+i by adding an input con
straint to the previous store CSi, i > 0. The con
junction of the constraints in each store is satis-
fiable. If every attempt to generate a collection
CSi+i from CSi results in an unsatisfiable collec
tion, then the store may be reset to some previous
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store CSj, j < i, that is, backtracking occurs. The
full details of the operational model, not needed in
this paper, can be obtained from [7].

In principle, a CLP system requires a decision
procedure for determining whether a satishable
constraint store can be augmented with an input
constraint such that the resulting store is also sat-
isfiable. In practice, this procedure can be pro
hibitively expensive. An incomplete system, but
which is often still very useful, can be obtained by
partitioningthe class ofconstraints into the directly
solvable ones, and the hard ones. Upon encounter
ing a hard constraint, the system simply defers the
consideration of this constraint until the store con

tains enough information to reduce the hard con
straint into a directly solvable form^.

There are a number of CLP systems with delayed
constraints. One is PROLOG-II [4] where the hard
constraints are disequations over terms, and these
constraints awaken when their arguments become
sufficiently instantiated. In CLP(7^) , the hard
constraints are the nonlinear arithmetic ones, and
these delay until they become linear. In CHIP [6],
hard constraints include those over natural num
bers, and these awaken when both an upper and
lower bound is known for at least all but one of
the variables. In PROLOG-III [5], some hard con
straints are word equations and these awaken when
the lengths of all but the rightmost variables in the
two constituent expressions become known.

3 Wakeup Systems

Presented here is a conceptual framework for the
specification of operations for the delaying and
awakening ofconstraints. We note that the formal
ism below is not designed just for logic program
ming systems.

Let the meta-constants be a new class of sym
bols, and hereafter, these symbols are denoted by
a and (3. A meta-constant is used as a template for

is possible that hard constraints remained indefinitely
deferred.

a (regular) constant. Define that a meta-constraint
is just like a constraint except that meta-constants
may be written in place of constants. A meta-
constrzdnt is used as a template for a (regular) con
straint.

To indicate how far a hard constraint is from be

ing awoken, associate with each constraint symbol
^ a finite number of wakeup degrees. Such a de
gree P is a template representing a collection of
^-constraints^. It is defined^ to be either the spe
cial symbol woken, or a pair {t,C) where

• t is a term of the form '®(<i,...,t„) where
each ti is either a variable, constant or meta-
constant, and

• C, is a conjunction of meta-constraints
which contain no variables and whose meta-

constants, if any, appear in t.

Let 0 be a mapping from vciriables into variables
and meta-constants into constants. An instance of

a wakeup degree P = (t,C) is the constraint ob
tained by applying to t such a mapping 0 which
evaluates C into true. The instance is denoted

V9. In CLP(7i) for example, a subset of the
constraints involving the constraint symbol pow
(where pow{X,Y,Z) means X = Y^) may be
represented by the degree pow(A,B,a), a ^ 0.
This subset contains all the constraints of the form

pow{X,Y,c) where X and Y are not necessarily
distinct variables and c is a nonzero real number.

Associated with each wakeup degree P is a col
lection of pairs, each of which contains a generic
wakeup condition and a wakeup degree called the
new degree. Each wakeup condition is a con
junction of meta-constraints all of whose meta-
constants appear in P. Any variable in a wakeup
condition which does not appear the in associated
degree is called existential. An instance yV9 of
a generic wakeup condition W is the constraint

^These are constraints written using the symbol
^This specific definition is but one way to represent a set

of expressions. It may be adapted without affecting what
follows.
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obtained by applying the mapping 6 which maps
non-existential vaxiables into variables and meta-
constants into constants.

Like wakeup degrees, a wakeup condition rep
resents a collection of constraints. Intuitively, a
wakeup condition specifies when a hard constraint
changes degree to the new degree. More precisely,
suppose that V is &wakeup degree and that W is
one of its wakeup conditions with the new degree
v. Let C be a hard constraint in V, that is, C
is an instance V9 of T). Further suppose that the
constraint store implies the corresponding instance
of W, that is, the store implies

iXi...x„{yve)

where the Xi denote the existential variables of
W. Let C denote a constraint equivalent to C A
3Xi. ..Xn{yV9). We then say the constraint C re
duces to the constraint C via W.

Consider once again the CLP(7^) constraints in
volving pow. These constraints may be parti
tioned into classes represented by the wakeup de
grees pow{A, B,C), pow{a,B,C), pow{A,a,C),
pow{A,Bya) and woken. For the degree
pow{A,B,C), which represents constraints of the
formpow{X, Y,Z) whereX, Y and Z are variables,
an example wakeup condition is C = a. This in
dicates that when a constraint, e.g. Z = 4, is en
tailed by the constraint store, a delayed constraint
such as pow(X,Y,Z) is reduced to pow{X,Y,4).
This reduced constraint may have the new degree
pow{A, B,a). Another example wakeup condition
is A = 1, indicating that when a constraint such
as A = 1 is entailed, a delayed constraint of the
form pow(X,Y, Z) can be reduced to pow{\,Y,Z).
This reduced constraint, which is in fact equivalent
to the directly solvable constraint Y = 1 V (Y ^
0AZ = 0), may be in the degree woken. We exem
plify some other uses of wakeup conditions below.

A wakeup systemfor a constraint symbol is a
finite collection S of wakeup degrees for 9 satisfy
ing:

• S contains the special degree called woken
which represents a subset of all the directly
solvable ^-constraints.

• No two degrees in S contain the same $-
constraint.

• Let the ^-constraint C have a degree V which
has a wakeup condition W and new degree V.
Then every reduced constraint C of C via W
is contained in V.

The illustration in figure 1 contains an example
wakeup system for the CLP(7J) constraint symbol
pow. A wakeup degree is represented by a node, a
wakeup condition is represented by an edge label,
and the new degree of a reduced constraint is repre
sented by the target node of the edge labelled with
the wakeup condition which caused the reduction.

Generic wakeup conditions can be used to spec
ify the operation of many existing systems which
delay constraints. In PROLOG-like systems whose
constraints are over terms, awaiting the instantia
tion of a variable A to a ground term can be rep
resented by the wakeup condition X = a. Await
ing the instantiation of A" to a term of the form
/(...), on the other hand, can be represented by
X = f{Y) where Y" is an existential variable. We
now give some examples on arithmetic constraints.
In PROLOG-III, for example, the wakeup condi
tion A < Q could specify that the length of word
must be bounded from above before further pro
cessing of the word equation at hand. For CHIP,
where combinatorial problems are the primary ap
plication, an example wakeup condition could be
a<AAA</3A/3 —a<4 which requires that A
be bounded within a small range. For CLP(7^) , an
example wakeup condition could beA = a*y-|-i9,
which requires that a linear relationship hold be
tween A and Y.

Summarizing, each constraint symbol in a CLP
system which gives rise to hard constraints can be
associated with a finite collection of wakeup degrees
each of which indicate how far the constituent con

straints are from being awoken. These degrees can
be organized into a wakeup system, that is, a graph
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WOKEN

W10, W11 W12 W13 W14

D2 03

W2 ,W4 W7W5
W1

W8W3 W6 W9

DO

DO : pow(A, B, C)
D2 : pow{Ay a, C),a ^ 0Aa ^ 1

D1
03

powia, B,C),a ^ 0Aa ^ 1
pow{A, B,a), a ^ 0Aa ^ 1

Legend: u)i : yl = 0
u;4 : B = 0
u;7 : C = 0
u)io : B = a
iui3 :C = a

w^: A •=!
Wi : B = 1
1V8 : C = 1
Wii : C = a
Wi4 : A = a

W3:A = aAajiOAajil
We :B = aAa^OAajil
W9:C = aAa^0Aajil
wi2 : A = a
wis : B = a

Figure 1: Wakeup degrees for pow/3

whosenodes represent degrees and whoseedges are
represent the wakeup condition/new degree rela
tion between two degrees. Such a wakeup system
can be viewed as a deterministic transition system,
and can be used to specify the organization of a
constraint solver: the degrees discriminate among
constraints so that the solver is able to treat them

differently, while the wakeup conditions specify de
gree transitions of hard constraints with respect to
new input constraints.

An important design criterion is that the entailed
constraints corresponding to the wakeup conditions
be efficiently recognizable by the constraint solver.
This problem, being dependent on a specific solver,
is not addressed in this paper. It is difficult in
general®. In CLP(7^) , for example, it is relatively
inexpensive to perform a check if an equation like

'In PROLOG, this problem reduces to the easy check of
whether a variable is bound.

X = 5 is entailed whenever the constraint store is
changed. The situation for an inequality like X < 5
is quite different.

4 The Runtime Structure

Here we present an implementational framework in
the context of a given wakeup system. There are
three major operations with hard constraints which
correspond to the actions of delaying, awakening
and backtracking:

1. adding a hard constraint to. the collection of
delayed constraints;

2. awakening delayed constraints as the result of
inputting a directly solvable constraint, and
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3. restoring the entire mhtime structure to a pre
vious state, that is, restoring the collection of
delayed constraints to some earlier collection,
and restoring all auxiliary structures accord
ingly.

The first of our two major structures is a stack®
containing the delayed constraints. Thus imple
menting operation 1, delaying a hard constraint,
simply requires a push on this stack. Additionally,
the stack contains hard constraints which are re

duced forms of constraints deeper in the stack. For
example, if the hard constraint pow{X,Y,Z) were
in the stack, and if the input constraint V = 3
were encountered, then the new hard constraint
pow{X,3,Z) would be pushed, together with a
pointer from the latter constraint to the former.
In general, the collection of delayed constraints
contained in the system is described by the sub-
collection of stacked constraints which have no in

bound pointers.

Figure 2 illustrates the stack after storing
the hard constraint pow{X,Y,Z), then storing
pow{Y,X,Y), and then encountering the entailed
constraint X = 5. Note that this one equation
caused the pushing of two more elements, these
being the reduced forms of the original two. The
top two constraints now represent the current col
lection of delayed constraints.

The stack operations can be more precisely de
scribed in terms of the degrees of the hard con
straint at hand. This description is given during
the definition of the access structure below.

Now consider operation 2. In order to implement
this efficiently, it is necessary to have some access
structure mapping entailed constraint C to just
those delayed constraints affected by C. Since there
are in general an infinite number of entailed con
straints, a finite classification of them is required.
We define this classification below, but we assume
that the constraint solver, having detected an en
tailed constraint, can provide access to precisely
the classes of delayed constraints which change de

®Hereafter, the term stack refers to this structure.

pow(5,Y,Z) n

pow(Y,5,Y)
1

1 1

pow(Y,X,Y)
1 1

pow(X,Y,Z)

Figure 2: The stack

gree.

A dynamic wakeup condition is an instance of a
generic wakeup condition W obtained by (a) re
naming all the non-existential variables in W into
runtime variables'̂ , and (b) instantiating any num
ber of the meta-constants in W into constants. An

instance of a dynamic wakeup condition is obtained
by mapping all its meta-constants into constants.

A dynamic wakeup condition is used as a
template for describing the collection of entailed
constraints (its instances) which Jiffect the same
sub-collection of delayed constraints. For exam
ple, suppose that the only delayed constraint is
pow{5,Y,Z) whose degree is pow{a,B,C) with
generic wakeup conditions B = a and C = a. Then
only two dynamic wakeup conditions need be con
sidered: y = Q and Z = o. In general, only the
dynamic wakeup conditions whose non-existential
variables appear in the stack need be considered.

We now specify an access structure which maps
a dynamic wakeup condition into a doubly linked
list of nodes. Each node contains a pointer to

^These are the variables the CLP system may encounter.
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a stack element containing a delayed constraint®.
Corresponding to each occurrence node is a re
verse pointer from the stack element to the occur
rence node. Call the list associated with a dynamic
wakeup condition a "DW-list, and call each
node in the list a VW-occurrence node.

Initially the access structure is empty. The fol
lowing specifies what is done for the basic oper
ations. It is assumed, without loss of general
ity, that the variables in the wakeup system are
disjoint from runtime variables, and that no exis
tential variable appears in more than one generic
wakeup condition.

4.1 Delaying a new hard constraint

To delay a new hard constraint C, first push a new
stack element for C. Let V denote its wakeup de
gree and Wi, ..., W„ denote the generic wakeup
conditions of V. Thus C is Vd for some 6. Then:

• For each W,-, compute the dynamic wakeup
condition PW,- corresponding to C and Wj,
that is, PW, is W,-0.

• For each PW,-, insert into the PW,-list of the
access structure a new occurrence node point
ing to the stack element C.

• Set up reverse pointers from C to the new oc
currence nodes.

4.2 Processing an Entailed Constraint

Suppose there is a new entailed constraint, say X -
5. Then:

Obtain the dynamic wakeup conditions in the
access structure whose instances are implied
by JV = 5. K no such conditions exist (i.e. no
delayed constraint is affected by = 5 being
entailed), nothing more needs to be done.

'The total number of occurrence nodes is generally larger
than the number of delayed constraints.

Consider the lists L associated with the above

conditions. Then consider in turn each delayed
constraint pointed to by the occurrence nodes
in L. For each such constraint C, perform the
following.

o Delete all occurrence nodes pointed to by
C.

o Construct the reduced form C of C by re
placing all occurrences of X by 5. (Recall
that in general, C is obtained by conjoin
ing C with the entailed constraint.) Now
push C onto the stack, set up a pointer
from C XoC, and then perform the mod
ifications to the access structure as de

scribed above when a new delayed con
straint is pushed.

Figure 3 illustrates the entire runtime structure
after the two hard constraints pow{X, Y, Z) and
pov}{Y, X, Y) were stored, in this order. Figure 4 il
lustrates the structure after a new input constraint
makes X = 5 entailed.

4.3 Backtracking

Restoring the stack during backtracking is easy be
cause it only requires a series of pops. Restoring
the access structure, however, is not so straightfor
ward because no trailing/saving of the changes was
performed. In more detail, the primitive operation
of backtracking is the following:

• Pop the stack, and let C denote the constraint
just popped.

• . Delete all occurrence nodes pointed to by C.

• If there is no pointer from C (and so it wa^
a hard constraint that was newly delayed) to
another constraint deeper in the stack, then
nothing more need be done.

• If there is a pointer from C to another con
straint C (and so C is the reduced form of
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C2 pow(Y,X,Y)

C1 pow(X,Y,Z)

A1

A

A2

i

A3

i

A4

A

AS

A

A6

A

A7 A8 AS

{Legend;
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A4 :Y = 0 As :Y = 1 As :Y = aAa:jLOAa^l
At : Z = 0 As: Z = I A9:Z = aAa^0Aa^l

Figure 3: The access structure

C), then perform the modifications to the ac
cess structure as though C were being pushed
onto the stack. These modifications, described
above, involve computing the dynamic wakeup
conditions pertinent to C, inserting occur
rence nodes, and setting up reverse pointers.

Note that the access structure obtained in back

tracking may not be structurally the same as that
of the previous state. What is important, however,
is that it depicts the same logical structure as that
of the previous state.

4.4 Optimizations

Additional efficiency can be obtained by not creat
ing a new stack element for a reduced constraint if
there is no choice point (backtrack point) between
the changed degrees in question. This saves space,
saves pops, and makes updates to the access struc
ture more efficient.

Another optimization is to save the sublist of oc
currence nodes deleted as a result of changing the
degree of a constraint. Upon backtracking, such
sublists can be inserted into the access structure in
constant time. This optimization, however, sacri
fices space for time.

A third optimization is to merge UW-lists. Let
there be lists corresponding to the dynamic wakeup
conditions PWi, ..., fWn. These lists can be
merged into one list with the condition PW if

• the push of any delayed constraint C results in
either (a) no changein any of the n lists, or (b)
every list has a new occurrence node pointing
toC;

• for every constraint C and for every mapping
Q of meta-constants into constants, C implies
VyVO iff C implies VWid for some 1 < i < n.

In the example of figure 3, the three lists involving
X can be merged into one list which is associated
with the dynamic wakeup conditions X = a. Sim
ilarly for Y and Z.

4.5 Summary of the Runtime Structure

A stack is used to store delayed constraints and
their reduced forms. An access structure maps a

finite number of dynamic wakeup constraints to
lists of delayed constraints. The constraint solver
is assumed to identify those conditions for which
an entailed constraint is an instance. The basic

operations are then implemented as follows.
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04 pow(5,Y,Z)
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02 pow(Y,X,Y)

01 pow(X,Y,Z)
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As :
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Y = 1

Z= 1
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:Z = aAo^OAQr #1

Figure 4: The new access structure

1. Adding a new constraint C simply involves a
pusli on the stack, creating new occurrence
nodes corresponding to C and the setting of
pointers between the new stack and occurrence
nodes. The cost here is bounded by the num
ber of generic wakeup conditions associated
with (the degree of) C.

2. Changing the degree of a constraint C involves
a push of a new constraint C, deleting and in
serting a number of occurrence nodes. Since
the occurrence nodes are doubly-linked, each
such insertion and deletion can be done in con

stant time. Therefore the total cost here is

bounded by the number of generic wakeup con
ditions associated with C and C.

3. Similarly, the cost in backtracking of popping
a node C, which may be the reduced form of
another constraint C, involves deleting and in
serting a number of occurrence nodes. The
cost here is again bounded by the number of
generic wakeup conditions associated with C
and C.

In short, the cost of one primitive operation on de
layed constraints (delaying a new hard constraint.

upgrading the degree of one delayed constraint, in
cluding awakening the constraint, and undoing the
delay/upgrade of one hard constraint) is bounded
by the (fixed) size of the underlying wakeup system.
The total cost of an operation (delaying a new hard
constraint, processing an entailed constraint, back
tracking) on delayed constraints is proportional to
the size of the delayed constraints affected by the
operation.

5 Concluding Discussion

A framework of wakeup degrees is developed to
specify the organization of a constraint solver.
These degrees represent the various different cases
of a delayed constraint which should be treated
differently for efficiency reasons. Associated with
each degree is a number of wakeup conditions which
specify when an input constraint changes the de
gree of a hard constraint. What is intended is that
the wakeup conditions represent aU the situations
in which the constraint solver can efficiently up
date its knowledge about how far each delayed con
straint is from being fuUy awoken.
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The second part of this paper described a run
time structure for managing delayed constraints.
A stack is used to represent the current collection
of delayed constraints. It is organized so that it
also records the chronological order of all changes
made to this collection. These changes appear in
the form of inserting a new delayed constraint,
as well as changing the degree of an existing de
layed constraint. An access structure is designed
to quickly locate all delayed constraints affected
by an entailed constraint. By an appropriate in
terconnection of pointers between the stack and
the table, there is no need to save/trail changes
made in the structure. Instead, a simple process
of inserting or deleting nodes, and of redirecting
pointers, is all that is required in theevent ofback
tracking. By adopting this technique ofperforming
minimal trailing, the speed of forward execution is
enhanced, and space is saved, at the expense of
some reconstruction in the event of backtracking.
Even so, the overall overhead cost of the runtime
structure for managing an operation to the delayed
constraints is, in some sense, minimal.

Finally we remark that the implementa
tion technique described has been used in the
CLP(7^) system for delaying hard constraints such
as multiply and pow.
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1 Introduction

Hierarchical Constraint Logic Programming (HCLP) is an extension of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP)
that allows a programmer to specify defaults and preferences, as well as required constraints. HCLP defines
a family of languages that are parameterized both by the domain V over which the constraints are defined,
and by the method, or comparator, that is used to select among potential solutions to the non-required
constraints. In this paper, eifter a summary of the language, we describe various different comparators.
We present a number of examples of using HCLP for scheduling and document formatting, and show how
different comparators yield different solutions, with one comparator being more appropriate for one sort of
problem, another comparator for another.

HCLP is based on the Constraint Logic Programming scheme [2, 9]. Several CLP languages have now been
implemented, including CLP(7J) [7, 10], Prolog III [3], CHIP [4, 8]j and CLP(E*) [11]. In our own papers
on HCLP [1, 13],.we present some of the theory of such languages, an algorithm for executing them, and
a discussion of some of their nonmonotonic properties. To test our ideas, we also implemented two HCLP
interpreters—the first one in CLP('?2), and the second one in COMMON LiSP. Recently, we have submitted
a paper giving both a proof-theoretic and fixed point characterization of HCLP languages [12].

2 HCLP Programs

Rules in HCLP are of the form

P(t) 9i(t),...,9m(t)>sici(t),...,s„c„(t).

where t denotes a fist of terms, p,qi, • •. ,qm predicate symbols, Ci,..., c„ are constraints, and s,- indicates
the strength of the corresponding constraint Cj. Symbolic names are given to the different strengths of
constraints.

Operationally, goals are executed as in CLP, temporarily ignoring the non-required constraints, except to
accumulate them. After a goal has been successfully reduced, there may still be non-ground variables in the
solution. The accumulated hierarchy of non-required constraints is solved, using a method determined by
the comparator, thus further refining the values of these variables. Additional answers may be produced by
backtracking. As with CLP, constraints can be used multi-directionally, and the scheme can accommodate
collections of constraints that cannot be solved by simple forward propagation methods.
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Here is a sample HCLP('72) program that determines when an advisor and a student can meet. We strongly
prefer that the advisor be free for at lesist the length of time of the meeting. This is not required, however,
because other resources, such eisa meeting room, may be more valuable than the professor's time. In addition,
we prefer that the student have nothing else scheduled for that time, but given the normal pecking order,
this preference is weaker than our desire that the advisor be available. (A post-revolutionary program, in
which such class distinctions have been abolished, appears in Section 5.1.)

/* set up s3nnbolic names lor constraint strengths */
levels([required,strong,prefer]).

lree(alEui,9,11).
IreeCmolly,10,12).

canjneet(StartTime,EndTime,Advisor,Student)
free(Advisor,StartAdvisor,EndAdvisor),
strong StairtAdvisor < StsurtTime,
strong EndAdvisor > EndTime,
free(Student,StartStudent,EndStudent),
prefer StartStudent < StartTime,
prefer EndStudent > EndTime.

To find an hour's meeting time for all Alan and Molly, we use the goal:

?- canjieet(S,E,alan,molly), required E - S = 1.

which succeeds with S = 10 and E = 11.

3 Comparing Solutions

A constraint hierarchy is a multiset of labelled constraints. Given a constraint hierarchy H, Hq denotes the
required constraints in H with their labels removed. In the same way, we define Hi, H2, • ••, Hn for levels
1,2 n. We also define Hk = i for k > n. A solution to a constraint hierarchy is a valuation for the free
variables in the hierarchy, i.e., a function that maps the free variables of the constraints to elements in the
domain T> over which the constraints are defined. In the definition of a solution, we compare all valuations
satisfying the required constraints, and reject those such that a "better" valuation exists.

The error function e{c6) is used to indicate how nearly constraint c is satisfied for a valuation 6. This function
returns a non-negative real number and must have the property that e(c6) = 0 if and only if c6 holds. {cO
denotes the result of applying the valuation 6 to c.) For any domain T), we can use the trivial error function
that returns 0 if the constraint is satisfied and 1 if it is not. A comparator that uses this error function is
a predicate-only comparator. For a domain that is a metric space, we can use its metric in computing the
error instead of the trivial error function. (For example, the error for X = Y would be the distance between
X and Y.) Such a comparator is a metric comparator.

The error function e{C$) is a generalization of e to a list of constraints C. This error function returns a
vector of individual constraint errors, one for each constraint in C.

Let be a function that is applied to real-valued vectors and that returns some value that can be compared
using <> and <. Then we can define the set of solutions to a constraint hierarchy H using the comparator
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defined by g, <>g, and <g as follows:

5o = 1Vc € Ho e{c9) = 0}
5 = {5|ee5o A V<T€5o-i(<7(e(/ri<T)),...,5(e(fl-„<T))<^j7(e(/fi0)),...,ff(e(if„0)))}

The <g relation for the error vectors in the above definition is defined in a manner similar to lexicographic
order:

g{xi,...,Xn) <g g{yi,...,yn) = 3* > 1 such that V» G 1.. .i - 1 a?,-<>j y,- A Xk <g yt

We now define g, <>g, and <g for various comparators. (More intuitive descriptions of these comparators,
in addition to the formal definitions, are given in [1, 6].) The weight for each constraint is denoted by w,-,
where if Vi is the error for the ith constraint in a list, then Wi is the weight for that constraint. Each weight
is a positive real number. For weighied-sum-beiter, worsUcase-better, and leasUsquares-beiier g{y) returns a
real number; for locally-better a,nd regionally-better it returns a vector of real numbers.

For weighted-sum-better.

For worst-case-better.

For least-squares-better.

For locally-better.

For regionally-better.

|V|

9{y) = ^WiVi
i=l

V <>g u V = u

V <g u
=

V < U

<7(v) = max{z£;,'Vi 11 < i ;

V <>g U = V = u

v<gri = V < u

|V|

9{y) —

1=1

VOg u = V = u

^ <9 u = V < u

9{y) =
v<>, u =

V <a u =

9(y)
v<>, u

V <B U

V

Vi Vi = Wi

Vi Vi < Wi A 3j such that vj < wj

-.(v <g u) A -.(u <g v)

Vi Vi < Wi A 3j such that Vj < wj
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4 DeltaStar

The current HCLP(7Z) interpreter (the one written in CommonLisp) uses an incremental constraint sat
isfaction algorithm called DeltaStar[6, 5]. In HCLP, there are two situations in which an incremental
algorithm can save computation. If backtracking occurs in the normal course of executing an HCLP pro
gram that contains multiple definitions of a predicate, the constraints arising from the old definition of the
predicate must be retracted, and ones from the new definition added, but all other constraints are unaffected.
An incremental algorithm allows solutions to be incrementally modified in this situation.

An incremental algorithm is also important for efficiency in connection with interactive graphics applications
where answers must be produced before a goal is completely reduced—we cannot wait until all of the input
events are known before computing display information. Instead, at appropriate points in program execution
we need to solve the constraint hierarchy as generated up to that time. Again we'd prefer not to start from
scratch in finding further solutions. The key in both of these situations is to develop algorithms that remove
as few variable bindings as possible in attempting to resatisfy the hierarchy.

DeltaStar is an algorithm for incrementally solving constraint hierarchies, but not for solving the con
straints themselves. Rather, DeltaStar is built above a flat incremental constraint solver which provides
the actual constraint solving techniques (numeric, symbolic, iterative, local-propagation, etc.). Thus Delta-
Star is adaptable to many different constraint solving algorithms. The version of DeltaStar that has been
implemented in the current HCLP(72) interpreter uses variants of the Simplex algorithm to solve linear equal
ity and inequality constraints. These variants provide the actual means of comparing solutions, but they
know nothing about the hierarchy; this information is encapsulated in the DeltaStar routine. This clean
separation between the constraint solver and the hierarchy has allowed us to implement different comparators
in HCLP(72) relatively quickly. By simply setting a variable, users can choose among the weighted-sum-beiter,
•worst-case-better, locally-eiror-better, and regionally-error-better compaLiatoiB.

5 Applications and Examples

Having various comparators readily available has allowed us to begin experimenting with their suitability
for certain domains, as well as for certain problems within a single domain. In this section, we present
some examples that demonstrate the behavior of the different comparators, and make some preliminary
observations on which ones are preferable for different classes of problems.

5.1 Scheduling

In Section 2 we presented a simple scheduling problem. Suppose we add the fact lres(bjorn,7,10). to
the earlier program and pose the query:

?- c2uijneet(S,E,alan,bjom), cemjaeetCS,E,2d.aui,molly), required E - S = 1.

If we are using the locally-predicate-bettercompa.iditoT, this query will succeed with two solutions: S=10,E=11
and S=9,E=10. Both solutions satisfy Alan's preferences, whereas the first satisfies Molly's preferences while
overriding Bjorn's and the second satisfies Bjorn's at the expense of Molly's. (In this example, multiple solu
tions arise not because of standard backtracking, but because there are multiple solutions to the constraint
hierarchy that is created to satisfy the goal.)

If we apply the locally-error-better comparator, on the other hand, the solutions to the query are all hour-
long intervals between 9 and 11. Weighted-sum-better and regionally-error-better also give these solutions.
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Worsi-case-heiier and leasi-squares-better, however, will select the hour between 9:30 and 10:30 as the best
solution.

Now suppose that people's schedules change. The students also protest the professor's preferential status
and change the meeting rule.

Iree(al2ui,7,8).
free(bjorn,8,9).
free(molly,11,12).

canuneet(StartTime,EndTime,Advisor,Student):-
lree(Advisor,StartAdvisor,EndAdvisor),
prefer StsirtAdvisor < StartTime,
prefer EndAdvisor > EndTime,
free(Student,StartStudent,EndStudent),
prefer StartStudent < StartTime,
prefer EndStudent > EndTime.

If we again try to find a mutually acceptable meeting time for Alan, Bjorn, and Molly we find that Jocally-
predicate-better yields three solutions — meeting for an hour starting at 7, 8, or 11. Locally-error-better
yields an infinite number of solutions constrained to be any hour between 7 and 12. For this program, the
regional comparators return the same solutions as their local counterparts. However, if we add a weaker
constraint, for example one that weakly prefers meetings close to lunch time, the regional answers may be
further refined and some of these solutions may be rejected. (For the local comparators, the set of solutions
wouldn't be affected by this change.)

Weighted-sum-better selects the single meeting time at 8 in an attempt to "make the most people happy".
Worst-case-better selects the single hour starting at 9 so that "no one person will be too put out".

We can conceive of scenarios where each of these solutions is most desirable. Normally, we might prefer
to use a predicate comparator for scheduling meetings, so that we don't find ourselves meeting at strange
times that are no good for anyone. Yet in some situations, such as deciding what time of year to meet, it is
important to take exact error into account.

5.2 Document Formatting

The following is an example from the domain of document formatting. We want to lay out a table on a page
in the most visually satisfying manner. We achieve this by allowing the white space between rows to be an
elastic length. It must be greater than zero (or else the rows would merge together), yet we strongly prefer
that it be less than 10 (because too much space between rows is visually unappealing). We do not want this
latter constraint to be required, however, since there are some applications that may need this much blank
space between lines of the table. We prefer that the table fit on a single page of 30 lines. Finally there is
a default constraint that the white space be 5, that is if it is possible without violating any of the other
constraints, and there is another constraint specifying the default type size.

level3(Crequired,strong4>refer,prefer,default]).

table(PageLength, TypeSiza,EufflRo9,WhiteSpace)
required (WhiteSpace + TypeSize) * NumRou = PageLength,
required UhiteSpace >0,
strong^refer WhiteSpace < 10,
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prefer PageLength <30,
default WhiteSpace =6.
default TypeSize =11

If we use a predicate comparator, then if the prefer constraint cannot be satisfied and the table takes up
more than one page, the default constraint will be satisfied, resulting in VhiteSpace = 5. However, if we
use a metric comparator, spacing between the rows will be as small as possible to minimize the error in the
PageLength constraint at the prefer level.

We can avoid this behavior by demoting the prefer constraint to a default so that the size of the type,
the white space between rows, and the number of pages all interact at the same level in the hierarchy.
Weighied-sum-beUer will characteristically choose the solution that minimizes the error for the majority of
the constraints, while worsi-case-htiier finds the middle ground.

6 Conclusion

We have shown how different comparators yield different solutions to sample Hierarchical Constraint Logic
Programs for scheduling and page layout applications, and have argued that having this range of comparators
is useful, since some solutions are more appropriate under some circumstances, other solutions under different
circumstances. In the future we hope to investigate this point further using additional examples from finance
and interactive graphics. In the financial examples, we would have preferential constraints regarding profit,
risk, diversification, and so forth; as before, different comparators would select different solutions. In the
interactive graphical examples, we would have preferences regarding window layout and dimensions, which
again could be traded off in different ways by choosing different comparators.
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Extended Abstract

1 Introduction

Many "real world" problems require a mixture of nu
meric computation and symbolic reasoning. Constraint
logic programming languages [1] have become recog
nized as a powerful tool in dealing with theseproblems.
These languages provide symbolic reasoning capabili
ties via logical inferencing and numeric computation
through an integrated constraint solver. Existing con
straint logic programming languages such as CLP(9i)
[2] and Prolog III [3] do not adequately address opti
mization problems nor do they try to solve nonlinear
constraints.

Previously, we have reported on the integration of
linear optimization with constraint logic programming
in the design of the language CLPS(jV() [4]. CLPS(A4)
allows natural specification of mixed integer linear op
timization problems. Here we reporton how CLPS(Ai)
copes with nonlinear constraints. Since variables sat
isfying nonlinear constraints can be bound to complex
numbers, CLPS(A4) has the ability to deal with com
plex numbers as first class objects.

CLPS(A4) is implemented as an instance of the Con
straint Logic Programming Shell, CLPS [5]. CLPS is a
domain independent constraint logic programming sys
tem that supports the connection of various domain
specific "solvers". Within the CLPS framework, each
solver is responsible fordetermining the satisfiabihty of
the domain constraints encountered in the derivation
path. If possible, the solver satisfies the system ofcon
straints and obtains the bindings for as many of the

'Graduate student at the Department of Computer Science,
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tStudent Associate - Intem in Science and Technology and
a graduate student in the Department of Computer Science,
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variables in the constraints as it can. The solver also
implements and exports the builtin predicates over the
domain.

In the prototype fo^LPS(A4), we used a solver that
utilizes Mathematical [6] as the bacfekd for satisfic-
ing some of the nonlinear constraints'̂ that are passed
to it. Since Mathematica can solve a wide variety of
nonlinear equations, CLPS(A4) can solve many prob
lems which the existing constraint logic languages are
unable to solve. Section 2 gives some examples of the
additional poweravailableby having the ability to solve
nonlinear constraints. Section 3 discusses in more de
tail howsatisficing and optimization can be done in the
presence of nonlinear constraints. Section 4 describes
some of the open research issues raised by this work
and section 5 gives our conclusions.

2 Examples

In this section, we illustrate through examples, the ad
ditional power available by having the ability to solve
nonUnear constraints. As the examples show, the non-
linearities occur naturally in some problems, so having
nonlinear constraint solving capabihties is important
for these problems.

2.1 Circle

In Cohen's survey of constraint logic programming lan
guages [7], the following is given as an example of the
limitations of existing constraint logic languages:

on_circle(p(X, Y), c(A, B, (X - A)"2 + (Y - B) 2)).

The on_circle predicate states that a point p(X, Y)
lies on the circumference of a circle centered at (A, B)
with the square of the reulius of the circle being (X -
A)-2 + (Y - B)*2 . The query,
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?- oii_circle(p(7, 1), C), on_circle(p(0, 2), C).

specifies the family ofcircles C, passing through (7, 1)
and (0, 2). The CLP(3i) interpreter is unable to solve
this query and merely reformulates the constraints as:

Rsq - (7 - A) • (7 - A) + (1 - B) ♦ (1 - B))
Rsq - -A ♦ ~A = (2 ~ B) * (2 ~ B)

and answers Maybe (Bsq denotes the anonymous vari
able used by CLP(3?) to represent the square of the
radius of the circles in the family).

The same query in CLPS(A<) returns:

Rsq = 625 - 350 » A + 50 • A
B - -23 + 7 » A

2.

This is the result obtained by actually solving the
nonlinear constraints that are generated rather than
simply rearranging them. Cohen mentions a meta-
interpreter at Brandeis University that isable to get the
same result for this problem, but because we were con
cerned about performance on real world problems we
decided to build a compiler-based system rather than
pursue a meta-interpretation approach.

2.2 Complex Multiplication

One of the often repeated examples of the virtues of
constraint logic programming languages is the com
plex multiphcation program [8]. In CLPS(Ad), complex
multiplication can bedoneby the builtin ' *' predicate.
We wiU discuss the program below for the insights it
provides in nonlinear constraint solving:

zisul(c(Rl, II), c(R2, 12), c(R3, 13))
R3 » R1 • R2 - II * 12,

13 - R1 » 12 + R2 ♦ II.

It can be used for complex multiplication, if the
first two arguments are instantiated as in the follow
ing query:

?- zmuKcCl, 1), c(2, 2), Z).

It can be used for complex division, if the third argu
ment and either of the first two arguments are instan
tiated as in the following queries:

?- zmuKcCl, 1), Y, c(0, 4)).
?- zmuia, c(2, 2), c(0, 4)).

Unfortunately, the constraint solvers of existing con
straint logic programming languages are not powerful
enough to permit this program to be used for finding
the square roots ofa complex number, as in the follow
ing query which attempts to find the square roots of
8i:

?- z»a(c(X,Y), c(X,Y), c(0,8)).

As is usual with nonhnearities, CLP(3?) answers
Maybe and rearranges the constraints to:

X ♦ X - Y ♦ Y

8 - X • Y - X • Y

Given the srune program, and this last query,
CLPS(Ad) actually solves the systemof nonhnear con
straints to give a disjunction of all the possible solu
tions:

?- z«il(c(:x,Y), c(X,Y), c(0,8)).

X - 2, Y - 2

or

X--2«i, Y-2»i

or

X - -2, Y - -2

or

X - 2 • i, Y - -2 • i

The second solution is in fact equivalent to the third
solution and the fourth solution is equivalent to the first
solution. It as at this point that we realize that the pro
gram as given above for complex multiplication is defi
cient in that it fails to specify the constraints that in the
corriplex number X -I- iY, Xand Yare constrained to be
real numbers. We use the builtin predicate real/1 to
enforce the constraint that a variable must be bound
to a real value. This predicate succeeds if the argu
ment is bound to a real value and fails if it is bound to
something other than a real number. It delays if it is
unbound. The program now becomes:

z*ul(c(Rl, II), c(R2, 12), c(R3, 13))
R3 - R1 • R2 - II ♦ 12,

13 - R1 » 12 + R2 » II,

reed(Rl) , real(R2), real(R3) ,
real(Il), real(I2) , real(I3) .

Now with the same query, CLPS(Ad) finds all the
valid roots of 8i:

?- ziiml(c(X,Y), c(X,Y), c(0,8)).

X = 2, Y - 2 or X = -2, Y =• -2 .

This example introduces the importance of having
adequate capabilities in the language (such as thepred
icate real/1) in order to utilize the full power of the
solver.
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2.3 Circuits

Another example given in the CLP(3i) electrical engi
neering paper [8] is oneofa simple circuit involving two
parallel resistors.

resistor(V, I, R)
V - I » R.

circuitCV, II, 12, Rl, R2, It)
reaistorCV, II, Rl),
resistorfV, 12, R2),
It - II + 12.

The resistor definition constrains a resistor to be
have according to Ohm's law. The circuit definition
places two resistors in parallel and constrains the to
tal current in the circuit to be the sum of the currents
passing through each. In many queries the pattern of
instantiation of the variables permits CLP(3?) to find
groundings for all the variables despite the fact that
the constraint in resistor/3 is nonlinear. For exaiUr
pie

?- circuitCV, II, 12, 10, 20, 50).

V - 333.333

11 - 33.3333

12 - 16.6667

*-•* Yes ♦♦♦

Unfortunately, there are many situations when
CLP(3i) must return with a Maybe and a set ofcon
straints, when in fact the system is solvable. Consider
how CLP(9i) copes with the query

?- circuitCV, 10, 50, It/R2, R2, It).

V - 50«R2

It - 60

It - 5#R2 • R2

»»♦ Maybe ***

Now in CLPS(A/1) we once againextend the program
to enforce the constraint that all resistances are posi
tive:

circuitCV, II, 12, Rl, R2, It)
resistorCV, II, Rl),
resistorCV, 12, R2),

It - II + 12,

Rl > 0,

R2 > 0.

Now the query

?- circuitCV, 10, 50, It/R2, R2, It).

It - 60.,

R2 - 3.46...,

V - 173.20...,

Rl - 17.32...

returns a grounding for all of the variables.

3 The CLPS(/W) Solver

3.1 Architecture of the solver

An important design goal of CLPS(Ad) is that the
new features that we are proposing like optimization
and solving nonlinear constraints should not penal
ize the performance of those programs that do not
use them. These programs should exhibit perfor
mance comparable to CLP(3?). Consequently, the pro
totype CLPS(Ad) solver contains a Gaussian subsolver,
a Simplex subsolver and a nonlineM subsolver. The
nonlinear subsolver is connected to Mathematica via
4.3 BSD UNIX^^ sockets. Programs that do not need
the power of Mathematica need not pay the communi
cation overhejid of using it.

The nonlinear subsolver packages constraints as
ASCII strings inside the Mathematica function
Reduce[ ] and ships them to Mathematica. The an
swers are parsed by CLPS(A4). Mathematica can re
turn results that may be integer, rational, real or com
plex numbers. The parser in the nonlinear subsolver
recognizes these four data types and converts them to
real or complex numbers using a precision controllable
bythe pro^ammer. The nonlinear subsolver eliminates
multiple solutions that are redundant (for example, the
two solutions toX"2 + 4*X + 4= 0 are reduced
to one solution).

The bindings calculated by the subsolvers after pro
cessing a given constraint set are stored internally in
solver data structures and variables are bound to these
values by storing pointers in the value field of variable
cells on the heap. After elimination of the redundant
solutions, the solutions that remainare put in a "solver
choicepoint"[5]. The solutions in a particular solver
choicepoint are ordered in an arbitrary manner. The
variables participating in the collected constraint set
are bound to the first solution in the solver choicepoint.
When a failure occurs later in the execution and the
WAM backtracks to the current point, it is handed the
next solution in the solver choicepoint.

The solver exports the predicates real/1 and
complex/l which succeed if their argument is bound
to a real or a complex number respectively. The predi
cates fail if the arguments are bound to something other
than a real or a complex number and they delay if the
arguments are unbound. The solver also exports the
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predicates real/1 and complex/l. The arguments of
these two predicates are bidirectional. The real and
imaginary parts of a complex valued variable may be
extracted by supplying the first argument. Or, a com
plex number may be determined by supplying the sec
ond argument to both the predicates.

3.2 Subsolver Selection Procedure

The constraint set passed to the solver will consist of a
system ofequations and/or a system ofinequalities. If
an objective function is present the solver will need to
maximize or minimize the objective function subject to
tne constraints imposed by the system ofequations and
the inequalities. Thecoefficients ofany ofthe variables
in the objective function and in the system ofequations
and inequalities may be complex.

The Simplex algorithm works for rejd valued vari
ables and objective functions. We do not know of any
work in extending the Simplex algorithm to the com
plex domain. We conjecture that it will continue to
work provided that certain precedences are observed
amongst the variables in the objective function. We
are working on proving this conjecture, but meanwhile
our solver cannot solve constraint sets which would re
quire Simplex to work on the complex domain. Systems
of equations with complex coefficients are solved with
the Gaussian subsolver.

When our solver is unable to solve a set of nonlinear
constraints, it delays them until the instantiation of
a^me variable participating in them. Then it considers
taem again to see if it can solve them given the ad
ditional information. This is analogous to the CLP(3i)
strategy ofdelayingnonlinearconstraints until they be
come linear. However, our strategy is more powerful in
the sense that we do not wait for a constraint to become
linear before trying to solve it again.

The programmer can perform optimization on a non
linear collected constraint set by calling either of the
following two predicates:

optMin(ObjFn?, ObjVal*, VarList?, SolnVect")
optMaxCObjFn?, ObjVal*. VarList?, SolnVect")

where ? refers to an input variable and " refers to an
output variable.

The objective function and a list of variables ap
pearing in it for which we want to find the bindings
at the optimal solution, are passed in and the objec
tive value and the solution vector are returned. Our
solver does not yet have the capability to perform op
timization when the objective function is nonlinear at
the time of execution. Note that the objective function
may initially be nonlinear and could become linear by

the time it is encountered in the derivation path due to
the instantiation of some variables appearing in it.

If the inequalities in the system of constraints are
nonhnear our current prototype cannot perform opti
mization. This could actually be done by introducing
slack variables and converting the nonlinear inequali
ties to nonlinear equations. Solving the resulting non
linear system of equations would yield values for the
slack variables. The values of the slack variables will
indicate whether the original nonlinear inequalities are
satisfiable. We have not implemented this in the pro
totype because we have not yet decided if the benefits
are worth the costs.

The system of equations in the collected constraint
set can include some nonlinear equations. In these cases
the solver will consult Mathematica for the solutions
to the nonlinear equations. Some of the solutions of
the nonlinear equations may be complex (with nonzero
imaginary parts). It will then repeatedly substitute
the solutions in the system of equations and derive a
set of of linear systems. Simplex is then run on the
linear systems having real coefficients and the best val
ues amongst them for the objective functions is chosen.
The (real) linear system giving the best value for the
objectivefunction is then stacked with the complex lin
ear systems on a solver choicepoint. The solver gives
back the best value for the objective function found
amongst the real linear systems, and upon backtrack
ing hands out the complex linear systems ofconstraints
(on the solverchoicepoint) along with a Maybe answer.

A detailed algorithm is given belowfor the subsolver
selection done by the solver:

if it is an optinization problea vith a
TiriTilinpaT- objactiva function then

/* SpecietL purpose algoritbas needed which are
not yet inpleaented. */

return Maybe

else if any nonlinear.inequalities in
constraint set then

/* Could introduce slack vaeriables but not
yet inplenented. •/

remove the nonlinear.inequalities from the
constraint set and delay them, restart the
subsolver selection procedure sith the
modified constraint set

else if have objective.function/inequalities with
complex coeffa or (have objective.function/
inequalities with real coeffs and the system
of equations has at least one complex coeff) then

/• Note: A constant appearing alone is also
considered a "coeff". Need complex Simplex
for this which is not yet implemented. */

return Maybe
else if linear system of equations with no

objective_function and no inequalities then
/* Sys of equations may have complex coeffs
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so can't use Sinplez. ♦/

run Gaussian subsolTsr

else if constraints are linear then
/♦ Everything real and have linear equations

emd/or linear inequalities and/or
an objective function. •/

run Simpler

else if it is an optimization problem then
/» Sys of equations is nonlinear with real

coeffs. The inequalities, if present, are
real and lineeo:. The objective_function is
real and linear. ♦/

solve the subset of nonlinear equations in the
system of equations by Mathematica

if Mathematica cannot solve them then
return Maybe

end if

/♦ run Simplex on all the real branches of the
solutions and get the best value ♦/

for cill the restl brcinches in the solution
from Mathematica

substitute the current solution in the
rest of the eqtiationa

-run Simplex on the linear system
constructed, and calculate the value
of the objective function

update the best value found so far for the
objective function

end for

stack the best value found in the real branches
with the complex brcinches found by Mathematica
in a solver choicepoint

I.' se

/• System of equations is nonlinear with possibly
complex coeffs. ♦/

solve the system of equations by Mathematica
if Mathematica cannot solve them then

remove the subset of nonlinear equations from
the constraint set and delay them, restart

the subsolver selection procedure with the
modified constraint set

end if

arbitrarily order the solutions and push them
in a solver choicepoint

end if

4 Future Research

Many interesting research issues are raised in the con
text of this work. As mentioned earlier, a Simplex al
gorithm working in the complex domain would make
our solver more powerful. Such an algorithm would be
useful in it's own right and would find applications in
Electricah Engineering where currents are modeled as
complex quantities.

We also need to resolve the issue of whether it is al
ways useful to solve a nonlinearity immediately versus

delaying it for sometime. The conditions under which
it is beneficial to delay nonlinearities should be investi
gated.

The order in which the nonlinearities are solved and
the order in which the solutions of a nonlinear equation
are put in the solver choicepoint, also needs a more
detailed examination.

5 Conclusion

Nonhnear constraints occur naturally in many prob
lems. These problems are difficult or impossible for ex
istingconstraint logic progranuning languages. By hav
ing nonlinear constraint solving abihties in the solver,
CLPS(A<) has widened the scope of problems that can
be attacked by constraint logic programming languages
without compromising on performance for those prob
lems that do not need these features.
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Abstract

Constraint-based reasoning and logic programming have been recently joined inthe newfield ofconstraint logic
programming (CLP). There is keen research interest and new CLP languages are emerging, intelligent
backtracking techniques have also been extensively explored and adapted to logic programming. As well,
object-oriented knowledge structures have been incorporated into the logic programming paradigm. All three of
these capabilities are important for model-based hypothetical reasoning systems. We have been developing a
new CLP language called Echidna which supports model-based reasoning using object-oriented knowledge
structures; a clausal reasoner based on SLD-resolution; constraint reasoning for discrete, integer and real
variables; and complete dependency backtracking using a justification-type reason maintenance system (RMS).
In this short paper, we describe the integration of dependency backtracking into Echidna. We note some
difficulties encountered with implementing dependency backtracking in CLP languages especially with
persistent object variables. A new methodology called dataflow dependency backtracking is developed which
overcomes these problems.

1. Introduction

Rapid developments are being made in the new field of constraint logic programming (CLP) as
characterized by Jaffar andLassez [21]. CLP inherits the methodologies of logic programming and
constraint reasoning, replacing unification driven search with constraint propagation and constraint
solving whenever possible. New CLP languages incorporating various constraint reasoning techniques
continue to appear including Prologlll [4], CHIP [26] andrecently Echidna [18].

Research in constraint reasoning methods for solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) has a
long history including [28,22,10]. Consistency techniques can be used to enhance backtrack search via
look-ahead schemes [13, 26] and look-back schemes [24, 6]. The backjumping method of [11] is a
look-back scheme central to intelligent backtracking.

Intelligent or dependency backtracking [25] is being actively explored for logic programmmg. Given
a particular failure, dependency backtracking attempts to identify the actual goal (called the culprit)
which caused the failure. Backtracking to the culprit is potentially much more efficient than blind
chronological backtracking. Static data dependency analysis can identify the possible causes ofa failure
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[2, 20]. Unification analysis can pinpoint the culprit more accurately but with an associated execution

time overhead [1, 9, 27]. The latter approach usually involves a reason maintenance system^ (RMS)
[7, 8] to record which goal choices have led to the failure. One of these choices (usually the most recent

to maintain completeness) is identified as the culprit for backtracking. If the RMS retains the set of
choices known to fail (called a nogood) in a nogood database, then that particular goal environment

need never be attempted again. Two major types of RMSs are employed: the justification-type [8]
maintains a single reasoning contextwhich is explored sequentially; while assumption-based systems [7]
manage multiple consistent environments. The simpler justification RMS is appropriate fordependency
backtracking in logic programming languages [9] andcanbeextended todP reasoners as well.

Structured object-centered knowledge representations are important for model-based reasoning
systems [5,12,23,17]. Current Horn clause programming languages provide no significant knowledge
structuring capabilities. To remedy this situation, object-oriented principles are being extended to logic
programming [30, 3].

We have been developing a new CLP language called Echidna which supports model-based
reasoning using object-oriented knowledge structures; a clausal reasoner based on SLD-resolution;
constraint reasoning for discrete, integer and real variables; and complete dependency backtracking using
a justification-type RMS. The goal of our research is a synthesis of these techniques into a simple
coherent reasoning architecture. Amajor research issue has been incorporation ofintelligent backtracking
into the underlying CLP language. This problem is exacerbated by the inclusion of persistent logical
variables associated with objects. We have overcome the problem by introducing a technique we call
dataflow dependency backtracking.

Echidnais most similar to CHIP [26] for discrete and integervariables but with an integral object-
oriented knowledge representation and an efficient dependency backtracking control structure. The
architecture is based on the logical dataflow of hypothetical information among unified clauses and
objects. Extensions in Echidna include dependency backtracking applied to clause unification, constraint
propagation and object message passing. Like Drakos[9], we discard dependency information on failure
thereby limiting the size of the nogood database. Furthermore, we reuse existing clauses in the proof
tree whenever possible thereby significantly improving the efficiency of the backtrack search. Along
paper describing these optimizations is in preparation [14].

The Echidna language isintended as a next generation expert systems programming environment for
application to real-time, model-based reasoning tasks. A preliminary version of Echidna has been
successfully implemented and is being applied to intelligent process control [15], automobile diagnosis
[16] and intelligent CAD. Acommercial version ofthe software and programming environment is under
development [19].

In this short paper, we describe some problems ofintelligent backtracking in CLP languages and the
additional problems introduced by persistent logical variables. We introduce the notion of hypothetical
dataflow of information among unified clauses and objects. Finally, we describe the dependency
backtracking scheme.

Also known as truth maintenance systems.
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2. Intelligent Backtracking

This section examines some of the issues in dependency backtracking. Some of the assumptions
appropriate for logic programming are less viable for CLP. When persistent logical variables are
introduced, the problems get worse. We conclude that a new view of dependency backtracking is
required.

2.1 Reuse of Existing Subgoals

How realistic are the assumptions behind dependency backtracking? Is the additional overhead
required for correcdy identifying the culprit on failure worth it? Empirical results suggest maybe [9, 27,
1]. We argue that for CLP languages, it is both more difficult and worth it. Consider the following
examples. We assume Prolog's left-to-right computation rule. Given the goal clause (1) below, suppose
that Pi and P2 succeed on particular values for their arguments Xand Y, but P3 fails on this value for Y:

(1) pi(Y), P2(X), P3(Y).

What is the backtrack point? Chronological backtracking assumes that every previous goal
instantiation may have caused the failure thereby choosing P2(X) as the culprit. Unfortunately, goal P2
has no possible influence on variable Yso inevitably P3 will generate the identical failure again. What is
worse, all of the possible solutions for P2 will be eventually tried, each causing P3 toagain generate the
same repeated failure (called thrashing [22]). Dependency backtracking will correctly identify pi(Y) as
the proper culprit. Goal p^ has most recently (in the chronological order) had apossible effect on Y.
Then all succeeding goals (inthe ordering) are undone and the culprit retried for a different instantiation
for Y. The method maintains completeness because no instantiation of P2(X) in the conjunctive
subexpression of (1):

(2) P2(X), P3(Y)

can succeed (as argued above). Consequently, the search tree for these two goals can bedeleted from
consideration in toto withoutmissinganypossible solutions of the original goal (1).

However, the method is not optimal. Further significant improvements independency backtracking
are possible. Consider again expression (1). It is clear that goal P2(X) cannot be the culprit for the
failure ofP3(Y) but it should also be obvious that neither can pi(Y) be afuture culprit for any failure of
P2(X). They share no common variables being independent subgoals in the expression. Consequently,
it makes no sense to undo the current instantiation of P2 when pj is identified as theproper culprit for
dependency backtracking (as above). Clearly the instantiation for P2(X) isalready correct Itneed not
be undone and retried from scratch for all possible clauses which could satisfy its goal. In particular,
every instantiation for Xwhich has already been rejected by P2 would also be rejected if the goal were
restarted. As well, every future possible instantiation for Xwhich has not been explored would not yet
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beexplored if P2 were restarted. Inevitably, P2 would return to the exact state it attained at the time of
the backtracking failure of P3.

We conclude for the common occurrence of independent subgoals that dependency backtracking

should differentiate between identifying the culprit and selecting which subsequent subgoals need to be

undone. They are separate issues.

Havingseparated the identification of the culpritfrom the necessary undoing of dependent subgoals,
we can further improve the efficiency of dependency backtracking. Consider a morecomplex version of
the goal of (1) which shares variables between theculprit pj andsubgoals P2 andP3 as goal (3) below:

(3) f-pi(X,Y),p2(X),p3(Y)

Now both Pi and P2 are mutually dependent subgoals because they share a common logical variable
X. Likewise, so are pi and P3 which share variable Y. If we evaluate (3) from left to right, then the
instantiation of P2 can depend (but not necessarily^) on the particular instantiation chosen for pi.
However, wecanstill improve dependency backtracking even when subgoals arenotindependent.

Consider the simplest case. After backtracking to pi(X, Y) for another instantiation, suppose it
succeeds with a new value for Y but the value for X remains unchanged. The issue is whether the
dependent subgoal P2 need be undone and restarted with the new instantiation for pi. Ofcourse, it need
not because its argument X has not changed. So the existing instantiation of P2 is known to becorrect
even though pi and P2 are mutually dependent subgoals. No doubt other implementations of
dependency backtracking do not incorporate this improvement because it necessitates a more complex
storage allocation scheme than the popular WAM [29] architecture provides. However, we must
abandon the strict stack architectureof WAM anyway (as is argued in §2.4 below).

2.2 Bidirectional Dataflow

CLP introduces new complications for dependency backtracking. Information can propagate inboth
directions within a clause in CLP languages. Logical data can flow from any instantiated goal toall other
goals in a conjunct whatever their particular textual or chronological order. Constraint propagation
among related goals sharing common variables is bidirectional by nature. Whenever avariable is refined
by one goal, all sister goals sharing that variable must incorporate the updated information.

Consider the following definite clause:

(4) q(X, Y) P4(X, Y), P5(X), P6(X, Y).

where X and Y are both domain variables[26] and the goals, P4, P5 and P5, are all constraints.^
Domain variables are refined under constraint propagation by reducing their domains monotonically. We
denote achange to domain variable Xas X' and write conveniently X' ^ Xto mean that the domain

^Static data dependency analysis would not be able to distinguish this situation whereas unification anaiysis
couid.

^Constraints in Echidna inciude primitive constraints and definite clauses with embedded constraints.
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of variable X has been refined to D'x such thatD'x ^ Dx- The binding of a domain variable is its
currently associated domain.

Suppose constraint p5 has been applied to Xyielding arefinement X' which needs to be propagated
to constraints P4 and P6 which share variable X. There may be some values in variable Y which are no
longer consistent with the new X'. SoX'must bepropagated in both directions as indicated inFigure 1
below. If either P4 or pg refine variable Y to Y', then consistency must also be propagated along the
dataflow path for Y to the other constraint.

<- X' ^

q(X,Y):- p4(X,Y), p5(X), p6(X,Y).

<- Y ^

Figure 1: Bidirectional Dataflow in DefiniteClauses

The bidirectional flow of data in CLP languages complicates the implementation of efficient
dependency backtracking. Data can flow both ways in clauses during backtracking as well as during
constraint propagation. Incontrast, stack-based Prolog architectures [29] make a number of simplifying
assumptions which are not appropriate here:

• Every node in the proof tree preceding the culprit (inchronological order of elaboration) is unaffected
by the retraction of the culprit goal. Only clauses which can successfully unify with the existing
variable bindings of these nodes will be tried for the culprit goal. This is not true for dependency
backtracking in CLP reasoners since constraints can have been propagated in both directions.
Retrying theculprit goalwith another clause which unifies with the preceding variable environment
may still requireconstraints to be propagated into thisenvironment.

• Every node in the proof tree following and including the culprit goal is tobe undone and retried from
scratch. This strategy is easy to implement in a stack discipline but is very inefficient. As argued
previously, there may be significant proof subtrees following the culprit node which either: 1) do not
share any variables with the culprit goal; or2) if they do share common variables, their new bindings
are consistent with the current instantiations for these nodes. A forward-looking data dependency

analysis [2,20] could detect the first case but adynamic dataflow analysis isrequired for the latter.

For example, please reconsider the expression of(4) and the dataflow diagram ofFigure 1. Suppose
the culprit is identified as P5(X) and a new instantiation for the goal is attempted producing a new
binding X'. We note that Xand X' may have any arbitrary relationship. Consequently, the backtracking
ofP5 introduces a bidirectional dataflow propagation of X' which is monotonic to P4 but may be
nonmonotonic to P5. In the case ofP4, it is necessary to apply constraint propagation to the updated
value X'. For a nonmonotonic case on pg, we must attempt toreunify its current clausal instantiation
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with the new goal P6(X', Y). If pg is realized as a definite clause, then it may be necessary torepeat the
dataflow of nonmonotonic information into the goals of its body. By so doing, we can determine which
branches of the existing prooftree for P6(X, Y) can be reused for pgCX', Y) and which branches need to
be undone and their goals restarted. Other schemes for dependency backtracking wouldalways undo
P6(X, Y) and restart pglX', Y) anew regardless of how much of their derivation is common.'̂

2.3 Nonlocal Data Dependencies

We return tothe important issue of the nonlocal side-effects of logical variable propagation in CLP
languages. Unlike chronological backtracking, the culprit goal may occur anywhere in the proof tree and
consequently backtracking propagated arbitrarily far in the derivation. In the defmite clause of (4),
suppose again that P5(X) is backtracked yielding a new binding X', Besides propagating this new
information to nodes P4 and pg inside the clause as described above, we must also propagate X' outside
the clause to the variable U of goal q(U, V) which was unified with (4), toevery sister goal of q(U, V)
which shares variable U, and if q(U, V) appears in the body of a definite clause whose arguments
include U, then the dataflow backtracking must bepropagated outside that clause, and soon. Figure 1
illustrates the dataflow paths within the clause.

2.4 Persistent Object Variables

Persistent object variables present additional difficulties. Aschema in Echidna is a representation
for aclass ofobjects in the normal object-oriented tradition. Schemata contain persistent object variables
called parameters and collections oflogical methods for manipulating these variables. Aschema instance
is a valid term in the logic which may be created, bound to a variable, unified with other instances as
well as be sent messages. From the logic programming perspective, the schema is a generative
representation for a relation over its parameters. The logical methods defined within the schema are
definite clauses which manipulate these variables. Aparticular relation isobtained by sending message
goals to the schema which generatively construct aconstraint network representing the relation.^

The variables of a schema instance reside within that instance and hence persist beyond the
elaboration ofany particular clause defined as amethod within the schema. This property is essential for
recording object state within the instance. Consequently, the RMS must keep track for each persistent
variable the history ofderivations which have influenced its binding. These derivations may be the
result of the multiple and distinct goal elaborations. Any of the goals involved may be the proper culprit
for dependency backtracking.

Figure 2a contains an Echidna definition of a schema called _/bq. The schema has two persistent
logical variables (parameters). The parameter Xis areal variable while the parameter Yhas adiscrete
domain ofcolours. There is also a third persistent Herbrand locafvariable Z. Within the schema there
are three logical methods defined: r(Z), q(X, Y) and colGur(Y). These methods are accessed by sending
logical messages to the schema using the send operator below:

^We present more details of reusing existing proof subtrees in [Havens91].
®More details of object programming in Echidna can be found in [HavSideQO].
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S:m(X,...)

where S is the receiving schema; m is the message; and (X, ...) are the message arguments. For
example, to assign the colour of some instance F1 of foe, we could send the message,

Fl:colour(red).

schema foo

real X.

{red, blue, green) Y.

{r(Z) :-p7(Z,X).
q(X, Y)p4(X, Y), p5(X), p6(X, Y).
colour(Y).

}

<- Z'

r(Z) p7(Z,X).

<- X'^

q(X,Y):- p4(X,Y), p5(X), p6(X,Y).

colour(Y).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Dataflow over PersistentObject Variables.

The dataflow diagram for foo is drawn in Figure 2b. The persistent variables serve to link clause
instances across different proof trees. Indeed the clauses do not even have to be associated with the
same query. The complications for realizingdependency backtracking are serious. We are forced not
only to propagate constraints across multiple proof treesbut also to backtrack across this same structure.
Given a particular culprit in theproof network, wecan no longerafford to undoevery subsequent goal
in the chronological ordering. Standard dependency backtracking will not suffice. It would require
undoing every message sent to any schema subsequent to themessage which contains the culprit. For
interactive reasoning tasks, this would be intolerable. We must attempt instead to analyze thedataflow
of backtracking information throughout the proof network thereby retaining as much of the work as
possible.

3. Hypothetical Dataflow

The difficulties in augmenting CLP with dependency backtracking noted above lead towards a notion
of hypothetical dataflow. We visualize the CLP reasoning engine as systematically constructing
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hypotheses by making nondeterministic goal choices then propagating the logicalconsequences of these
choices over the clauses constructed to represent the proof tree(s). The nodes in a proof tree correspond

to goals and constraints. For each goal, the reasoning engine makes a free choice of a program clause
among the candidate set for that predicate. The chosen clause is unified with the goal. On success, the
unification establishes new identity constraints between the corresponding terms in the goal and the

clause. By the addition of these new constraints, hypothetical information is propagated along the

logical variables on both sides, potentially in both directions. Persistent object variables allow
hypothetical information to pass between proof trees established for different queries. Hypothetical
information is propagated along variables but through constraints, predicates and across the identity
constraints linking clauses. When it is propagated from one variable to another, it is transformed by the
constraint or clause into a different form but it inherits the underlying hypotheses which created it

In this section, we describe the nature of this hypothetical information and how it can be used in a

CLP reasoning engine. In the next section, we show how it can be used to realize dependency
backtracking.

3.1 Hype

The nature of the hypothetical information is easy to characterize. It is composed of two parts: 1)
the current binding of an associated logical variable, and; 2) the setof goal choices which have caused
this particular binding. Hypothetical information is represented asdiscrete units associated with logical
variable events which we refer to simply as hype for lack of a better term. The hype associated with
variable X is the quantity:

Ti = (X'.H)

where X' is therefined binding of X and H is the setof hypotheses supporting the new binding. H
is called the label of T] using normal RMS terminology [7]. We know that CLP reasoner has applied
some constraint toX yielding a new binding X' such that:^

X'c X

The normal mode for the CLPreasoner is to progressively refine X from its full declared domain
DxO towards a ground value "a" orperhaps too far to bottom. We can write:

XO^X'^.. .3 (a) 3l.

Each step in this refinement requires adding new hypotheses to the label supporting the new binding.
The label forbottom represents aninconsistent environment, a nogood.

®We assume all logical variables are domain variables of one type or another. The binding for a domain variable
is some subset of its original declared domain.
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3.2 Goal Metavariables

Hypothesis is created freely in the process of satisfying goals. We represent the nondeterministic
state of eachgoalin the prooftreefor a particular query as a state variable. These statevariables are not
variables in the underlying first-order logic (i.e. the object language) but are goal metavariables.They
are accessible only to the reasoning engine itself. Each metavariable has an associateddomain which
contains the clause choices which may be used to satisfy the goal. Choosing a particular value for the
metavariable creates a new hypothesis about the proof of the query. The choice causes the

corresponding clause to beunified with the goal andconsequently theprooftree to be further elaborated.
The reasoning engine maintains a vector of the goal metavariables which it manipulates to find

solutions to the input queries. In the process, goals are elaborated, predicates are evaluated and
constraints are propagated. The sizeof the statevector grows as a proof tree is constructed and shrinks
when dependency backtracking occurs. Metavariables are freely manipulated by thereasoning engine to
effect dependency backtracking. Indeed, the engine is only concemed with assigning metavariables such
that the clauses in the proof tree remainconsistentduringelaboration.

Let G = p(Xj,..., Xjj) be an unelaborated goal where p is the principle functor and X^,..., X„ are
the arguments. We associate with G a goal metavariable ^ which records thecurrent clause choice. The

domain of ^ is = {p^ ... , p"^} which is the set of clauses defining the predicate p. When G is

selected forelaboration, it will besatisfied if some clause pi e can unify with G such that all its

subgoals can be satisfied and all its constraints remain consistent. The process of choosing p' is
nondeterministic in the general case.

The representation of is mutable in order that it can be manipulated by the reasoning engineand

its RMS. Associated with is a vector which has the following properties. Each element j in the

vector may contain either nil (indicating that pi e is a valid candidate clause for G) ora nogood
(which indicates that !>) g and the clause is an inconsistent choice for G).

Elements of are deleted by various operations in the reasoning engine. Retrieval of candidates

clausesfrom the knowledge basedeletes those elements whichcannotmatch the goal patternof G. The
unification of G and a candidate clause deletes the candidate if the clauses cannot be unified. Elements

are also deleted on failure by the RMS as described later in §4. If ever = 0, then every candidate

clause for G has been attempted and failed. Consequently, the predicate p(Xj,... , X^) = 1 for the
arguments X^,...,Xjj given in Gand bottom is signaled to the RMS. Deep backtracking is then begun
with G as the inconsistent node.

Goal metavariables and theirdomains are only constructed for nondeterministic goals (those goals
which could besatistied byunification with more than a single clause in the knowledge base). Neither
are metavariables constructed forprimitive constraints orprimitive system predicates. Generators such
as split(X) and indomain(X) defined as in CHIP [26] also have associated metavariables but of a
different type.
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3.3 Labels

We use the notion of label for the same purpose as [9, 1]. Labels record causal support in the IIMS

for dependency backtracking. A label is a set of clause choices which has caused a particular derivation.

Moreprecisely, a label is a chronologically ordered set of metavariable choices:

H = { Cw=aw Ci=ai. - . ^=ac 1 for w < i < c

Eachmetavariable choiceis an assignment, Ci=ai, where is the metavariable and aj € is its choice

value. In any non-empty label, there is a distinguished choice, which is the mostrecentcalled the
culprit [25] which is the choice selected on failure for dependency backtracking. Besides being
associated with logical variables, labels arealso attached to boolean propositions, andfirst order goals:

3.3.1 Propositions

The nodes in a proof treecorrespond to subgoals generated by a particular derivation (and hence a
particular choice of metavariables). These choices are independent of the support for any logical
variables which may appear as arguments in their goals. Wedefine H(?p) as the label of the proposition,
?p, associated with some goal:

G = p(Xi,...,Xn)

H(?p) is the ordered set ofmetavariables choices (from a toplevel query tothe goal Gitself) which have
caused G to be elaborated. Each choice,

CQ=i e H(?p),

specifies aparticular choice of aclause, q^ e Q, to satisfy either Gor one of its parent goals. If any
choice in H(?p) is changed, it will necessarily remove Gfrom the proof tree. For apurely propositional
system, H(?p) entirely characterizes the state of G. This is not true for first order goals where the
support for theirarguments mustalsobeconsidered.

3.3.2 Goals

The label H(G) ofthe goal Gisthe set ofmetavariable choices which have caused the goal to be in
its current state of resolution. H(G) is composedof two different influences:

• the propositional label,H(?p), for G, and
• thevariable label, H(X), for each variable, X e {Xj,..., X^}.

We can write:

H(G) = H(?p) U H(Xi) U ... U H(Xn)

where contributions ofsupport from the various components ofH(G) are not disjoint but usually share
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many of the same metavariables.

Given the goal Gand the candidate clauses in D^, the reasoning engine must select one clause to
unify with G. We think of thereasoning engine as having an active (and clever) agent associated with
each goal. This agent continually monitors its metavariable. Whenever its current value becomes
"nogood", the agent spontaneously changes the value. It does so by examining the remaining possible
choices in the metavariable domain. It chooses a next candidate clause (by assigning a new value to the

metavariable) such that the substitutionof the new clause for the previous failed clause will minimize the

constraint propagation effects to the existing proof tree(s).
Let j e be chosen as the current value for C. Let the corresponding rule clause pi be of the form:

p(Y^,..., Y^)Ri,..., Rj,..., Rm-

If the unification fails, pj(Xp ..., X„) =1 meaning that clause pj is false for arguments (X^,... ,Xj,).
The reasoner deletes value j from and looks for another choice. The nogood which suppons the
deletion in is derived from H(G) as described in §4.

If the unification succeeds, the reasoningengineconstructs new metavariables for each goal Ri in the
body ofpi. The propositional label, H(?Ri), for Ri is:

H(?Ri) = H(?p)u{C=j}

3.4 Combination Rules

New hype is constructed by unification, constraint propagation and predicateapplication. Dataflow
dependency depends on the actual changes made to logicalvariables propagated among related goals,
not thepotential of changes [27]. Sharing a variable between twogoals is necessary butnot sufficient for
data dependency between them. Indeed in CLP languages, the dataflow dependency can run in both
directions simultaneously between goals sharing common variables.

3.4.1 Unification

The propagation of hype is initiated by unification (which is induced by metavariable choices).
Unification builds identity constraints between unifying terms. We consider four cases of dataflow
resulting from unification which are illustrated in Figure 3 in sequence. Let X and Y both be arbitrary
terms to be unified. During theirunification, hype can beexchanged between X andY as follows:

• case 1: X == Y - Both terms unify exactly. A new identity constraint is established between
X and YJ No monotonic change need occur to either term and no hype is propagated in either
direction. If X and Y are logical variables, then Dx = Dy and the labels of both variables remain the
same after unification:

H"(X) = H(X) and H'(Y) = H(Y).

^The identity constraint may be implemented by both variabies sharing common storage.
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• case 2: X ^ Y - The variable Y subsumes the term X causing hype to propagate from X to

Y. If X is also a variable, then Dx c Dy. The new hype Tiy' is derived from X and the proposition,

?p, (which caused the unification) as follows:

Tiy- = ( X, H(X) u H(?p))

Tiy' is propagated to Y with the result that:

Y' = X and H'(Y) = H(X) u H(?p).

The label of X remains unchanged:

H'(X) = H(X).

• case 3: X «= Y - The variable X subsumes the term Y which is the symmetric case of 2 above.

Hype is propagated from Y toX. If Y is a variable, then Dx =) Dy. Hype from theunification is:

Tlx = (Y,H(Y)uH(?p))

and is propagated to X with the result that:

X' = Y and H'(X) = H(Y) u H(?p)

while the label of Y remains unchanged:

H'(Y) = H(Y).

• case 4: X <=> Y - Both X and Y are variables such that Dx n Dy 0 and neithervariable

subsumes the other. New hype for both variablesis the same:

ilX* = Tiy = (X n Y, H(X) u H(Y) u H(?p))

which is propagated in bothdirections with theresult that:

X' = Y' = X n Y

The labels for both variables are changed to:

HXX) = H'(Y) = H(X) u H(Y)u H(?p).

Once established by unification, identity constraints are propagated like other constraints as described
in the next section.
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X = Y X=>Y X^Y X^Y
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Tlv Tlv.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Dataflow under Unification

3.4.2 Constraint Propagation
Constraints tie together logical variables under a specified relation. The relation can be a primitive

constraint or represented as a definite clause. Echidna uses a type of arc consistency [22] generalized for
k-ary constraints. Constraints are implemented as compiled set functions over the variable domains. Let

R be a k-ary constraint over domainsD^,..., then the i— set function of R is:

Fi(R) = {aj I(aiajak) e R, ai e Di,..., ai e Di,,..., ak e Dk }

Graphically, the constraints are directed hyper-arcs. Each constraint has k argument nodes and a

distinguished member of the arguments called the target node. The set function is applied to the

argument domains yielding a new domain for the target.

Constraints transform hype across logical variables. Let C be an instance of a constraint with

arguments, Xi, ... , Xi, ... , Xk:

C = R(Xi,..., Xi,..., Xk)

A constraint is quiescent whenever all its variables are arc consistent. Xi is made arc consistent by

applying Fi(R) to Di,..., Di,..., Dkthereby removing those values from Di which do not satisfy the
constraint R.

Whenever Xi is refined to Xi' by arc consistency, then new hype is added to that variable and the
hypeis propagated to everyotherconstraint (either primitive or clausal) whichhas Xi as an argument.
The new hype computed for Xi is:

Tixi= (Xi',H(C))
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whereH(C) is the label supporting the application of the constraint:

H(C) = H(?c) u H(Xi) u ... u H(Xi-i) u H(Xi+i) u ... u H(Xk)

Graphically, the propagation of hype for constraints is illustrated in Figure 4. The propositional

support for the constraint H(?c) is inherited from the goal clause Q in which it appears:

H(?c) = H(?Q).

H(?c) ^Xi ^Xi TlXn

I I I
• c(Xi,...,Xi,...,Xn)

\

Figure 4: Dataflow through Constraints

3.4.3 Predicate Application
Predicates include both system primitive predicates and definite clauses (without embedded

constraints). Predicates are elaborated once by the reasoning engine causing theprooftree to grow new
branches. Hence, a predicate can only create new hype once but for more than a single argument
variable. Let p be a predicate on arguments Xi, ... , Xi,... , Xn. The predicate is applied to its
arguments and for each argument Xj which is bound to a new value Xj', we create new hype:

Tix'i = (Xi', H(?p) u H(Xi) u H(Xi) u H(Xn))

and propagate it along Xi. The general case of dataflow for predicates is illustrated in Figure 5 where
only some of the Tix'i * 'Hxi-
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p(Xi,...,Xi,...,Xn)

. I I i
^X'l ^X'i ^X'n

Figure 5; Dataflow in Predicates

4. Dataflow Dependency Backtracking

Given themachinery described above, intelligent backtracking is straightforward to implement. We
make three significant contributions:

• The culprit is identified as the most recent clause choice which has bound a logical variable
appearing in some inconsistent constraint or failed predicate. The method is analogous to
unification context analysis of [27] but extendedfor domain variables in a CLP reasoner.

• Like Drakos[9], nogood information is computed during forward reasoning (and constraint
propagation) but discarded on failure thereby limiting the size of the dependency lattice in the
RMS.

• Definite clause instantiations in the proof tree are reused wheneverpossible thereby avoiding the
recomputation of significant portions of the tree.

In our implementation, the RMS records hype events associated with logical variables. The event
records form the nodes in the dependency lattice maintainedby the RMS. The arcs in the lattice are the
causal support of the unifications, constraint propagations andpredicate applications as described above.
Each node and its supporting arcs roughly correspond to a datum as defined by deKleer[7]. The
maximal nodes of the lattice are queries and the minimal nodes are the fringe of goal elaboration and

constraint propagation.

RMS uses the dependency lattice for two purposes: 1) computing the culprit on failure for
dependency backtracking and; 2) optimizing the reuse of existing clauses on failure. Wedescribe only
the first function here.

The CLP reasoning system continues to elaborate goals and apply constraints until a failure or
inconsistency is encountered. From the failing unification, goal or constraint, a nogood label H(l) is
constructed. H(l) represents a metavariable choice environment which is known to be inconsistent. At
least one of the choices in H(l) must be changed to remove the failure. Any one will do since every
choice was necessary to arrive at the current inconsistent proof. However, in order to ensure
completeness in dependency backtrack search, we synchronize the iteration of choice variables by
selecting the most recent chronological choice inH(±) as the culprit Let H(J.) take the form:
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H(J.) Cn-l~^n-l' Cn~^n ) n > 0.

We identify theculprit as Cn=®n support forremoving choice fro™ as:

^={-.Cn-l=an-l} n^O.

Deleting an ftom has the side effect ofundoing the clause instance allocated for that choice. ^
removes the clause choice from future consideration until any its own support is deleted by a higher

order failure in the chronological order of H(l). If any support for is deleted, then clause an is
restored to metavariable domain and becomes a candidate clause for G again. Note that current

dependency backtracking techniques in Prolog reinitialize the entire goal including all of.i^candidate
clauses in order to maintain the lexicalorder of clause selection defined in the language. We make no

assumptions in Echidna about the execution order of candidate clauses for a goal.^ This approach
gains efficiency because itonly restores those candidate clauses which may possibly now succeed given
the higher failure.

Once culprit has been identified and its current metavariable choice deleted with the support ofthe
nogood, the goal is left again unsatisfied and unelaborated. A new value is chosen arbitrarily for the
metavariable from itsdomain (ifany candidate clauses remain) and unification begun anew. On success,
new identity constraints are established among the unifying terms in the goal and the matching clause and
their bindings propagated.

Ifthe culprit metavariable domain is empty, then no possible alternate clause can be unified with its
goal. Every clause in the metavariable domain has been tried and failed. This initiates deep backtracking
because the goal itself is false given its arguments. H(G) =-L. The union ofall the individual nogoods
for the metavariable choices is itself a nogood [1]. The corporate environment represented by these
choices necessarily leads tofailure. We constmct the nogood for G asfollows:

nogood(G)= nogood(p')

then identify the new culprit as the most recent choice in this ordered set. And the dependency
backtrackingprocess continues.

5. Conclusion

In this short paper, we have described amethod for realizing efficient dependency backtracking in a
new CLP language called Echidna. The new language is intended for model-based expert system
applications which require object-centered knowledge representation, support for hypothetical reasoning
®The programmer must avoid assumptions atxiut the execution order of clauses in apredicate.
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and an interactive user interface. To achieve these capabilities, we have synthesized techniques from

logic programming, constraint reasoning, reason maintenance and object-oriented programming.
Previousdependency backtrackingtechniques have been applied to logic programming experimentally.
Extending them to CLP has presented some difficulty which is further exacerbated by persistent object
variables. These problems have necessitated development of a new way of viewing the propagation of
hypothetical information in CLP reasoners. The result is dataflow dependency backtracking. A first

implementation of the Echidna language is complete with a second commercial version underway. We

are currently experimenting with the new programming language in a number of applications. Our

theoretical interest is now focused on optimizing backtrack efficiency by reusing existing clause

instances on failure even when their arguments change nonmonotonically.
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Abstract

Although the Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) theory [7] is an elegant generalization
of the LP theory, it has some difficulties in capturing someoperational aspects of actual CLP
languages (e.g. [8, 6, 3, 12, 18, 19]). A difficulty comes from the intentional incompleteness
of some constraint-solvers. Some constraints cire simply delayed until they can be decided by
the constraint-solver. Others are approximated, providing an active pruning of the search
space without being actually decided by the constraint-solver.

This paper presents an extension of the Ask &: Tell framework [14] in order to give
a simple and precise operational semantics to (a class of) CLP languages with an incom
plete constraint-solver. The basic idea is to identify a subset of the constraints (the basic
constraints) for which there exists an efficient and complete constraint-solver. Non-basic
constraints are handled through two new combinators, relaxed ask and relaxed tell, that are
in fact relaxations of the standard ask and tell.

The extended framework is instantiated to CLP on finite domains, say CLP(F) [16,
6]. Arc-consistency is shown to be an efficient and complete constraint-solver for basic
constraints. We also present how non-basic constraints can be approximated in CLP(F).
The resultingsemantics precisely describes the operational semantics of the language, enables
the programmer to reason easily about the correctness and efficiency of his programs, and
clarifies the links of CLP(F) with the CLP and Ask & Tell theories.

It is believed that the approach can be used as well to endow other CLP languages
such as BNR-Prolog [12], CLP(E*) [19], and parts of Trilogy [18] with a precise operational
semantics.

1 Introduction

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is a generalization ofLogic Programming (LP) where
unification, the basic operation of LP languages, is replaced by the more general concept of
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constraint-solving over a computation domain.
Syntactically, a CLP program can be seen as a finite set of clauses of the form

CiA...Ac„0 5iA...A Bm

where Bm are atoms and ci,..., eire constraints. A goal in a CLP language is
simply a clause without head.

The declarative semantics of a CLP language can be defined either in terms of logical
consequences or in an algebraic way. An answer to a CLP goal is no longer a substitution
but rather a conjunction of constraints ci,..., c„ such that

P,T \= (y){ci A... ACn => G) (logical version)
P [=5 (V) (ci A... Ac„ =>• G) (algebraic version)

where P is a program, 5 is a structure, T is the theory axiomatizing 5, and (V) {F) represents
the universal closure of F. The rest of the presentation can be read from a logic or algebraic
point of view and we use the notation 2? [= to denote that fact.

The operationalsemantics of CLP amounts to replacing unification by constraint-solving.
It might be defined by considering configurations of the form (G, a) where G is a conjunction
of atoms and cr is a consistent conjunction of constraints. Now the only transition that needs
to be defined between configurations is the following:

ci A...Ac^OBi A...A BmeP
V \= {3)(a Aci A... ACn AH = A)
{A AG, u) I—> {B-i, A... ABm AG,a Acx A... ACn ^ H = A)

In the above transition rule, A is the selected atom (it can be any atom in the goal since
the order in a conjunction is irrelevant) and (3) (P) represents the existential closure of F.

The CLP theory [7] imposes a number of restrictions on S, T, and their relationships to
establish equivalences between the semantics. Also the CLP language should be embedded
with a complete constraint-solver, which means that, given a conjunction of constraints a,
the constraint-solver should return true ifV (= (3)(cr) and false otherwise (i.eV ^ (V)(-'0-)).

Although the CLP theory is an elegant generalization of the LP theory, it has some diffi
culties incapturing eill operational aspects of actual CLP languages such as [8, 6, 3,12,18,19].
One difficulty comes from the possibility offered by these languages to state constraints that
cannot be decided upon by the constraint-solver. This is the case for instance ofnon-linear
constraints over rational and real numbers which are simply delayed until they become linear.
Another difficulty comes from the fact that, for some classes of problems, an intentionally
incomplete but efficient constraint-solver might well turn out to be more valuable from a
programming standpoint than a complete constraint-solver. This is justified by the trade
off, that appears in many combinatorial problems, between the time spent in pruning and
searching.
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The present paper originates from an attempt to define in a precise and simple way the
operational semantics of CLP over finite domains, say CLP(F) [16, 6], which suffers for both
difficulties mentioned above. CLP(F) was designed with the goal of tackling a large class
of combinatorial optimization problems with a short development time and an efficiency
competitive with procedural languages. Typical applications for which CLP(F) is success
ful include sequencing cind scheduling, graph coloring and time-table scheduling, as well as
various assignments problems. The basic idea behind CLP(F) is to cissociate to variables a
domain which is a finite set of values. Constraints in CLP(F) include (possibly non-linear)
equations, inequeilities, and disequations. It is simple to see that a complete constraint-solver
exists for the above constraints but would necessarily require exponential time (unless P =
NP). Moreover many of the abovementioned applications require different solutions and use
various kinds of constraints, heuristics, and problem features. Hence it is unlikely that a
complete constreiint-solver be adequate for all of them. Fortunately most of them basically
share the same pruning techniques and the idea behind CLP(F) was precisely to provide the
language with those techniques^. However CLP(F) does not inherit directly its operational
semantics from the CLP framework since, on the one hand, some constraints are only used
when certain conditions are satisfied (e.g. disequations) and, on the other hand, some con
straints are used to prune the search space although the constraint-solver cannot, in general,
decide their satisfiability (e.g. inequalities). Previous approaches to define the operational
semantics of CLP(F) were not based on the CLP framework but rather were given in terms
of inference rules [15].

The new operational semantics presented here is based on the Ask & Tell framework
[14] which generalizes the CLP framework by adding the concept of constraint entailment
(i.e. ask) to the concept of constraint-solving (i.e. tell). Ask constraints directly account for
the first diflaculty in CLP languages; they might be used to restrict the context in which a
constraint is executed. However to account for the incompleteness of the constraint-solver,
we need to generalize the framework^. The basic idea behind the semantics presented here
is to split the set of primitive constraints into two sets:

• basic constraints for which there exists an efficient and complete constraint-solver;

• non-basic constraints which are only approximated.

The basic constraints are handled following the standard CLP theory and are precisely
those constraints that can be returned as an answer to a goal. Non-basic constraints are
handled through two new combinators, relaxed ask and relaxed tell. Contrary to ask (resp.
tell), relaxed ask (resp. relaxed tell) check entailment (resp. consistency) not wrt the ac
cumulated constraints but rather wrt a relaxation of them. Moreover relaxed tell enables
to deduce new ^asic constraints approximating the non-basic one. Formeilly, relaxed ask

^Note that for other types ofproblems a complete constraint-solver might be more appropriate [1].
^In fact Saraswat considers his framework cis parametrized on the combinators as well so that we are

actually instantiating his framework.
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and relaxed tell are not mere combinators but ratber they define a family of combinators
parametrized by a relaxation and an approximation function. The relaxation function spec
ifies the relaxation of the accumulated constraints while the approximation specifies how to
infer new basic constraints.

Describing a CLP language in the extended framework (i.e. with relajced ask and tell)
amounts to specifying;

• the basic constraints and their associated complete constraint-solver;

• the non-basic constraints and their associated (1) relaxation functions, (2) approxima
tion functions, and (3) constraint-solvers that are complete for the conjunction of a
non-basic constraint and the relaxation of a conjunction of basic constraints.

The extended framework is then instantiated to CLP(F). We identify the subset of basic
constraints and show that arc-consistency [9] provides an efficient and complete constraint-
solver for them. We also define the relaxation and approximation functions used in CLP(F)
and suggest the non-basic constraint-solvers.

The contributions of the paper are twofold.

1. It gives a precise and simple operational semantics to CLP(F), characterizing what is
computed (e.g. what is an answer) and how the computation is achieved (e.g. what
is the pruning at some computation point). The semantics allows the programmer to
formally reason about the correctness and the efficiency of his programs. It also clar
ifies the relationships between CLP(F) on the one hand, and the CLP and AskkTell
frameworks on the other hand.

2. It proposes an extended framework that can possibly be instantiated to endow lan
guages such as BNR-Prolog [12], CLP(S*) [19], and parts ofTrilogy [18] with a precise
operational semantics.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way. The next section defines the
operational semantics of basic CLP. Section 3 instantiates basic CLP to finite domains.
Section 4 describes the new combinators for non-basic constraints, relaxed ask and relaxed
tell. Section 5 instantiates relaxed ask and relaxed tell to CLP(F). Section 6 contains the
conclusion of this paper and directions for future research.

2 Basic CLP

In this section, we define the syntax and operational semantics of the class of languages we
consider°for Constraint Logic Programming. We use a structural operational semantics [13]
similar to the one used in [14]. There is an important difference however due to the various
possible interpretations of nondeterminism. Saraswat's semantics, as well as other semantics
for concurrent logic programming languages, describes all possible executions of a program
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on a given goal. Hence an actual implementation might actually fail (resp. succeed) for
some elements of the success (resp. failure) set. Our semantics captures a single execution
and hence an element of the success set might never fail in an actual implementation. This
difference does not show up in the transition rules but rather in the definition of the success,
failure, flounder, and divergence sets.

2.1 Syntax

The abstract syntax of the beisic language can be defined by the following (incomplete)
grammar:

P ::= H*-B\P.P
B ::= A\ a3k{c) —> B \tell{c) \B &cB \3xB \ true

In words, a program is a non-empty set of clauses. A clause is composed of a head
and a body. The head is an atom whose arguments are all distinct variables. The body is
either an atom, an implication ask(c) B where asA:(c) is an ask on constraint c, a tell on
constraint c, a conjunction of two bodies, an existential construction 3x B where 5 is a body
with variable x free, or true. For completeness, some semantic rules should also be added,
for instance the rule stating that any variable in a clause is either existenticilly quantified or
appears in the head.

The concrete syntax can be the one of any existing CLP language suitably enhanced to
include the implication construct. There is no difficulty in translating any of these concrete
syntax to the abstract one.

2.2 Basic Constraints

Basic constraints are split into two sets: basic tell-constrciints, simply referred to as ba
sic constraints, and basic ask-constraints. The constraint-solver for basic CLP should be
complete for consistency of basic constraints and entailment of basic ask-constraints.

Definition 1 A basic constraint-solver is complete iff it can decide

1. consistency of c and a (i.e. V }= (3)(c7 Ac));

2. entailment of c' wrt a (i.e. V |= (V) [a => c'));

where c is a basic constraint, a' a basic ask-constraint, and a a conjunction of basic con
straints.

CLP languages usueilly maintcdn constraints in a reduced form to obtedn an incremental
behaviour necessary to achieve efficiency^.

^Most operational semantics do not include this function as it plays no fundamental role in their descrip
tion. As we will see, it plays an Important role in showing how efSciently the relaxation function can be
computed in CLP(F).
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Definition 2 A reduction function is a total function red which, given a consistent conjunc
tion of basic constraints cr, returns a conjunction of basic constraints, such that T) a
red{a).

In the following, we assume the existence of a reduction function red for basic constraints
and denote by CCR the set of consistent conjunctions of constraints in reducedform (i.e. the
codomain ofred). The actual choice of the reductionfunctiondepends upon the computation
domain.

2.3 Structural Operational Semantics

2.3.1 Configurations

The configurations in the transition systemare of the form {B,a) where 5 is a body and a a
conjunction of basicconstraints in reducedform. Informally B represents what remains to be
executedwhile a represents the constraints accumulated so far. Successful computations end
up with a conjunction of basic constraints in reduced form. Hence CCR C T. Computations
may also flounder when an ask on constraint c cannot be decided upon (i.e. neither c nor -ic
is entailed by the accumulated constraints). We use the terminal flounder to capture that
behaviour.

Terminal configurations are thus described by

T = {<T Icr e CCR} U{flounder}.

Configurations are described by

r = {{Byo) I5 is a body and cr GCCR} U T.

A transition7 1—»• 7' can be read as "configuration 7 nondeterministicaily reduces to 7"'.

2.3.2 Transition Rules

Goals are assumed to be resolved against clauses from some program and constraints are
assumed to be checkedfor consistency and entailment in a given structure or theory V. Since
the structure (or theory) never changes, we simply omit it and assume that it is clear from
the context. As the program changes, we make use of an indexed transition system and use
p \- 'y I—> -y' to denote that the transition 7 1—>• 7' takes place in the context ofprogram P.
When the transition does not depend on program P, we simply drop the prefix P h. In the
following, £T denotes a conjunction of basic constraints in reduced form, 7 a configuration, B
and G bodies, P a program, and c a basic constraint. These are possibly subscripted.

True: The atom true simply leads to a terminal configuration.

{true , a) 1—»• a
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Tell: The tell operation on a basic constraint is successful if the constraint is consistent
with the accumulated constraints.

^ h (3) Ac)
{tell{c), a) I—> red{(7 Ac)

Implication: An implication ask{c) —> B never fails. If the basic a^k-constraint c is en
tailed by the accumulated constrednts, it reduces to the body B. If ->c is entailed by the
accumulated constraints, the implication terminates successfully. Otherwise, the implication
flounders.

V^{y)(a^c)
{ask{c) —> G , ct) I—>• (G, cr)

T> ^ (V) («7 =>• -ic)
{ask{c) —+ G , cr) 1—

2? (= ~'(V) ((7 ^ c)
T) [= ~|(V) (cr =>• -ic)
{ask{c) —> G , <t) I—> flounder

Existential Quantification: An existential quantification can be removed by replacing
the quantified variable by a brand new variable.

y is a brand new variable
{G[x/y] , cr) I—>7
(3x G , a) I—>7

The fact that variable y be brand new can be formalized in various ways if necessary.

Conjunction: The semantics of conjunction is given here by the interleaving rule which is
appropriate for CLP languages. If any of the goals in a conjunction can make a transition,
the whole conjunction can make a transition as well and the accumulated constraints are
updated accordingly. The conjunction flounders when both conjuncts flounder.

(Gi , cr) {G[ , a')
(Gi&G2,£7)^(Gi&G2,cr')
(G2 &Gi, (j) I—* (G2 & G'l, <t')

(Gi , <7) I—^a'
(Gi &G2 , cr) I—>• (G2 , cr')
(G2 &Gi , cr) I—» (G2 , cr')
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(Gi , a) I—> flounder
{G2 , (j) I—> flounder
{Gi & G2 , cr) I—^ flounder

Procedure Call with one Clause: We now consider the solving of an atom p(ii,..., in)
wrt a clause p(xi,..., !„) <— B. If S[xi/ti,..., in/in] can make a transition in the context
of the accumulated constraints, then so can p(ti,..., in) in the context of the clause and the
constraints.

p(xi, •. . , Xn) ^ B h (B\xi/ti, . •. ,Sn/^n] 1O") ' ^T
p(xi,... ,x„) <-B h (p(ti,.. . ,t„) , cr) I >7

Procedure Call with several Clauses: If an atom can make a transition in program
Pi, it can obviously make a transition in the program made up of Pi and program P2.

Pi H 7 ^ 7'
P1.P2 h 7^7'
P2.P1 H 7 -^7'

2.4 Operational Semantics

We now define the operationcil semantics of the language in terms of its success, floundering,
divergence, and failure sets. Let i-% denote the reflexive and transitive closure of 1—>•
and iniiial(G,a) the conflguration {G,red{a)). Also a configuration 7 is said to diverge in
program P if there exists an infinite sequence of transitions

P H 7 I—»• 7i I—> ... I—> 7i I—> ...

The success, floundering, and divergencesets (not necessarily disjoint) can be defined in the
following way.

5'5[P] = {(G, (7) IP Hinitial{G, a) 1-^ cr'}
FLS[P] = {{G,cr) \P \-.initial{G,cr) flounder}
DS[P] = {(G, cr) Iinitial{G,a) diverges in ?}

The failure set can now be defined in terms of the above three sets.

P5[P] = {{G,(t)\{G,cx)^SS[P][JFLS[P\UDS[P]}

Another semantic definition can be given to capture the results of the computation.

RES{P] (G, a) = W\P\- initial{G, a) ^ a'}
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3 Basic CLP(F)

In this section, we instantiate basic CLP to finite domains.

3.1 Basic Constraints

In the following, x and y, possibly subscripted, denote variables and a,b,c,v,w, possibly
subscripted, denote natural numbers.

Definition 3 The basic constraints of CLP(F) are either domain constraints or arithmetic
constraints.

• domain constraint: x £ {ui,..., u„};

• arithmetic constraints:

—ax ^ b]

ax — bj

—ax = by + c [a ^ 0 ^ b)]

— ax > by + c]

— ax < by + c\

The semantics of addition, multiplication, =, <, >, and ^ is the usual one. Clearly,
the negation of each basic constraint can be expressed as a conjunction or disjunction of
basic constraints. Hence all the basic constraints can also be beisic ask-constraints"*. Note
that the variables appearing in eirithmetic constraints are expected to appear in some domain
constraints. Every variable thus has a domain. This can be seen as an implicit ask-constraint
and justifies the following definition.

Definition 4 A system of constraints 5 is a pair {AC, DC) where AC is a set of arithmetic
constraints and DC is a set of domain constraints such that any variable occurring in an
arithmetic constraint also occurs in some domain constraint of S.

Definition 5 Let S = {AC, DC) be a system of constraints. The set D^ is the domain of
Xin 5 (or in DC) iff the domain constraints of x in DC are x £ D\,... ,x £ D^ and Dx is
the intersection of the Dj's.

It follows that, provided that each variable has a domain, a conjunction of basic con
straints can be represented by a system of constraints and vice versa.

We conclude this subsection by a number of conventions. If c is an arithmetic constraint
with only one variable x, we say that c is unary and denote it as c(x). Similarly, if c is
an arithmetic constraint with two variables x and y, we say that c is binary and denote it
c{x,y). As usual, c(x/u) and c{xfv,yfw) denote the Boolean value obtained from c(x) and
c{x,y) by replacing x and y by the values v and w respectively.

^Note that we may want to consider some of them as non-basic constraints for efficiency reasons.
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3.2 Constraint-iSolving

The constraint-solver of CLP(F), and hence of basic CLP(F), is based on consistency tech
niques, a paradigm emerging from AI research [9]. We start by defining a number of notions.

Definition 6 Let c(i) be a unaxy constraint and Dx be the domain of x. Constraint c(x)
is said to be node-consistent wrt Dx if c(x/v) holds for each value v G Dx-

Definition 7 Let c{x,y) be a binary constraint and Dx,Dy be the domains of x,y. Con
straint c(i,3/) is said to be arc-consistent wrt Dx, Dy if the following conditions hold:

1. Vu G Dx 3u; G Dy c(x/i;,y/u;) holds;

2. Vu; G Dj, Bu G Dx c{x/v,y/w) holds;

We are in position to define a solved form for the constraints.

Definition 8 Let 5 be a system of constraints. S is in solved form iff any unary constraint
c(x) in S is node-consistent wrt the domain of x in S, and any binary constraint c{x,y) in
S is arc-consistent wrt the domains of x, y in S.

We now study a number of properties of systems of constraints in solved form.

Property 9 Let c{x,y) be the binary constraint ax > by c, arc-consistent wrt Dx =
{•ui,..., u„}, Dy = {iwi,...,Assume also that v\ < ... < Vn and lui < ... < Wm- Then
we have

1. c(ui,u;i) and c(u„,u;m) hold; " --

2. if c{vi,Wj) holds, then c(vi+k,''̂ j-i) holds {0 < k < n —i, 0 < I < j).

Proof

• (2): Since Vi+k ^ ^tj wj > Wj-i and a,b are natural numbers, we have that avi^k ^
avi > bwj -j- c > bwj-i -|- c. Hence c(vi^k,Wj^i) holds.

• (1): By arc-consistency, c{vi,w) and c(v,Wn) holds for some w G Dy and some v G
Dx.Hence, by (1), c(ui,'u;i) and c{vn,Wm) hold.

•

Property 10 Let c{x,y) be the binary constraint ax < by c, arc-consistent wrt Dx =
{ui,..., Un}, Dy = {iwi,..., tym}- Assume also that ui < ... < v„ and wi < ... < Wm- Then
we have

1. c(ui, u;i) and c('u„,t£/m) hold;
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2. if c{vi,Wj) holds, then c{vi-k,'Wj+i) holds (0 < A: < i, 0 < I < m —j).

Property 11 Let c(x,y) be the binary constraint ax = by + c, arc-consistent wrt Dx =
{ui,..., u„}, Dy = {loi,..., Wm}- Assume also that ui < ... < and Wi < ... < w^- Then
we have n = m and c{vi, Wi) holds (1 < i < n).

Proof The proof is by induction on i. Applying Properties 1 and 2 to the inequalities
associated with c{x,y) implies that c(ui,u;i) holds. Assume now that c(vi,Wi) holds for
some 1 < i < n. For all u G {ui+i,... jUn}, because a, b are non-zero natural numbers, we
have

av > avi = bfWi -H c > bwi-k + c (0 < k < i).

Hence c{v, Wi-k) does not hold. Similarly, for allru € , •. •,Wm}, c{vi-k,w) does not hold
(0 < A: < i). The constraint c{x,y) is thus still arc-consistent wrt the domains {ui+i,... ,u„}
and {tUi+i,... Using Properties (1) and (2) again, we get that c(uj+i,u;i+i) holds.

Assume now that n < m. Since c(v„,tz;„) holds, c{v,Wn^i) does not hold for v G Dx- The
constraint c(x,y) is thus not arc-consistent which is a contradiction. Hence n = m. •

The satisfiability of a system of constraints in solved form can be tested in a straightfor
ward way.

Theorem 12 Let S = (AC, DC) be a system of constraints in solved form. 5 is satisfiable
iff (0, DC) is satisfiable.

Proof It is clear that (0, DC) is not satisfiable iff the domain of some varia. ' is empty in
DC. If the domain of some variable is empty in DC, then S is not satisfiable. Otherwise, it
is possible to construct a solution to S. By properties (1), (2), and (3), all binary constraints
of S hold if we assign to each variable the smallest value in its domain. Moreover, because
of node-consistency, the unary constraints also hold for such an assignment. •

It is worth noting that, in a system of constraints in solved form, all the values within the
domain of a variable do not necessarily belong to a solution. For instance, in the following
system

{{x <y,3x>2y + l},{x G{2,4,6},t/ G{2,3,6}})

there is no solution with the veilue 4 assigned to x although the system is in solved form.
It remains to show how to transform a system of constraints into an equivalent one in

solved form. This is precisely the purpose of the node- and arc- consistency algorithms [9].

Algorithm 13 To transform the system of constraints S into a system in solved form S':

1. apply a node-consistency algorithm to the unary constraints of5 = (AC, DC) to obtain
{AC,DC'y,

2. apply an arc-consistency algorithm to the binary constraints of (AC, DC) to obtain
S'=(AC,DC").
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Theorem 14 Let 5 be a system of constraints. Algorithm 1 produces a system of constraints
in solved form equivalent to S.

We now give a complete constraint-solver for the basic constraints. Given a system of
constraints S, Algorithm 15 returns true if S is satisfiable and false otherwise.

Algorithm 15 To check the satisfiability of a system of constraints S:

1. apply Algorithm 13 to S to obtciin S' = {AC, DC)',

2. if the domain of some variable is empty in DC', return false', otherwise return true.

The complexity of Algorithms 13 and 15 is the complexity of arc-consistency algorithms.
In [10], an arc-consistency algorithm is proposed whose complexity is 0{c(P) where c is
the number of binary constraints cind d is the size of the largest domain. Given the form
of the basic constraints, it is possible to design a specific arc-consistency algorithm whose
complexity is 0{cd) [4] showing that basic constraints can be solved efficiently.

3.3 Reduced Form of the Basic Constraints

This subsection defines the reduced form of basic constraints in CLP(F).

Definition 16 Let cr be a consistent conjunction of basic constraints. The reduced form of
cr, denoted red{(j), is obtained as follows:

1. Let S be the system ofconstraints associated with a and S' = {AC,DC) be its solved
form.

2. Let DC" be equivalent to DC be with only one domain constraint per variable.

3. Let AC" be AC without

• the unary constraints;

• the binary constraints c{x,y) satisfying

Vv G Dx Vu; G Dy c{xlv,yfw)

where Dx, Dy are the domains oi x,y in S'.

4. reol(cr) is the conjunction of basic constraints in {AC", DC").

The reduced form for the basic constraints is equivalent to the solved form since the unary
constraints are node consistent (and hence implied by the domain constraints) and thebinary
constraints satisfying the given condition are also implied by the domain constraints.
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3.4 Expressive Power

The basic constraints of CLP(F) have been chosencarefully in order to avoidan NP-Complete
constraint-solving problem. For instance, allowing disequations with two variables leads to an
NP-Complete problem (graph-coloring could then be expressed in a straightforward manner).
Allowing equations and inequalities with three variables also leads to NP-complete problems.
Finally, it should be noted that Algorithm 15 is not powerful enough to decide systems of
constraints including constraints of the form ax + by = c.

The reason is that arc-consistency algorithms handle constraints locally while more global
reasoning is necessary to check satisfiability of this class of constraints. As an example, the
system

({xi -f i2 = 1,2:2 + 353 = 1,3:3 + a:i = 1} ) {3:1 e {0,1}, X2 G{0,1}, X3 G{0,1}})

is not satisfiable although it is arc-consistent. To verify the unsatisfiability, just add the
three constraints to obtain

2xi -f 2x2 + 2x3 = 3.

The left member is even while the right member is odd.

4 Non-Basic CLP

The purpose of this section is to provide a systematic way to describe the operational se
mantics of non-basic constrciints that are approximated in terms of basic constraints. As
mentioned previously, approximation is present in several CLP languages.

To capture that behaviour, we introduce two new combinators in the Ask & Tell frame
work, relaxed tell and relaxed ask. These combinators are parcunetrized by a relaxation and
an approximation function such that we are in fact defining a family of combinators.

Before starting the more formal presentation, let us give an informal account to the
approach. Let cr be the accumulated constraints and assume that we face a relaxed tell on a
non-basic constraint c. Relaxed tell, instead of checking the consistency of cr Ac which might
be quite complex in general, only checks the consistency of a relaxation of cr Ac. Clearly if
the relaxed problem is not satisfiable, the initial problem is not satisfiable either. Moreover
the solutions ofthe relaxed problem cannot necessarily be expressed as a conjunction ofbasic
constraints. Hence only an approximation of the solutions, in the form of a conjunction of
basic constraints, can be added to the accumulated constraints. When the approximation
is not equivalent to the initial problem, the non-basic constraint cannot be removed from
the goal part of the configuration. Finally, if we face a relaxed ask, then entailment is not
checked wrt a, but rather wrt to its relaxation. As a consequence, relaxed ask could return
undecided (i.e. flounder) while an ask (if implemented) would have returned true or false.
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4.1 Relaxation and Approximation

Relaxed tell and relaxed ask require to associate, with each non-basic constraint, (1) a
relaxation function; (2) an approximation function and (3) a complete constraint-solver.

Definition 17 A relaxation function is a total function r:CCR—*CCR such that

V [= (V)(cr =J> r(cr)).

In other words, a relaxation function associates with each conjunction a of basic con
straints another conjunction of basic constraints that is implied by c. Hence the relaxation
of £7 captures the solutions of a and possibly some non-solutions.

We also would like to infer new basic constraints from a non-basic constraint. This is
achieved through an approximation function.

Definition 18 Given a relaxation function r, an approximation function is a total function
ap, which, given cr G CCR and a non-basic constraint c, returns a conjunction of basic
constraints, such that V [= (V)((r((7) Ac) =5> ap(a,c)) .

This definition specifies that the approximation captures all solutions of r(cr) Ac and
possibly some non-solutions. In the following, we assume that a relaxation function and
an approximation function have been defined for each constraint and denote them by the
(overloaded) symbols r ajid ap respectively.

The non-basic constraint-solver has to satisfy a number of requirements.

Definition 19 A non-basic constraint-solver is complete iff it can decide

1. the consistency of c and r{cr)\

2. the entailment of d by r{a)

where c is a non-basic constraint, c' is a non-basic ask-constraint, and c is a conjunction of
basic constraints.

The foil owing properties axe straightforward but help understanding thetransition rules.

Property 20 [Properties of relaxation and approximation].

1. V\= (V)((cr Ac) => (o- Aap(cr, c));

2. V \= -i(3)(c Ar(cr)) implies P [= -i(3)(cAa);

Z. V\= -i(3)(ap(a, c) Act) implies V [= -i(3)(c Acr);

4. V 1= (V)(ap(cT, c) => cAr(cr)) implies V \= (V)((ct Ac) ^ (ct Aap(c7, c)));

h. V\= (3)(ap(cr, c) Acr) and V|= (V)(ap(cr, c) cAr(cr)) implies V [= (3)(c Acr);
6. X) [= (V)(r-(cr) c) implies V \= (V)(a c).
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4.2 Relaxed Tell

We are now in position to define the operational semantics of relaxed tell.

Termination: Termination of relaxed tell occurs when the approximation ap((7, c) is equiv
alent to r(a) A c which mccins that r(cr) A c can be represented a.s a conjunction of basic
constraints. Moreover if ap(cr, c) is consistent with a, we obtain a terminal configuration.

V 1= (3)(cr Aap(£7,c))
V ^ (V) (ap(cr, c) ^ {r{a) Ac)) -
{relax-tell{c),a) i—>• red{a Aap{c7, c))

Property 20.4 Jind 20.5 ensure respectively the equivalence of (j A ap{<T, c) and cr Ac and
the consistency of c and a.

Pruning: Property 20.1 allows for the addition of new basic constraints (and hence prun
ing of the search space) provided that r(cr) A c and op(cr, c) Aa be consistent, and ap(cr, c)
be not entailed by <7.

^ h (3)(''(<^) Ac)
V [= (3) (c7 Aop(cr, c))
T> [= -i(V) {ap{a, c) =>• (r(cr) Ac))
^ h ((7 ap(cr, c))
{relax-tell{c),a) i—> {relax-tell{c),red{<j/\ ap(a,c)))

The third condition (non-termination) imposes to keep relax-tell{c) in the resulting con
figuration while the last condition (non-redundancy) avoids the infinite application of the
rule. Progress is achieved here together with the conjimction rules because the search space
is pruned by the new constraints.

Floundering: Floundering occurs when there is no termination and when the approxima
tion is entailed by the accumulated constraints.

V t= (3)(r(a) Ac)
V H -n(V) (ap(a, c) => (r(o-) Ac))
V h (V) (g c))
{relax-tell[c),cr) \—> flounder

4.3 Relaxed Ask

Relaxed ask can be defined in a straightforward way by checking entailment of the non-basic
ask-constraint by the relaxation of the accumulated constraints.
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V N (V) => g)
{relax-ask{c) —> G,ct) \—*{G,cr)

V ^ (V) (r(c7) =» -^c)
{relax-ask{c) —>• G,o")

I) [= -i(V) (r(a) ^ c)
V 1= -i(V) (r(g-) =» -ic)
{relax-a3k(c) —>• G,a) \—> flounder

4.4 Relations with Ask and Tell

The soundness of the transition system can be proven by structural induction on the configu
rations. More interesting perhaps is the relationships between ask and tell and their relaxed
versions in the case where ask and tell can be decided in the computation domain. Assume
that P* is the program P where all occurrences of relaxed ask and relaxed tell have been
replaced by ask and tell. We state the following property without proof.

Property 21

SS{P) C SS{P*)

FS{P) C FS{P*)

5 Non-Basic CLP(F)

In Section 2, we have presented the ba.sic constraints of CLP(F). These constraints can be
handled by an efficient complete constraint-solver but are certainly not expressive enough to
be the only constraints available in CLP(F). Moreover wehaveshown that apparently simple
extensions to the basic constraints can lead to an NP-Complete constraint-solving problem.
To complete the definition of CLP(F), it remains to specify the non-basic constraints and to
define (1) the relaxations, (2) the approximations, and (3) the constraint-solvers.

Definition 22 Let cr be a conjunction of basic constraints in reduced form and {AC, DC)
its associated system of constraints. The relaxation r{a') is the conjunction

1

xi 6 Di A ... A e Z)„

such that DC = {xi GDj,..., x„ GDn}-

In other words, the relaxation in CLP(F) simply ignores all constraints but the domain
constraints. Note also that computing the relcixation does not induce any cost since the
accumulated constraints are already in reduced form for incrementality purpose.
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There are two approximation functions depending if full ^-consistency is achieved (i.e.
api) or if the reasoning is only performed on the minimum and majcimum values in the
domains (i.e. ap2). For some symbolic constraints, both approximations might be useful
depending upon the problem at hand.

Definition 23 Let a be a conjunction of basic constraints and c be a non-basic constraint
with variables xi,...,Xn such that V (= (3)(r(cr) A c). Let dom(r[a),c) be the set of
natural number tuples

{(ai,...,an) IT* 1= (3)((r(o-) A c)[ii/ai,...,x„/a„]}).

The approximation api(cr,c) is defined by

X\ G L?! A ... A G Djiy

and the approximation ap2{cr, c) is defined by

xi G {mini, •• •, maxi} A... Ax„ G{min„,..., max„},

where Di represents the projection of dom(r[a), c) along its argument z, and mini and maXi
represents the minimum and maximum value in Di.

Finally, the constraint-solvers for the non-basic constraints are once again based on con
sistency techniques. However they use the semantics of the constraints to come with an
efficient implementation. For instance, inequalities and equations use a reasoning about
variation intervals [5, 16]. There can be a large variety of (numeric and symbolic) con
straints that might be considered as interesting primitive constraints so that we will not
specify the constraint-solvers for them. Note only that the constraint-solvers can be made
complete as only domain constraints (i.e relaxation of basic constraints) are considered in
conjunction with a non-basic constraint. Also, in [17], we propose a new combinator that
makes possible to define most interesting numerical and symbolic constraints from a small
set of primitive constraints.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented an extension to the Ask & Tell framework to capture, in a simple
and precise way, the operational semantics of CLP languages where some constrziints are
approximated, inducing an incomplete constraint-solver. The extension consists of two new
combinators, relaxed tell and relaxed ask, that are parametrized on a relaxation and ap
proximationfunction. Constraint are divided into two sets, bcisic and non-basic constraints.
Basic constraints (that can be decided efficiently) are handled as usual while non-basic con
straints (that are approximated in terms of basic constraints) are handled through the new
combinators.
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The extended framework has been instantiated to CLP over finite domains. The basic
constraints of CLP(F) havebeenidentified and arc-consistency has beenshown to be the basis
of an efficient and complete constraint-solver. The relaxation and approximation functions
for non-beisic constraints in CLP(F) have also been described.

The contributions of this paper include (1) a precise and simple definition of the opera
tional semantics of CLP(F) and (2) the definition of two new combinators that should allow
for a precise operational semantics of several other CLP languages.

A structural operational semantics does not describe how to implement the language.
What remains to be described for that purpose is how the constraint-solvers are implemented
and under which conditions a non-basic constraint is reconsidered after floundering. An
efficient arc-consistency algorithm for basic constraints is defined in [4]. The wakening of
non-basic constraints is based on a generalization of the techniques used for delay mechanisms
(e.g. [11, 2]). Both issues are beyond the scope of this paper.

Future work includes the study of the properties of the above operational semantics
as well as its relationships with the declarative and denotational semantics. Application
of the approach to other CLP languages with an incomplete constraint-solver will also be
considered.
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This research looks at applying learning techniques for building abstractions
that can be used by a hierarchical Constraint Satisfaction Problem solver, of the
type described in [1]. There are three main criteria that these abstractions must
satisfy:

1. Some aspect of the given problem, the set of constraints, must be evaluable
on the abstractions. This will allow portions of the search space to be pruned
out at the level of the abstractions.

2. The selected abstractions must be the "best" for the job. There is a large
space of abstractions that can be constructed on the given CSP system. Some
candidates will perform better in a hierarchical solver than others.

3. The constructed hierarchical solver must be Hierarchically Complete. This
means that the hierarchical solver must be able to find all the solutions. Note
that correctness of the solver is also required.

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) involve finding values for a fixed
number of variables such that a given set of constraints is satisfied. This can be
denoted by

Find {x 6 V\T{x)}

where P is the search space, and T is the constraint to be satisfied. The
hierarchical solver uses an abstraction of the search space where an abstract
version of the problem is evaluated, and the abstract solutions then get refined.
It can be shown [2, 3] that in a hierarchically complete system, for constraint T
with a corresponding abstract problem P, the following relationship must hold:

T{x) -> P{f{x)) (2)

where / is the abstraction mapping. Furthermore, if / is used to map the CSP
search space into an abstract search space, an implicand of the CSP problem
becomes evaluable on those abstractions, thus satisfying criterion 1 above.

A syntactic application of this hierarchical completeness condition to a given
CSP can be used to generate candidate abstractions and hierarchical systems. In
the first part of our research, we have been investigating such techniques for
building a two-level hierarchical solver. This type of solver, similar in princlrie
to ABSTRIPS [4], is essentially built upon two CSP systems: the given orip
CSP system defining the base level of the hierarchy, and an abstract CSP sy; :n
defining the single abstract level. Using the hierarchical completeness condition
from above, the abstract CSP system can be defined as

Find {zen\ FCz)}
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where z = /(a:) relates the abstract and base level search spaces. The hierarchical
solver first finds solutions to P in H, and then searches their refinement in the
base level for solutions to T. To enable this refinement process a new constraint,
restricting the elements searched to be refinements of the abstract solutions, is
added to the base level CSP:

Find {a: € 2? IT{x) A(/(as) = z)}

Eachlevel of the hierarchical solver can now be implemented by a chronologically
backtracking generate-and-test system.

We have restricted our attention to th^-class of parameterized Functional
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (pFCSP's). A parameterized CSP (pCSP) can be
defined as the problem schema

Find {xeV\T(z,y)}
Where y G C

Here y are the problem parameters, and define the problem space. A problem
instance is defined by a particular set of values for the problem parameters. A
hierarchical system, built using the above techniques, for a pCSP is applicable
to all problem instances in the pCSP. The corresponding abstract problem for a
given problem instance is derived by simply instantiating the particular version
of implication from (2) used to derive the abstract level. A Functional CSP is a
CSP whose specification involves the use of function symbols (in the terms).

As a simple example, consider the pCSP shown in figure 1. Agenerate-and-
test solver that finds all the solutions to the problem is shown in figure 2.

Find

where /io= {i>2, •••, io}> y ^ •('50= {1,2,.. .,50}

Figure 1: A Simple; parameterized CSP
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x2 x3 x4 x1 x2+x3 x4=y

Figure 2; A Generate-andTTest solver

Get next

solution

Taking / = (*,♦) in the example, the constraint {xi * X2 + X3 * = y) is
decomposed into F : (zi + 23 = J/) and Fi : (ii * «2 = -^i). -P? : (®3 * X4 = 22)-
The function * could be specified as * : Iio x -fio -* <^100 where Cioo is
the set of products from {1,..., 10} * {1,..., 10} (there are 42 of them). Then
z = (zi,Z2) e Cloo XCloo becomes the abstract search space. The corresponding
hierarchical system is shown in figure 3. If the specified range for * is larger,
say {1,..., ICQ}, the reduced Cioo can still be derived using one of the network
consistency algorithnts described in [5, 6, 7].

•• 22--

Abstnet

xl x2 x4 < G4t rwMt solution9

Figure 3: A Hierarchical Generate-and-Test solver for the exatripie.

To satisfy criterion 2 stated earlier, we have derived heuristic evaluation
functions that give an estimate of the potential of a candidate abstraction for
providing a faster hierarchical system [8]. This expression is a function of the
ratio ofsizes of the two search spaces, called the abstraction ratio, and the solution
denstities of the different tests in their domains.
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The procedure for building hierarchical CSP solvers has been partially im
plement^ in a research prototype system called HiT (for Hierarchical Transfor
mation). It works on application domains involving function symbols — called
Functional pCSPs —and is beingtested on toy problems and thedomain of floor-
planning for buildings. The HiT procedure requires some additional knowledge,
beyond the traditional CSP specification, to operate. This includes additional
domain knowledge, and data gathered from running experiments.

The space of candidate abstraction functions is defined by the implication
in (2). In practice, a partial list of implicands is .capsidered, restricted by a
maximum depth ofimplication. The implicands are^g^erated byapplying rules
of logic (like modus ponens) to the provided domaiJteicnowledge/and problem
specification. Values for the parameters required by the heuristic evaluation are
obtained by running a non-hierarchical solver for the CSP on sample problems.
Alternatively, this data can be estimated by using monte-carlo sampling.

The single level and hierarchical generate-and-test systems of figures 2 and
3 were run for several values of the problem parameter. A comparison of their
performance for different solution densities is shown in figure 4. The graphs
depict-run times (on a Sparcsystem 330), and number of nodes (i.e. generator
invocations) explored. The single-levehsystem is forced to generate the whole
search space because the testing is done only after all the solu'fton parameters
have been instantiated. Therefore the run times and nodes ^panded for the
non-hierarchical system areconstant across problem instances. As was expected,
the hierarchical system performs much better at lower solution der\sities.

Another test application used in our experiments is thedomain of floorplan-
ning for buildings. Asimple floorplanning problem could be of the type "Find
all layouts for a house of specified side dimensions, and comprising ofa speci
fied number of rooms with constraints on their placement in the house, and on
their sizes". Applying the HiT procedure to this problem, we were able to derive
two useful abstractions. One abstraction grouped all room sizes and locations
on their area. The second abstraction represented a topological view of relative
room placements.
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Figure: 4: A cx)mparisoh of the perfoririwce of the single
level and hierarchical solvers for the exampje problem.

In conclusion, the work reported here is aimed at extending and applying
research on concept learning in the machinelearningcommunity, with a focus on
performance objectives, to the task of building faster hierarchical systems. There
has also been interest in building hierarchical solvers in the CSP community.
Some researchers [9] have automated construction of abstract CSP systems by
relaxing the original CSP network. The abstract ^P system is then used to gen
erate advice on the variable instantiation most likely to lead to a solution. This
paper extends that body of research by using reformulation techniques for gen
erating abstract levels, and using the abstraction to reject variable instantiations
that do not lead to a solution.

Further work for the near future will be aimed at refining HiT and its evalu
ation function, and conducting experiments. In the second part of this research,
we will be investigating algorithms for building a "component hierarchy" of the
type described in [1]. Again, the theme is toextend andapply traditional learning
techniques within a performance goal context.

Acknowledgement I would like tothank myadvisor Chris Tong, members of
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and comments.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present several techniques for parallel processing of constraint networks.
One the main underlying assumptions of the Connectionist school of thought is that the
connectionist approach is naturziUy amenable to a parallel (distributed) implementation.
Moreover, the claim is often made that the symbolic approach does not have this
advantage. Our reseeirch is aimed at deriving a precise characterization of the utility of
parallelism in constraint networks. In previous papers we demonstrated several methods
for parallel execution of special cases of constraint networks such as two label networks.
£ind chain networks. In this paper we significantly extend our previous results. We aneilyze
parallel execution for chain networks, tree networks, directed support networks and
path-consistency in general networks. While the obvious parzJlel adgorithm for local
consistency in constraint networks should work well in practice, we would like to obtain
lower and upper boimds on the complexity of the problem on idezd peuaUelmachines (such
as the PRAM). This study may also have significant practical implications since it may
indicate which parallel primitives are fundamental in the solutions of large constraint
systems. Once such primitives are implemented in hardware, they effectively execute in
constant time for aU practical purposes (e.g., parallel prefix on the Connection Machine).
The original design of the Connection Machine was motivated by these considerations.
The machine was initially designed to support highly parallel semantic network
processing. The ultimate goal of our research is to produce a set of primitives that are
critical to the solution of constraint problems.

2 Constraint Satisfaction and Discrete Relaxation

Constraint satisfaction networks are used extensively in mciny AI applications such as
planning, scheduling, natural leinguage analysis and common-sense reasoning (truth
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maintenance systems) [dKSG, HS79, Mac77, RHZ76, Win84]. These networks use the
principle of local constraint propagation to achieve global consistency (e.^., consistent
labelling in vision). Below, we give a formal definition of constraint satisfaction networks.

Let V = {t>i, ... , Vn} be a set of variables. With each variable t;,- we Jissociate a set of
labels Li. Now let {Pi,} be a set of binary predicates that define the compatibility of
assigning labels to pairs of variables. Specifically, Pij{x,y) = 1 iff the assignment of label
X to Vi is compatible with the assignment of lahel y to

The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is defined as the problem of finding an
eissignment of labels to the variables that does not violate the constraints given by {P,-j}.
More formally, a solution to CSP is a vector (zi, ... , Xn) such that z,- is in Li and for
each i and j, Pij(xi, xj) = 1.

A standard approach to model CSP problems is by means of a constraint graph. See
[Mac77, U.74]. The nodes of the constraint graph correspond to variables of CSP. The
edges of the graph correspond to the binary constraints in the CSP. That is, with each
edge in the constraint graph we associate a matrix that shows which assignments of labels
to the objects coimected by that edge aie permitted. In this interpretation CSP can be
seen as generalized graph coloring.

In this paper we will use an explicit constraint graph representation. Given constraint
network G we create a new constraint graph that captures the constraints of the initial
constrsdnt graph more explicitly.

The construction of an explicit constrziint graph is illustrated by example. Assume the
set of labels is {0,1}. For each edge connecting variables X and Y we create a set of 4
nodes < A", 0 >, < A, 1 >, < Y", 0 > and < Y, 1 >. < A, L > is connected with an arc to
< Y,L' > iff Jissigning L to X assigning L' to Y is consistent. An exjimple is given below.

< A, 0 > < Y, 0 >

< A, 1 > < y, 1 >

3 Local Consistency and Discrete Relstxation

Since CSP is known to be A/^-complete, several local consistency ^llgorithms have been
used extensively to filter out impossible assignments.

Arc Conaiatency (AC) allows an assignment ofa label z to an object a ifffor every
other object a' in the domain there exists a valid assignment ofa label z' which does not
violate the constraints. Arc Consistency [Mac77, U.74] is defined formally as foUows.

A solution to the local version of CSP (arc consistency) is a vector of sets
{Ml, ... ,Mn) such that Mi is a subset of Li and a label z is in M,- iff for every Mj, i 7^ j
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there is a y^j in Mj, such that Pij{x,y^j) = 1. Intuitively, a label x is assigned to a
variable iiFfor every other variable there is at least one valid assignment of a label to that
other variable that supports the assignment of label x to the first variable.

We call a solution (Afi, ... , Mn) a maximal solution for AC iff there does not exist any
other solution (5i,... , Sn) such that Afj C Si for all 1 < t < n. We are interested only in
Tnaximal solutions for an AC problem. By insisting on mazimality we guarantee that we
are not losing any possible solutions for the original CSP. Therefore, in the remadnder of
this paper a solution for an AC problem is identified with a mRvimal solution. The
sequential time complexity of AC is discussed in [MF85]. Discrete relaxation is the most
commonly used method to achieve local consistency. Discrete relaxation repeatedly
discards labels from variables if the condition specified above (AC) does not hold.

Local consistency belongs to the class of inherently sequential problems called
log-space complete for V (or T'-complete). Intuitively, a problem is T'-complete iff a
logarithmic-time parallel solution (with a polynomial number of processors) for the
problem will produce a logarithmic-time pariillel solution for every deterministic
polynomial-time sequential algorithm. This implies that unless V = J^C {MC is the class of
problems solvable in logarithmic parallel time with polynomial number of processors) we
cannot solve the problem in logarithmic time using a polynomial number of processors.

4 AC in Chains

In a previous paper [K{is89] we observed that a simple separator-based technique can be
used to solve constraint satisfaction problems in chains graphs. The technique is beised on
removing a variable that separates a constraint chain with N variables into two chains
with iV/2 variables. Then we create 2K recursive subproblems, where K is the number of
labels. We repeat the process logiV times, so that the complexity is 0(ir^'^''^). For details
see [Kas89]. Thus, when the number of labels is large (and becomes a function of the
input size, the complexity is exponential,

Here we propose a simple procedure to achieve AC in a constraint chain. We first
construct an explicit constraint graph. The number of nodes in this graph is NK, one
node for each variable/label pair. Recall, that two nodes, < X,d> zind < y, b >, in an
explicit constraint graph are connected iff the assignment of a to A is compatible with
assigning b to Y. Without loss of genereility, assume the variables are numbered Xi to Xn
in order on the cbaiTi- We now orient all the edges in the direction from Xi to Xi^i. We
mark all nodes reachable from the source nodes containing Xi, and discard all other
nodes. Next, we reverse the orientation of edges to point from to Xi. We then m£irk
all nodes reachable from the nodes in Xn, and discard the rest. We cleiim that all the
nodes that remain correspond to labels that stay.

Theorem 1 AC in chains is reducible to reachability in directed graphs and therefore
solvable with NK^ processors in 0{log^NK) time.
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5 Trees

In the previous paper we addressed the problem of AC in trees. We suggested a separator
bzised algorithm. Similarly to chains, the complexity of that jdgorithm is O(logiV) with

processors. Here we propose a different algorithm. The algorithm operates in
O(log^) time and uses a polynomial number of processors. More importemtly, it reduces
the problem to reachability and expression evaluation on trees.

The algorithm is probably inpractical, and is presented to demonstrate the substantial
difficulty in getting asympotically optimal parallel algorithms even for tree-like constraint
networks.

We sketch thie idea of the proof. The formal proof is omitted for length considerations.

Root the tree at any particular node, and construct the explicit graph E. Let
denote the t— label in node v, and let Pu,o denote the compatibility (support) predicate
between nodes u and v. Note that is also the adjacency matrix for the subgraph of E
restricted to labels in nodes u and v.

Step 1: Mark the following set of labels, defined bottom up in the tree: - is marked
if V is a leaf. - is marked if Vw such that w is a child of v such that is marked

and and adjacent in E. The entire system is consistent iff the set of labels
marked at the root is non-empty.

Step 2: Discard aU unmarked labels, and consider the original problem restricted only
to marked labels. Clear all marks, £md do the following second TnarViug procedure: - Meirk
all labels at the root. - Mcirk iff such that is marked and w is the parent of v
and and are adjacent in E. The solution is the set of nodes marked at the end of
Step 2.

Step 1 can be implemented either as an expression evaluation problem, or by
reachability. - As an expression we are computing a bit vector at each node. The
operations being performed are multiplication by boolean matrices Pu,v intersection
(which is just a bitwise AND). We can evaluate this expression by raking leaves. When a
leaf is raked, we ztre applying an intersection of a known (i.e., constant) bit vector in
between 2 matrix multiplications. This is simply a restriction of the matrix product to the
rows and columns of the intersection vector. Thus the result of the rake operation can be
represented as a single matrix, tind can be computed in NC. - By reachability, we can
identify all labels reachable from a leaf label (stssuming E is now directed with aU arcs
oriented toward the root). We then mark all labels that are reachable from all leaves
under them. We then restrict ourselves only to these marked nodes, and redo the
reachability from leaves calculation, (the formal proof can be obtained by induction on
the level in the tree).

Step 2 is simply reachability.

Theorem 2 AC is AfC in trees for arbitrary number of labels.
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6 Directed Arc Consistency (DAC)

Traditionally, AC was considered as a prefiltering step in order to solve constraint
satisfaction problems. However, there is an interesting modal-logic-like interpretation of
AC in the context of support networks. We start with a collection of agents (variables)
each holding a set of beliefs (labels). For each pair of variables X £ind Y we define a
directional support relation that for each belief states which beliefs at one agent get
supported by beliefs at the other agents.

An agent keeps a belief a if it is supported by at least one belief at each of the other
agents. Note, that we are not seeking a global interpretation of the variables but rather
would like to filter tmsupported beliefs. This is analogous to the standard AC problem,
however, the support relations are directed. Judea Pearl communicated to us several
applications of directed support networks. David McAllester pointed out that this version
of 1oc£l1 consistency is not useful in the context of constr£dnt satisfaction problems where
one is seeking to find single £issignment8 for variables. Directed AC is naturally described
by an explicit constraint graph. Edges in the graph describe directed support (see
example below). The only label that drops is E from Y.

<X,B> <Y,E>

< Y,D >

< Y,C>

<X,A> <Y,B>

The following surprising result indicates that the pcirallel complexity of solving
directed AC is considerably more complicated than the standard AC problem. Essentially,
this result states the parallel complexity is dependent on the structure of the explicit
constrziint graph, rather than the structure of the constraint graph. This follows from the
fact that we can encode general logiced dependency in such a graph.

Theorem 3 Directed Arc Consistency (DAC) is P-complete, even if the underlying graph
is a 3-node chain.

Proof: Our reduction is &om Prepositional Horn-Clause Solvability. Without loss of
generality we assume the Horn clause program contains a single assertion T, eind that
every other variable Ai appears as the head of either exactly one rule of the form
Ai Aj, Ak, or else two or more rules of the form Ai <— Aj. Let An be the goal of
the progrttm.

We construct an instance of DAC contadning three nodes: i(eft), M(iddle) and
i2(ight). Let each of these three nodes contain a label for T and for each Ai. Now
construct arcs for the explicit support graph as follows:
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1. From each label in to the corresponding label in both L and R.

2. Prom Tl to Tuf and from Tr to Tja-

3. For every clause of the form Ai *— Aj, Ai,, construct rm aic from Aj^L to Ai^^i
and from Ak,R to Ai,M-

4. For every claiise of the form Ai Aj, construct an arc from Aj^i, to emd
from Tr to Ai,M-

It is now easy to show that the labels that remain in M correspond exactly to the
variables that are true in the Horn-clause program. In particular An.jw remains iff the
goeil An of the program is true. •

7 Path Consistency

In this section we make a simple observation about path consistency. Parallel path
consistency is also studied in [LB,90]. In [Kas85, Kas89] we provided a two way reduction
between arc consistency and propositional Horn satisfiability (PHS). Here, we observe
that a similar two way reduction cein be provided between path consistency and PHS. We
illustrate the reduction from 3-consistency to PHS. Without loss of genersdity iissume all
labels are unique (otherwise, we can rename the labels). For each pair of labels A and B
we create a proposition P < A, B > that is true iff the paiir {A,B) gets dropped from
consideration. However, P < A, B > ia true iff it cannot be extended to at least one
variable. We denote this condition by a predicate P < A,B,i > which is true iff this
assignment cannot be extended to variable Xi. Thus,

P<A,B> *- P<A,B,1>.

P < A,B > *- P < A,B,2 >.

P<A,B> P<A,B,Z>.

Now, P < A,B,i > is true iff P < H, C > or P < ^, C > is true for all labels C that
potentially support the assignment < A, B > aX variable Xi. Thus,

P < A, P, 1 > P < A, P, C1 >, P < A, P, C2 >,....

P<A,P,C1> 4- P<A,C1>.

P<A,P,C1> 4- P<P,C1>.

We have ©((PA"')) predicates of the form P < A,P >. Therefore, the size of the input
is dominated by the clauses of the form
P < A,P, 1 > 4- P < A,P, C1 >, P < A,P, C2 >,.... The total size is therefore
0{EK\NK)) = 0{{NEK^)) or alternatively 0((iV®P'®)). The assertions of the program
fire obtained by applying 3-consistency check once, and asserting all the dropped pairs
< A,B > as facts P < A, B >.

The important corollary of this construction is that now we can utilize the standard
linear time PHS algorithm for local consistency. This immediately yields an algorithm
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that matches (in asymptotic complexity) the best known algorithm for path consistency.
This algorithm is optimal if the number of labels is assmned constant. The same
algorithm would also work for k-consistency with similar optimal performance. The
bottom-up PHS algorithm also has very good performance in practice. The conversion to
PHS can be done efficiently in parallel.

Similcir observations were made independently by McAUester (Ph.D. thesis), Bible,
Mackworth and Reiter (previous KR conference), and Ssiraswat (workshop on constraint
systems 1990). Here we presented a careful analys of the transformation that leads to
optimal complexity results ais stated above.

8 Summary of Parallel AC Results

In this section we summarize our knowledge of parallel complexity of local consistency
problems in constraint satisfaction problems. The restdts appear in the tables below. We
classify the problems according to their parallel complexity into two classes: P-complete
problems and MC problems. T'-complete are perceived to be difficult to parallelize (in the
same sense NP-complete problems are considered intractable), and problems can be
solved in polylogarithmic time with a polynomisd number of processors. A/tJ-problems are
often amenable for optimal speed-up on parallel machines. R denotes relation in the
tables.

Acknowledgements This research has been pairtially supported by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research under grzint AFOSR-89-1151 emd National Science Foimdation
imder gremt IRI-88-09324. Thanks are due to David McAUester, Judea Pearl and Rina
Dechter for constructive comments.
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Table 1: Complexity of Arc Consistency for Arbitrary-Size Label Sets

Arbitrary K {K is the size of the label set L)

G CSP AC

Chain SfC', reachability

Undirected iZ's: JsfC\ reachability
Directed iZ's: P-complete;

reduction from Propositional
Horn-Clause Solvability

Tree j^e-.

Undirected iZ's: A/C; like
expression eval where
operation at each node is
intersection of sets of support
for each label (see this paper)

Directed iZ's: P-complete; from
above

Simple Cycle MC\ reachability

Undirected JZ's: ^fC\ cycle
detection

Directed fZ's: P-complete; from
above

Arbitrary Graph
A^-complete; reduction from
graph colouring

Undirected i2's: P-complete;
reduction from Propositional
Horn-Clause Solvability

Directed JZ's: P-complete; &om
above
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Table 2: Complexity of Arc Consistency for Fixed-Size Label Sets

Fixed K {K is the size of the label set L)

G CSP AC

Chain MC
Undirected R's: MC

Directed R's: MC',

Tree Me
Undirected J2's: MC
Directed R's; MC', from above

Simple Cycle MC
Undirected iZ's: MC

Directed R'a: MC\ from above

Arbitrary Graph

K = 2: Linear sequential
algorithm by reduction to
2-SAT which is MC

K > Z: AT'-complete; reduction
from 3-colouring graphs

Undirected R's: For K = 2, MC
by reachability along
"singleton paths"; For K >Z,
P-complete from Propositional
Horn-Clause Solvability

Directed iZ's: P-complete for
K>2
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Parallel Path Consistency

Steven Y. Susswein, Thomas C. Henderson and Joe Zachary
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Abstract

Filtering algorithms are well accepted as a means of speeding up the solution of the
consistent labeling problem (CLP). Despite the fact that path consistency does a better job
of filtering than arc consistency, AC is still the preferred technique because it has a much
lower time complexity.

We are implementing parallel path consistency algorithms oh a multiprocessor and com
paring their performance to the best sequential and parallel arc consistency algorithms. We
also intend to categorize the relation between graph structure and algorithm performance.
Prehminary work has shown linear performance increases for parallelized path consistency
and also shown that in many cases performance is significantly better than the theoretical
worst case. These two results lead us to believe that parallel path consistency may be a supe
rior filtering technique. Moreover, we conjecture that no set of relations exist of n nodes and
m labels which requires more than mn iterations of Path Consistency to make the relations
consistent.
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1 Introduction

There is a cleiss of problems in computer science known variously as Consistent Labeling
Problems [4], Satisfycing Assignment Problems [2], Constraint Satisfaction Problems [6], etc.
We will refer to it as the Consistent Labeling Problem (CLP). Many classical computer science
problems such as N-queens, magic squares, and the four color map problem can be viewed as
Consistent Labeling Problems, along with a number of current problems in computer vision.

The basic problemcan be looked at abstractly in the form of a graph, in which we have:

• A set of nodes, N = {ni,n2,.. -inn}; (let \N\ = n).

• For each node rii a domain M,-, which is the set of acceptable labels for that node.
Often all the M,-'s are the same, giving Mi = M2 = ... = (let \M\ = m).

• A set of constraint relations Rij, i,j = l,n, which define the consistent label pairs
which can be assigned to nodes n, and Uj] i.e., i?,'j(/i, ^2) means label li at node with
label I2 at node nj is a consistent labehng. Directed arcs give a visual representation
of the relationships.

The problem is to find a complete and consistent labeling such that each node is assigned a
label from its label set that satisfies the constraints induced by all its connected arcs.

For example, take a three node graph where the arcs represent the relationship "equals."
That is, the labels assigned to the two nodes at the ends of each arc must be equal. If the
label sets for the nodes are:

• nodei'. {1,2,3}

• node2'. {2,3,4}

• node^: {3,4,5}

then the only possible solution is:
nodti = 3

node2 = 3
node^ —3

1.1 Solutions to CLP

It can be shown that CLP is NP-complete[3]. Thus there are no known efficient solutions.
However, thereare a number of ways the problem can be solved, including generate and test,
standard backtracking. Waltz jiltering[U], etc. In standard backtracking, weassign a label to
nodei, and using this constraint attempt to find a valid label for node2. Using these values
for nodes one and two, we attempt to find a valid label for node^, etc. When no valid label
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exists for a node, we backtrack and make a new assignment for the last node. We continue
until all nodes have been assigned labels or all possible assignments have been attempted,
and failed.

Mackworth [7] has shown that the "thrashing" behavior of standard backtracking can be
reduced by the incorporation of consistency algorithms {node, arc, and path consistency).
Mohr and Henderson [8] have given an optimal algorithm for arc consistency and an improved
algorithm for path consistency.

• In node consistency, we look at the label set for a single node and remove any impossible
labels.

• In arc consistency we look at each pair of nodes and remove those labels which cannot
satisfy the arc between them. For example, if we looked at nodes one and two in the
above example using arc consistency we would remove the value 1 from nodciand the
value 4 from node2-

• In path consistency we look at groups of three or more nodes (Montanari has shown
that if all paths of length two are consistent then the entire graph is consistent, so we
actually look at paths of length exactly two).

Path consistency does a much better job of filtering than arc consistency, but is also
much slower (i.e., requires a lot more computation); as a result, arc consistency is currently
the most widely used filtering technique.

1.2 Parallel Algorithms for AC and PC

Samal has explored parallel versions of arc consistency [10]. He showed that the worst case
performance of any parallel arc consistency algorithm is 0{mn). This means that given a
polynomial bound on the number of processors, it takes time proportional to mn to solve
the problem in the worst case. Moreover, he explored the dependence of performance on
graph structure.

We are interested in providing a similar analysis for parallel path consistency algorithms.
We conjecture that the average case time complexity of parallel path consistency is 0(77171).
This means that over populations of standard problems and given a polynomial bound on the
number of processors, the average time to solve the path consistency problem is proportional
to mn. In fact, our preliminary results indicate that the innermost loops of path consistency
(i.e., those which update the relations) run in constant time, 0(1). We therefore propose
the following conjecture:

Linearity of Parallel Path Consistency: No set of relations i?,j, i,j = l,n, exists which
requires more than mn iterations of Parallel Path Consistency to make them consistent.
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2 Parallel Path Consistency

The current best path consistency algorithm (PC-3) has a time complexity of O(n^m^),
compared to the optimal arc consistency algorithm (AC-4) which has a time complexity of
0(n^m^)[5], but path consistency does a much better job of pruning the search space. This
can be seen by looking at the .^-Queens problem. Path consistency will prune 50% of the
labels from each node, leaving just two possible positions for each queen; arc consistency on
the other hand prunes none of the labels, leaving the problem at its original complexity.

The main thrust of this research is to define and implement parallel versions of the PC
algorithms on a multiprocessor to see whether they can outperform the best AC algorithms
when used within search to prune the search tree at each node.

2.1 Standalone Parallel PC

We are currently investigating parallel versions of the PC algorithms and comparing their
performance to each other and to the parallel AC algorithms measured by Samal. Samal has
shown that the best sequential AC algorithm is not necessarily the best parallel algorithm.
For each algorithm we will measure its raw speed as well as its speedup linearity, with the
goal of finding a parallel PC algorithm with at least linear speedup. Speedup linearity is a
measure of how well we are utilizing the additional processors and is defined as time on 1
processor! (N x time on N processors).

2.2 Using PC in Search

The next step involves creating a standard backtracking program, in which various parallel
AC and PC routines are embedded. At each node of the search tree we run the chosen AC

or PC code to check for consistency. Again, we are measuring the raw performance and
speedup, as well as the average, minimum, and maximum search depth and the number of
nodes traversed.

2.3 Finding Worst Case Performance

Although theoretical worst case performance of sequential PC-1 is of complexity 0(m®n®),
early experiments have shown actual performance to be much better (see section 3.3). We
are attempting to find and categorize the worst case performance based on the type of graph
and constraint relation.

N-queens and confused n-queens[9] are the standard test cases for performance measure
ment and comparison.
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3 Initial Results

We have conducted some simple experiments. These experiments support the following
claims:

1. Path consistency prunes the search space to a greater extent than arc consistency.

2. Highly parallelized versions of path consistency can achieve near-linear speedup.

3. Path consistency will normally run in much better than theoretical worst case perfor
mance.

3.1 Pruning Efficiency of PC vs. AC

We already had a working version of arc consistency created by Samal, so PC-1 was coded
based on the algorithm given by Mackworth. Both these programs use identical system calls
to report timing information and were run on a number of both consistent and inconsistent
graphs. These graphs mostly corresponded to the N-Queens problem (for various values of
A'), but other graphs were also examined. As expected, arc consistency ran much faster than
path consistency, but path consistency did a superior job of pruning the search space. As
mentioned earlier, a good example of this is consistent 4-Queens. Figure 1 shows number of
nodes expanded for n-queens (n = 4,6,8,10).

3.2 Parallel PC-1

As a next step, we modified the PC-1 program mentioned above to run as a parallel program
on the Butterfly. We employed a straightforward parallelization, where the number of parallel
processes generated is based on the size of the initial graph. Larger graphs have shown an
approximately linear speedup, up to the number of processors available (see Table 1). Note
that the number of iterations varies slightly due to interactions caused by the parallelization,
and the speedup remains linear only for equal iteration counts.

3.3 Worst Case Performance

The graph input to PC-1 is encoded in the form of an nm*nm binary matrix. The algorithm
iterates over this matrix until two successive iterations yield no change in the matrix. Each
iteration is of complexity 0{m^n^) and can only simplify the matrix (i.e., change a "1" to a
"0"). Sinceeach iteration simplifies at least one element in the matrix, we require as a worst
case iterations, yielding a worst case performance of 0(m®n®).

Since the input matrix defines both the list of possible labels for each node and the
constraint relation between nodes, it is possible to exhaustively examine all possible relation
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Figure 1: Number of Nodes Expanded in N-Queens for AC and PC
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speedup linearity
processors raw time (ms) iterations 2 iterations 3 iterations

Is 602980 2 1.00

IP 626305 2 0.96

2 322272 2 0.94

3 213479 2 0.94

4 244888 3 0.62

5 128830 2 0.94

6 169108 3 0.59

7 142597 3 0.60

8 123289 3 0.61

9 113087 3 0.59

10 101053 3 0.60

11 93206 3 0.59

12 84602 3 0.59

13 78071 3 0.59

14 72184 3 0.60

15 44201 2 0.91

Note: Is is sequential code and Ip is para,llel code

Table 1: Speedup Linearity for 16-Queens using PC-1
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constraints for small values of m and n through a brute-force approach of constructing
all possible input matrixes. The purpose of this experiment was to find which constraint
relations produced the worst results (greatest number of iterations). While we haven't been
able to fully characterize which constraint relations produced the most iterations, we were
surprised by the maximum and average number of iterations required. Using values of m= 2
and n = 3 yielded a worst case performance of 5 iterations (compared to a theoretical worst
case of 30 iterations) and an average case performance of 2.07 iterations (see Figure 2).

Additional experiments varying the value of m and n for a fixed relation showed that
the number of iterations required remains small and relatively constant for at least some
relations. If found to be generally true for all relations this would make parallel path con
sistency even more attractive. Each iteration in PC-1 can be highly parallelized, but the
iterations themselves are performed in sequence. The number of iterations required (whose
upper bound is theoretically m^n^) places an upper bound on the efficiency of parallel PC; if
the number ofiterations required is found to be small and relatively constant for large values
of mand n, then parallel path consistency may prove to be a superior filtering technique.

4 Tools and Facilities

All the code is being written in standard C. Timing information is gathered using standard
Unix system calls (for the sequential code) and Uniform built-in timing routines (for the
parallel code).

4.1 DECStation 3100

Sequential code is developed and run on a dedicated DECStation 3100, a high-performance
RISC workstation. Code developed here under ULTRIX is source-code compatible with the
University Bobcat workstations, but its high performance (approximately 3x an HP370)
and lack of contending jobs means that large runs can be completed quickly.

4.2 Butterfly GPIOOO

Parallel code is being developed and run on theBEN Butterfly multiprocessor. TheButterfly
offers two means of accessing its multiprocessor features: direct system calls to the Mach
operating system, and the Uniform system. The Uniform system consists of a library of
routines which allow easy access to the multiprocessing features. While not as powerful as
direct Mach calls, it is much easier to use and supplies all the features needed to implement
parallel path consistency.

The Butterfly is configured with eighteen nodes, which will besufficient for development
and testing and to show the effect of parallelized PC, but we also hope to gain access to a
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Figure 2: Avg. and Max. Iterations for all relations of m = 3 and n = 2.
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40 node Butterfly located at Cornell University to verify that my results hold for a larger
degree of parallelization.

4.3 Connection Machine

In future work, we plan to represent and compute Path Consistency as an outer product [1]
on a fine grain connection machine at Los Alamos. We hope todetermine from this whether
the speedup is sufficient to motivate the investigation of a special-purpose integrated circuit.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a distributed algorithm for solvingthe binary constraint satis
faction problem. Unlike approaches based on connecdonist type architectiu-es, our protocol
is guaranteed to be self stabilized, namely it converges to a consistent soludon, if such exists,
from any inidal configuradon. An important quality of this protocol is that it is self-
stabilizing - a property, that renders our method suitable fordynamic or error prone environ
ments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the distributed version of the graph coloring problem, where each processor
must select a color (froma givenset of colors) that is different from any color selected by its
neighbors. This coloring task, whose sequendal version (i.e. graph coloring) is known to be
NP-complete, belongs to a large class of combinatorial problems known as Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) which present interesting challenges to distributed computa
tion, particularly to connectionist architectures. We call the distributed version of the prob
lem the network consistency problem. Since the problem is inherently intractable, the
interesting questions for distributed models are those of feasibility rather than efBciency.
The main question we wish to answer in this paper is: What types of distributed models
would admit a self-stabilizing algorithm, namely, one that converges to a solution, if such
exists, from any initial state of the network.

The motivation for addressing this question stems from attempting to solve constraint
satisfaction problems within a "connectionist" type architecture. Constraints are useful in
programming languages, simulation packages and general knowledge representation systems
because they permit the user to state declaratively those relations that are to be maintained,
rather than writing the procedures for maintaining the relations. The prospects of solving
such problems by connectionist networks promise the combined advantages of massive
parallelism and simplicity of design. Indeed, many interesting problems attacked by neural
networks researchers involve constraint satisfaction [1,16,3], and, in fact, any discrete state
connectionist network can be viewed as a type of constraint network, with each stable panem
of states representing a consistent solution. However, whereas current connectionist

(1) This research was supported in part by NSF grant #IRI-8815522 and by Air Force grant #AFSOR 80-0136
while the second author was visiting the cognitive systems lab at UCLA.
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approaches to CSPs lack theoretical guarantees of convergence (to a solution satisfying all
constraints), the distributed model which we use here is the closest in spirit to the connec-
tionist paradigm for which such guarantees have been established. Other related anempts for
solving CSPs distributedly were either restricted to singly connected networks [4,15], or,
were based on a general constraint propagation, thus not guarantee convergence to a con
sistent solution [12].

Our distributed model consists of a network of interconnected processors in which an
activated processor reads the states of all its neighbors, decides whether to change its state
and then moves to a new state. The activation of a processor is determined by its current
state and the states of its neighbors. We also assume that all processors but one are identical
(this assumption is not part of classical connectionist models, but is necessary for our proto
col). Under these architectural restrictions the network consistency problem is formulated as
follows: Each processor has a pre-determined set of values and a compatibility relation indi
cating which of its neighbors' values are compadble with each of its own. Each processor
must select a value that is compatible with the values selected by its neighbors. We shall
first review the sequential variant of this problem and then develop a distributed self-
stabilizing solution.

A network of binary constraints involves a set of n variables Xi,...,Xn, each
represented by its domain values, D\,... ,D„, and a set of constraints. A binary constraint
Rij between two variables X,- and Xj is a subset of the cartesian product DixDj that specifies
which values of the variables are compatible with each other. A solution is an assignment of
values to all the variables which satisfies all the constraints, and the constraint satisfaction
problems (CSP) associated with these networks are to find one or all solutions. A binary
CSP can be associated with a constraint-graph in which nodes represent variables and arcs
connect pairs of variables which are constrained explicidy. Figure la presents a constraint
network where each node represents a variable having values [a, b, c) and each link is asso
ciated with a strict lexicographic order (where X,- < Xj iff i < J). (The domains and the con
straints are explicidy indicated on some of the links.)

Q (fl.t'.c)
(.a,b)
ia,c)
(b,c)

(a) ib)

Figure 1: An example of a binary CN
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General constraint satisfaction problems may involve constraints of any aiity, but since net
work communication is only pairwise we focus on this subclass of problems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the sequential algo
rithm for solving a CSP, that is the basis for our distributed protocol. Section 3 introduces
the distributed model and the requirements for sclf-stabilizarion, section 4 provides the self-
stabilizing distributed protocol for solving the network consistency problem, while section 5
presents someworst-case analysis of the performance of our protocol.

2. SEQUENTIAL ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION

2.1 Backtracking

The most coinmon algorithm for solving a CSP is backtracking. In its standard ver
sion, the algorithm traverses the variables in a predetermined order, provisionally assigning
consistent values to a subsequence (Xi,... ,X,) of variables and attempting to append to it a
new instantiation of X,>i such that the whole set is consistent. If no consistent assignment
can be found for the next variable X,+i, a deadend situation occurs; the algorithm "back
tracks" to the most recent variable, changes its assignment and continues from there. A
backtracking algorithm for finding one solution is given below. It is defined by two recur
sive procedures. Forward and Backword. The first extends a current partial assignment, if
possible, and the second handles deadend situations. The procedures maintain lists ofcandi
date values (C, ) for each variable Xj.

Forward (x i,... , x, )
Begin

1. if i = n exit with the cuneni assignment
2. Cj+i <—Compute-candidates(X 1,. .. ,Xi,X,>i)
3. ifCi.^1 is notempty then
4. x,>i <—first element in Cj+i, and
5. removeX,>i fromC,>i,and
6. Forward(Xi,. . . ,x,-,x,+i)
7. else

8. BackwordCXi Xi)
End.

Backword( Xi,... ,Xi)
Begin

1. if i =0, exit ( No solution exists )
2. if C,- is notemptythen
3. X,-<—first inCj, and
4. remove X,- from C,, and
5. Forward(Xi. • • •
6. else

7. Backword(Xi,...
End.

The procedure compute-candidates(x i j:,-,X,>i) selects all values in the domain of
X,+i which areconsistent with the previous assignments.
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2.2 Backjumping

Many enhancement schemes were proposed to overcome the inefl&ciency of "naive"
backtracking [14,13,9,11]. One panicularly useful technique, called backjumping [5] con
sults the topology of theconstraint graph to guide its "backword" phase. Specifically, instead
of going back to the most recent variable instantiated it jumps back several levels to the first
variable connected to the deadend variable.

Consider again the problem in figure la. If variables are instantiated in the order
Xi,X2,Xi,X-i,Xi,Xi,Xf, (see figure lb), then when a dead-end occurs atXj the algorithm
will jump back to variable Xj, since X7 is not connected to either X3 or X4 they cannot be
responsible for the deadend. If the variable to which the algorithm retreats has no more
values, it backs-up further, to the most recent variable connected either to the original or to
the new deadend variables, and so on.

2.3 Depth first search with backjumping

Whereas the implementation of backjumping in an arbitrary variable ordering
requires a careful maintenance of each variable's parents set [5], some orderings facilitate a
specially simple implementation. Ifwe use a depth-first search (DFS) on the constraint graph
(to generate a DFS tree) and then conduct backjumping in an inorder traversal of the DFS
tree [8], finding the jump-back destination amounts by following a very simple rule: if a
deadend occurred at variable X, go back to the parent of X in the DFS tree. Consider once
again our example of figure 1. ADFS tree of this graph is given in figure 2, and an inorder
traversal of this tree is (X1 ,X2,X3 ,X45,X6 X7). Hence, if a deadend occured at node X5
the algorithmretreats to its parent,X2•

Figure 2 : A DFS tree

The nice property of a DFS tree, which makes it particularly suitable for parallel
implementation, is that any arc of the graph, which is not in the tree, connects anode to one
of its tree ancestors (i.e. along the path leading to it from the root). Namely, the DFS tree
represents a useful decomposition of the graph: if a variable X and all its ancestors are
removed from the graph, the subtrees rooted at Xwill be disconnected. This translates to a
useful problem-decomposition strategy: if all ancestors of variable Xare instantiated, then
the solutions ofall its subtrees are completely independent and can be performed in parallel.
The 'H»»a of using aDFS tree traversal for backtracking and its potential for parallel imple
mentation is not new. It was introduced by Freuder and Quinn [11]. However, the parallel
algorithm they present assumes amessage passing model, it is targeted for implementation
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on a multiprocessor and it is not self-stabilizing [10]. We believe that the use of a DFS-
based backjumping for a connectionist type architecture and its self-stabilizing property is
novel to this work.

3. BASIC DEFINmONS FOR DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATIONS

3.1 The model ^
Our general communication model is similar to the one defined in [7]. A distributed

system consists of n processors, Pq, Pi, •• • connected by bidirectional communica
tion links. It can be view^ed as a communication graph where nodes represent processors
and arcs correspond to communication links. We use the terms node and processor inter
changeably. Some (or all) edges of the graph may be directed, meaning that the two linked
processors (called a child and a parent respectively), are aware of this direction (the link
directions, though, are unrelated to the communication flow). Neighbors communicate using
shared communication registers, called state registers, and statei is the register written only
by node i, but may be reai by several processors (all i's neighbors). The state register may
have a few fields, but it is regarded as one unit This method of communication is known as
shared memory multi-reader single-writer communication. The processors are anonymous
i.e. have no identities. (We use the term node i or processor Pi as a writing convenience
only). Aconfiguration C of the system is the state vector of all processors.

A processor's activity is managed by a distributed demon defined in [2,7]. In each
activation the distributed demon activates a subset of the system's processors, all of which
execute a single atomic step simultaneously. That is, they read the states of their neighbors,
decide whether to change their state and move to their new state. An execution of the sys
tem is an infiiute sequence jof configurations E ~c i , Cz '' * such that for every i is a
configuration reached firomj configuration c,- by a single atomic step executed by any subset
of processors simult^eously. We say that an execution is fair if any node participates in itinfinitely often. |

A processorcan be ipodeled as a state-machine, having a predetem^ed set of states.
The state transition ofa projcessor is controlled by a decision function, fi, which is a func
tion of its input, its state anc. the states of its neighbors. The collection of all decision func
tions is called a protocol.

A uniform protocol is a protocol in which all the processors are logically equivalent,
idenically programmed (i.e. have identical decision functions). Following Dijkstra's obser
vation [6] regarding the mutual exclusion task, we have showen, that solving the network
consistency probletn, using a! uniform protocol, is impossible (see the extended paper). We,
therefore, adopt the model of "almost uniform protocol" namely, all processors but one are
identical andhave identical decision functions. We denote the special processor ss Pq.
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3.2. Self stabilization

Our requirements from a self stabilizing protocol are similar to those in [6]. A self
stabilizing protocol should demonstrate legal behavior of the system, namely when staning
from any initial configuration (and with any input values) and given enough rime, the system
should eventually converge to a legal set of configurations for any fair execution. The legal
ity of a configuration depends on the aim of the protocol. Formally, let L be the set of legal
configurations. A protocol for the system is self stabilizingwith respect to L if every infinite
fair execution, £, eventually satisfies the following two properties:

1. E enters a configuration c, that belongs to L.

2. For any j >i and Ci,CjeE, if C;eL then Cj&L (i.e. once entering L it never leaves it).

In our case a legal configuration is a consistent assignment of values to all the nodes
in the network if one exists, and if not, any configuration is legal.

4. A DISTRIBUTED CONSISTENCY-GENERATION PROTOCOL

This section presents a self stabilizing protocol for solving the network consistency
problem. It is logically composed of two subprotocols: one simulates the sequential
backjumping on DFS (section 4.3), and the other facilitates the desired activation mechanism
(section 4.2).

4.1 Neighborhoods and states

We assume the existence of a self-stabilizing algorithm for generating a DFS tree, as
a result of which each internal processor. Pi, eventually has one adjacent processor,
parent(Pi), designated as its parent, and a set of children nodes denoted children (Pi). The
link leading from parent(Pi) to P,- is called inlink while the links connecting Pi to its chil
dren are called outlinks. The rest of P,'s neighbors are divided into two subsets:
ancestors (Pi), consisting of all neighbors, that reside along the path (in the tree) from the
root to Pi, and the setof its successors. For ouralgorithm a processor can disregard its suc
cessors (which are not its children) and observe only the three subsets of neighbors as indi
cated by figure 3a (for internal nodes) and figure 3c (for leaves). The root, having no
parent, is played by the special processor Pq (figure 3b).

We assume that processor P, (representing variable Xi) has a list of possible values,
denoted as Domaini, one of which will be assigned to its state (i.e. to its value field in the
state register), anda pairwise relation Py with each neighbor Pj.

Thestate-register of each processor contains the following fields:

1. A value field to which it assigns either one of itsdomain values or the symbol (to
denote a deadend).

2. A mode field indicating the processor's "belier regarding the status of the network.
A processor changes the mode from "on" to "off and vice-versa in accordance with
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ancestoi^(P) children(P) childrenCP) ancestors(P)

areni parent

-3a-P=Intemal Processor -3b-P=Root -3c-P=Leaf

Figure 3: A processor's neighbottaood set.

the policy described in section 4.3. The modes of all processors also give an indica
tion whether all the processors have reached a consistent state (all being in an "off"
mode).

3. Two boolean fields called parent_tag and children_tag, which are used to control
the activity of the processors (section 4.2.)

Additionally, each processor has an ordered domain list which is controlled by a local
domain pointer (to be explained later), and a local direction field indicating whether the
algorithm is in its forward or backward phase (to be discussed in section 4.3).

4.2 An activation mechanism *

The control protocol is handled by a self-stabilizing activation mechanism. Accord
ing to this protocol a processor can get a privilege to act, granted to him either by its parent
or by its children. A processor is allowed to change its state only if it is privileged.

Our control mechanism is based on a mutual exclusion protocol for two processors
called balance/unbalance. The balance/unbalance mechanism is a simplified version of
Dijkstra's protocol for directed ring [6,7], and is sununarized next

Considera systemof two processors, Pq and Pi, each being in one of two states "0"
or "1". Pq changes its state if it equals P I'i state, while P i changes its state if it differs from
Pq's state. We call a processor that is allowed to change its state privileged. In other words,
Pq becomes privileged when the link between the processors is balanced (i.e. the states on
both itsendpoints are identical). It then unbalances the link and P i becomes privileged, (the
link is unbalanced). P i in its tum balances the link. It is easy to see that in every possible
configuration there isone and only one privileged processor. Hence this protocol is self sta
bilizing for the mutual exclusion task and the privilege is passed infinitely often between the
two processors. We next extend the balance/unbalance protocol to our needs, assuring, for
instance that a node and its ancestor will not be allowed to change their values simultane
ously.

Given a DFS spanning tree, every state register contains two fields: parentjag,
referring to the inlinic and children_tag, referring to all the outlinks. A node, /, becomes
privileged if its inlmk isunbalanced and all its outlinks are balanced, namely if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
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1. for j = parent (i) : parentjagi * childrenjagj (the inlink is unbalanced)

2. Vis children (i) : childrenjagi = parentjag (the outlinks are balanced)

A node applies its decision function (described in section 4.3), only when it is
privileged (otherwise it leaves its state unchanged), and upon its execution, it passes the
privilege accordingly. The privilege can be passed backwards to the parent by balancing the
incoming link or forward to the children by unbalancing the outgoing links (i.e. by changing
the parentjag or the childrenjag value accordingly).

We define the legally-controled configurations, to be those in which exactly one
processor is privileged on every path from the root to a leaf. Figure 4 shows such a
configuration. Note how the privilege splits on its way "down". We claim that the control
mechanism is self stabilizing, with respect to that legally-controled configurations set (the
proof is presented in the extended paper).

O - A Privileged Processor

Figure 4: An example for a legal privileges configuration

Once it has become privileged, a processor cannot tell where the privilege came from
(i.e. from its parent or firom its children). Thus, a processor uses its direction field to indi
cate the source of its privilege. Since during the stable period exactly one processor is
privileged on every path firom the root to a leaf, the privileges travel along their paths back
wards and forwards. The direction field of each processor indicates the direction that the
privilege was recently passed by this processor. When passing the privilege to its parent, the
processor assigns its direction field the "backward' value, while when passing the privilege
to its children it assigns the "forward' value. Thus, upon receiving the privilege again, it is
able to recognize the direction it came firom: if direction - "forward', the privilege was
recently passed towards the leaves and therefore it can come only firom its children; if direc
tion ~ "backward', the privilege was recently passed towards the root and therefore it can
come only fnjm its parent Following are the procedures for privilege passing by F, .

procedure pass-privilege-to-parent
Begin

1. parentjagi <— childrenjagparental) ( balance inlink)
2. directioni <— "backward"

End.

(1) Note that this is well defined since we can prove that eventually all siblings have the same parent-tag.
(2) We show that our protocol is self-stabilizing with respect to the netwoikconsistency task as wellas to the
legally-controled configurations set(the network converges toLrlf).
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procedure pass-privilege-to-children
Begin

1. kechildren^) chil^enjagi < parent lagt (unbalance outlinks )
2, cUrecnoni *— forward' ~

End.

4.3 Protocol description

nf protocol has afoward and abackward phases, corresponding to the two phasesof the sequeiinal dgonthm. Dunng the forward phase processors in different subtrees assi'-n
consistent values (m parallel) or venfy the consistency of their assigned values. When apro
cessor realizes adeadend it assigns its value field a and initiates abackward phase When
the network is consistent (aU processors are in an "off' mode) the forward and backward
ph^es continue, whereby the forward phase is used to verify the consistency of the network
^d the backward phase just returns the privilege to the root to stan a new forward wave
Once consistency verification is violated the offending processor moves to an "on" mode and
continues from there.

A processor can be in one of three situations:

1. Processor P, is activated by its parent which is in an "on" mode (this is the for
ward phase of value assignments). In that case some change of value in one of its
^cestors might have occurred. It, therefore, resets the domain pointer to point to the
beginning of the dotnain list, finds the first value in its domain that is consistent with
all Its ancestors, put itself in an "on" mode and passes the privilege to its children If
no consistent value exists, it assigns itself the value (a deadend) and passes the
pnvilege to its parent (initiating a backward phase).

2. Processor P. is activated by its parent which is in an "off" mode. In that case it
verifies the consistency of its current value with its ancestors. If it is consistent it
stays man off" mode and moves privilege to its children. If not, it assigns itself a
new value (after resetting the domain pointer to stan), moves to an "on" mode and
passes the privilege to the children.

3. ProcesMr P,- is activated by its children (backward phase). If one of the children
has a • value, the processor selects the next consistent value (after the current
pointer) firom its domain, resets its domain pointer to point to the assigned value and
passes the pnvilege to the children. If no consistent value is available, it assigns
itself a and passes the privilege to its parent If all children have a consistent
value, Pi passes the privilege to its parent.

Following we present the algorithms performed by prcxiessors Fi, i *0, (see figure 5)
and the root processor (figure 6).

(1) Due to tte privilege paasiiig mechanism, when a parent sees one of its chikfaoi in adeadend ithas to wait
until^of them have given him the privilege. This is done to guarantee that all subtrees have aconsistent view
regarding their ancestor's values.
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I

(figure 5) tests each value which is

(^?s ^7^ '̂ ?' Namely the value is checked against each
777 7 and the first consistent value is returned. The pointer's location is
retimed is and the pointer is reset to the beginning of the domain Th^
«rj^ry.»„sls.ency ch«ks consis«„cy of cumn. »le with ances.ors^/S^s"l
truth-value (i.e. true if it is consistent and "false" otherwise).

simnl.r^™ performed by the root,./»o. (figure 6) is slightly different and in awaysimpler. The root d^s not check consistency. AU it docs is assigning anew value at the end
of each backward phase, when needed, then initiating anew forward phase.

procedure update-sUte (for any processor except the root)
Begin

I. read parent (Pi) and children (Pi)
1 i[ direction ="backward" then (privilege came from parent}
3. if parent's mode is "on" then
4. mode *- "on"
5. pointer«— o
6. value «— compute-aext-coosistent-value
7. if value «then
8. pass-privilege-to-parent

{there is a legal consistent value )
10. pass-privilege-to-children
^ {parent's mode is "off")
12. if verify-consistency = "true" then
13. mode ^ "off-, pass-privilege-to-children
14. else {verify-consistency ="false"}
15. mode ^ "on"
16. value <— compute-next-consistent-value
17. \£value = "*" \htn
18. pass-privilege-to-parent

'̂se {there is a legal consistent value )
20. pasi-privilege-to-children

23. mode «- "on"
24. value <— compute-next-consistent-value
25. if value »then (no consistent value was found )
26. pass-privilege-to^parent
27. else {there is alegal consistent value )
28. paas-privilege-to-children

( allchildren areconsistent)
30. paw-privilege-to-parent

End.

Figure 5: The decision function of/*,- ,/*0.
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procedure root-update-state
Begiii

1. Kad children {Pq)
2. ifBke children {Pq) valuer = then
3. mode *— "on"
4. value *— next-value

5- else ( all children are consistent)
6. mode "off'
7. pass-privilege-to-children

End.

Figure 6: The decision function of Pq.

The procedure next-value returns the value pointed by the domain pointer and incre
ments the pointer s location (if the end of the domain list is reached, the pointer is reset to
the beginning).

In the extended paper we prove the correcmess ofour protocol. The self-stabilization
property of our activation mechanism assures an adequate control for distributedly imple
mented backtracking. Having this property we can prove the self-stabilization of the
consistency-generation protocol, namely that eventually the network converges to a legal

solution, ifone exists, and ifnot it keeps checking all the possibilities over and over again.

5. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The precise time complexity of the protocol has yet to be formally analyzed. How
ever, a crude estimate can be given of the maximal number of state changes fiom the time
the activation mechanism had stabilized until a final convergence. The worst-case number of
states changes depends on the worst-case time of the sequential backjump algorithm. We
will present a bound on the search space explored by the sequential algorithm and show that
the same bound applies to the number ofstate changes ofour protocol. Our bound improves
the one presented in [11].

Let stand for the search space generated by DFS-backjumping when the depth of
the DPS tree ismor less. Let h be the maximal brunching degree in the tree and let k bound
the domain sizes. Since any assignment of a value to the root node generates b subtrees of
depth m—1 or less, that can be solved independently, obeys the following recurrence:

(1) T„ = k-bT„.i
with TQ=k. Solving this recurrence yields

(2) T„=b"'k'^-'^

(Note thatwhen the tree is balanced we get that .)

It is easy to show that the number ofstate changes of our protocol satisfies exactly
the same recurrence. The reason is as follows: Any sequential DFS-backjumping produces a
search space smaller or equal to the number of state changes of the distributed protocol.
However, there is exactly one run of the sequential algorithm, whose search space is identi
cal to the numberof state changes in the protocol, thus the two worst-case are identical.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the network consistency problem can be solved distiibutedly
within a connecrionist type architecture. The protocol we presented is self-stabilizing,
namely its convergence to a consistent solution is guaranteed. The self-stabilizing propeny
renders our model suitable for solving CSPs in dynamic environments. For instance, unex
pected changes of some of the domains or some of the constraints will trigger a transient per
turbation in the network which will eventually converge to a new solution. Similarly, the
protocol can readjust to changes in the network's topology, after generating a new DPS span
ning tree. A self stabilizing DPS spanning tree protocol will be presented in the extended
paper.

Although we are attacking an NP-complete problem, we have shown that our
protocol's complexity is polynomial in networks of boundedDPS depth. Thus the DPS depth
can be regarded as a crucial parameter of the rate of convergence in our model. It will be
interesting to explore whether the speed of convergence in other models is related to similar
parameters.
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Connectionist Networks for

Constraint' Satisfaction *

Hans Werner Guesgen
German National Research Center for Computer Science (GMD)

Schloss Birlinghoven, 5205 Sankt Augustin, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Abstract

Algorithms for solving constraint satisfaction problems, i.e. for finding one, several, or
all solutions for a set of constraints on a set of variables, have been introduced in a variety
of papers in the area of AI. Here, we illustrate how connectionist networks for constraint
satisfaction can be implemented.

The idea is to use a connectionist node for each value of each variable and for each tuple
of each constraint of the constraint satisfaction problem, and to connect them according to
the way in which the constraints are related to the variables. Goedel numbers are used as
potentials of the nodes that correspond to variables, representing possible paths of solutions.

1 Introduction

Constraint satisfaction has been applied successfully in many subflelds of AI, such as computer
vision [22], circuit analysis [20], planning [21], diagnosis [3] [6] [13], and logic programming [10].

A constraint satisfaction problem consists of a constraint network, i.e. a set of variables and
a set of constraints on subsets of these variables, and the task of determining one or more tuples
of values that satisfy the constraint network. A brute-force approach to rinding a solution for
a constraint network is to use a backtracking algorithm; values from the domain are tentatively
assigned to the variables and the constraints are checked as to whether they are satisfied. If this is
not the case, values are backtracked and other values are assigned until a solution is found or no
other values can be assigned, i.e. inconsistency is detected.

In general, there is no straightforward (massively) parallel implementation for the backtracking
approach. However, there are other algorithms (which are preprocessing methods rather than
complete constraint satisfaction algorithms) that can be implemented in parallel. Examples are
the arc consistency algorithms in [16], the complexity of which is discussed in [12] and a parallel
implementation of which is illustrated in [1]. In particular, it is shown in [1] how connectionist
networks can be used to compute arc consistency.

It is the purpose of this paper to introduce connectionist networks that are able to compute
global consistency rather than arc consistency. Similar to [1], the nodes used in our networks are
in accordance with the unit/value principle (cf. [4]): a separate connectionist node is dedicated
to each value of each variable and each tuple of each constraint of the constraint network. This
approach is in analogy to the way deKleer represents constraint networks as propositional clauses

The paper is organized as follows: we will first summarize the part of [1] that is essential for
our approach and will then show how it can be extended to a complete constraint satisfaction

'Part of tliis work wa.i perfonned while the author was at the Inlemalional Computer Science Institute, 1947
Center Street, Berkeley, CAllfomia 9470A.
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Figure 1: Scheme of a connectionist network for constraint satisfaction.

algorithm, using Goedel numbers to represent possible paths of solutions. Our work is related
to the work in symbolic A1 that is described in [8], and therefore it is another example of how
symbolic algorithms can be implemented in a connectionist manner.

2 Connectionist Representation

Constraints are usually defined on a set of variables V over a domain D. We represent each
variable-value pair (z,a), 2 6 V, a € D, by a connectionist node (v-node) and denote such a node
byi;(2,a).

A binary constraint on two variables consists of a set of pairs, each pair representing a consistent
value assignment for the variables. We introduce a connectionist node (c-node) for each quadruple
(x, y, a, 6) with x, y € V and a, 6 6 D, and denote such a node by e(x, y, a, b). Because of symmetry,
c{x,y,a,b) and c{y,x,b,a) denote the same node.

This representation corresponds directly to the one in [1]. As it is shown there, v-nodes and
c-nodes can be connected in such a way that the resulting network computes an arc consistent
solution for the corresponding constraint satisfaction problem (cf. figure 1). For that purpose, the
nodes are initialized as follows:

• Each v-node obtains potential 1.

• A c-node c{x,y,a,b) obtains potential 1, if (a, 6) is an admissible assignment of values for
(x,y); else it obtains potential 0.

Since it is more convenient, we will use v{x,a), for example, for both: either for referring to the
potential of a node or for denoting the node itself.

A v-node is reset to 0 if one cannot find at least one v-node for every other variable such that
the constraint between this v-node and the given v-node is satisfied. This rule is called the arc
consistency label discarding rule:

reset(i;(x, a)) =-< f\ ^ {v{y, b) Ac{x,y, a, 6))
yev &€£)
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This is equivalent to:

/ \_/ ^ ifVy 6 V'36 6 D : t;{y, 6) Ac(x,y, 0,6)
else

A shortcoming of the label discarding rule is that it computes only arc consistency according to
[16]. Although arc consistency may help to find a global solution by restricting the search space,
one often needs additional mechanisms to obtain a globally consistent network. We will show in
the next section how a connectionist network can be designed to compute global consistency. The
approacii described in that section may be compared with tiie one in [15], where signatures are
used to maintain variable bindings.

3 Towards Global Consistency

The idea is to apply the same communication scheme as in [1] but to use the potential of a v-node
to encode information aboiit how the variable/value pair contributes to a solution (and not only
whether or not it docs so). The information is composed from the codings that are associated with
the c-nodes. In particular, we encode each c-node by a prime number and denote this encoding by
a function e : x D' —• P from the set of c-nodes to the set of prime numbers.

For example, let V = {x, j/} and D = [a, 6}, then e may be defined as follows;

e{x,x,a,a) = 2 e{x,y,a,a) = e{y,x,a,a) = 11
e{x,x,b,b) = Z e{x,y,a,b) = e{y,x,b,a) = 13
e{y, y, a, a) = 5 e{x,y, 6,a) = e{y, r, a, 6) = 17
e{y, y. I>,b) = 7 e{x,y, b,b) = e{y, x, 6,6) = 19

Nodes such as c{x,x,a,b) with a ^ b do not make sense and therefore are omitted in the coding.
We will again use the same notation for a node and its potcnti.al, i.e. the term c{x,y,a,b), for

example, may denote the connectionist node representing the tuple (a, 6) of the constraint between
X and y, or may denote the potential of that node. It is determined by the context which meaning
is intended.

The initial potentials of c-nodes are the same as in [2]. A c-node c{x,y,a,b) is assigned the
potential 1, if there is a pair (a, 6) in the constraint between z and y; else it is 0. The initial
potential of a v-node v{x,a) is determined by the product of the codes of all c-nodes except those
that refer to the same variable as the given v-node but to a different value for that variable (i.e. a
factor e(i, ..,6,..) with 6 ^ a does not occur in the product):

n/ I^ TT e{yi,y2,bi,b2)e{x,y,a,b)
yev yi,y2 6V\{x)

b 6 D b,,ba e D

The factor j is due to the fact that 0(1/1,1/2,61,62) and c{y2,y\,b2,bi) are identical nodes.
Unlike computing arc consistency (in which a v-node's potential is reset to 0 if it is inconsistent),

we will perform here what is called graceful degradation:

1. A c-node receives the potentials of its v-nodes and computes their greatest common divisor

(Scd).

2. The gcd is returned to the v-nodes if the c-node has potential 1; else 1 is returned.

3. A v-node computes the least common multiples (1cm) of data coming in from c-nodes that
refer to the same variables and combines these by computing their gdc.
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The idea is that the potentials of v-nodes shall reflect paths in the network that correspond to
solutions of the constraint satisfaction problem. A v-node may be on the same path as another
v-node if the c-node between them has potential 1. We start with allowing all paths among the
v-nodes. Whenever a part of path is determined that is not admissible, i.e. the corresponding
c-node has potential 0, the path is deleted.

This means that global information about solution paths is held locally in the v-nodes of the
network. To keep this information consistent, the c-nodes compute the gcd of the potentials of
neighboring v-nodes. The gcd reflects that piece of information neighboring v-nodes can agree
on. In order to consider alternatives, the v-nodes compute the 1cm of data that comes in from
c-nodes connecting to the same variable, and combine the results by applying the gcd operator.
The alternation between the application of gcd and 1cm directly corresponds to the semantics of
constraints and their constituting tuples: a constraints network can be viewed as a conjunction of
constraints (therefore gcd) wheras a constraint can be viewed as disjunction of tuples (therefore
1cm).

More formally, the degradation rule can be denoted as follows:

v{x,a) <-gcd jgv IcnijeD (out(c(r,y,a,6)))

with {gcd(t;(x,a),t;(y,6)) if c(r,y,a,6) =1
1 else

Since the degradation rule is monotonous and discrete, the network finally settles down. After
that, the potentials of the v-nodes characterize the set of solutions of the given constraint satisfac
tion problem. In particular, a solution is given by a subset of v-nodes, W, for which the following
holds:

1. Every variable occurs exactly once in W.

2. The potentials of the v-nodes in W are divisible by p, where:

P_ e{x,y,a,b)
v{x,a),v{y,i)^W

(Again, the factor ^ is due to the fact that c(x,y,a,b) and c{y,x,b,a) are identical nodes.)

We will show in the next section that the approach is sound and complete. We will also provide
some upper bound for its space complexity. Before that, however, we will illustrate our approach
by a small example. Figure 2 shows a part of a connectionist network for a constraint problem
with variables xi, xy, xa, and Z4, which are constrained by binary constraints according to the
following table:

Variables Constraint

X\,X2 {(a, a), (6, b)}
X2, X3 {(a, a), (6,6), (6, a)}
X3,X4 {(a, a),(6, a)}

Here, we use circles for the representation of v-nodes, boxes with solid boundary lines for c-
nodes that have potential 1, and boxes with dashed boundary lines for c-nodes that have potential
0. For the sake of simplicity, c-nodes that correspond to universal constraints, i.e. constraints with
the whole Cartesian product as relation, have been omitted. This siinpliflcation is admissible since
all v-nodes are already connected by nonuniversal constraints, guaranteeing that inconsistent codes
are removed from the potentials of the v-nodes.

Figure 3 shows a sequence of tables in which listings of v-node potentials and c-node outputs
alternate. It illustrates how the network is initialized and how it settles down.
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X2 Xs

Figure 2: Conncctionist network for a simple constraint satisfaction problem.

The example suggests that nodes in the center of the network v{x2,b), v{x3,a), and
v{x3,b)) settle down faster than nodes at the periphery {v{xi,a), v{xi,b), v{x4ja), and v{x4,b)).
This, however, is only because we simplifled the example and left out some connections. In a
network with full connectivity, there is no distinction between center nodes and peripheral nodes;
therefore, these networks settle down in a more uniform way.

4 Termination, Soundness, and Completeness

The kernel of our approach is the degradation rule as introduced in the previous section, which,
on a more abstract level, may be denoted as follows:

u(z, a) «-degrade(..., r(x, a),...)

In this context, two observations are important: first, degrade is composed of gcd's and Icm's in
such a way that factors are deleted from v{x,a) rather than added, and second, the number of
factors with which v{x, a) is initialized is finite. This implies that the degradation rule terminates,
independently of the given constraint satisfaction problem.

We will now show that our approach is sound and complete. For that purpose, we have to
answer the following questions:

1. Does every subset VV of v-nodes with

(a) Every variable occurs exactly once in W.

(b) The potentials of the v-nodes in W are divisible by p, where:

p_ c('g.y.a.fr)

represent a solution, i.e., does the degradation rule always converge to a solution, i.e., is our
approach sound?

2. Does a subset \V of v-nodes with the above properties exist for each solution of the constraint
satisfaction problem, i.e., is our approach complete?

To answer the first question, let us assume that there is a subset of v-nodes, W, for which
the above conditions hold but which does not represent a solution of the constraint Scitisfaction
problem. This means that the tuple suggested by VV violates at least one constraint of the network.
Let c{x,y,a,b) be the c-node representing the tuple of the constraint that is violated, then the
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V-Node biitial Potential C-Node Output

u(xi, a) 2-3-11 -13-17-19-23-29-31-37 c(xi,xj,a,a) 2-11-13-23-29-31-37

v{xi,b) 5-7- 11 -13-17-19-23 - 29 - 31-37 c(xi, X], a, 6) 1

v(x3,o) 2•5 • 11 -13-23-29-31-37 c(ri,xj,l>,o> 1

v{x2,b) 3-7-17 -19-23-29-31-37 c{xi,X2,b,b) 7-17-19-23-29-31-37

v(x3,a} 2-3-5- 7-11-17-23-29 c{x2,X3,a,a) 2-5-11-23-29

V<X3,I)) 2-3-5- 7-13-19-31-37 c{x2,X3,a,b) 1

v{x4,o) 2-3-6- 7-11 -13-17-19-23-31 c{x2,T»,b,a) 3-7-17-23-29

u(i4,b) 2-3-5- 7-11-13-17-19-29-37 e{x2,X3,b,b) 3-7-19-31-37

c{x3,x^,a,a) 2-3-6-7-11-17-23

c(l3,I4.0.i) 1

c(i3.X4,l),a) 2-3-5-7-13-19-31

c{x3,Xi,b,b) 1

V-Node

u(xi,o)
f(®i, b)
v{x3,a)
v(x3, b)
v(xi},a)
u(i3,i)
u(x4,o)
u(x4,fc)

Potential C-Node Output
2-11-13-23-29-31-37 c(xi,xj,a,o) 2-11-23-29

7-17-19-23-29-31-37 c(xi,xj,o,fc> 1

2-11-23-29 c(xi,X3,4,a) 1

7-17-19-23-29-31-37 c{xi,X2,b,b) 7-17-19-23-29-31-37

2-3-5-7-11-17-23 c(xj,xj,o,o) 2-11-23

3-7-19-31 c{x2,X3,a,b) 1

2-3-5-7-11-13-17-19-23-31 c{x2,X3,b,a.) 7-17-23

1 c{x2,x3,b,b) 7-19-31

c{x3,Xi,a,a) 2-3-5-7-11-17-23

e{x3,Xi,a,b) 1

c{x3,xt,b,a) 3-7-19-31

c{x3,xt,b,b) 1

V-Node Potential C-Node Output

v{xi,a) 2-11-23-29 c(i],ij,a,o) 2-11-23

u(xi,4) 7-17-19-23-29-31-37 c(ri,X2,o,4) 1

u(x2,o) 2 - 11 - 23 c(xi,X2,4,o) 1

v(xa,4) 7-17-19-23-31 c(xi,X2,4,4> 7-17-19-23-31

v{x3,a) 2-7-11-17-23 C(X2,X3,0,0) 2-11-23

v{x3,b) 7-19-31 c{x2,X3,a,b) 1

v(x4,a) 2-3-5-7-11-17-19-23-31 c{x2,X3,h,a) 7-17-23

u(x4,4) 1 c(x2,X3,b,b) 7-19-31

c{x3,n,a,a) 2-7-11-17-23

c{x3,xt,a,b) 1

cix3,Xi,b,a) 7-19-31

c{x3,xt,b,b) 1

V-Node Fuial Potential

u(xi,a> 2 - 11 - 23

u(xi, b) 7-17-19-23-31

2-11 -23

v{x2,b) 7 17 19-23-31

w(i3,o) 2-7 - 11 • 17-23

v{x3,b) 7 - 19-31

v{xi,a) 2-7-11-17-19-23-31

u(x4,fc> 1

Figure 3: Sequence of v-node potentials and c-node outputs.
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potential of c(x,y,a,b) is 0. Due to the initialization scheme, the potential of a node v{x,a') with
a' ^ a does not contain the factor e(x,y,a,b)] the same holds for v{y,b') with b' ^ b. Since the
potential of c{x,y,a,b) is 0 and since no neighboring node can provide the factor e{x,y,a,b), this
factor is neither in the potential of v{x,a) nor in the potential of v{y,b), i.e. these potentials are
not divisible by e{x,y,a,b). Therefore, they are also not divisible by p (p defined as above). This,
however, is in contradiction to the assumption, i.e. every subset of v-nodes for which the above
conditions hold represents a solution of the constraint satisfaction problem.

On the other hand, each solution of a given constraint satisfaction problem defines a subset of
c-nodes, C, for which the following holds;

1. Each constraint is represented by exactly one c-node.

2. The potentials of the c-nodes are equal to 1.

Let W be the subset of v-nodes that are connected to c-nodes of C, i.e.:

W = {v{x,a) \ 3y,b :c{x,y,a,b) eC}

It is easy to sec that W represents the given solution. Since the potentials of the c-nodes in C are
equal to 1, the potentials of the v-nodes in W are divisible by the code of any c-node in C, i.e.
they are divisible by p, where p is the product of the codes of c-nodes in C. Thus, W satisfles the
conditions proposed above.

With that, we haveshown the soundness and completeness of our approach, i.e. the one-to-one
relationship between solutions of a given constraint satisfaction problem and special subsets of
v-nodes in the corresponding connectionist network. We will now discuss the complexity of our
approach.

5 Complexity

Let n be the number of variables of the given constraint satisfaction problem (n = |V|), and let
m be the number of values in their domain (m = |D|). Then, the number of v-nodes and c-nodes
can be estimated as follows:

Number of v-nodes: 0(m7j)
Number of c-nodes: O(m^n')
Total number of nodes:

In addition, we have to consider the local space that is required for storing the Goedel numbers.
Each v-node potential is the product of at most O(m^n^) factors, corresponding to the c-nodes
of the network. These factors could be represented by bit vectors, which facilitates the gcd and
1cm operations, reducing them to intersection und union operations. This means that we need
additional space of magnitude P(m^n^) for each v-node, i.e. O(m^n^) additional space in total.

6 Conclusion

We have shown in this paper how a connectionist network can be used to compute the solutions
of a constraint satisfaction problem. In particular, we have provided a scheme which allows us
to transform an arbitrary binary constraint satisfaction problem, i.e. a set of variables and a
set of constraints on these variables, into a connectionist network consisting of v-nodes and c-
nodes. C-nodes are initialized with either 1 or 0, depending on whether they correspond to an
admissible value combination or an inconsistent one; v-nodes are initialized with a Goedel number,
representing the possible paths of solutions.

Unlike former approaches, the connectionist network introduced here computes global consis
tency rather than arc consistency, i.e. it computes the solutions of a given constraint satisfaction
problem. We restricted ourselves tobinary constraint satisfaction problems, although our approach
can be extended to problems of higher arity in a straightforward manner.
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Abstract

In this paper, a distributed constraint satisfac
tion problem (DCSP) is introduced as a gen
eral framework for Distributed Artificial Intel
ligence (DAI) problems. A DCSP is an ex
tension of a constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP), and various DAI problems can be for
malized as DCSPs.

Various methods for solving DCSPs are devel
oped in this paper. In particular, the newly
developed technique called asynchronous back
tracking allows agents to act asynchronously
and concurrently, whereeis backtracking in
CSP is essentially a sequential procedure.
These methods are compared experimentally,
and typical DAI problems are mapped into
DCSPs.

1 Introduction

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) is a subfield
of AI, which is concerned with how a set of auto
mated agents can work together to solve problems. Re
cently, [Lesser 90] has presented the idea of viewing
DAI as a distributed state space search in order to
develop a general framework of DAI. This concept is
important because without such general frameworks,
it is very difficult to compare jilternative approaches
(which often make different and quite specific assump
tions) or to reproduce results obtained by one approach
on slightly different problems. Our goal is to develop
a framework for formalizing a subset of DAI prob
lems and methods by extending constrjunt satisfaction
problems (CSPs) [Mackworth 87] to distributed multi-
agent environments. In this paper, we define a dis
tributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) as a
CSP in which multiple agents are involved. CSPs are
an important subclass of the problems which can be
solved by state space search, and the characteristics of
CSPs are well understood both theoretically and experi
mentally [Haralic and Elliot 80] [Dechter and Meiri 89].
Similarly, DCSPs are a subclass of the problems which

'Currently staying in Department of Electrical Engineer
ing and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Ar
bor, Michigan 48109, e-mail: yokoo@caen.engin.umich.edu

can be solved by distributed search. DCSPs are impor
tant for the following reasons.

• Various DAI problems can be formalized as
DCSPs.

Multi-agent resource allocation problems described
in [Conry, et al. 88], [Kuwabara and Lesser 89] are
exeimples of a class of problems which can be nat
urally formalized as DCSPs. By formalizing these
problems as DCSPs, the methods for solving DC
SPs proposed in this paper can be applied.

• DCSPs provide a formed framework for
studying various DAI methods.
There are various options in the methods for solv
ing DCSPs, which influence the efficiency (e.g., the
selection order of the values). Agents have to make
decisions about these options and these decisions
are interrelated. DCSPs serve as a basis for studies
such as [Durfee and Lesser 87], in which agents ex
change their local plans in order to make agents' de
cisions coherent. Furthermore, restructuring CSPs
in order to solve them more efficiently was stud
ied in [Dechter and Pearl 88], [Fox, et al. 89]. Re
structuring DCSPs can be considered as equiva
lent to restructuring the organization of the agents.
DCSPs serve as a basis for studies of organization
self-design, such as [Ishida, Yokoo, and Gasser 90].

In this paper, we introduce the definition of a DCSP,
and describe the various methods for solving DCSPs. In
particular, the newly developed technique asynchronous
backtracking is introduced. Backtracking, which is a
standard approach to solve CSPs, is essentially a step-
by-step procedure. On the other hand, asynchronous
backtracking allows agents to act asynchronously and
concurrently. Then, the methods for DCSPs are com
pared experimentally. Furthermore, we show how typi
cal DAI problems can be mapped into DCSPs and pro
vide appropriate methods for solving them.

2 Distributed Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (DCSP)

2.1 CSP

A CSP is defined by m variables xi,X2, each of
which takes its value from domain Di, D2, •••, Dm re
spectively, and a set of constraints. A constraint is
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defined inclusively by a predicate, i.e., the constraint
Pk{xki, •••, Xkj) is a predicate which is defined on the
Cartesian product Dti x ... x Dkj. This predicate is
true iff the instantiations of these variables ase compat
ible with each other. To find a solution of a CSP is
to find an cissignment of Vcilues to all variables, which
satisfies all constraints.

2.2 DCSP

A distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP)
is a problem in which variables of a CSP are distributed
among agents. Each agent has some variables and tries
to instantiate their values. Constraints may exist be
tween variables of different agents, and the instanti
ations of the variables must satisfy these inter-agent
constraints. Formally, there exist n agents l,2,...,n.
Each variable Xj belongs to one agent i (this relation
is represented as belongs(^Xj ,i)). Constraints are also
distributed among agents. The fact that the agent
k knows the constraint predicate Pi is represented as
known{Pi, k).

We say that a DCSP is solved iff the following condi
tions are satisfied.

• Vi, Vx; belongs(xj, i), Xj isinstantiated todj, and V
k, "iPi known(P/, ifc). Pi is true underthe assignment
Xi —d\, X2 —d^, . . ., Xjn —dm-

The goal of the methodsforsolving DCSPs is to reach a
solution as quickly as possible with the smallestnumber
of messages. At the same time, considerations for DAI
specific problems such as robustness against failures or
agent authorities are needed.

In this paper, we make the following assumptions for
simplicity. The generalization of these assumptions is
discussed in the next section.

• Each agent has exactly one variable.
• Each agentknows all constraint predicates relevant

to its variable.

3 Methods for DCSP

The methods for solving CSPs can be divided into two
groups, i.e., backtracking algorithms and consistency
algorithms [Mackworth 87]. The application of these
methods to DCSPs is discussed below.

3.1 Backtracking for DCSP

3.1.1 Synchronous Backtracking
The standard backtracking algorithm for CSP can be

simply modified to yield the synchronous backtracking
algorithm for DCSP. Assume the instantiation order of
the variables is agreed (e.g., from agent 1 to agent n)
among agents. Each agent, receiving a partial solution
(the instantiations ofthe preceding variables) from the
previous agent, inst£intiates itsvariable and attaches the
value to the partial solution and sends it to the next
agent. If no instantiation to its variable is compatible
with the partialsolution, the agent sends a backtracking
message to the previous agent.

This algorithm is weak because agents have to act in
predefined sequential order and can not act simultane
ously. At each moment, only one agent can act.

3.1.2 Asynchronous Backtracking
The asynchronous backtraicking algorithrn developed

in this paper removes the drawbacks of synchronous
backtracking. Each agent acts not in predefined sequen
tial order but concurrently and asynchronously. Each
agent instaintiates its variable and communicates the
variable value to relevant agents. There are two main
issues in asynchronous, backtracking;

• dealing with asynchronous change in order to avoid
irrelevant actions based on obsolete information

• avoiding infinite processing loops

In the following, the main part of the algorithm and the
ideas to solve the above issues are described. Then, an
example of its application and a proof are shown. The
obtained algorithm includes the function of dependency
directed-backtracking in CSP [de Kleer 87]. Therefore,
it requires less thrashing than synchronous backtrack
ing. Forsimplicity, we assumeeveryconstraint is binary
(between only two variables).

A constraint satisfaction problem in which jdl con
straints are binary can be represented by a network,
where variables are nodes and constraints are links be
tween nodes. Since each agent has exactly one variable,
a node also represents an agent. We use the same id for
representing Jin agent and its variable. We assume that
every link (a constraint) is directed, i.e., for each con
straint, one of the two agents is assigned to evaluate the
constraint, and the other agent sends its value to the
constraint evaluating agent. A link is directed from the
value sending agent to the constraint evaluating agent
(Figure 1 (a)).

Each agent instantiates its variable concurrently and
sends the value to the agents which are connected by
outgoing links. After that, agents wait formessages and
do actions in response to receiving messages. Figure
2 describes the procedures for receiving two kinds of
messages, i.e., an ok? message for receiving the value
fromincoming links (Figure2 (i)), and a nogood message
for receiving the request to change its own value from
outgoinglinks (Figure 2 (ii)).

Anagent hasa setofvalues from the agents connected
by incoming links, which is called an agent.view. The
fact that xi's value is 1 is represented by a pair of the
agent id and the value, (xi, 1). Therefore, an agent_view
is a set of these pairs, e.g., {(xi, l),(x2,2)}. If an ok?
message is sent from an incoming link, the agent adds
the pair to its agent-view and checks whether its own
value assignment (represented as {my.id, my.value)) is
consistent with its agent.view. Its own assignment is
consistent with the agent.view if all constraints the
agent evaluates are true under the value assignments
described in the agent.view and {my.id, my.value), and
all communicated nogoods are not compatible ^with the
agent.view and {my.id, my.value). If its own assign
ment is not consistent with the agent.view, the agent
tries to change my.value so that it will be consistent
with the agent.view.

^Anogood iscompatible with the agent.view and {my.id,
my.value) if all variables in the nogood have the same values
in the agent.view and {my.id, my.value).
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(ok?, (XI
(ok?, (X2, 2))

add link request
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agent_view "
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is a nogood.

(b)

(nogood,{(XI, 1)))

^ X2

Jl,2}y ^(nogood,
{(XI, 1),(X2,2)})

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Example of constraint network

A subset of an agent_view is called a nogood if the
agent is not able to find my-valrie which is consis
tent with the subset. For example, in Figure 1 (b),
there are three agents, xi,X2,X3, with variable do
mains{1,2}, {2},{1,2}respectively, and the constraints
xi ^ X3 and X2 ^ xs- If agents xi and xj instantiate
their variables to 1 and 2, the agent.view of X3 will be
{(xi, 1),(x2,2)}. Since there is no possible value for X3
which is consistent with this agent.view, this agent.view
is a nogood. If an agent finds a subset of its agent.view
is a nogood, the assignments of other agents must be
changed. Therefore, the agent causes a backtrack (Fig
ure 2 (iii)) and sends a nogood message to one of the
other agents.

Dealing with asynchronous changes. One diffi
culty is caused by the fact that an agent.view is sub
ject to incessant changes, since agents change their in
stantiations asynchronously. Coincident with sending a
nogood message, the value of an agent's variable which
is relevant to the failure may be changed. After that
change, there would be no need for backtracking.

The idea for solving this difficulty is context attach
ment, i.e., each message is coupled with the nogood,
which is the context of backtracking. After receiving
this message, the receiver checks whether the nogood is
compatible with its agent.view and its own assignment,
and changes its value only if the nogood is compati
ble (Figure 2 (ii-a)). Since the nogood attached to a
nogood message indicates the cause of the failure, asyn
chronous backtracking includes the function of depen
dency directed-backtracking in CSPs.

A nogood can be viewed as a new constraint obtained
from original constraints. For example, in Figure I (c),
the nogood {(xi, 1),(xj, 2)} represents a constraint be
tween xi and X2. There is no link between xi and xt
originally. In order to evaluate this new constraint, a
new link must be added between xi and X2. Therefore,
after receiving the nogood message, agent X2 asks xi to
add a link between them. In general, even if all orig
inal constraints are binary, newly obtained constraints
can be among more than 2 variables. In such a case,
one of the agents in the constraint will be an evaluator
and links will be added between each of non-evaluator
agents and the evaluator.

Avoiding infinite processing loops. If agents
change their values again and again and never reach a
stable state, they are in an infinite processing loop. An
infinite processing loop can occur if there exists a value
changing loop of agents, e.g., a change in xi causes X2
to change, then this change in X2 causes X3 to change,
and then this change causes xi to change, and so on. In
the network representation, such a loop is represented
by a cycle of directed links in the network.

One way to avoid cycles in a network is to use a to
tal order relationship among nodes. If each node has
an unique id, and a link is directed from the smaller
node to the larger node, there will be no cycle in the
network. This means that each agent has an unique
id, and for each constraint, the larger agent will be
an evaluator, and the smaller agent will send an ok?
message to the evaluator. Furthermore, if a nogood is
found, a nogood message is sent to the largest agent in
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when received (ok?, [sendor.id,value)) do — (i)
add (sendor^id,value) to agent-view,
when my.value and agent-view are

inconsistent do
change my-value to a new consistent value;
when can not find such a value do backtrack;

change myjvalue to a new consistent value;
end do;
send (ok?, {my-id,my.value)) to its outgoing links;

end do;
end do;

when received (nogood, sendor-id, nogood) do — (ii)
record nogood;
when (id,value) where id is not connected

is contained in nogood do
request id to add a link from id to myJd

and add (id,value) to agent.view;
end do;
if ageni-view and my.value are
incompatible with nogood — (h-a)
then send (ok?, (my.id,my.value)) to sendor.id;
else change my.value to a new consistent value;

when can not find such a value do backtrack;
change my.value to a new consistent value;

end do;
send (ok?, (my.id,my.value)) to its outgoing links;

end if;

procedure backtrack — (iii)
begin

nogoods *—
{V, I V,=inconsistent subset of agent.view};

when {}G nogoods do
broadcast to other agents that there is

no solution, terminate this algorithm;
end do;
for each V, = {(idi,ui),...} G nogoods do;

select (idj, Vj)
where idj is the leirgest in V,; — (iii-a)
send (nogood, my.id, V,) to idj;
remove (idj,Vj) from agent.view;

end do;
end backtrack;

Figure 2: Procedure for receiving messages
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the nogood (Figure 2 (iii-a)), and the largest agent will
be an evaluator and links are added between each of
non-evaluator agents in the nogood and the evaluator.
Similar techniques to this unique id method are used
for avoiding deadlock in distributed database systems
[Rosenkrantz, et al. 78].

The required knowledge of each agent for this unique
id method is much more local than that for synchronous
backtracking. In synchronous backtracking, agents
must act in predefined sequential order. Such sequen
tial order can not be obtained easily just by giving an
unique id to each agent. Each agent must know who are
the previous and next agent in synchronous backtrack
ing. On the other hand, in the unique id method for
asynchronous backtracking, each agent has to know only
the relations between their neighbors, i.e., which is the
larger. This knowledge for asynchronous backtracking
is much more local than that for synchronous backtrack
ing. For example, all people in the world can be totally
ordered by their heights, and it is easy for a person to
tell the height relation (which is the taller) between his
neighbors. However, it will be very difficult (almost im
possible) for him to determine the person whose height
is next to him in the world.

As for CSPs, the order of the variables greatly af
fects the search eflficiency. Further research is needed
in order to introduce variable ordering heuristics into
asynchronous backtracking.

An example. In Figure 1 (b), by receiving ok? mes
sages from xi and x^, the agent.view of 13 will be
{(xi, 1), (x2,2)}. Since there is no possible value for X3
which is consistent with this agent.view, this agent.view
is a nogood. Agent X3 chooses the largest agent in the
agent.view, agent X2, and sends a nogood message with
the nogood, and removes (x2,2) from the agent.view.
By receiving this nogood message, agent 12 records this
nogood. This nogood, {(xi, 1),(x2,2)} contains agent
xi, which is not connected with X2 by a link. Therefore,
a new link must be added between xi and X2. Agent X2
requests xi to send xi's value to X2, and adds (xi, 1) to
its agent.view (Figure 1 (c)). Agent X2 checks whether
its value is consistent with the agent.view. Since the
nogood received from agent X3 is compatible with its as
signment (x2,2) and its agent.view {(xi, 1)}, the assign
ment {x2,2) is inconsistent with the agent.view. The
agent.view {(xi, 1)} is a nogood because X2 has no other
possible values. There is only one agent in this nogood,
i.e., agent xi, so agent X2 sends a nogood message to
agent xi (Figure 1 (d)).

Proof. If there exists a solution, this algorithm
reaches a stable state where all variable values satisfy
all constraints, and edl agents are wmting for an incom
ing message^. If there exists no solution, this algorithm
finds the fact that there is no solution and terminates.

^It must be mentioned that the way to determine
that agents as a whole reach a stable state is not con
tained in this algorithm. In order to detect the stable
state, distributed termination detection algorithms such as
[Chandy and Lamport 85] are needed.



The soundness of this algorithm, i.e., if the agents
reach a stable state, then all variable values satisfy all
constraints, is obvious because agents are never in a
stable state unless their constraints are satisfied. We
show that this algorithm is complete, i.e., the algorithm
finds a solution if there exists one, and if there is no
solution, the algorithm finds the fact that there exists
no solution.

This algorithm terminates if and only if an empty set
is found to be a nogood. Logically, a nogood represents a
set of eissignments from which a contradiction is derived.
If a contradiction is derived from an empty set, it meems
a contradiction can be derived from any assignment, and
no assignment can be a solution.

We show the proof that there will be no infinite pro
cessing loop. If an infinite processing loop exists, the
agent xi, which has the smallest id, is either in a stable
state (case-1) or in an infinite processing loop (case-2).

In case-1, assume that agents xi to xt-i {k > 2) are
in a stable state, and agent Xfc is in an infinite processing
loop. Since agents xi to Xk-i (k > 2) are in a stable
state, we can conclude that the agent-views of xj, to x„
will contain the correct values of xi to xj-i. In this case,
the only messages agent xt receives are nogood messages
from agents whose ids are larger than k. Since agents
xi to Xi_i are in a stable state, the nogoods agent x*
receives is compatible with the agent.view of xt, and
agent Xi changes its value by receiving these nogood
messages. Agent xj, must send a nogood message to one
of the agents whose id is smaller than k sooner or later,
because the domain of its variable is finite. This fact
contradicts the assumption that agents xi to Xfc_i are
in a stable state. In case-2, the only messages agent xi
receives are nogood messages. If agent xi receives nogood
messages for all possible values, an empty set will be a
nogood and this algorithm terminates. If this algorithm
does not terminate, agent Xi must reach a stable state
sooner or later, and this fact contradicts the assumption
that agent xi is in an infinite processing loop. Since
both case-1 and case-2 are impossible, there will be no
infinite processing loop.

By using this fact, we show how agents will reach
a solution. Agent Xi will reach a stable state where
the value of xi is a part of a solution if there exists
a solution. If the choice of xi is a part of a solution,
agent xi never change the value since no valid nogood
message willbe received, and eventueilly the agent.views
ofagent 2 to agent n willcontain the correct value of xi.
If the choice of xi is not a part of a solution, since agent
X2 to agent x„ will not fall into an infinite processing
loop and can not reach a stable state, xi will receive
a nogood message from one of X2 to Xn and change its
value. Similarly, it can be shown that if agent xi to Xk-i
are in a stable state where the values of xi to Xk-i are a
part of a solution, agent Xfc willalso reach a stable state
where the values of xi to xj are a part of a solution.
Therefore, we can show inductively that all agents will
reach a solution. If there exists no solution, since there
willbe no infinite loop and agents can not reach a stable
state, this algorithm will terminate by finding an empty
nogood.

3.2 Consistency Algorithm for DCSP

For DCSPs, consistency algorithms [Mackworth 87] can
be used as a preprocessing procedure before backtrack
ing. Applying various consistency-algorithms developed
for CSPs to DCSPs is not so straightforward, although
they are generally eissumed to be a collection of local
procedures for variables. Actually, 2-consistency algo
rithms are a collection of local procedures for variables
which are connected with each other, and easy to apply
to DCSPs. However, most of k-consistency algorithms
[Fruder 78] require to achieve 1,2,...,!: consistency se
quentially. Therefore, applying these algorithms to DC
SPs requires global synchronization, i.e., all agents must
make sure that /-1-consistency is achieved globally be
fore achieving /-consistency. /

On the other hand, the k-consistency algorithm in
the ATMS framework [de Kleer 89] is essentially mono-
tonic and the final result is not affected by the order
of the local procedures. Therefore, the ATMS-based k-
consistency algorithm is suitable for DCSPs.

The ATMS-based k-consistency algorithm for DCSPs
is described as follows.

1. Exchange the domains of the variables between in
terrelated agents.

2. Generate nogoods using constraints, then generate
new nogoods whose lengths are less than k using
hyper-resolution rules, send the new nogoods to rel
evant agents.

3. Generate new nogoods from communicated no-
goods using hyper-resolution rules, repeat until no
new nogood can be obtained.

This algorithm can be modified by restricting the appli
cation of hyper-resolution rules so that the ids of agents
in newly generated nogoods must be smaller than the
generator id. The obtained result is equivalent to the
directed k-consistency in [Dechter and Pearl 88].

3.3 Generalization of Methods for DCSPs

We assume that one agent has exactly one variable and
the agent knows all constraint predicates which are rel
evant to its variable. The first assumption can be re-
leixed so that an agent may have several variables, since
an agent which has several variables can act as if each
of its variables belongs to distinct agents. The second
assumption can be relaxedso that an agent do not have
to know all constraints relevant to its variables, but
has to know the ids of agents which know the relevant
constrEiints. In that case, agents send their values to
the evaluators, i.e., the agents which have relevant con
straints.

4 Comparison of Methods for DCSP

In this section, the various methods for DCSP described
in the previous section are compared. The efficiency of
these methods is measured by two simulator-based val
ues, i.e., number of cycles and numberof messages. One
cycle consists of the time that an agent reads all mes
sages in its input buffer, does local processing, andsends
all messages to other agents. By assuming all agents
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act synchronously (all of them enter the first cycle at
the same time, and then enter the second cycle at the
same time, and so on), the number of cycles which is
required to finish the algorithm, and the total number
of messages are measured. The number of messages cor
responds to the message complexity, and the number of
cycles corresponds to the ideal time, which are widely
used for evaluating distributed algorithms.

4.1 Tradeoff between asynchronous and
synchronous backtracking

The following results are obtained by experiments on
many example problems.

• The asynchronous backtracking algorithm includes
the function of dependency-directed backtracking
(DDE), and each agent acts concurrently. There
fore, the required cycles to reach a solution for
asynchronous backtracking are fewer than for syn
chronous backtracking, or even for synchronous
backtracking which incorporates DDB^.

• On the other hand, asynchronous backtracking, in
which the agents connected by constraints com
municate with each other concurrently, usually re
quires more messages than synchronous backtrack
ing, in which only one message is required for one
cycle. Therefore, there exists a tradeoff between
the number of cycles and the number of messages.

• As the number of constraints increases, the num
ber of messages for asynchronous backtracking in
creases more rapidly than for synchronous back
tracking. Therefore, asynchronous backtracking is
suitable for problems which have natural locality,
i.e., interaction between agents is relatively small.

• If the problem has locality, as the number of
agents increases, the number of cycles for asyn
chronous backtracking increases more slowly than
for synchronous backtracking. Therefore, asyn
chronous backtracking has an advantage to syn
chronous backtracking in large problems, as long
as the problems have locality.

Figure 3 shows results of nqueens problems. There ex
ist n agents, each of which tries to position its queen
so that the queens do not threaten each other. Obvi
ously, the number of cycles for asynchronous backtrack
ing is much less tham for synchronous backtracking. On
the other hand, as the number of queens increases, the
number of messages for asynchronous backtracking in
creases more rapidly than forsynchronous backtracking.
This is because in the nqueens problem, all agents are
connected with each other by constraints. We can see
that the increase in messages is approximately linear to
the number of constraints, which is quadratic in n (the
number of queens).

Figure 4 shows the results of randomly generated
problems, as a function of the number of constraints.
These problems are generated given the following pa
rameters: the numberof agents n, the numberof values

^Backtracking is done to the nearest agent which is rele
vant to the failure and agents keep track of the failure.
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of one variable d (all variables have the same number
of values), the number of constraints /, the probabil
ity that a value pair of two variables, which are con
nected by a constraint, satisfies the constraint. Figure
4 shows the results as a function of / (the number of con
straints), given n,d,p. For each set of parameters, 25
problems are generated and the graph shows the ratio of
the averageof these problems. For the number of cycles,
the graph shows the ratio of synchronous/asynchronous,
and for the number of messages, the ratio of asyn
chronous/synchronous. We can see that as the number
of constraints increases, the ratio of the messages in
creases. Similar results are obtained by varying n, d, p.
In most of DAI problems, we can expect that there ex
ists natural locality. For example, in the example prob
lem in [Conry, ei al. 88] (routing problem of communi
cation network), the number of agents is n = 5, and the
number of constraints is / = 6.

Figure 5 shows the results as a function of n, given
d,p, and I is set to 1.5 x n. As long as the aver
age number of the constraints for one agent is fixed,
the number of cycles for asynchronous backtracking in
creases more slowly than for synchronous backtracking.
Asynchronous backtracking hsis an advantage to syn
chronous backtracking for large problems which have
locality, since agents can exploit more concurrency.

4.2 Tradeoff between consistency algorithms
and backtracking

Finding an appropriate combination of consistency al
gorithms and backtracking is an important issue in
DCSP. If the problems have a small number of solu
tions (typically only one solution), 2 or 3-consistency
algorithms are effective. On the other hand, if the prob
lems have several solutions, applying backtracking with
out any preprocessing can be more effective. For exam
ple, in the 8queens problem, 2 or 3-consistency algo
rithms are totally useless (no new nogood is generated),
and more powerful consistency algorithms are ineffi
cient because too many nogoods are generated. On the
other hand, in line drawingrecognition problems, the 2-
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Figure 6: Effect of 2-consistency algorithm for syn
chronous and asynchronous backtracking

consistency algorithm described in this paper eliminates
all futile backtracking, and the routing problems in
communication networks described in [Conry, ti al. 88],
[Kuwabaraand Lesser 89] (no solution exists because
constraints are too strong), the fact that there is no so
lution is shown by achieving 2 or 3-consistency. These
results are similar to those of CSPs.

By the experiments on many randomly generated
problems, the following results are obtained.

• The cost of preprocessing and the effect of prepro
cessing is almost equal for the 2-consistency algo
rithm.

• By achieving 3-consistency, the total number of cy
cles can be reduced, but the total number of mes
sages increases.

[Dechter and Meiri 89] shows that in CSP, 2-
consistency algorithm is usually effective for reducing
thrashing, and n-consistency algorithms where n > 2 re
quire too much preprocessing costs. However, in DCSP,
2-consistency algorithm is not effective for reducing re
quired cycles. Figure 6 shows the total number of cy
cles for asynchronous backtracking after achieving 2-
consistency and synchronous backtracking with DDB
after achieving 2-consistency for given n,d,p,l.

In synchronous backtracking, the variable values are
determined sequentially. If there exists a strongly con
strained variable, it is very effective to propagate the
constraints from that variable by preprocessing in or
der to reduce useless backtracking (which occurs be
fore determining the value of the strongly constrained
variable). On the other hand, all variable values are
determined asynchronously in asynchronous backtrack
ing and the constraints are propagated immediately
from the strongly constrained variable. Therefore, the
2-consistency igorithm is not as effective for asyn
chronous backtracking as for synchronous backtracking.

5 DCSP in DAI

In this section, we show how allocation problems and
recognition problems, which are typical in DAI, can be
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mapped into DCSPs.

5.1 DCSP in Allocation Problems

If the problem is to allocate tasks or resources to agents
and there exist inter-agent constraints, such a problem
can be formsilized sis a DCSP by viewing each task or
resource as a variable and the possible assignments as
values. Examples are discussed below.

Contract net.

The contract net protocol [Smith 80] is a protocol for
assigning tasks to agents. Since thecontracts made dur
ing task allocation are assumed to be independent, the
aspect of the task allocation as a CSP, i.e., allocating
tasks so that constraints are satisfied, is not emphasized
in the contract net protocol. However, when the num
ber of tcisks increases, it will be an important issue to
allocate tasks so that as many tasks can be executed
simultaneously as possible.

Multistage negotiation.
The multistage negotiation [Conry, ei al. 88] deals with
the case in which tasks are not independent and there
are several ways to perform a task (plans). The goal
of multistage negotiation is to find the combination of
plans which enables all tasks to be executed simultane
ously. [Conry, et al. 89] and [Kuwabara and Lesser 89]
formalized a classof allocation problemsusing goals and
plans, and described algorithms for finding conflicting
goals. This class of problems is a subset of DCSPs and
the essential part of thesealgorithms is equivalent to the
hyper-resolution rules. These algorithms try to achieve
n-consistency.

For the routing problems in communication networks
described in [Kuwabzira and Lesser 89] (no solution ex
ists since the problems are over-constrained), 2 or 3-
consistency algorithm presented in this paper is suf
ficient to find that no solution exists. On the other
hand, for similar routing problems which have multiple
possible solutions, k-consistency algorithms for i < 3
are not effective for reducing futile backtracking, and
k-consistency algorithms for it > 4 are inefficient since
they produce too manynogoods. Therefore, usingback
tracking without preprocessing is more efficient.

5.2 DCSP in Recognition Problems

A recognition problem can be viewed as a problem to
find a compatibleset of hypotheses, which corresponds
to the possible interpretations of input data. A recog
nition problem can be mapped into a CSP by viewing
possible interpretations as possible variable values. Sev
eral examples are described below.

Waltz's labeling problem of line drawings.
Waltz's labeling problem [Waltz 75] is a recognition
problem ofline drawings. The problem to find the com
patible interpretations of agents, each of which is as
signed a different part of a line drawing, can be formal
ized as a DCSP. For the DCSP version of the line draw
ing recognition problem in [Winston 77], the algorithm
for achieving 2-consistency (arc-consistency) described
in this paper eliminates all futile backtracking.

Seismic Interpretation Problem.
[Mason and Johnson 89]
proposed the Distributed ATMS as a framework for
solving seismic interpretation problems, in which each
agent finds the compatible combination of interpreta
tions of its input sensor data. The ATMS supports
assumption-based reasoning of each agent. If the in
terpretations of different agents have to be compatible
with each other, consistency algorithms can be used for
eliminating hopeless interpretations. In the application
problem of [Mason and Johnson 89], however, the inter
pretations of different agents are possibly incompatible
if the agents have different opinions and can not agree
with each other.

DVMT.

DVMT [Lesser and Corkill 83] utilizes a method called
FA/C, where each agent solves a sub-problem andelim
inates possibilities by exchanging the intermediate re
sults (result sharing), and finally reaches a mutually
consistent solution. The method for solving a DCSP,
where each agent first finds possible solutions for its
sub-problem, and exchanges these solutions and elim
inates the possibilities by consistency algorithms can
be regarded as a kind of FA/C. However, further re
search is needed for formalizing the high-level coordina
tion framework in DVMT, where only abstract informa
tion is exchanged.

5.3 Other Related Problem

Distributed Truth Maintenance.
[Bridgeland and Huhns 90] presented a distributed
truth maintenance algorithm. The truth maintenance
tasks are essentially solving a DCSP where each vari
able can be either IN or OUT. However, truth main
tenance tasks are incremental, i.e., a new justification
(new constraint) will be added to a stable state (where
all constraints are satisfied), and some variable values
must be changed. In [Bridgeland amd Huhns 90], in
stead of re-solving the whole problem, some variables
are selected first, and a DCSP among.selected variables
is solved. If the DCSP can not be solved, then more
variables are added and a DCSP among these variables
is solved, and so on. The algorithm used for solving
DCSPs in [Bridgeland and Huhns 90] is a kind of syn
chronous backtracking. Therefore, the distributed truth
maintenance algorithm can be optimized by introducing
asynchronous backtracking and consistency algorithms.

6 Conclusions

The distributed constraint satisfaction problem was for
malized and various methods for solving DCSPs and
comparisons ofthese methods were presented. Further
more, the formalization oftypical DAI problems as DC
SPs and appropriate methods for solving these problems
were described.

The future issues are as follows.

• Introducing heuristics
Various heuristics proposed in CSP can be in
troduced into DCSP. Especially, heuristic repair
method [Minton, et al. 90] is very powerful and
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easy to introduce into DCSP. In [Minton, et al. 90],
variable values are changed so that the number of
constraint violations will be minimized. Introduc
ing this heuristic into DCSP can be considered as
equivalent to making agents cooperative.

• Extending DCSPs
Using the analogous techniques described in
[Fruder 90], DCSPs can be extended so that the
number of variable values can be increased dynam
ically. By this extension, DCSPs can formatlize the
problems in which the local solutions of each agent
are obtained incrementally.

• Studying vzurious DAI methods using the
DCSP framework
We are now trying to formalize various DAI meth
ods (e.g., methods for achieving coherent behav
iors, methods for organization self design) using the
DCSP framework. Our goal is to obtain quantita
tive comparison results of alternative approaches.
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Constraint satisfaction can be regarded as a technique for solving satisfiability prob
lems in a restricted logical system. Though only constants, variables and Horn clauses are
allowed, constraint satisfaction systems solve quite impressive problems (e.g. [van Henten-
ryck, 1989]). For many reasons - like the natural representation of constraint satisfaction
problems as graphs and the solution of these problems by local and global propagation
techniques - constraint satisfaction is often considered as a good candidate for the ex
ploitation of parallelism. There are some limitations though. For example, Kasif [1990]
has shown that the arc consistency problem is logspace-complete. On the other hand we
should keep in mind that Kasif's result describes a worst case behavior. It still remains
to be seen whether average practical problems reveal such bad manners.

But which technique shall we use if we want to parallelize constraint satisfaction?
The results of Pinkas [1990] point into a possible direction. Pinkas has formally proved
that the satisfiability problem of propositional logic is equivalent to the problem of find
ing a global minima of an energy function. In fact, since each constraint satisfaction
problem can be presented as a propositional formula we can use Pinkas' formalism and
construct an energy function whose global minima correspond precisely to the solutions
of the constraint satisfaction problem and vice-versa. It is well-known that such energy
functions can be implemented by artifical neural nets (see e.g. [Hinton et ai, 1986]). For
example, we could design a Hopfield network and apply gradient descent to find a min
ima [Hopfield, 1982]. Alternatively, we could construct a Boltzman machine and try to
find a minima by simulated annealing [Hinton et ai, 1986]. However, there is a problem.
Both techniques, gradient descent as well as simulated annealing' do not guarantee that
they find a global minima. They may as well get stuck in a local minima, which does
not correspond to a solution of the constraint satisfaction problem. How often does this
happen? There is no general answer and we have to look at special examples. One of
these is the travelling salesman problem. In their initial paper concerning a connectionist
solution of this problem, Hopfield and Tank [1985] reported that in only about 30% of

*on leave from FG Intellektik, FB Informatik, TH Darmstadt, Germany
'Simulated annealing may find a global minimum ifthe "temperature" is lowered in infinitesimal small

steps, which is impracticable.
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all cases the system did not succeed in finding a good solution. .Such a good solution
must not be a global minima, but close to a global minima such that the salesman has
not to take a significant detour. However, reimplementations revealed that in up to 90%
of all the cases the system failed to find acceptable solutions [Wilson and Pawley, 1988;
Kamgar-Parsi and Kamgar-Parsi, 1990].

What are the alternatives? If we want to stick to the connectionist realm and to

massive parcdlelism then we may employ the propagation of activation metaphor. Here,
we are not searching for a global minima, rather activation is spread through a network of
neurally-inspired units and the result of the computation is determined by the activation
of certain output units. The operations performed cis well as the messages sent by a
unit are quite simple in a truly connectionist system. The messages contain almost no
information. All knowledge is encoded in the connections between units. Such systems
differ considerably from conventional parallel architectures. For an introduction into
connectionist systems see eg. [Feldman and Ballard, 1982).

Shastri & Ajjanagadde [1990] have built a connectionist reasoning system for a limited
cleiss of first-order formula which exhibits impressive characteristics. The number of units
used in the system is linear to the size of the formula or knowledge base and the time
to answer or to respond to a query is bound by the depth of the search space. This
optimal time behavior can be achieved by investigating aJl branches of the search space
in parallel. Unfortunately, Shastri's & Ajjanagadde's system cannot be applied to solve
constraint satisfaction problems due to their restrictions. In particular, the system does
generally not guarantee that multiple occurrences of a variable are instantiated with the
same term. In other words, the variable binding problem is not solved consistently. But
if we consider Mackworth's [1977] formalization of constraint satisfaction, then this is
precisely one of the problems we have to solve.

Cooper & Swain [1988] have designed a connectionist constraint satisfaction system.
However, they limit their attention to arc consistency. In other words, they can handle
only problems which can be solved by local constraint propagation. For each variable-
value pair their system contains an initially active unit. Arc consistency is encoded as
support for these units. A unit for the variable x and value a remains active as long as
this value is supported by a respective constraint between x and each other variable in
the system. Otherwise, the unit is deactivated. Guesgen [1990] has extended Cooper's
h Swain's approach such that general constraint satisfaction problems can be solved.
He uses a kind of Godel numbering to encode path information in the potential of the
variable-value units. To obtain this information the units must be able to pass Godel
numbers as messages and to compute greatest common divisors as well as least common
multiples. This poses a certain problem since such complex messages and operations are
considered to be biologically implausable. Guesgen refers to this problem by comparing
his approch with Lange & Dyer's [1989] Robin, where signatures are used to encode
constants and are passed as messages. However, the set of constants in Robin is usually
quite small compared to the possible Godel numbers and, hence, a distributed or localist
representation of signatures complying with truly connectionist models is much easier to
achieve (and has been done in the latest version of Robin) as with Godel numbers.

CHCL is a connectionist inference system for Horn logic with limited resources
[Holldobler, 1990c; Holldobler, 1990a]. The system is based on a connectionist unifi-
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cation algorithm [HoUdobler, 1990b] and uses Bibel's connection method [Bibel, 1987],
There, a connection is a link between complementary literals. We know from [Bibel, 1987]
or [Stickel, 1987] that a proof for a formula is found if we can identify a spanning and
complementary set of connections. Informally, the spanning conditions ensures that the
connections in the set form a complete proof of the formula on the propositional level
obtained by omitting all arguments of predicates. Such a spanning set is complementary
iff all connected literals are simultaneously unifiable. The search space can be compressed
with the help of reduction techniques, which are typically applied linearly in time and
space. The technique of interest as far as this note is concerned is the removal of isolated
connections [Bibel, 1988a]. A connection is isolated iff the connected literals are not en
gaged in any other connection or the connected literals are ground or one of the connected
literals is ground and the other one is not engaged in any other connection. Literals in
isolated connections can be unified and under certain conditions the clauses containing
these literals can be replaced by their resolvents. CHCL reduces a formula, generates the
spanning sets and simultaneously unifies all connected literals in such a set.

From its expressive power CHCL can easily solve constraint satisfaction problems.
But CHCL is not specifically designed for handling constraints and thus does not make
use of the special features found in constraint satisfaction problems. It is the goal of this
note to show

- how a simple modification of Mackworth's [1977] formalism allows to check in par
allel, that the domain constraints are satisfied,

- how binary constraints which violate the domain constraints can be removed from
the database in parallel,

- how a simple modification of CHCL and, thereby, of the underlying connection
method allows to check for arc consistency in parallel, and

- how constrciint satisfaction problems can be solved in a truly connectionist setting.

As an example consider a simple constraint network with variables Xi, X2, and X3,
whose domains are {a,b}, {a,b,c}, and {6,c}, respectively. These variables are constraint
by the relations {a, a), {a,b) between Xi and X2, {b,b), (c, c) between X2 and X3, and {a,b),
(a,c) between X\ and X3. The domain constraints are expressed simple facts. In our
example we obtain the domain facts

D,{a) D2{a) D^ib) D,{b) D2{b) D^{c) 1)2(0).

The constraints between variables are stated as binary predicates. However, these binary
predicates are conditioned in that the values for the variables have to be elements of the
domain of the respective variable. In our example we find the constraint rules

Ci2(a,a) D,{a) A D2{a)

Ci2(a, b) DM) A. D2{b)
C\3{a,b) DM) A D3{b)
C\3{a, c) DM) A D3{c)
C23{b,b) <J= D2[b) A D3{b)
C2z{c,c) <^= D2{c) A Daic).
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We are interested in the values for the variables j:], X2, and X3 such that all constraints
are simultaneously fulfilled. In other words, we want to know whether there exists a
substitution ifor the variables in

<= C'i2(xi,J2) A Ci3(xi,a:3) A C23(a:2, 2;3)

such that the respective instances of Ci2(3:i,X2), C'i3(xi,J3), and C23{^2^^3) are logi
cal consequences of the previously mentioned facts and rules. As the only difference to
Mackworths' formalism we have moved the domain conditions from the goal clause to the
constraint rules. This seems to be a minor difference. Obviously, the expressive power
of the system is not affected. But as we will see in the sequel it is the basis for our
connectionist constraint satisfaction system. As a side-effect it aJso allows to eliminate in
a reduction step those constraint rules which specify constraints whose values are not in
the domain of the respective variables. Note that all connections between the conditions
of the constraint rules and the constraint facts are isolated. Replacing the constraint rules
by their resolvents yields

Ci2(a, 0.)
Ci2(a,b)
Ci3{a, b)
Ci3(rt,c)
C23{b,b)
C'islc, c)

which is precisely the formalization used in [Bibel, 1988b]. As described in [Bibel, 1988b]
any constraint satisfaction problem can be transformed into this representation in linear
time and space ajid we have done just this in the previous paragraphs. One should observe
that, if we had a constraint rule like

C'i2(c,c) 4= Di{c) A I>2(c)

then none of the connections between the domain facts and Di{c) is unifiable and. hence,
the rule would be useless. This fact is detected in CHCL by using a kind of weak unifi
cation [Eder, 1985]. The unsolvability of all connections with Di(c) is propagated and,
consequently, all connections with Ci2(c, c) will be unsolvable. This essentially removes
the rule from the data base. One should observe that this check is done for all rules
simultaneously. For more details see [Holldobler, 1990a].

Let us point out that constraint satisfaction uses only constants and variables whereas
CHCL as an inference system for Horn clause logic can deal with general first-order terms.
Since no function symbols are involved, unification is no longer logspace-complete but
parallelizable in any case [Dwork et ai, 1984]. Moreover, an inspection of the above
example and a simple generalization shows that the unification problems solved within
constraint satisfaction are always matching problems (ie. one of the involved terms does
not contain variables). The connectionist unification algorithm built into CHCL can
match terms in 2 steps and this is independent of the size of the matching problem
[Holldobler, 1990b]. Hence, the test whether aspanning set is complementary is performed
in two steps. This speed-up is an inherent feature of CHCL.
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We now come back to the constraint satisfaction procedure as described in [Bibel,
1988b]. Bibel applies a reduction technique called database (or DB-) reduction. He
transforms the problem into a sequence of natural joins. We cannot repeat the details
of this transformation in this note but we may briefly illustrate what happens in our
example. By denoting the relation between the variables i, and xj by C,j we find the
solution to our exajnple problem by computing

{Ci2 ^ C-ls) ^*23,

where Mdenotes the natural equi-join (see e. g. [Maier, 1983]). Thus the problem of solv
ing constraint satisfaction problems is transferred from the deductive part of a reasoning
system to a database system. Bibel discusses in his paper various methods for computing
sequences of equi-joins but he views this mainly as a database problem.

There is a certain gap in Bibel's approach. He does not deal with arc consistency. As
the experienced reader may have noticed, the running example can be completely solved
by local operations which ensure arc consistency. Formally, arc consistency states that a
variable x may have value a if for each other variable y there is a value 6such that (a, 6)
is a valid constraint between x and y, viz. Cxy{a,b) is true. In other words, any variable
y has to support each value for x. The arc consistency conditions allows to remove any
value from the domain of x which is unsupported. This in turn may result in further
unsupported values for the variables in the constraint network and, consequently, to the
removal of these values. Though Bibel mentions Mackworth s [1987] observation that arc-
consistency is a particular sequence of semi-joins, he does not address arc-consistency as
a means to reduce the search space. Since he transforms (viz. reduces) a global constraint
satisfaction problem into a sequence of natural equi-joins, it is the task of the database
system to evaluate these equi-joins as fast and efficient as possible. However, 1 am not
aware of a database system that uses semi-join operations as a reduction technique for
sequences of equi-joins. Rather, semi-join operations are viewed as means to reduce the
amount of communication in a distributed database system [Ullman, 1989].

Whereas Bibel solves global consistency problems using standard reduction tech
niques in his connection method without changing the calculus we will show how slight
changes in the calculus achieve arc consistency. The changes are especially minor as far
as the connectionist realization within CHCL is concerned. But let us first have a look at
the connection method and arc consistency. The following two step algorithm AC realizes
arc consistency.

AC Algorithm

1. For all i let Sij be the set of values in the domain of x, which are supported by Xj.
Eliminate all atoms Di{c) if there is a j such that c ^ 5,j.

2. If step 1 results in useless constraint rules then eliminate these rules and goto step
1 else stop.

Applying the AC Algorithm to our running example we are left with the domain facts

D,(a) D2(6) Dsib)

and the constraint rules
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Ci2{a., b) DAa) A D2{b)
C,s{a,b) A(a) A Dzib)
C23{b, b) <S= D2{b) A D3{b)

Recalling the initial query

CljC-CliXj) A C\z{Xi,Xz) A C23(x2,X3)

we observe that all remaining connections in the formula are now isolated and can be
evaluated simultaneously in one step. The formula collapses to the empty clause and we
obtain the desired answer substitution

{xi a,X2*— b,X2*— b].

Proposition 1 The AC algorithm transforms a given constraint satisfaction problem into
an arc consistent constraint satisfaction problem such that both problems have exactly the
same solutions.

As previously mentioned, CHCL contains already a unit for each condition in a rule
which will become active if the condition is found to be unsolvable. Furthermore, the
unsolvability of conditions is propagated such that the respective rule becomes useless.
Hence, all what remains to be done in order to ensure arc consistency within CHCL is to
determine the sets 5,j and to eliminate all atoms Z?,(x) which are no longer supported.
The sets Sij are easily obtained from the constraint rules. Consider the constraints for
the variables xj and X2, viz.

Ci2(«,a) <= Di{a) A D2ia)
CMa.b) ^ D,{a) A ^2(6).

5i2 and ,5'2i are simply the union of the arguments of the D\ and D2 predicates, respec
tively. Let us concentrate on the D-i conditions. The D2 conditions are treated analogously
and simultaneously. There is a connection between each of the Di conditions and each
domain fact for Di. CHCL will detect which connections (viz. connected literals) are not
unifiable. In the example these are all connection with the fact Z?i(6), which indicates that
b is unsupported (viz. b is not in 5i2)- It is easy to extend CHCL to record this fact. All
we need is an additional unit^ for each domain fact. This unit will be called unsupported
and is active iff the corresponding domain value is unsupported. Consequently, we have
to remove the fact D\{b). A fact or a rule is essentially removed if all connections with
the fact or the conclusion of the rule are unsolvable. CHCL contains already a unit for
each connection which indicates whether the connection is unsolvable or not. Hence, all
we have to do is to provide a link between the unsupported unit of Di{b) to the unsolvable
unit of each connection with Di{b) such that the unsolvable units are activated as soon
as the unsupported unit is active.

^More precisely, an OR-of-AND unit in the terminology of [Feldman and Ballard, 1982], where each
AND-site corresponds to the constraint between the variable zi and another variable.
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With the presented modifications CHCL becomes a connectionist inference system
for constraint satisfaction which exploits the maximum parallelism inherent in local con
sistency operations in the sense that all parallalizable operations for checking the domain
constraints as well as arc consistency are performed in parallel. Global consistency is
computed by sequentially generating spanning sets of connections and, then, simultane
ously unifying all connected literals in each spanning set. This can be illustrated if we
add the constraint (6, c) to the set of constraints between X2 and X3. Formally, we have
to extend our formula by

C2z{b,c) >^= D2{h) A Dz[c).

After the application of AC algorithm we are left with the domain facts

the constraint rules

D,{a) D2ib) D2{b) D^ic),

Ci2(a,i) Di{a) A £>2(6)
Ci3(a,b) <= Di{a) A £>3(6)
£'13(0, c) <= D\{a) A D^ic)
C23ib,b) •<= D2{b) A £^3(6)
C23{b.c) ^ £>2(6) A £)3(c),

and the query
£12(0:1,2:2) A £13(0:1,0:3) A £23(o:-2,X3)-

The subgoal £12(^1,X2) is engaged in only one connection and, hence, is isolated. Fur
thermore, all connections involving domain facts are isolated. CHCL will evaluate these
connection in parallel which results in the reduced query

and the reduced clauses

£i3('0,X3) a £23(^5X3)

£13(0, b)
£13(0,c)

£23(6, i)
CrAb.c).

There are four connections left which can be combined to four spanning sets. CHCL
generates and tests the spanning sets sequentially. However, the members of a span
ning set are determined in parallel. In fact, for each constraint satisfaction problem,
a spanning set is generated in 2 steps. The invocation of the unification algorithm re
quires 1 step and the unification (viz. matching) of all connected literals is performed in
2 steps. Hence, the example is solved after 5 x 4 = 20 steps with the two possible answers
{xi a, X2 <— 6, X3 <— 6} and {xi <— a, X2 <— 6, X3 <— c}. This is considerably faster than se
quential implementations such as CONSAT [Ciisgen, 1989], where the global consistency
is computed via backtracking or tagging. There, to compute a solution the constraint
graph has to be searched sequentially.

The process for determining global consistency is not particularly adaptated to con
straint satisfaction problems. The system also does not make use of domain knowledge,
which is known to reduce the search space considerably [Cooper and Swain, 1988). These
and other improvements are envisioned in future work. CHCL is currently being imple
mented at the International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley, California.
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Abstract

Normally, constraint networks are undirected, since constraints merely tell us
which sets of values are compatible, and compatibility is a symmetrical relation
ship. In contrast, causal models use directed links, conveying cause-effect asym
metries. In this paper we give a relational semantics to this directionality, thus
explaining why prediction is easy while diagnosis and planning are hard. We use
this semantics to show that certain relations possess intrinsic directionalities,
similar to those characterizing causal influences. We also use this semantics to
decide when and how an unstructured set of symmetrical constraints can be
configured so as to form a directed causal theory.
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DIRECTED CONSTRAINT NETWORKS:

A RELATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR CAUSAL MODELING f

1. Introduction

Finding a solution to an arbitrary set of constraints is known to be an NP-hard

problem. Yet certain types of constraint systems, usually those describing causal

mechanisms, manage to escape this limitation and permit us to construct a solu

tion in an extremely efficient way. Consider, for example, the task of computing

the output of a circuit consisting of a large number of logical gates. In theory,

each gate is merely a constraint that forbids certain input-output combinations

from occurring, and the task of computing the output of the overall circuit (for a

given combination of the circuit inputs) is equivalent to that of finding a solution

to a set of constraints. Yet contrary to the general constraint problem, this task is

remarkably simple; one need only trace the flow of causation and propagate the

values of the intermediate variables from the circuit inputs down to the circuit

output(s). This forward computation encounters none of the difficulties of the

general constraint-satisfaction problems, thus exemplifying the simplicity

inherent to causal predictions.

The aim of this paper is to identify and characterize the features that

render this class of problems computationally efficient, thus explaining some of

the reasons that causal models are so popular in the organization of human

knowledge. Note that this efficiency is asymmetric; it only characterizes the for

ward computation, but fails to hold in the backward direction. For instance, the

problem of finding an input combination that yields a given output (a task we nor

mally associate with planning or diagnosis) is as hard as any constraint satisfac

tion problem. Thus, the second aim of our analysis is to explain how a system of

constraints, each defined in terms of the totally symmetric relationship of compa

tibility, can give rise to such profound asymmetries as those attributed to cause-

effect or input-output relationships. At first glance, we might be tempted to

t Thisworkwas partially supported by theNational Science Foundation, Grant #IRI-8821444 and
by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Grant #AFOSR-90-0136.
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attribute the asymmetry to the functional nature of the constraints involved. How

ever, functional dependency in itself cannot explain the directional asymmetry

found in the analysis of causal mechanisms such as the logic circuit above. Ima

gine a circuit containing some faulty coinponents, the output of which may attain

one of several values. The constraints are no longer functional, yet the asytnmetry

persists; finding an output compatible with a given input is easy while finding an

inputcompatible with a given output is hard. This asymmetry between prediction

and planning seems to be a universal feature of all systems involving causal

mechanisms [Shoham, 1988], a feature we must emulate in defining causal

theories.

Our starting point is to formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for a

system of constraints to exhibit a directional asymmetry similar to that character

izing causal orgaiuzations. Basically, the criterion is that there should exist an

ordering of the variables in the system such that imposing constraints on later

variables would not further constrain earlier variables. Intuitively, it captures the

understanding that predictions are useless for diagnosis. Starting with this cri

terion as a definition of causal theories (Section 2), we show that it is tantamount

to enabling backtrack-free search (for a feasible solution) along the natural ord

ering. We then explore methods of constructing causal specifications for a given

relation, that is, specifications that permit objects from the relation to be retrieved

backtrack-free along some ordering. Such methods are investigated along two

dimensions: inductive and pragmatic. Along the inductive dimension (Section 3),

we are given the tuples of some relation p, and we seek to represent this set of

tuples by a causal theory that is as simple as possible. We provide a formal

definition of simplicity and show that together with the insistence on backtrack-

free predictions, it leads to a natural definition of intrinsic directionality, match

ing our perception of causal directionality in logical circuits and other physical

devices.
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Along the pragmatic dimension (Section 4), we start with an unordered

collection of constraint specifications, which might represent some stable physical

laws, and we seek an ordering of the variables such that the overall system consti

tutes a causal theory. Clearly, not every system of constraints can turn causal by

a clever ordering of the variables. The criterion for the existence of such an order

ing depends on both the nature of the constraints and the topology of the subsets

of variables upon which the constraints are specified. Some constraint systems

are amiable to causal ordering by virtue of their topology alone, regardless of the

content of the individual constraints. These are called acyclic constraint systems,

originally studied in the literature of relational databases, [Beeri et al 1983]. In

contrast. Section 4 ascribes causal ordering to a more general set of topologies,

but imposes special requirements on the character of the individual constraints.

Our basic requirement for a k -variable constraint to qualify as a descrip

tion of a primitive causal mechanism, is that at least one set of ^-1 variables must

behave as inputs (or causes) relative to the remaining variable (to be

regarded as an output or an effect), in the sense that each value combination of

these k-\ variables must be compatible with at least one value of the k''̂ vari
able. Additionally, in order for the system as a whole to act as a causal system,

the constraints must be ordered in a way that prevents conflicts among the various

outputs, hence, no two constraints should designate the same variable as an out

put. We provide effective procedures for: (1) deciding if such an ordering exists

and, (2) identifying such ordering whenever possible. The ordering found can be

used to facilitate search and retrieval, and are similar to those used to describe the

operation of physical devices [Kuipers, 1984] [Iwasaki, 1986] [de-Kleer,1986]

[Forbus, 1986]

2. Definitions and Preliminaries: Constraint Specifications and

Causal Theories

Definition 1 (Constraint Specification): A constraint specification (CS) con

sists of a set of n variables X = {Xp ... ), each associated with a finite
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domain, dorrii, . . . ,dom„, and a set of constraints {C^, C2, . . ., C,} on subsets

of X. Each constraint C,- is a relation on a subset of variables 5,- =

[Xi^, . . ., Xi.}, namely, it defines a subset of the Cartesian product of

dorrii^ X,, x The scheme of a CS is the set of subsets on which con

straints are defined, scheme {CS) = {Si, Sj,..., 5, } , S^^X. A solution of

a given CS is an assignment of values to the variables in X such that all the con

straints in CS are satisfied. A constraint specification CS is said to define an

underlying relation rel {CS), consisting of all the solutions of CS.

Definition 2 (Causal Theories): Given a constraint specification CS, its underly

ing relation p = rel (CS), and an ordering d ={X-^,X2, .. ., X^), we say that a

CS is a causal theory (of p) relative to d if for all i > 1 we have

™

where 11;^^ ;f.(p) denotes the projection of p on (Xi, . . ., X,-}, that is,

x,(P) 1' • • •' ) I 3 J e p, J is an extension of :c}, (2)

and M is the join operator. Any pair <d,CS> satisfying (1) will be called a

causal theory (of p).

Although condition (1) may seem hard to verify in practice, it nevertheless

provides an operational definition for causal theories. To test whether a given CS

is causal relative to ordering d, we need to find the set of solutions to the given

CS, project back these solutions on the strings of variables Xi ,^2,..., X,,

1 < / <n, then check whether each such projection coincides exactly with the set

of solutions to a smaller CS, one consisting of only those constraints that are

defined on variables taken from {Xj,..., X,- ]. In Section 4 we will show that

certain types of specifications possess syntactic features that render them

inherently causal, in no need of the elaborate test prescribed by (1). Forexample,

the specifications of logic gates are always causal relative to orderings compatible

with their interconnections in logic circuits. Similarly, linear inequalities and
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prepositional clauses, under certain conditions, can be assembled into causal

theories by finding appropriate orderings of the variables.

From a conceptual viewpoint. Definition 2 can be given the following

interpretation. If we view the variables X ^, . .., X,- as past events, the variables

X,+i, . .., X„ as future events, and the constraints as physical laws, then Eq. (1)

asserts that the permissible set of past scenarios is not affected by laws that per

tain only to future events. In other words, past events cannot be ruled out by con

sidering their impact on future events. This interpretation is indeed at the very

heart of the notion of causation, and is closely related to the principle of chrono

logical ignorance described in [Shoham 1988], although Shoham's definition of

causal theories insists on functional dependencies.

We shall now show that causal theories as defined by (1) yield a computa

tionally effective scheme of encoding relations; it guarantees that the tuples in

these relations can be generated systematically, without search, by simply instan

tiating variables along the natural ordering of the theory.

Definition 3 (Backtrack-free): We say that a CS is backtrack-free along order

ing d = (X^X„) if for every i and for every assignmentx^,, x,- con

sistent with [Cj-. Sj ^ [XI,..., X,-}} there is a value x,+i of X,+i such that

Xi,..., Xi ,x,+i satisfies all the constraints in [Cji Sj C {X^,..., X,+i}}. In

other words, a CS is backtrack-free w.r.t. d if rel (CS) can be recovered with no

dead-ends along the order d.

Theorem 1: A constraint specification CS is backtrack-free along an ordering d

if and only if it is causal relative to d.

Definition 4 (Dags and Families): Given a directed acyclic graph (dag) D, we

say that an ordering d = {X\, • • • >X^) of the nodes in the graph respects D if all

edges in D are directed from lower to higher nodes of d. A dag D defines a set

of n families F^,..., , each family F,- is a subset consisting of a son node,

X,-, and all its parent nodes, F,-, which are those directed towards X,- in D.
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Definition 5 (Characteristic dag): The characteristic dag, D, of the pair

(d,CS) is constructed as follows: For each set Sj in scheme(CS), designate the

largest variable inSj as a sink and direct the other variables inSj towards it.

Figure 1 shows the characteristic dag of a CS defined on the subsets AD, DC,

DEF,AB,BC,CF, along the ordering d = (B, A, C, D, F, E).

Figure 1: The characteristic dag of a CS

Lemma 1: If D is the characteristic dag of the pair {d,CS) then it is also the

characteristic dag of {(F,CS) whenever d' respects D and, furthermore, if

<(i, CS > is a causal theory, then so is also <d', CS>. •

We can, therefore, characterize a given causal theory <d,CS> by the pair

<D, CS> where D is the characteristic dag of (d, CS). Indeed, the prevailing

practice in causal modeling is to use dags, not total orders, to describe the struc

ture of causal organizations. Note that for <D, CS > to be a causal theory, the

families of D must form a partition of scheme(CS), because to comply with the

construction of Definition 5, any set of variables that supports a single constraint

must reside within at least one family of D.

Defihition 6 (Causal model): Given a relation p and an arbitrary dag D ,D is a

causal model of p if there exists a constraint specification CS such that <D ,CS>

is causal theory of p. In other words, if there exists a constraint specification CS

defined on subfamilies of D such that rel (CS) = p and such that CS is causal
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relative to some ordering respecting D .

A causal model is a graph which merely designates qualitatively the

existence of direct causal influences among sets of variables, but does not specify

the nature of the influences.

3. Synthesizing Causal Theories and Uncovering Causal Direc

tionality

Our ultimate goal is to construct causal theories for the information we possess.

Since our formulation of causal theory consists of three elements: a relation p, a

constraint specification CS, and a dag D, the natural question that arises is:

Given any two of the three elements, can we find the third so as to form a causal

theory (i.e., satisfying condition (1) while maintaining p = rel (C5))? These ques

tions will be explored in Sections 3 and 4.

Task 1: (decomposition) Given a relation p and an ordering d, find a causal

theory for p along d.

Bairing additional requirements, a causal theory can be obtained by a

trivial construction. For instance, the complete dag generated by directing an edge

from each lower variable to every higher variable is clearly a causal model of p,

and the desired causal theory can be obtained by projecting p onto the complete

families F,- = {Xj ,X2, ..., X,-}. We next present a scheme for constructing a

causal theory on top of an edge-minimal model of p, that is, a dag D from which

no edge can be deleted without destroying its capability to support a causal theory

of p.

The algorithm that follows constructs an edge-minimal causal model of p.
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build-causal-1 (p,^):
1. Begin

2. For / = n to 2 by -1 do:
3. Find a minimalsubset/',• C , • • • . such that

x,.i (p) ^ Hp- ^ (x.) (p) = Xi (p)
4. Return a dag D generated by directing an arc

from eachnode in towards X,-.
5. End.

To form a causal theory, we simply pair this dag with the projections of p on its

families.

The construction above shows that a causal theory can be found for any

arbitrary ordering. However, we will next show that certain orderings possess

features that render them more natural for a given relation. It is these features, we

conjecture, which give rise to the perception that certain relations possess "intrin

sic" directionalities.

Definition 7 (Model Preference): A causal model D2 is said to be at least as

expressive as Di, denoted Dj <D2, if for any causal theory <Di, CSi> there

exists a causal theory <D2, CS^ such that rel {CS1) = rel (CS2)- A dag D is said

to be a minimal causal model of p if it is not strictly more expressive than any

other causal model of p.

Definition 8 (Intrinsic Directionality): Given a relation p, a variable X is said

to be a direct cause of variable Y, if there exists a directed edge from X to T in

all minimal causal models of p.

Example 1. Consider a relation p specified by the table of Figure 2(a). The table

is small enough to verify that the dag in 2(b) is the only minimal causal model of

p. For example, the arrow from X to Z cannot be reversed, because p cannot be

expressed as a set of constraints on the families of the resulting dag,

[YZ,ZX,XYW}. Adding an arc 7 X to the resulting dag would permit a

representation of p (using the scheme [YZ, YZX, YXW}), but would no longer be

miiumal, being strictly more expressive than the one in 2(b). The causal theory
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corresponding to the dag of 2(b) is shown in 2(c), matching our intuition about

the causal relationships embedded in 2(a). Note that the same minimal model

ensues (though not the same theory) were we to destroy the functional dependen

cies by adding the tuple 1100 to the table in 2(a).

X Y z w

0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 1 1

(a) (b)

Figure 2

Verma and Pearl [Verma, 1990] have used minimal model semantics to

construct a probabilistic definition of causal directionality. They have also

developed a proof theory which, under certain conditions provides efficient algo

rithms for determining causal directionality without inspecting the vast space of

minimal models. Whether similar conditions exist in the relational framework

remains an open problem.

Task 2: Given a constraint specification CS, find a dag D and a constraint

specification CSs.t. <D ,CS '> is a causal theory of rel (CS).

This task can be solved by executing algorithm Adaptive-consistency

[Dechter, 1987] along an arbitrary ordering d:
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buikl-causal-2 (C5 ,d)
1. Begin

2. Execute adaptive-consistency w.r.t order d.
3. Take the graph induced by adaptive consistency and direct edges from

lower to higher variables, Call this dag D .
4. For each variable, X,-, return the constraint C; that adaptive consistency

induces on the I family of D .
5. End

The resulting pair <D,{Ci}> is a causal theory of CS. Algorithm adaptive-

consistency is known to be exponential in the induced width W* of scheme{CS)

[Dechter, 1987], hence, it is a practical procedure only for sparse constraint topo

logies. / •

4. Finding Causal Ordering

In this section we characterize sufficient conditions under which causal theories

can be assembled from pre-existing constraint specifications. Part of these condi

tions relate to the nature of the individual constraints; each must permit a causal

relationship to exist between variables designated as inputs and that designated as

the output. Additionally, to avoid conflicts in assembling the overall theory, we

shall also insist that no two constraints designate the same variable as their out

put. Whether a given CS can comply with the latter restriction depends only on

the topological property of scheme{CS) and is captured in the notion of an

ordered CS.

Definition 9: An ordered constraint specification (OCS) is a pair {D ,CS) con

sisting of a dag D, and a special CS s.t. schemeiCS) is isomorphic to the families

of D , namely, C e schemeiCS) iff C = F,- for some i inD . The constraints (of

which there are at most n) will be denoted by C,^,..., ,t <n, each indexed

by the son of the corresponding family.

For example, a CS with constraints [ADC, DEF ,AB,BC,CF} together

with the dag of Figure 1 is clearly an OCS. However, if instead of ADC, we had

two separate constraints, on AD and CD, this dag could no longer be paired with

the CS to form an OCS and, in fact, no such dag exists.
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Task 3: Given a CS find, whenever possible, a dag D s.t. (D ,CS) is an OCS.

Procedure build-dag-3 {CS)
1. While scheme {CS) is non-empty do

2. If there is a subset 5 e scheme {CS) having a lonely
variableX (i.e., one that participates in only one constraint), then

3. direct edges from all variables inS towards X, and remove S from scheme {CS).
4. else, return failure.

5. end while

6. return the dag D generated.

Theorem 2: Procedure buiId-dag-3 (CS) returns a dag D if and only if {D ,CS)

is an OCS. Moreover, the dag returned is unique. •

Task 4: Given a CS, find, whenever possible, a dag D s.t. <D, CS > is a causal

theory of rel {CS).

In general, this task seems to require insurmountable amount of computa

tions. The task becomes easier when the CS can be assembled in an OCS by the

procedure above. Still, not every OCS pair {D,CS) corresponds to a causal

theory <D ,CS> according to criterion (1). We next show that if the constraints

residing in a given OCS meet certain conditions, then the OCS always yields a

causal theory. Such constraints will be called causal.

Definition 10 (Causal constraints): A constraint, C, on a set of variables U=

{^1,..., is said to be causal with respect to a subset O of its vari

ables if the following three conditions are met: i). Any assignment of values to

U-O is legal. Formally, if C = (X,^,..., c (7, then

Hu-o (C) = X,..., Xdomi^^^. ii). Let Oj denote the set {X^.} U-O,

then C = (C) M,..., >3 rioioi (C). In other words, C can be losslessly^^^

decomposed into IOI smaller constraints, each defined on U-O plus a single

variable from O. Hi). O has no superset satisfying (/) and {ii). We say that U-O

and O are inputs and outputs, respectively, of the causalconstraint C.

(1) A relation p is said to be losslessly decomposed into pj , . . . , p, if
p = plMp2lXl, . . . , Mp,.
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Example 2: Consider the constraint C specified in Example 1. The sets {X, T},

{X }, {X}, {Z}, and {H^} qualify as input sets {U-O) according to condition (i),

since C permits all possible assignments to their constituents.. However, only

{X,Y} qualifies as an input set by requirement (ii), since C can be losslessly

decomposed only into the scheme {XTZ.XyW}. Hence, C is causal w.r.t.

O = {Z,W}, and indeed, it matches the functional description of C as shown in

Figure 2(c).

Definition 11 (Symmetric constraints): A causal constraint is said to be sym

metric if it is causal with respect to each of its singleton variables.

For example, the constraint on [X,Y,Z} given by the linear inequality

X+y+Z^a, is causal and symmetric, since any one of the three variables

qualifies as an output, with the other two as inputs. It is easy to verify that linear

equalities, e.g. X + Y +Z =a and prepositional clauses, e.g. X v F vZ are also

symmetric.

Theorem 3: If in a given OCS, (D, CS), the constraint associated with each

family F,- is causal w.r.t.X,-, then <D , C5 > is a causal theory. •

Corollary: An unordered set of causal constraints can be assembled into a causal

theory if there is a dag D that will render it an OCS and if the sons in the families

of D coincide with the output variables in the causal constraints. •

To test for these conditions, it is sufficient to run the build-dag-3 algo

rithm and check if the returned dag satisfies the last condition of the corollary.

Since build-dag-3 runs in quadratic time, the entire construction can be accom

plished in quadratic time.

A subclass of OCS's that is causal w.r.t. any specification of the con

straints is the well known acyclic CS [Dechter, 1989] which is closely related to

acyclic databases [Beeri, 1983]. It can be shown that models enforcing local con

sistency between adjacent constraints is sufficient for rendering any acyclic OCS

backtrack-free, hence, a causal theory.
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In many AI systems knowledge is expressed as a conjunction of proposi-

tional clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals. One can view each

literal as a variable accepting one of two values, and each clause as a constraints

on its literals.

Lemma 2: Every clause is a symmetric causal constraint w.r.t each of its single

ton variables. •

Corollary: A set of clauses that forms an OCS is always satisfiable and, more

over, a satisfying assignment can be found in linear time. •

In case algorithm build-dag-3 fails, we know that the specifications do not

lend themselves to causal modeling by straightforward variable ordering. It is

still feasible though that causal theories could be formed by treating clusters of

variables as single objects. Such clusters were permitted, for example, in the

causal ordering of Simon [Iwasaki, 1980], which was restricted to the case of

linear equations. The basic build-dag-3 algorithm can be used to identify

promising candidates of variable clusters, and to assemble a more powerful type

of causal theories than those treated in this paper.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a relational semantics for the directionality associated with

cause-effect relationships, explaining why prediction is easy while diagnosis and

planning are hard. We used this semantics to show that certain relations possess

intrinsic directionalities, similar to those characterizing causal influences. We

also provided an effective procedure for deciding when and how an unstructured

set of symmetrical constraints can be configured so as to form a directed causal

theory.

These results have several applications. First, it is often more natural for a

person to express causal relationships as directional, rather than symmetrical con

straints. The semantics presented in this paper permits us to interpret and process
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directional relationships in a consistent way and to utilize the computational

advantages latent in causal theories. Second, the notion of intrinsic directionality

suggests automated procedures for discovering causal structures in raw observa

tions or, at the very least, for organizing such observations into structures that

enjoy the characteristics of causal theories. Finally, the set of constraint

specifications that can be configured to form causal theories constitutes another

"island of tractability" in constraint satisfaction problems. The procedure pro

vided for identifying such specifications can be used to order computational

sequences in qualitative physics and scheduling applications.
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Abstract

Given a set of constraints and a set of assumptions, we can propagate a premise
set through the constraints to determine all possible inferences. Those inferences
allow us to answer queries regarding the consistency of the premise set, the assump
tions underlying every inference, or the sets of assumptions (nogoods) leading to
contradictions. We describe a constraint propagation system initially developed for
model-based diagnosis [9]. The system maintains labels ofall assumptions underlying
every inference, in a manner similar to an ATMS. Unlike ATMS, the justifications
and premises in our TMS are represented as first-order predicate formulae, which
include variables. Our TMS accumulates macro rules so as to speed up answers to
queries for different instantiations of the premise set. In one version, the compilation
is done in advance, while in the other, is done when answering queries for a specific
premise set, in a manner similar to explanation-based learning (EBL) [8, 20]

1 Introduction

Constraint propagation is of central importance in search-based problem solving. Value
inference is one kind of constraint propagation, where values for unassigned variables are
deduced from the values already assigned. This technique has been used in various diagnosis
algorithms [5, 2]. It is also the basis of the CONSTRAINTS language [19].

Truth Maintenance Systems (TMS) can be viewed as a kind of constraint propagation.
ATMS-based problem solver consists of two components; an inference engine and a TMS.
The TMS's task is to determine what is and what is not believed, and the inference engine's
task is to make inferences about the domain. In ATMS [3] all such inferences are recorded
and communicated to the ATMS as justifications. Every problem solving hypothesis is
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communicated to the ATMS as an assumption. A set of assumptions is an environment
and the set of all data derivable from the assumptions is the context of the environment.
The ATMS associates with every datum a set of minimal environments from which it
is derivable. The set is the label of a datum. The task of the ATMS is to guarantee
that each label of each node is consistent, sound, complete, and minimal with respect to
the justifications. A task involving n assumptions has 2" environments, and at most 2"
contexts. The ATMS is required to tell when a context becomes inconsistent and whether
a node holds in a particular context.

In an ATMS, the label generation algorithm actually calculates the set of prime impli
cates for the set of justifications [17]. Provan [15] has shown that ATMS label manipulation
is of exponential complexityin the worst case. This is because there can be an exponential
number of minimal support clauses (prime implicates) for a set of input clauses.

McAllester's [13] justification-based TMS (JTMS) is a single-context system. In a
single-context system the TMS maintains for the problem solver only one consistent sub
set (a context) of the data that has been passed to the TMS, whereas the multiple context
system (like ATMS) provide a facility for determining contexts dynamically, without en
forcing the usage of any particular one. Although McAllester's JTMS is efficient and
tractable, the multiple-context feature of ATMS is useful in device diagnosis if one wants
to find the minimal number of possible faults that explains a given observed behavior [5].
In single-fault diagnosis, however, the full-generality of the ATMS is not needed.

Reiter and de Kleer [17] compares an interpreted versus compiled approach to a clause
management system (CMS) — a generalization of de Kleer's ATMS. In the compiled ap
proach, the CMS does not store the clauses transmitted to it by the "Reasoner" (as in the
interpreted approach) but rather the prime implicants of these clauses. The reward for
this is that the cost of queries becomes cheap.

Freuder [10] described a method for constraint propagation by synthesizing new ones.
The method constitutes a sort of compilation process using a dynamic programming tech
nique. That compilation is a form of learning in advance by means of constraints pre
processing. Inducing all possible constraints may involve a procedure which is exponential
both in time and space [10]. Dechter [6] proposed a method of learning while searching
that consisted of identifying minimal conflict sets contributing to dead-ends in a a back
track search. Constraint compilation also appears in the interpretation of constraint logic
progranuning, as described by the CLP interpreter in Cohen [1]. Van Hentenryck's [11]
version of Prolog called Chip (for constraint handling in Prolog) combines automatic back
tracking with automatic constraint propagation. Dechter [7] defines and compares the
performance of various schemes suggested in the areas of constraint satisfaction problems,
logic programming, and truth maintenance systems for enhancing the performance of the
backtracking algorithms. Those schemes are classified into two types: those that are em
ployed in advanceof performing the search, and those that used dynamically during search.

All truth maintenance systems manipulate proposition symbols and relationships be-
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tween proposition symbols. They address the search problem for a specific premise set.
Should the problem premises change, the inference and search process are repeated, though
the problem may have the same or "similar" solution 3.3 the ones that were solved before.
In a recent work [9], we addressed this problem in the context of multiple fault diagno
sis. Instead of propagating the assumptions for each prepositional datum, we propagate
the assumptions for a generalization of the datum. The generalization is such that the
set of assumptions for each datum remain valid for any instantiation of the premise set.
Our approach is similar to explanation-based learning [8, 20], although it shares com
mon features with ATMS and constraint logic programming. We present in this paper a
procedural description of our approach. We hope that this paper will facilitate further
integration of ideas from explanation-based learning, constraint logic programming, and
truth maintenance systems.

2 Motivation

An Assumption-Based Truth Maintenance system (ATMS)[3] receives from a deductive
module a set of pairs (assertion, justification). The pairs correspond to propositional
Horn clauses. The elements of a base of facts maintained by the ATMS are denoted by:
(assertion, list of justifications, label). The label of an assertion A is a set of environments
denoted by {Ei, •••,-Ep}- An environment E is a, set of basic assumptions denoted
by {Hi, H2,..., Hk}. A basic assumption H is an assertion specified as such by the user.
The deductive module may transmit pairs (contradiction, justification) to ATMS. The
environments of a contradictory assertion are called nogood sets. Every superset of a
contradictory environment is itself contradictory. The task of the ATMS is to calculate
and update the label of each assertion. Labels should be sound, complete, consistent, and
minimal [4].

The ATMS may only be used to answer questions concerning instantiated cases. For
example, the nogood sets will be applicable only to the propositional premises communi
cated by the deductive module. For another instantiation of premises, ATMS will have to
calculate and update the labels of various assertions anew.

We borrow the following example from [18]. The example involves the following base
of rules:

student{X) AHi{X) —>• young{X) (1)
young{X) AH2{X) single{X) (2)

student{X) Aparent{X) AH3{X) —> married{X) (3)

Rule 1 says: "students are young"; Rule 2: "young people are single"; Rule 3: "students
who have children are married". Hi{X) is the assumption that rule i applies to individual
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ingle(jim),

H3(jiin)

arentQim)

Figure 1: A contradietion

X {i = 1,2,3). Consider the set of premises: student{jim), parent{jim) The deductive
engine transmits the assertions:

young{jim), single(jim), married{jiTn)

along with their justification. The deductive engine also transmits the contradiction with
the justification married{jim) Asingle{jim). The state of the knowledge base is depicted
in figure 1. Based on this, the ATMS concludes that {Hi{jim), H2{jim), H3{jim)} is a
nogood for the given set of premises.

Explanation-based learning (EBL) [8, 20] aims at generalizing explanatioiis (justifi
cation) of assertions derived by a deductive module in order to speed-up the derivation
of "similar" assertions. The prepositional nature of ATMS means that for a new set of
premises such as

student[bob), parent (bob)

the work is repeated, and ATMS concludes that {Hi{bob), H2{bob), H3{bob)} is a nogood
set.

For the example above our TMS following the jim example would conclude the following
macro rules

student{X) /\ parent(X) —> nogood{[Hi{X)T H2{X), H3{X)]) (4)
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3 Problem Statement

We pose our problem in terms of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [12]. Assume
the existence of a finite set I of variables X —{Xi, Xj,. . . ,A'r}, which take respectively
their values from their finite domains Di, D2,..., Dr and a set of constraints. A constraint

... ,Xi^) between k variables from / is a subset of the Cartesian product Di x
D2 X... XDr, which specifies which values of the variables are compatible with each other.

We are also given a set of assumptions H = {Hi,..., Hr), where assumption H{ is in
conjnotion with constraint C,-.

Constraints are represented as inference rules in the form:

Head <— Body {Constraints} (5)

The rules specify what information on variable assignments can be deduced once some
variable assignments are available. Assignments inferred correspond to what we call con
clusion variables, while known assignments leading to the application of the constraints
correspond to what we call triggering variables.

Example 1. An adder constraint whose input variable cLSsignments are SInl, SIn2 and
output variable assignment is SOut can be expressed as

-'AB{Adder) =^> out(Adder) = SOut,inl{Adder) = SInl,in2{Adder) = SIn2,
{SOut = SInl + SIn2} (6)

Adopting Reiter's convention [16], AB(c) is the cissumption that component c is defective
(behaves abnormally).

The problem is as follows. For a given initial set of premises: a = {Xi^ = Xi^,Xi^ =
Xi^,..., Xi^ = x,-,}, s < r, forming a partial assignment over X, we want to be able to
answer queries such as:

1. Is the assignment cr consistent with the set of constraints?

2. If cr is inconsistent, what are the minimal nogoodsl

3. For every deduced variable assignment, what are all the (minimal) assumptions under
which it holds?

4 Value Inference

In order to answer the queries stated in section 3 we need to propagate the assignments of
the premise set through the constraints, using all possible inference rules. In the process of
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making value inferences, it is importa,nt to keep track of the underlying assumptions and
avoid redundant or circular inferences. The process halts when all possible inferences are
made. This is illustrated by the procedure PROPAGATE.

ALGORITHM PROPAGATE(Premise5et)
1.[Initialization] for every Var = Val E PremiseSet
2. CREATE-NODE(yar,ya/,[],[])
3. repeat
4. change <— false
5. for each value-inference rule Ri

6. for each set of trigger nodes Nij
7. change <— (NEAV-INFERENCE(i?,-, A^,j) or change^
8. until -ichange
We represent each inference by a node in an inference network. In that network, special

nodes are: premise nodes and assumption nodes. A premise node is a variable assignment
whose underlying assumption is the empty set. An assumption node is a special node
recording an assumption associated with some constraint.

While propagating inferences, statements of the form node(Var, Val, Support, Depen
dency), are asserted, where Var is a variable assigned the value Val, Support is the set of
assumptions underlying the inference. Dependency is the set of variables of all nodes in the
proof tree for the current inference. Figure 2 depicts a part of the inference network corre
sponding to example 2 below. For the node F = 12, the set of support and dependencies
are: [A1,M1,M2] and [A,B,C,D,X,Y\, respectively.

premise

premise

premise

premise

assumption

assumption

assumption

Figure 2: Inference Network
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The procedure NEW-INFERENCE called by PROPAGATE does the following. It
checks whether the trigger variables of Nodes have any dependency that include the con
clusion variables of Rule] line 5. This check willexcludeany circular inference. The support
and dependency labels are propagated in lines 8,9, respectively. The conclusion nodes are
created in line 11. If a value is deduced for a variable that conflicts with a premise, then
the support set for the variable is asserted as a conflict; line 12.

ALGORITHM NEW-INFERENCE{Rule,Nodes,PremiseSet)
1. if Rule was already triggered by Nodes
2. then return false I
3. else begin
4. W i—conclusionjvariables{Constraint, Nodes)
5. if for every node 6 Nodes NO-CYCLE(node, W)
6. then begin
7. H <r— hypothesis{Rule)
8. Support <- [JnodeeNodes suppovtijiode) U [H]
9. Dependency <— Uno(ie€Arodes('̂ spe"c?enc?/(node) U{node})
10. for every assignment Val to Var G W
11. CREATE-NODE(Har, Val, Support, Dependency)
12. if Var = Vali G PremiseSet and Val ^ Vali
13. then assert Support as a conflict set
14. return true

15. end

16. else return false

17. end

The procedure NO-CYCLE checks that the dependency label for a trigger node does
not include any element of the set of conclusion variables W.

ALGORITHM NO-CYCLE(node, W)
l.if dependency (node) 0 W 0
2. then return true

3. else return false

Example 2. Consider the polybox circuit of figure 3, consisting of three multipliers,
Ml, M2, Ms, and two adders. Let the premise set be: A = 3, B = 2, C — 2, D = 3,
E —3, F = 10, G = 12. Step 1 of PROPAGATE will assert the following premise nodes:

node(a,3,[],0) node{b, 2, [],[]) node(c, 2, [], []) node{d,3,[],[])
node(e, 3,[],[]) node(/, 10, [], []) node{g, 12, [],[])

The first cycle of PROPAGATE will assert the following nodes:
node{x, 6, [ml], [a, cj)
node{y, 6, [m2], [b, d\)
node{z,6, [m3], [c, ej)
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Figure 3: The Polybox Circuit

node{f, 12, [m2, ml, al], [6, d, a, c,x, y])
node{y, 4, [ml, al], [a,c, x, /])
node{x, 4, [m2, al], [6, d, y, /])
node{g, 12, [mS, m2,a2], [c, e, b, d,y, z])
node{g, 10, [mS, ml, al, a2], [e, a, c,x, /, y, z])
node{z, 6, [m2, a2], [b, d, y, g])
node{z,8, [ml,al,a2], [a,c, x^ f ,y,g])
node{y, 6, [mS, a2], [c, e, 2,g])

The second cycle of PROPAGATE will assert the following nodes:
node{f, 12,[m3, a2, ml, al], [e, z,g, a, c, x, y])
node{x,4, [m3,a2, al], [c, e, 0,g, y, /])

The third cycle cannot deduce anything new, so PROPAGATE stops.
There are two conflict sets: [m2,ml,al], and [m3,ml, al, a2].

5 Dynamic Compilation

The procedures presented in section 4 have to be applied every time the premise set has
changed. By compiled value inference, we mean generalizing the inferences being made
during the propagation process. That generalization permits the inference network to be
utilized for various instantiations of the premise set.

This idea of compilation is based on the Explanation-Based Learning (EBL) framework.
When given a premise set and constraint propagation is performed, the successful inference
rules are also propagated and represented in the inference network. A node in that network
consist of an uninstantiated assignment, along with a function relation instantiating the
assignment in terms of the instantiation of the premise nodes.
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As before, we represent each inference by a node an inference network. In that
network, special nodes are: premise nodes and assun. on nodes. A premise node is an
uninstantiated (symbolic) assignment to a variable with an empty assumption set. An
assumption node is a special node in the network.

While propagating inferences, statements of the form

node(Var, SVal, Constraint^ Support, Bindings, Dependency) (7)

are asserted, where Var is a variable assigned the uninstantiated (symbolic) value SVal,
Constraint is a function relation expressing SVal in terms of the symbolic values of the
premise variables specified by Bindings. As before. Support, Dependency denote the set
of support and dependencies, respectively.

We call the new propagation process EBL-PROPAGATE, to emphasize the fact that
generalized inference network is being learned during the propagation process. Figure 4
depicts the generalized network obtained by EBL-PROPAGATE for the example of figure 2.

A — a

C =

B = b
a X c X d

D =

Figure 4: Generalized Inference Netwok

EBL-PROPAGATE generalizes the premise set by replacing each value assignment by
a symbolic value, namely a Prolog variable; line 2. It continues applying EBL-NEW-
INFERENCE until nothing more can be inferred.

ALGORITHM EBL-PROPAGATE(Premfse^ei)
1. [Initialization] for every Var € variables{PremiseSet)
2. CREATE-NODE(yar, SVal, SVal, nil, [Var : SVal], nil)
3. repeat
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4. change +— false
5. for each value-inference rule i?,

6. for each set of trigger nodes Nij
7. change'r- (EBL-NEW-INFERENCE(i?,•, Premise5et) or change)
8. until -^change
EBL-NEW-INFERENCE first checks whether the inference had been already made;

line 1, and if not whether the conclusion variables are included in the dependency lists
of any trigger variable (to prevent circular inference); line 5. If the check succeeds then
the support, dependency, and binding lists are propagated; lines 7-10. Moreover, the
constraints of Rule and those of Nodes are merged— unifying symbolic values in the
process— to obtain a NewConstraint list and symbolic values for the conclusion variables.
Nodes for the conclusion variables are then created; line 14. If the value of a conclusion
variable conflicts with a premise then assert a conflict rule. The rule states that the support
set of the conclusion variable is a conflict if its constraints- and bindings-list yield a value
for the variable different from a premise assignment.

ALGORITHM EBL-NEW-INFERENCE(ij:u/e. Nodes, PremiseSei)
1. if Rule was already triggered by Nodes
2. then return false

3. else begin
4. W ^ conclusion-variables{Rule, Nodes)
5. if for every node G Nodes NO-CYCLE(node, W)
6. then begin
7. Bindings <- Unodee-Vodes bindings{node)

/* MERGE-CONSTRAINTS has the side effect of symbolic
assignments S-ASSIGN(.) on W */

8. NewConstraint <— MERGE-CONSTRAINTS(constraints(i?u/e),
UnodeeiVode, constvaints{node))

9. if NewConstraint subject to Bindings is satisflable by PremiseSet
for the the assignment ASSIGN(.) on W

10. then begin
11. Hi— hypothesis{Rule)
12. Support \JnodeeNodes support{node) U {H}
13. Dependency <— {jnode&Nodea dependency {node) U {node}
14. for every Var eW
15. begin
16. SVal ^ S-ASSIGN(Var)
17. Val ASSIGN(yar)
18. CREATE-NODE(yar, SVal, NewConstraint.

Support, Bindings, Dependency)
19. if Var = Val\ G PremiseSet and Val ^ Vali
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20. then assert a conflict set rule

21. end

22. return true

23. end

24. else return false

25. end

26. else return false

27. end

Example 4. Consider the polybox circuit of figure 3, with the premise set as in example 2.

Step 1 of EBL-PROPAGATE will assert the following premise nodes;
node(a,_a, [],[], [a: -a],[]) node{b, .b, [],[], [b : _6],[])
node{c, _c, [],[], [c : _c], []) node{d, _d, [],[], [d: _(i], [])
node{e, _e, [], Q, [e : _e], []) node{f, _/, [], [], [/ : ./], [])
node{g,.g,[],[],[g : _£?],[])

The first cycle of EBL-PROPAGATE will assert the following nodes;
node{x, _a * _c, [ml], [], [a : -a, c \ _c], [a, cj)
node{y, Jb * _(i, [m2], [], [6 : -6,d : _d], [6, cTj)
node{z, _c * _e, [mS], [], [c : -C, e ; _e], [c, e])
node{f, _a * _c -)- _6 * _d, [al, ml, m2], [], [a : _a, c : .c,b : J),d : _(i], [a:, a, c,y, 6, dj)
node{y,.f - .a * _c, [al,ml], [], [a : _a,c : _c, / : _/], [x,a,c,/])
node{x,.f - .b* _d, [al, m2], [], [b •. J),d\ _d, /;_/], [y, 6, d, /])
node{g, _6 * _d + _c * _e, [a2,m2, mS], [], [b : J),d •. _d, c : _c, e : _e], [y, 6, d, z, c, e])
node(y, _/-.a_c+_c*-e, [a2,al,ml,m3],[],[a; _a,c; _c,/ : _/, e ; _e], [y, x, a,/, z, c, ej)
node{z,.g - Jj* .d, [a2,m2], [], [6 : .b,d : .d,g : .g],[y,b,d,g])
node{z,.g - (_/ - _a * .c), [a2, al, ml], [], [a ; _a,c ; _c,/ : _/,y ; .g],[y,x,a,c, f,g])
node{y,_g - _c* _e, [a2,m3], [],[c: _c, e : -e,y ; _y], [z,c,e,y])

The second cycle of EBL-PROPAGATE will assert the following nodes;
node{f, _a*_c-i-(_y--c*_e), [al,ml,a2,m3], [], [a ; _a,c; _c, e ; _e,y ; .g],[x,a,y,z,c,e,g])
node{x,-f - (_y - _c * _e), [al, a2, m3], [], [c ; _c, e : _e,y ; .y, / ; _/], [y, z, c, e,y,/])

The third cycle cannot deduce anything new, so EBL-PROPAGATE stops. Notice that
in this example the symbolic value of each variable is given directly as a function of the
premise variable bindings, and therefore the Constraint list (eqn. 7) is empty. In general,
the value of a variable will be specified as a function relation given by the Constraint
argument of the node, in terms of the bindings of the premise variables given by the
Bindings argument (eqn. 7).

In order to better understand how EBL-NEW-INFERENCE obtains the above results,
consider applying the value-inference rule (eqn. 6) for the adder Al ofthe polybox (figure 3).
Let the adder's inputs x and y be the trigger variables corresponding to the nodes;

node(x,_a*_c,[ml],[],[a;^,c;_c],[a,c])
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node(y,-b*-d,[m2],[],[b:l.,d:-d],[b,d])
The assumption that a component is not abnormal is simply indicated by a prepositional

symbol corresponding to the component's label. Propagating the binding sets for x and y
(step 7) yields the binding set [a:_a,c:_c,b:_b,d:_d]. The symbolic value for i is _a +_c. The
symbolic value for y is -b* -d. Unifying the assignments of the adder's inputs with _a * _c
and -b* yields constraint{Rule) being equivalent to SOut = _a * _c + _6 * _d. Merging
constraints (step 8) results in NewConstraint = {} and the side effect of a symbolic
binding of the adder's output to SOut = .a*-c+jb*.d. The if condition of step 9 succeeds
with the the value 12 assigned to /. Next the rule's assumption is al. Propagating the
support sets for x and y (step 12) yields the support set [al,ml,m2]. Propagating the
dependency sets for x and y(step 13) yields the dependency set [a,c,b,d,x,y]. A node is
then created (step 18) for / with the so-obtained symbolic binding, support, dependency,
and bindings lists. Since the value of 12 assigned to / conflicts with the premise / = 10,
the following conflict set rule is asserted (step 19):

conflict^et{[m2,ml,al]) : —
premise{[a : .a,c : jC, b: .b,d : .d, f : -/]), dif * _c -f _6 * -d)

The rule says given the premise set bindings, if the value of / is different from the value
of a times the value of c plus the value of b times the value of d then the set of assumptions
[al, ml, m2] is a conflict (nogood).

Another conflict set rule,
conflict^et{[a2,al,ml,m3]) : —

premiseda : .a, f : ./, c : .c,e : .e,g : _fir]), diff{.g, _/ - _a * .c -b _c * _e)
will be asserted following the inference:
node(£r, _/--a_c-|--C*-e, [a2,al,ml,m3],[],[a: _a,c: _c, / : -/, e : _e], [y, x, a,/, z, c, e])

6 Static Compilation

Static compilation is a pre-compiled value inference, covering all possible assignments of
the premise set. We assign symbolic values to the premise variables and propagate the
constraints in symbolic form.

The fact that in static compilation the premise variables are uninstantiated leads to
the following distinctions from dynamic compilation:

1. Propagated constraints axe not evaluated for a specific premise set, since the premise
set consists of uninstantiated assignments. This raises the need to ensure that the
propagated constraints axe compatible.

2. Conflict set rules are formed by hypothesizing all possible inconsistencies between the
premise assignments. Note that in dynamic compilation, conflict set rules are only
learned when an inconsistency is found for the initially given prennise assignments.
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This implies that static compilation will definitely lead to apotentially larger set of J
conflict rules than for dynamic compilation.

Static compilation is performed by the procedure STATIC-PROPAGATE, which takes li
a set of premise variables and continues propagating the symbolic assignments to those
variables until nothing new can be inferred.

ALGORITHM STATIC-PROPAGATE(Premi'seI/ars) i
1. [Initialization] for every Var G PremiseVars
2. CREATE-NODE(yar, SVal, SVal, nil, [Var : SVal],nil)
3. repeat
4. change <— false
5. for each value-inference rule Ri
6. for each set of trigger nodes iV.y
7. change (STATIC-NEW-INFERENCE(i?,', A,y, PremfseVars)

or change)
8. until -'change
STATIC-NEW-INFERENCE is similar to EBL-NEW-INFERENCE with the following

two distinctions.

1. The satisfiability check for the merged constraints in step 9 is done with respect to
all possible instantiations of the premise set, rather than to an initially given one as
in EBL-NEW-INFERENCE.

2. Hypothesized conflict rules are sought for each premise variable, step 18.

ALGORITHM STATIC-NEW-INFERENCE(Pu/e, Nodes, PremiseVars)
1. if Rule was already triggered by Nodes
2. then return false

3. else begin
4. W conclusionjvariables{Rule, Nodes)
5. if for every node G Nodes NO-CYCLE(node, W)
6. then begin
7. Bindings <— [JnodeeNodes bindings{node)

/* MERGE-CONSTRAINTS has the side effect of symbolic
assignments S-ASSIGN(.) on W */

8. NewConstraint <— MERGE-CONSTRAINTS(constramfs(Pu/e),
V}nodeeNodes constraints{node))

9. if NewConstraint subject to Bindings is satisfiable
10. then begin
11. H *— hypothesis{Rule)
12. Support <- [JnodeeNodes support{node) U{H}
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13. Dependency <— Unodee/v^odes dependency (node) U {node}
14. for every Var E W
15. begin
16. SVal ^ S-ASSIGN(Var)
17. CREATE-NODE(Var, SVal, NewConstraint,

Support, Bindings, Dependency)
18. if Var G PremiseVars
19. then assert a conflict set rule

20. return true

21. end

22. return true

23. end

24. else return false

25. end

26. else return false

27. end

Example 5. STATIC-PROPAGATE will lead to the same network of nodes as in exam
ple 4, but will add a third conflict rule:

conflict^et{[m3,m2,a2],2) : —
premise{[b : J),d \ .d, c : -c,e : -e,g : .5]),diff[-g, _6 * -|- _c * _e)

7 Search Control

Compiling rules for the conflict sets can dramatically reduce the size of the search space.
Consider the problem of multiple-fault model-based diagnosis [5]. Civen a device consisting
of n components, each behaving normally according to a given constraint, and a set of
input-output observations for the device (premise set), it is required to find all minimal
candidates (multiple as well as single faults) that explain the observations. In other words,
it is required to assign credit or blame to components based on observations inconsistency
with predictions based on the internal constraints.

The space of potential candidates is potentially exponential in the number of compo
nents. The number of conflict sets is generally much lower than the number of potential
candidates. How much lower will depend on the connectivity between the components. In
one extreme, if we have 2n components as in figure 5, we have n conflicts, one for each
pair of components 2i and 2i -t-1, resulting in 2" candidates. As the connectivity between
the components increases, there is the possibility that the number of conflicts may become
exponential in the number of components [14].

In cases where the number of conflict sets is a polynomial in the number of components,
we expect that static compilation will lead to a considerable reduction in the search space.
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The cost of matching the conflict set rules will be less than the cost of propagating the
constraints while exploring minimum environments first in the candidate space, as is done
in the ATMS-based GDE system [5].

In the case of dynamic compilation, the system learns the conflict set rules as it solves
actual diagnostic problems. Since the system is never sure that it has seen enough cases
that cover the whole conflict space, the system verifies its candidate hypotheses using
constraint-suspension checking. This adds a computational cost that may overwhelm the
savings obtained from the compilation.

Computational experiments were carried out using a batch of 100 diagnosis problems,
that were created by randomly inducing single to triple faults in the polybox circuit. We
fed the same problem batch to three diagnosis systems; first without compilation (MBD),
second with dynamic compilation (EBL), and the third with static compilation (STATIC).
All three systems produced exactly the same output (all diagnoses) for the same problem,
but took different cpu times. We plotted the cumulative cpu time for each diagnosis system
for each circuit example. See figures 6.

In EBL (dynamic compilation), the net effect of speed-up from learning conflict set
rules, on one hand, and the constraint-suspension checking slow-down on the other hand,
depends on the size and the nature of the circuit. For the polybox circuit EBL contributed
a net marginal speed-up.

For STATIC (static compilation), conflict sets were generated on the basis of the pre
determined conflict rules. The circuit model was no longer needed. The effect of speed-up
was very significant, as is evident from the performance plots of figures 6.

8 Conclusions

This paper describes two approaches to compilation in constraint-based reasoning. The
first approach, called "dynamic", generalizes and caches truth maintenance labels as infer-

-In -\- 1

Figure 5: Loosely connected Structure
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Figure 6: Polybox Empirical Results

ences and queries being made. The second approach, called "static", runs all inferences,
generalizes, and caches all labels prior to any queries. In both cases, the labels are stored
as rules whose conditions are in terms of premise variable assignments, and conclusion are
the inference supporting environments.

Dynamic compilation can be thought of as explanation-based learning, where the gen
eralizations are being made at the time of problem-solving examples. Static compilation
corresponds to learning in advance by analyzing all abstract constraints.

The impact of compilation is discussed in terms of a model-based diagnosis application.
For multiple-fault diagnosis, compilation is most attractive when the number of conflict
sets is orders of magnitude less than the size of the candidate space.
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Abstract

The general constraint satisfaction problem is known to be NP-complete.
However, certain domain-specific constraint satisfaction problems can
be shown to have polynomial complexity. In this paper, we show that
polynomial-time algorithms are possible for solving geometric constraint
satisfaction problems (gcsp's). Traditionally, such problems are solved by
reformulating the constraints as equations whose roots are found symboli
cally or numerically. Symbolic solution has exponential complexity, while
numerical solution can be unstable and may have robustness problems.
Our philosophy for solving GCSP's is to reason directly in the domain of
symbolic geometry. We employ an operational semantics for geometric
constraint satisfaction, using geometric constructions to measure proper
ties of a model, and actions to move objects in the model to satisfy new
constraints without violating previously-satisfied constraints. This incre
mental approach leads to a monotonic decrease in the number of degrees
of freedom in a system of geometric objects, and is responsible for the
polynomial complexity of the resulting algorithms. We describe two im
plemented systems, one for mechanical modeling, and one for kinematic
simulation.

1 Introduction

Solving geometric constraint systems is an important problem with applications in many
domains, for example: describing mechanical assemblies, constraint-based sketching and de
sign, geometric modeling for gad, and kinematic analysis of robots and other mechanisms.
An important class ofsuch problems involves finding the positions, orientations, and dimen
sions ofa set ofgeometric entities that satisfy a set ofgeometric constraints. This paper first
examines traditional means of solving geometric constraint satisfaction problems ^GCSP s).
Then, we introduce a fundamentally different philosophy of constraint satisfaction, based
on symbolic geometric reasoning and an operational semantics for constraint satisfaction.
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We illustrate this approach in the context of two implemented programs, one for mechanical
modeling, and one for kinematic simulation.

Representations of constraint problems must be appropriate for the domain in the sense
that the ontology of the problem should lend itself to an efficient solution strategy. A
simple translation into the 'standard model' of constraint satisfaction {e.g., [Mackworth,
1977]) may lead to an inefficient, and perhaps exponential-time, solution process, while
representation shifts may yield a fast and elegant solution. .A. classic example is found in
the Missionaries and Cannibals problem [Amarel, 1968].

Besides efficiency, many other issues arise in the solution of GCSP's. Underconstrained
situations must be dealt with in an intuitive manner, and topological consistency may
be important. In domains such as mechanism simulation and mechanical cad (mcad),
solutions must be consistent in terms of which 'branch' in the solution space is chosen in
fuUy-constrained cases where more than one solution is possible.

1.1 Terminology

The objects of interest in solving GCSP's are called geometric entities, or geometric objects]
some examples are lines, circles, and rigid bodies. Entities have degrees of freedom, which
allow them to vary in location or size. For example, in 3D space, a general rigid body
has three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. A circle with a variable
radius has three translational, two rotational, and one dimensional degree of freedom (a
third rotational degree of freedom is not required because the circle is invariant under the
rotation about its axis).

The configuration variables of a geometric object are defined as the minimal number of
real-valued parameters required to completely specify the object in space. The configura
tion variables are used to parameterize an object's translational, rotational, and dimensional
degrees of freedom (dof's), with one variable required for each OOF. A configuration of an
object is a particular assignment of the configuration variables, yielding a unique instanti
ation of the geometric entity.

The definition of a GCSP is then as follows: Given a set of geometric entities and con
straints between them, find the values of the configuration variables of the objects such that
aU constraints are satisfied. The collection of entities and constraints is called the constraint
system., or simply the system.
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2 Equational techniques for solving GCSP's

GCSP's are usually solved by modeling the geometry and constraints with algebraic equations
that relate the configuration variables of the different objects according to the problem
constraints. Solving these equations—either numerically or symbolically—yields the desired
configuration for each geometric entity.

2.1 Numerical solution

Numerical solutions represent constraints using error terms, which vanish when the con
straint is satisfied, and otherwise have magnitude proportional to the degree to which the
constraint is violated. The error function is the sum of aU error terms; the constraint system
is satisfied when the error function is zero. One of the most efficient methods for finding a
zero of the error function is Newton-Raphson iteration [Press et ai, 1986].

Numerical techniques find zeros of the error function by 'sliding' down the function's
gradient. This process is necessarily iterative for nonlinear problems. Numerical tech
niques have many drawbacks. Each iteration of Newton-Raphson is slow, taking O(c^)
time, where c is the number of constraints. In addition, the Jacobian matri.x must be
evaluated at every iteration. Overconstrained situations, which are quite common, require
pre- and post-analysis to remove redundant constraints before solving and to check them
later for consistency. Newton-Raphson can jump chaotically between different roots of the
error function during solution [Peitgen and Richter, 1986], which can make the choice of ini
tial solution guess crucially important. Underconstrained situations require pseudo-inverse
techniques, since the constraint matrix is non-square. Additionally, when a solution is im
possible, no information is available to pinpoint the smallest set of constraints which are
inconsistent.

2.2 Symbolic solution

Symbolic solutions use algebraic rewrite rules orother techniques to isolate theconfiguration
variables in the equations in a predominantly serial fashion [Buchberger et al., 1983]. Once
a solution is found, it may be reused—or executed—on topologically equivalent problems.
Execution is fast, typically linear in the number of constraints. If numerical stability is
properly addressed, the solution can be more accurate by virtue of being analytic, there
is no convergence tolerance as found in numerical techniques. The principal disadvantage
of symbolic techniques is the e.xcessive (potentially exponential) time required to find a
solution or determine that one does not exist [Liu and Popplestone, 1990]. Poorly-chosen
configuration variable assignments can exacerbate the problem by coupling the equations in
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unnecessarily complicated ways, requiring very clever and complex inferences. Hence, the
symbolic techniques are feasible and complete only for very small problems.

3 Geometric techniques for solving gcsp's

Our approach to solving gcsp's relies on a representation shift from reasoning about configu
ration variables to reasoning about the dof's of the actual geometric entities. Configuration
variables are related to each other by sets of equations that may be very complicated, tightly
coupled, and highly nonlinear; in addition, the domains of the configuration variables are
continuous, yielding an infinite search space. In contrast, the degrees of freedom of an object
form a compact, discrete-valued, linear description of the state of the object. Coupling of
degrees of freedom is rarely encountered, and when it does occur, it can be accommodated
easily.

Degrees of freedom form abstract equivalence classes describing the state of a geometric
entity without specifying how the constraints that lead to that state are satisfied, dof's
are grouped into three equivalence classes: rotational, translational, and dimensional. All
dof's of the same type are considered idt Ltical elements of that resource. DOF resources
are consumed by moving an object so as to satisfy a constraint. Further actions are then
confined to those that do not violate any previously-satisfied constraints. Therefore, ev
ery constraint, upon being satisfied, introduces invariant quantities for the satisfaction of
subsequent constraints, and restricts some number of degrees of freedom.

Measurements and actions form the basis for an operational semantics for constraint
satisfaction. For example, consider points A and B on a line L, where L has no constraints
applied to it. Suppose a constraint specifies that point A be coincident with a fixed point
C. The line may be translated to make those two points coincident. If another constraint,
say one involving point B on the line, is solved next, any action applied to line L must
preserve the location of point A. Therefore, subsequent actions are limited to rotations and
scaling about point A. The constraint coincident(A, C) removes the line's translational
dof's, thereby restricting subsequent operations. A similar operational semantics is found
in [Wang, in preparation].

Reasoning about degrees of freedom is essential to decoupling the constraints. Consider
the xyz coordinate frame in Figure 1, with points 0, at the origin, and P, in some arbitrary
location, rigidly fixed in the coordinate frame. The coordinate frame is parameterized by
six configuration variables, three for the translational DOF's, and three for the rotational
dof's. Thus, the coordinate frame is free to translate and rotate in space.
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Figure 1; A rigid body with two embedded points.

Fixing the position of either point 0 or P (through the satisfaction ofsome constraint)
removes the three translational dof's in the system: the coordinate frame may only rotate
about the fixed point in order to satisfy subsequent constraints. But consider the constraints
in terms of configuration variables. Fixing the position of point 0 uniquely determines the
three translational configuration variables, while fixing the position of Pintroduces nonlinear
constraint equations into the system to relate the configuration variables to the distance

Solving constraint systems in the configuration variable space is difficult because of this
type of coupling between configuration variables. Solving in DOF space is simpler because
the actions can be specified independently of how the system is parameterized in terms of
configuration variables.

The use of the metaphors of measurement and action to guide equation solution distin
guishes our approach from other techniques for solving large sets of nonlinear equations.
Since the DOF representation is decoupled, a monotonic decrease in the degrees of free
dom in a system can be achieved as the constraints are incrementally satisfied, leading to
polynomial-time algorithms for constraint satisfaction.^

4 Prototype systems

We believe it is important to examine constraint problems in specific domains, and then
generalize our results to the solution of broader classes of GCSP s. To this end, we have

^It should be noted that the plan of measurements and actions that satisfy the constraint network do
not necessarily correspond to a physically-realizable plan for assembling a collection of real objects. Since
the objects in a GCSP are purely geometric, they have no volume or other physical properties. Objects may
pass through each other in aghost-like fashion, on their way to satisfying constraints. This property of the
solution process aUows decoupling the solution of aU constraints affecting any one entity.
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implemented our constraint solution ideas in two prototype systems. This section outlines
the systems, called HyperGEM and TLA, and then briefly compares them. The HyperCE.M
program is oriented toward mechanical modeling, and is described In [Keirouz et al., 1990].
TLA is specialized for the domain of kinematic simulation of mechanical linkages, and is
described in [Kramer, 1990b].

4.1 HyperGEM

HyperGEM is a prototype environment for mechanical modeling, emphasizing the early
stages of 'conceptual' design not addressed by most current MCAD systems. Mechanical
modeling includes not only geometric information, but engineering equations and other
design information as well. HyperGEM uses a graph-based solution technique for solving
GCSP's as a subproblem of conceptual design.

HyperGEM treats the GCSP as a graph flow problem, where the constraints are sources
of doe's, and the geometric entities are sinks. A graph algorithm allocates the dimensional,
translational, and rotational doe's absorbed by each entity so as to distribute the doe
equivalence classes according to each entity's ability to absorb them. The algorithm is
executed incrementally each time a new constraint is added to the system. When all doe's
have been allocated, an ordered dependency list among the geometric entities is generated.
This dependency list can be used as an execution sequence to update the geometric entities
so as to satisfy the imposed constraints. The execution sequence is recomputed after a new
constraint is added, as it may alter the allocation of DOE's.

The doe's are represented in a hierarchical fashion from 'weakest' to 'strongest':_ dimen
sional, translational and rotational. An action that restricts a particular class of doe may
be used to satisfy a constraint involving that class of doe or a weaker one.

Default procedures are provided to ensure 'intuitive' behavior of the constraint solver
in underconstrained situations, which are quite common in conceptual design. As the
allocation of DOE's is incremental, overconstraining constraints are detected at the time they
are added to the system. The solver does not yet attempt to classify the overconstraining
conditions (i.e., whether they are conflicting, in which case no solution is possible; or just
redundant but solvable); it 'flags' the constraints for the user, and ignores them when
updating is required. Cycles in the constraint graph are identified and solved numerically.

4.2 TLA

TLA is a program for kinematic analysis of mechanisms. Since many mechanical devices
contain loops, TLA is oriented toward the solution of constraint loops. A graph reduction
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algorithm is used in which constraint loops are identified and solved, reducing a cycle in
the constraint graph to a single node, and proceeding recursively.

To solve cycles in the constraint graph, it is necessary to have knowledge not only of
how actions can satisfy constraints, but also of how partially-constrained objects may move
as a function of their available dof's. The loci of points, lines, and vectors on partially-
constrained objects are intersected as a geometric analog to solving simultaneous nonlineai
equations. The complete algorithm is called degrees of freedom analysis, and is described
in detail in [Kramer, 1990a].

Information about measurements and actions is stored in a dispatch table indexed by
translational dof's, rotational dof's, and the type of constraint tobe solved.^ Each entry in
the table specifies how to move an object to satisfy the new constraint using only available
dof's, and what dof's the object will have after the action is performed. Similar data
structures store information about the loci of points, lines, and vectors on bodies as a
function of translational and rotational DOF's.

Kinematic simulation of a mechanism involves repeatedly solving the same set of con
straints (with a few numerical parameters, such as the angles of lines or displacements of
points, changing for each solution). Therefore the measurements and actions foi solving the
constraint system is compiled into an efficient procedure for reuse on any mechanism ol the
same topology.

4.3 Comparisons

The two programs described above appear to have complementary sets of strengths and
weaknesses, as briefly described here.

First, TLA cannot represent some situations involving coupled dof's that occur in MCAD
(such situations cannot occur in the kinematics of mechanical linkages); in contrast, the hi
erarchical representation ofDOF's in HyperGEM overcomes this problem. Second, HyperCEM
uses iterative techniques tosolve some loops that could be solved analytically. The loop anal
ysis capability ofTLA allows closed-form analytic solution of such loops. And finally, TLA
compiles plans for reuse in simulation, while HyperGEM does not. This is in part because
in TLa's domain of kinematics, the constraint set is static (although numerical values of
constraint parameters can change), whereas constraints are continually added and removed
from HyperGEM's constraint set during the process of conceptual design. We have begun
the process of combining the two techniques to obtain a powerful, more general-purpose
algorithm for solving GCSP's.

Hn kinematics, aU objects are rigid bodies, so no dimensional DOF's are involved.
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Figure 2: Timing comparisons of TLA and ADAMS.

5 Theoretical and empirical analysis

HyperGEM's graph algorithm for allocating dof's involves an amount of work linear in the
number of constraints each time a new constraint is added to the system. If only numerical
parameters change between constraint solutions, and no constraints are added or deleted,
the solution can be re-executed in typically linear time (not including numerical solution of
constraint loops). When a constraint is added or deleted, the graph flow algorithm is run
again.

For TLA, a plan to satisfy a GCSP is generated in 0{gc) time, where g is the number of
geometric entities in the constraint system, and c is the number of constraints. The plans
may be executed in 0{g\ogg) time, although typically the execution time is linear in g.

TLA has also been empirically compared with the .A.DAMS mechanism simulator, which
employs iterative numerical solution techniques [adams, 1987]. The graph of Figure 2 shows
the runtime of ADAMS and TLA as a function of the number of links in a mechanism. The

dashed hne shows the time per iteration for ADAMS; typically, between 2 and 12 iterations
are required to solve a GCSP, as indicated by the gray area. In contrast, the behavior of
TLA is linear, and is substantially more efficient.
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6 Discussion

The general constraint satisfaction problem was defined by [Mackworth, 1977]. In this re
stricted sense, a constraint problem involves finding consistent bindings for a set of variables
in a logical formula (a conjunction of unary and binary predicates), where each variable may
take one of only a finite set of discrete values. More recently, problems with infinite {i.e.,
continuous) domains have become of interest, as in temporal reasoning [Allen and Hayes,
1985] and spatial reasoning [Popplestone et ai, 1980].

It seems unlikely that there wiU ever be an efficient solution technique to general con
straint problems. However, domain-specific strategies can be quite efficient; sometimes they
are a complete solution strategy, and other times they serve to accelerate the solution of
the vast majority of that domain's constraint satisfaction problems.

In this context, we view our work as a small step toward the solution of the general con
straint satisfaction problem. While it provides leverage in solving GCSP's, it is doubtful that
the methods will extend beyond the realm of geometry. Just as weak problem-solving meth
ods like GPS [Newell and Simon, 1972] were supplanted by more domain-specific approaches,
the general constraint satisfaction paradigm must be supplemented with domain-specific al
gorithms.

There are some broad concepts that can be reused in formulating constraint satisfaction
problems for other domains. The notion ofabstracting some continuous space {e.g., position
and orientation) into a discrete space {e.g., degrees offreedom) may apply to other domains.
Designing algorithms that make use of monotonic trends (such as the reduction of degrees
of freedom of a geometric entity) tends to lead to polynomial-time algorithms. Creative
representation shifts wiU be required to use these principles in other domains, but if they
can be found, the benefits may be substantial.
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1 Introduction

A primary motivation for this research is investigating programming language support for interac
tive graphical applications. Our previous re.search made it clear that some portions of an interactive
system are most naturally described as a set of relations, others as a sequence of operations. Con-
siratnt programming languages are based on multidirectional relations for specifying the desired
results, but in their pure form have no means of specifying how to attain those results. Thus the
language's embedded constraint solver is given the task of determining the algorithms to use zmd
in what order they should be applied, [inperative languages are based on sequences of operations,
and allow an exact and precise specification of the algorithm to use in computing a result. In other
words, constraint languages emphasize the result whereas imperative languages emphasize the pro
cess. The core of our work has been to combine these two (apparently incompatible) paradigms in
a single framework: Constraint Imperative Programming (GIF). Our thesis is that this integration
is reasonable, expressive, and useful.

Constreunt Imperative Programming permits programmers to choose whichever is the appropriate
paradigm for each part of the interactive system: constraints for relations, and imperative code
for sequencing. For example, in a user interface, the output channel can be nicely described using
constraints, or filters, that relate internal data objects to graphical displays [Ege et al. 87]. Con
versely, the input channel is more conveniently described with state transitions, event handlers,
mode sequencing, and other imperative control flow operators. Analogously, within the application,
numerous consistency and preference relations are easily expressed as constraints: arithmetic rela
tions between numbers, information about which nodes in a graph are adjacent to each other, and
rules about how the font size should relate the number of lines on a page, to name just a few. Other
aspects of the application, however, are better specified imperatively.

In our work we extend the notion of constraints to constraint hierarchies, which allow both required
and non-required (i.e., preferential or default) constraints [Borning et al. 89a]. A common use of
such default constraints is to specify that, objects remain in the same state over time, unless there
is some reason for them to change. In an interactive graphics application, for example, this means
that as we edit parts of a picture, other parts don't change gratuitously. In Constraint Imperative
Programming, such defaults are ubiquitous (variables stay the same unless changed as a result
of some stronger constraint): they provide a .solution to the classical Al Frame Problem in these
languages. Constraint hierarchies are also useful for expressing user preferences, for example that
windowl be above wiiidowsi if po.ssible, and (le.ss strongly) that window! be on the left-hand-side
of the screen. The theory of constraint hierarchies is more fully described in reference [Borning et
al. 89a].
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2 — The Semantics

declarative- coiistraiiii, paradigtn and the imperative object-oriented one ishe defintt.on of asemant.cs that contbtnes the two. As astart,ng po.nt, otte can loosely charactenz
the .semantics of the itnperativ,- mikI declarative paradigms: dracterize

Imperative Each tt,stance variable holds asingle value (e.g., a pointer to an object) Also
each tnstance variable potentially holds a different value after each instruction is
e.xecuted. However, the value of a variable cannot change unless the instruction
e.xphcitly writes to that variable.

Declarative Each variable hohl.s only one vahie, i.e.. the result of evaluating the program. For
futictional program.s. this is ihe least fixed-point; for constraint hierarchies, the best
valuation. Time does not advance, and the value of the variable cannot changet.

Coijstraint Imperative Progranmiing (Clf^) a framework for a family of languages that merge
declarative con.straint.s with tmp..-ralive state and sequencing. This framework defines the essential
semantics of CP anguages, but leaves language designers free to create or adapt their own syn-
ax. Our initial CIP language was loosely based on Ada and Object Pascal; our current language.

Kaleidoscope, is based on Smalltalk [Freeman-I3eiison 90a].
The complete CIP semantics are described in [Freeman-Benson 90b]. The major points are as follows:

' va^rtble '̂'" ^ represents the value of theat adifferent interval, with subsequent values representing subsequent intervals. Time
virtual and represented by the positive integers. These values are held bv sub-variables

M at time n the variable Xrepresents the stream ofpellucid variables The pellucid variables for past intervals are Xi,x, x ,
the pellucid variable for the current interval is x„; and the pellucid variables for"the'future
nell / + parado.xes that can'arise when past values change
no av variables are a semantic feature and arenot available to the programmer-he or she can only use variables that denote entire streams.

• Frame axioms (the term is borrowed from the artificial intelligence literature) state that vari
ables stay the same unless explicitly changed. Imperative programs implicitly satisfy the frame
axioms because only assignment, can change a variable's value. Pure constraint programs do
not have anotion of time and thus do not suffer from the frame problem. In Constraint Imper
ative Programming, a special very weak .s/ay constraint is used to represent the frame axioms-
Vt.very.Heak V, = f,.,

• An imperative a.ssignment slat.-m.-ni i-. |Hesents a constraint on the next pellucid variable of
the stream and thus can only affect the next interval, [t can affect the distant future only when

le new value is propagated forwarti by other constraints (such as the weak stavs mentioned
in the previous paragraph). For example, if the current .value of time is 9, then x - x +3
is equivalent to xio - xc, -h ;5. Thus, as time continues to advance, this assignment constraint
will fade into the past.

f4^1%lJe11rano;'£ pmgre.s.sivc,v ,«nned during e.xeculion. but they cannot arbitrarily cliange
accIs?Jd"bt'̂ theT?J!'r'''-^-r''̂ • of CIP, but cannot be directlyca Dy the progiain. Thus they are "transparent- or trfinslucent."
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• All other constraint expressions cJenote a (poleiuiaiiy) infinite set of constraints on individual
values in the streams. Thus, in Constraint Imperative Programming, the constraint expression
X= y defines a value constraint lor each instant starting with the current time; = y,, rt+i =
yj+i, ... In other words, a constraint expression affects the values of the variables it constrains
"from now on". A while., assert., construct corresponds to "from now until then." or:
Vt € m ... n, J-, = yi

• Virtual time is explicitly advanced using the operator. Note that explicitly separating
time advances from other statements allows simultaneous assignments, so that for example one
can conveniently swap two variables without using a temporary:

begin
* — y: _ X — y: _ *<+i = yt
y — x;# - y — x; ~ yi+i = x,

end; #

A GIF program without constraints (i.e.. only .assignments), has similar semantics to an imperative
program (values stay the sami*. a.ssigmiieni.s change values). A GIF program without assignments
or hash-rnarks has the same semantics as a pure constraint program.

3 Comparisons with Other Paradigms

3.1 Versus C++ (Better Aliasing)

One way to understand the Constraint Imperative Programming semantics is to treat GIF as an
imperative language with belter aliasing. In this view, a GIF program is an imperative program
in which invisible relations (constraints) can be defined between memory cells. These relations are
similar to those created by deliberate alia.sing. For example, in the G++ programming language an
alias is created when two pointers point to the same object (e.g., p and q both point to object #124.)
When object ♦p is modified, object »q is too (becau.se ♦p and ♦q are the same object). In a GIF
language, the same aliasing effect, can be created by a required equality constraint. Additionally,
GIF languages go beyond mere equality and support fairly arbitrary constraints between memory
cells (see figure 1.)

C++ Constraint Imperative Programming

int z, ♦p. ♦q; var p, q, r;
p = fez; always: p = q: % <= alias created
q = fez; /* alias rreatal '/ always: q - 32.0 = r • 1.3;

% (I C++ cannot do this

Figure I; Gonslrnini Imper.itive Programming as Better Aliasing

3.2 Versus CLP (Constructionism) —

Another way to understand the semantics is to treat GIF as an imperative program that constructs
a constrtunt graph. In this view, a GIF virtual machine is composed of two parts which cooperate
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cc languages Constraint Imperative Programming
Constructor f.ogic programming Imperative programming
Backtracking .\o

Constraints f-'lal (all rr(|mred) Constraint hierarchy
Adding constraints IVIl Constraint statement

Querying constraints a constraint Demand a value

Value refinement ^•es Yes until commit then no

Adding variables I'ell a constraint Both time advances

with new variables and variable declarations

Objects .\'o Yes

Long-lived constraints Unni'cessary .Automatic

Familiar to

imperative programmers No Yes

Table I: Coni|)nriiig the cc laiigiini^ps witii Constraint Imperative Programming

to construct and solve a network ol' coiistraiiits. The two parts are an imperative execution engine
and an constraint-based data store. Tin- imperative engine interacts with the passive data store by
asserting constraints and requesting the values of pellucid variables:

Constraint-based Data StoreImperative Engine
constraint statement

constraint statement

advance time

assignment
conditional branch

constraint statement

advance time

. .. etc.. ..

add a constraint

add a constraint

appenil pellticid variables
add a constraint

solve constraints, commit, and return a value

adtl a constraint

ap|)end i.iellncid variables
... etc....

This constructionisl view can also be applietl to a restricted version of the cc family of languages
[Saraswat 89] (see table 1) and to the (?'onstraint Logic Programming and Hierarchical Constraint
Logic Programming frameworks [Jaifar fc Lassez 87, Doming et al. 89b]. In these logic programming-
based constraint languages a logic program, rather than an imperative program, does the construct
ing and querying of the passive constraint tlatabase.

3.3 Versus UIMSes (Finite State Machines)

A third way to describe the somaiuic.-' (I'ur
as a large finite .state machine, similar lo i
operate'. The constraint slalcments diTn
imperative control (low stateiiKmis ileline i
that are true for all states; once constraii.
"assert P during B" construct defines c;.,,
constraints and assignments define constrai

^CIP languages are Tiinng-ecniivaloiii, aiitl iluis.
the FSM view Is useful in manv

a rotricted class of programs) is to view a CIP program
he way tliat many User Interface Management Systems
lie lioth inter- and intra-state data relations, and the
he stale transitions. Always constraints define relations
define relations that are true for just one state; and the

istraints that are true for some subset of the states. Stay
nts between pairs of states.

in general, cannot be modeled by a finite state machine. However,
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Intra-state

constraints

Inter-State

constraints

Imperative
control flow

Figure 2: A Constraint linperative Program as a Finite State Machine

The finite state machine visualization is particiilariy apt for interactive user interfaces: each state
corresponds to one mode (iDi-K. i)R.\Cic:iN(;-ic o.\'. draoging-icon-with-shift-key, ...), and the
imperative state transitions correstioiul to significant events (mouse button down, key pressed, ...).
Constraints common to all modes are defined uitli always expressions, but the constraints unique
to each mode are created by omci> expressions. For example, the menu bar is always at the top of
the screen, but only in the dr,a(igiN(:-ic o.\ mode is the icon's position equal to the mouse position.
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Abstract

Explanation is regarded as Ein essentisJ component of AI systems, especially

expert systems. Technology for explaining rule-based systems is particularly

well-understood. Constreunt systems can be viewed as generalizations of rule-

systems where there is more flexibihty in the direction of information flow.

Explaining this more flexible framework is difficult and has not received much

attention. In this paper, we propose a model for explaining constraint compu

tations based on traversing reduction trees, an analogue of Prolog proof trees.

Example explanations are given for computations with the constraint logic pro

gramming language CLP('7i).

1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that most intelligent systems need an explanation compo

nent. People interacting with a computer demand justification of the computer's

behavior in terms that they understand. "The computer told me" is not, and

should not be, sufficient basis for decisions.

How to explain rule-based systems is well understood [6]. The rules involved"

in a computation must be explicitly represented, and collected in some structure

such as a proof tree [7]. The explanation is generated from some traversal of

the proof tree, with due consideration meide of user interfeice issues.

How to explain constraint computations is not well understood as there are

diflflculties in directly translating the techniques from rule-based systems. For

example, edthough constraint logic programming languages are natural gener

alizations of languages such as Prolog, meta-language capabilities are not cur

rently present in them. Also proof trees are inadequate to explain the proof

structure for a constraint logic progranuning computation because the latter

generalizes unification by a more general mecheinism - solving constraints in

the domain of interpreted functors over terms in the domain of interpretation.

What metei-level linguistic capabilities are needed is only now beginning to be

understood [4,5].
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This paper proposes an explanation style for constraint computations. It

focuses on explaining the logical component of the constraint computation and

treats the constraint solver as a black box. The syntactic structure of the con

straint program is considered important so that the programmer can determine

the explanation given by the program.

Section 2 gives our model of constraint computation which is essentially a

general form of the model of constraint logic programming proposed by Lassez

smd Jaffar in [3]. In Section 3, we propose a new structure, a reduction tree, as

a graphical form of representing a constraint computation. Reduction trees Eire

analogous to proof trees for Prolog computations. Explanations for constraint

computations are then generated by traversing the reduction tree. Sample ex

planations for CLP(7J) computations are given in Section 4.

We have developed a prototype progrEim in Prolog which generates expla

nations from reduction trees given in the examples. Such a program is not

currently implementable, as far as we know, in a constraint programming lan

guage due to the lack of suitable meta^predicates. Consequently, this paper

can implicitly be seen as indicating to developers of constraint programming

languages what system meta^predicates need to be provided.

2 Constraint Logic Programming Model

A constraint logic programming language consists of a domain of interpretation,

a collection of function symbols denoted by E, a collection of vEiriables V, and

a collection of predicate symbols II.

A term is a variable, a constant or is of the form f(ti, ...,tn) where / € E

and ti,.. .,t„ are (argument) terms. A term s is a subterm of t iff s = t, or a is

the subterm of an eirgument of t. We will need to refer to specific subterms, and

introduce a suitable numbering scheme. The first subterni ti in f(ti,.. .,tn)

will be identified by 1 and <2 by 2 etc. Further nesting of subterms within a

particular term is handled by giving an extension to the first number, e.g. in

t=f(g(h(a,b),2),a) b can be identified as 1.1.2since g{h{a,6)) is the first subterm

of t, h{a, b) is the first subterm of g{h(a, b)) and so forth.

In contrast to Prolog, the function symbols Eire divided into two classes, in

terpreted function symbols denoted by E,-, and uninterpreted function symbols

denoted by Eu. Predicate symbols n Eire also divided into two classes, con

straint symbols denoted by He, and remaining predicate symbols denoted by

Hp. Constraints are of the form p{ti,. ••,t„) where p is an n-ary element of He
and ti,...,tn are terms. A goEil is of the form p{ti,... ,tn) where p € n and
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are terms.

A constraint logic program is a finite set of clauses of the form :

A ♦- Ci,..., Cm, Bi Bn

where A is a logical atom, Ci,...,Cm are constraints, are logical

atoms and m, n are non-negative integers.

We will occasionally refer to the C,'s as explicit constraints.

A reduction step of a computation of a constraint logic programming (CLP)

language program P selects a goed :

( C • Di,...Di,...Do )

where C is a satisfiable conjunction of constraints, and each Di is

a logical atom; selects an atom Di, and chooses a rule of the form A <—

Ci,... ,Cm, Bi,B„, such that A and Di have the same predicate symbol.

It then adds constraints arising from equating the terms of A with those of £>,-,

to C resulting in a satisfiable set of constraints. The new resolvent is

({C A Ci,..., Cm A { A = D.}} ^Di,..., Di-u Bi, ...B„, A+i, ...Do)

where C A Ci Cm A { A = Di } are satisfiable with { A = Di } being a

set of constraints arising out of equating the arguments of A and Di.

It will be useful to identify constraints which equate a variable with a term

whose principal functor is an interpreted function symbol. We refer to such

constraints as implicit constraints.

Operationally, we can think of a computation of a constraint logic program

2is a sequence of reduction steps - accumulating constraints and either verifying

that the constraints Me satisfiable, or else backtracking if they are not. The

computation terminates with an accumulated set of constraints.

In this paper we give explanations for a particular language, CLP(7i), which

is em example of a constraint logic programming leinguage. The domain of

CLP(7^) is the set of real numbers the interpreted function symbols are {-b,
-, *, /, transcendental functions, pow}, the constraint symbols are {=, <, <,

<}> user-defined function and predicate symbols are the uninterpreted
function and predicate symbols respectively. For a complete definition, please

refer to [2].

3 Reduction Trees

Expleinations of Prolog computations are based on traversing a proof tree [7].

To explain computations of constraint logic programs, we need a structure anal

ogous to a proof tree. In this section we define a reduction tree, and show how

it applies to constraint computations. Throughout we use the word program to
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refer to a constraint logic programming language program.

A reduction tree for a computation of a program stating from a goal G is a

directed tree {V,E) whose root is G. Each vertex V has the form (B,C) where

B and C are the following components respectively :

• Goal component

• Constraint component

If the clause A ^ Gi Cm,Bi,...,B„ is used in the computation then

there is an edge from a pair (A,Ca) to a node (B',C') where either

(1) B' is empty, and C is one of the CiS.
or

(2) B' is one of the BjS and G' is a conjunction of implicit constraints
(defined earlier) arising from the arguments of B' together with constraints
obtained from the accumulated constraints which contain any occurrence of the

variable occurring in the arguments of B'.

The definition of reduction trees is consistent with the computation model

of constraint programming language presented earlier, and the goal component

of every non-leaf node in the reduction tree is one of the BjS chosen at each

reduction step. The explicit constraints (defined earlier) can appear only as

the constraint component of leaf nodes of the reduction tree because by the

definition given above, no directed arc can originate from one of the G,s in the
body of emy clause. Another important difference between a reduction tree and
proof tree comes from the fact that proof trees in Prologdo not contain vsiriables
while reduction trees may contain variables. This comes about because euiswers

to a CLP computation can be constraints over variables appearing in the goal

cirguments.

3.1 Goal Component Representation

The goal componentof a node in the reduction tree is simile to a node in a Pro
log proof tree. Differences between them will be pointed out in this subsection.
The differences arise due to the presence of implicit constraints in the goeil head.

The goal component of a node in the reduction tree is absent for explicit con
straints, and is denoted as empty. For example, an explicit constraint X > 10
with X bound to 11 will appear in the reduction tree as (empty,{11>10}).

If any subterm of the head of the clause used in the computation has as
principal functor an interpreted function symbol, then there will be an implicit
constraint in the constraint component of the node whose goal component was
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equated to the head of the clause in the computation. For example, for a goal

f(X,N) and clause f(X,Nl+N2) ... if NI and N2 are 2 and 3 respectively,

the reduction tree node for f(X,N) would be /(., 5) with a corresponding con

straint 5=2-1-3 appearing in the constraint component. If A''l and N2 are not

instantiated, the goal component of the reduction tree node will be /(_, Tl)

with T\ = N\-\- N2 being included in the corresponding constraint component.

Note that this corresponds to the introduction of a temporary variable.

3.2 Constraint Component Representation

The constraint component of a reduction tree node contains representations

of any implicit constraints as well as solved and unsolved constraints over all

variables appearing in the head of a clause.

The constraint component is a set of named and miscellaneous constraints. A

named constraint hcis the form $i ; C where i identifies a subterm of the logical

atom in the corresponding goal component and C is an implicit constraint.

Miscellaneous constraints appear only if there are unsolved constraints involving

variables in the goal component. These are precisely the simplification of the

constraints in the saiisfiable constraint set involving variables appearing in the

logical atom in the goal component excluding the implicit constraints already

mentioned.

Subterm numbers are given because two different terms in a goal component

might have the same values but different constraint component values, e.g. in

y(3, 3) the first 3 could be a unified value and the second one could arise from

the constraint 3=2-1-1. Component numbering usage resolves 8imbiguities and

the corresp>onding constraint component will appear as { $2 : 3=2-f-l }.

Here are reduction trees for some CLP(7J) programs:

Example 1:

fib(0,l).

fib(l,l).

fib(N,XH-X2) :- N > 1, fib(N-l,Xl), fib(N-2,X2).

The goal ?- fib(3,N) has the solution N = Z. The corresponding reduction tree

is
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(fib(3,3),{$2:3=2+1})

(empty,{3>1}) (fib(l,l),{$1:1=3-2})

(fib(2,2),{$1:2=3-1,$2:2=1+1})

(empty,{2>l}) (fib(0,l),{$l:0=2-2})

(fib(l,l),{$1:1=2-1})

This example, albeit simple illustrates a reduction tree highlighting the con

straint computation mechanism for computing fibonacci numbers. Both implicit

£ind explicit constraints appear in the figure.

Example 2:

foo(X,Nl+N2) :- X=10, Nl> 5, N2 < 10.

The goal ?- foo(10,N) has the solution true. The corresponding reduction tree is

(foo(10,N),{$2: N=N1+N2})

(empty,{10=10}) (empty,{N2<10})

(empty,{Nl>5})

The second example illustrates a reduction tree having uninstantiated vari

ables in some of the arguments in the clause he2id. There is a named implicit

constraint in the constraint component. The answer to the query in the CLP(7i)

system is true which is not very informative.

The third example, adapted from [1], illustrates a case when constraints ap-

pe£ir in the miscellaneous constraint set, and also uninstantiated instzinces of

vEuriables appear in the goal head:

Consider the following predicate for a point X,Y to be on the circumference of

a circle with center A,B.

on_circle(p(X,Y),c(A,B,(A - X)"^ + {B - Y)^)).
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For a query ?- on.circle(p(2,0),C) , the corresponding node in the reduction tree

would be

(on.circle(p(2,0),c(A,B,T)),{$2.3 : T = (2 - + (0 - 5)2}).

Consider the following extension to the previous example:

points_on.circIe(C) on_circIe(p(7,l),C), on_circle(p(0,2),C).

The query ?- points_on_circIe(C)) results in a reduction tree as illustrated below.

Here 14 * A — 2 * 5 = 46 is the solution to the constraints

T = (7 - A)2 + (1 - 5)2 and T = (0 - A)2 + (2 - 5)2.

(pointsjon_circle(c(A,B,T)),{$1.3: T = (7 - A)^ + (1 - 5)2,
T=(0-A)2 + (2-5)2,
$$: 14* A-2* 5 = 46

(oii.circle^(0,2),c(A,B,T),{$2.3: T = (0 - A)2 + (2 - 5)2})

(on.circle(p(7,l),c(A,B,T)),{$2.3; T = (7 - A)2 + (1 - 5)2})

4 Explanation

In this section we illustrate how CLP reduction trees can be used to generate

explamations for constraint computations. Examples of CLP('7i) computations

are used as illustrations.

We concentrate on how explanations of successful computations [7]. Expla^

nation C2in be provided incrementally and the user has the ability to choose the

depth of explanation in the explanation system. At any depth the following

things are identified and explained:

• Explicit constraints: Explicit constraints could be of the types which were

explained earlier.

• Implicit constraints: Implicit constraints occur in the constraint compo

nent if any subterm of the head of a clause used in the computation has

as principal functor an interpreted function symbol.

• Facts
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• Explainable goals ; The explanation system is capable of explaining the

subgoals. The user can etsk for further explanation by typing the query

how(n«j7ifter) where number is an index to the explainable gojJ.

We begin with the a constraint explanation for /»6(3,3), using the reduction

tree in Example 1.

How Explanation:

»how(fib(3,3))?

fib(3,3) is true with implicit constraint $2: 3=2+1 because

(1) 3>1,
(2) fib(2,2) explainable with constraint $2: 2= 3-1
(3) fib(l,l) is a fact

The user can now instruct the explanation system to further expatiate any

of the explainable goals, as follows:

»how(2)

fib(2,2) is true with implicit constraint $2: 2=1+1

(1) 2>1

(2) fib(l,l) is a fact

(3) fib(0,l) is a fact

Here is an explanation for /oo(10,6) from the reduction tree in Example 2.

>> how(foo(10,6))?

foo(10,6) is true with implicit constraint 6 = N1 + N2 because
(1) 10 = 10

(2) N1 > 5

(3) N2 < 10

and 6 = N1 + N2, N1 > 5, N2 < 10 is a solvable system of constraints.

It seems plausible to modify how explanations, giving whynot explanations

for failed goals. A whynot explanation would show the set of unsatisfiable con

straints which led to the failure of the query. Consider a slightly modified foo

predicate - fool, which has a further restriction on N2. fool is defined as

follows:

fool(X,Nl+N2) X=10, Nl> 5, N2 > 0, N2 < 10.

The query /ool(10,4) does not succeed and the following explanation could be
provided :

>> whynot(fool(10,4))?
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Explanation:

fool(10,4) is not true because

(1) 10 = 10,

(2) N1 > 5

(3) N2 > 0

(4) N2 < 10

and 4 = N1 + N2, N1 > 5, N2 > 0, N2 < 10 is not a solvable system of con

straints.

The next explanation shows how information about partial solution of con

straints can be explained.

>>how(points_on_circle(C))?

Explanation:

points_on_circle(c(A,B,T)) with 14 * A —2 * S = 46 is true

because

(1) on.circle(p(7,l),c(A,B,T)) fact with T = (7 - A)^ -h (1 - B)^

(2) on_circle(p(0,2),c(A,B,T)) fact with T = (0 - A)^ + (2 - S)^

and 14*A — 2*S = 46 summarizes

r= (7-A)2 + (1-5)2 and T = (0 - A)^ + (2 -

The explanation provided depends on the underlying program and on the

representation of constraints. In the previous explanation the constraint com

ponent of the corresponding reduction tree contains implicit components for T

in the goal head but the explanation system avoids duplicity of information and

does not state the implicit constraints for T again. These examples illustrate

explaining constraint computations by traversing the reduction tree, extracting

relevant information and presenting it to the user in a meaningful way. More

examples and explanations are available in [8].

5 Conclusion

Reduction trees are a generalization of the proof trees used to explain conven

tional Prolog programs. Reduction trees differentiate between unification and

constraint solution involving interpreted functions over a domain. Explcinations

traverse the reduction tree structure to explain CLP programs. Since meta pro

gramming facilities available in the current implementation of CLP(7J) are not

adequate to implement a program to construct the reduction tree, the reduc-
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tion trees were crafted manually. We feel that reduction trees are well suited

for explaining a constraint computation system.
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Layer Constraints
in Hierarchical Finite Domains

Philippe Codognet *, Pierre Sav6ant
Enrico Maim Olivier Briche ^

Abstract

We present a framework for handling vuious kinds of constraints in type
hierarchies (taxonomies). In addition to the basic inheritance and equality
constraints proposed by the LOGIN language, and disequality, we introduce
inheritance, equality and disequality relative to a specific layer in the hierar
chy. This allows to both enhance the expressiveness of the language and to
design new propagation techniques that we call layer propagation. The under
lying idea is to apply the propagation mechanisms of the CHIP language to
hierarchical finite domains instead of fiat ones.

1 Introduction

Object inheritance has proved to be a iiseful notion in various programming paradigms.
Type hierarchies, or taxonomies, described by an is.a relation allow to encode sev
eral kinds of information about objects. In Logic Programming, the LOGIN ap
proach [l] consists in integrating inheritance directly into the unification process
rather than indirectly in the inference engine (Prolog). This can be seen as a spe
cial Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) language [4] dealing with hierarchical
constraints over finite lattices. Inheritance (»s-a) constraints are efficiently handled,
thanks to a boolean encoding of the tzixonomy, by a kind of compilation of the
inheritance relation.

The CRL language [5] extends the LOGIN approach, in particular in considering
the type constraints in the spirit of the finite-domain constraints of CHIP [6]. CHIP
provides efficient constraint handling techniques for flat finite-domains, i.e. flat
taxonomies representing sets of possible values. This is achieved by having a special
low-level encoding of finite-domains and constraint propagation techniques. The
latter enables constraints to be active and to prune the search speice in an a priori
way, eg. forward-checking or looking-ahead techniques.

*INRIA, B.P. 105, 78153 Le Chesnay, FRANCE (codpgiietQmmos.mria.fr)

^SYSECA, 315 bureaux de la Colline, 92213 St Cloud, FRANCE
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The idea is to apply CHIP-like technology to hierarchical finite domains (tax
onomies). In this way one can benefit both from the ability to reason at several
layers of abstraction given by the type hierarchy and from the efficient constraint
solving techniques over finite domains. Having a taxonomic structure allows to
work at the most abstract level and thus to factorize computations that would have
been necessary if we only had a flat structure. We will treat three types of con
straints: inheritance constraints, noted X:Y, i.e. the transitive closure of the basic
IS a relation, equality (common subtype coercion), noted X=Y, and its opposite
(no common subtype), noted X#Y. The first two are already present and efficiently
handled in LOGIN, the last will be treated in a way similar to the disequation con
straint (?t) of CHIP, by active domain reduction. Moreover, the expressive power
of taxonomies and the possibility to reason at difiFerent layers of abstraction will
amount to the definition of a new type of constraints. We propose an extension
of the LOGIN framework which focuses on the notion of layer, that,can be used
both to enhance the expressiveness of the language and to design new propagation
techniques that we call layer propagation.
This control mechanism aUows the user to tune the granularity at which compu
tation will take place and to save computation work. This control mechanism can
indeed be seen as an "implementation" of the principle of reasoning at the higher
layer of abstraction in taxonomies.
The new constraints are equality and disequality and membership with respect to
a specific layer. Assume for instance that we have a time taxonomy with difierent
granularities considering months, weeks and days. One may for instance want to
state that two events happen the same month (but not necessarUy the same week
or day) or that two events do certainly not happen the same week (even if we don't
know which week). This is not feasible with the basic constraints that we have
previously presented, but the layer constraints that will be detailed allow this kind
of knowledge to be expressed. -
The layer propagation technique consists in considering as active only constraints
concerning a certain layer-(6¥ layers above), while delaying constraints concerning
lower layers until necessai^""^

•-••OKeri

This paper is organized as follows : the next section presents taxononues and lat
tice domains, together with the basic low-level encoding techniques, while section 3
details the different constraints and their operational behavior. Ashort conclusion
ends the paper.

2 Lattice domains

We will pr^ent in this section taxonomies and lattice dornams and recall the efficient
encoding proposed by [2].
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2.1 Taxonomies, posets and semilattices
Ataxonomy is indeed a partially ordered aet (poaet) whose ordei- relation (<) is
is a but it is not necessarily a lattice or even asemilattice. The taxonomy may be
completed with a top ("universe") and abottom ("empty") element to ensure that
the greatest lower bound (GLB) and least upper bound (LUB) always exist between
any two elements, but nothing ensmes that they are unique. As we are interested
in inheritance properties, we will only try to give the taxonomy a lower semilattice
(LSL) structure. This property can be checked when the taxonomy is given, but
this requires from the programmer to specify many pairwise GLBs, that are indeed
implicit.

To avoid this task, the taxonomy will be embedded into a LSL structure that
is compatible with the original < relation, and also contains the necessary GLBs.
We will Tise for this purpose the technique developed for LOGIN and LIFE in [2],
which will be detailed in the next section.

The interest in embedding the taxonomy in a LSL structure is that in the latter
structure the computation of the GLB, and < (isj) relation, i.e. the basic operadon
needed for our inheritance properties and constraints, can be made very efficient
due to aspecific boolean encoding. Indeed these operations are very frequent dming
a program execution, and it is crucial to have them fast.

2.2 EflBcient encoding of semilattices

The semilattice encoding consists in considering the restricted powerset RP(L) of a
poset L, that is the set of non-empty sets of pairwise incomparable elements of L.
Observe that L can be trivially injected in its restricted powerset by identfiying a
with {o}. The extra-elements in RP(L) correspond in fact to the "missing" GLBs
of L that are needed to form a LSL structure. The elements of the restricted
powerset can be encoded as bit-vectors on which the basic operations of computing
the GLB and order checking can be efficiently performed. The encoding consists in
providing each element with aunique code, in the form of abit-vector whose size is
the number of elements of the initial taxonomy. The extra-codes produced by the
encoding correspond to the specific elements of the restricted powerset . They are
precisely the extra LUBs required for the embedding of the taxonomy (poset) in a
LSL. Consider the poset:
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figure

rec rhdmb

other rectangle other r

other square plain'square other plain figure

Afirst method is givra by taking the matrix of the reflexive traMitive closure of
the is.a relation, where 1 in row i and column j indicates that j i^erits from i.
For each element of the poset, the corresponding row of the matrix can be seen
as a bit vector code of this element. There is another way of realizing a similar
encoding: instead of computing the transitive closure matrix, one can simply m^e
a poset traversal layer by layer, starting from the bottom element, and assigning
codes to the elements. The method is rather natural. Each node of the poset has a
power of 2that identifies it. For the reflexive transitive approach, the node is then
represented by the union of its power of 2and the powers of 2of all nodes that are
less than it (the partial order being defined by the is_a relation). To get codes more
compact, we get rid of useless powers of 2which is the case every time the GLB is
unique. Algorithms are described in [2]. On the previous example, the encoding is
as follows.

Node Code

bottom 00000

other plain figure 00001

plain square 00010

other square 00100

other rhomb 10000

square 00110

other rectangle 01000

rhomb 10110

rectangle OHIO

plsdn figure 00011

parallelogram 11110

universe 11111

The TwaiTi interest of this encoding is to allow efficient computation of the basic
operations that are needed to solve the type constraints. Indeed GLBs can be com
puted by simply taking the bitwise AND of the correspondmg elements. Consi er
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for instEince plain square, the GLB of rectangle and plain figure, its code is the AND
of the code of rectangle juid plain figure.

The semilattice embedding allows the mapping of union, intersection and com
plement of types respectively into binary or, and and complement of their corre
sponding codes. The complemented object will be iised when dealing with the
disequation constraints, for representing objects with a negative part. Such an ob
ject can be represented by ti - tj, that is interpreted as ti n tj and is encoded as
7(*i) A7(tj), Tf being the encoding fimction.

3 Constraints

3.1 basic constraints

We will now detail the handling of our type constraints, that is X:Y (X inherits
from Y), X=Y (type equality) and disequality : X^Y (instance disequality).

3.1.1 X = Y

Operationally, this constraint is treated by creating a new variable Z with a type
domain which is the GLB of the type of X and Y, and by binding both X and Y to
Z. Observe that this constraint is equivalent to the conjimction X :Y,Y : X.

This operation can be efficiently implemented by assigning to the bitvector en
coding of the domains of Y and X the bitwise AND on these codes, corresponding
to their GLB.

3.1.2 X : Y

Operationally, it is treated as follows. If X is a (direct or indirect) subtype of Y,
this rnTist.ra.iTit succeeds. Otherwise, a new variable Z is created whose domain is
the GLB of X and Y If the domain of Z is reduced to _L, then the constraint fails,
and the whole system is unsatisfiable. If this domain is non-empty, then X is boxmd
to Z to ensure that X is included in the domain of Y.

Thanks agmn to the encoding, this operation corresponds to a simple logical oper
ation on bit-vectors : one simply assign to the code of X the AND of those of X
and Y and checks that it is not zero (code of J.).
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3.1.3

As we want to treat this constraint by forward checking techniques, the meaning of
X^Y will be that X and Y denote two different basic types. A basic type is a type
covering the bottom root, i.e. that has no other subtype than bottom. Basically,
forward checking consists indelaying constraints until one oftheir variables is bound
to a value. A disequation is treated by removing this value from the domain of the
other variable. The search space is thus pruned in an o prioriway. This explains
the restriction to basic types, which are singletons whereas other types denote sets
of types.

Operationally removing the value ofXfrom the domain of Yconsists in updating
the ofY by taking the bitwise AND with the complement of the domain of
X: 'y{domain{Y)) i{domain{Y))A^{domain{X)), if being the encoding function.

3.2 Layer Constraints

Hierarchical domains allow to define layers of abstraction, and we will see the use
of this concept to extend both the expressiveness of our constraint language (layer
constraints) and the constraint solving process (layered propagation).
The new constraints are equality and disequality and membership with respect to
a specific layer. Assume for instance that we have a tune taxonomy with different
granularities considering months, weeks and days. One may for mstance want to
state that two events happen the same month (but not necessarily the same week
or day) or that two events do certainly not happen the same week (even if we don't
know which week). This is not feasible with the basic constraints that we have
previously presented, but the layer constraints that will be detailed below allow
this kind of knowledge to be expressed.
The basic idea of the layered propagation technique is to control constraint prop
agation by taking into account a layer upon which the triggering of a constraint
propagation depends. When constraint propagation is done at layer L, only con
straints concerning layer L or above are woken up and used in propagation, other
constraints are delayed until their layer is considered. The programmer can hence
"time" the constraint solving process by stating the triggering layer, and refine re-
peatidly the answer by going to a lower layer if necessary. This mechanism that
considers only constraints and domains above a certain layer is also important for
efliciency, as staying at the higher layers allows a bigger pruning in the domains,
and as the computation work related to (too) specific constraints is delayed until it
Is really needed and can be saved if not necessary.

3.2.1 Layers

Alayer is a set Lof pairwise incomparable types such that all elements of Lare at
the same rank. The rank of a node is the length of the longest path from the top
root to this node.
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For the sake of simplicity we allow to give a layer a symbolic name, as shown by
the following example:
Consider a simple classification for a chart of colors.

yeiiow

gold lemon vermilion carinin crimson claret

Possible layers on this example are {yellow,red} that we call the color layer juid
{gold,lemon,sand,vermilion,carmin,crimson,claret} that we call the shade layer.
We will say that a type f is below (resp. above) a layer L if 31 E L/t : I At ^ I (resp.
3/ e Ljl :tAt^l). We say that t is at layer LifteL.

3.2.2 X =L Y

This constraint states that, whatever the domains of X and Y au^e, they have an
upper bound (common ancestor) which is at or below layer L. Considering the
taxonomy of the color example, X =eoior Y meams that X amd Y have the same color
(i.e. red, yellow, ...), but not necessarily the same shade. For instauice, we have
gold —color lonion.

This constraint is handled ais follows :

let t = GLB(X,Y). If t is at or below layer L, then the constraint cam be treated :
X is bound to a new variable XI whose domain is t. Note that X amd Y axe not
boimd to eau:h other as for the baisic = constraint.

ff t is above L, the the constraint is delayed until this condition is satisfied. This
constraint will hence be woken up each time the domain of X or Y will be changed
in order to check the above condition.

3.2.3 Xt^^Y and layered forward checking

Back to the color example, suppose that one wants to express that X amd Y are
different colors (one red, the other yellow), and not simply of different shades. This
was suggested by a map coloring problem. Indeed what we want to express is that
X and Y are different at the color layer. Therefore, the disequation operator has
to be indexed by the layer. On the example, the color layer is the set {yellow, red}
and our constraint will be written XT^coJorY.

This constraint will be hamdledby layeredforward cheeking, i.e. forwaird checking
triggered as soon as one variable is bound to a type at or below the indicated layer.
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Suppose on the color example that X is bound to red emd Y to color, then the
constrsdnt is woken up, that is red is removed from the domain of Y which is now
reduced to yellow. Variables can further be boimd to more specific shades, the
constraint will always be enforced.

At the implementation level, it works exactly the same as the simple case :
'y{domain{Y)) *— 'y{domain{Y)) A7(domam(X)).

3.2.4 X:lY

This constraint ensures that X is a subtype of Y whose domain is at layer L or
below. Taking the same example again, X:«fcad«Y constrains X to be a subtype of
Y which is a shade (vermilion, sand, ...) and not just a color (red, yellow, ...).
Observe that the constraint X'.jY ensures that the domain of X is at or below layer
L.

This constraint is handled as X:Y with an extra checking : if the domain of X
is below L, then the constraint is satisfied, else the constraint is delayed and will
be woken up each time the domain of X will be changed in order to check this
condition.

4 Conclusion

We have presented hierarchical finite domains, i.e. taxonomies, and their associ
ated constraints. Basic constraints such as equality, membership or disequality are
well known, thanks to the LOGIN language. We proposed an extension which fo
cuses on the notion of layer, that can be used both to enhance the expressiveness
(considering equality or disequality with respect to a given layer) and for designing
new propagation techniques based on the triggering of constraints with respect to a
given layer. This control mechanism allows to stay at the higher levelof abstraction
and to save computation work.
We have based our approach on the lattice embedding of taxonomies proposed by
LOGIN, as it provides an efiicient low level encoding of domains and efficient basic
constraint handling, and it would be interesting to consider other algebraic struc
tures. For example, for applications dealing with temporal reasoning at different
granularities [3], one can consider the algebra of time intervals, and an interesting
topic is to see how our layer constraints can be adapted to fit into this framework.

This work was done in the framework of the development of the CRL language
in the European Esprit 11 (jj 2409) project.
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Abstract

The Restriction Site Mapping problem is an important computational
problem in molecular biology. In this paper, we show how to formulate this
problem as a dynamic constraint satisfaction problem. This leads to an
elegant solution for solving linear restriction site mapping problems for two
enzymes using the constraint logic programming language CLP(7i). The
solution here is different from classical CSP techniques as the system of
constraints here is dynamic and instead of finding a satisfying assignment
of values for the variables, we obtain a satisfying set of constraints.
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1 Introduction

Restriction site mapping is an important problem in molecular biology. An intro
duction to the problem is contained in [3]. In this section, we will briefly review
some of the molecular biology background of the problem. Knowledge of these de
tails is not necessary for understanding the problem which is formulated abstractly
in section 2.

Restriction site mapping is an important tool used in sequencing and cloning
DNA. A DNA molecule can be cut into fragments using an enzyme called a re
striction enzyme. The restriction enzyme recognises specific patterns in the DNA
sequence and cuts the molecule at those particular places, which are known as
restriction sites. The restriction site mapping problem then is to reassemble to
gether the original molecule given those fragments. The reconstructed molecule
or restriction map serves as a gross description of the original molecule since the
position and patterns of the restriction sites are known.

The DNA molecules which are to be mapped come in two kinds, linear molecules
which can be thought of as being a string over a four letter alphabet or a circular
molecule. Restriction enzymes can be applied to the molecule in a number of ways.
Application of a single enzyme alone is known as a single digest and applying two
enzymes together is a double digest. A double digest cuts the DNA at both the
restriction sites of the two enzymes. Figure 1, shows the cut sites on a linear
molecule with enzymes A and B. The thick horizontal lines are the fragments

Map A
Map B
Map D

•B—B.

Figure 1: A linear restriction map

which would be produced by applying the enzymes A, B and the combination of
A and B (the double digest D). The sites are the letters A and B separating the
thick lines. Reconstruction of the maps for A, B and the double digest D given
the fragments would produce the figure above. Basically the enzymes cut up the
DNA at the sites A in map A and B in map B. The map of the double digest is
obtained when the A and B maps are superimposed.

The double digest constrains the way fragments can fit in the individual single
digest maps and together these determine the totalmap. The fragments themselves
are obtained through experiments as fragment lengths. Because the lengths are
experimental data, the mapping problem is also complicated by the presence of
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errors in the fragment lengths (usually percentage error). In general, there may be
a number of consistent maps for the same data. The presence of errors means that
the fragments may not match up exactly, for example the sites in Figure 1 match
up by aligning vertically since there are no errors. It also tends to increase the
number of solutions and thus it is important to treat fragment errors uniformly in
order to avoid missing possible solutions.

This paper describes a solution to the restriction site mapping problem for two
enzymes in the presence oferrors for linear molecules. The solution is formulated in
terms of constraints which are built up incrementally using the notion of consistent
map prefixes. This leads to a straightforward implementation in the constraint
logic programming language CLP(72.)[10].

2 Formulation of the problem constraints

In this section we develop the conditions for a consistent set of restriction maps
for a linear map with two enzymes, call these two enzymes A and B. Throughout
this paper we will use the symbol A to denote things which are related to the
single digest with enzyme A, B for single digests of B and V for the double digest.
Recall that we two enzymes, there is either the single application of the enzyme to
produce digests A and B or the combined application of Aand B to produce the
digest v.

Firstly, let A= {01,02,...,a„^} and B= {61,62,• ••,ins) be the set of true
single digest fragment lengths, and V= (di, ^2) •••»be the set of true double
digest fragments, where n^, ns and np are their number respectively. Note that
we distinguish the true possibly unknown lengths from the observable lengths. A
consistent map of the whole molecule is some permutation of A, B and V which
satisfies the conditions below. We will say map A to mean the particular map
involving only the restriction sites of A. A map like map A is simply a string
consisting of all the fragments of A permuted in some fashion. Also, define the
prefix length ofA, Aj, to be the length ofa prefix of themap of Awith j fragments,
and similarly for Bj and Vj. The conditions for map consistency are:

• The total length of all digests are equal/consistent:
tifl njj

^ai =^bj = '̂ dk =L (1)
t=l j=l ;:=!

where L is the length of the original DNA molecule.
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• The single digests aire composed of double digest fragments, i.e. the length
of every prefix of A is compatible with a prefix of X>:

Vi'37 : Ai = Vj and : B.- = Vj (2)

Also, we will write A{k) = Wi : 1 < i < k, 3j Ai = Dj (the first half of
condition (2)), and similarly B{k) for the second half.

• Every end of a double digest fragment must originate in either map A or
map B (except for the the start and end piece which has only 1 cut site);

Vi3j, k:Vi = Aj OT Vi = Bk (3)

• Since there are errors in the fragments, each a,- the unknown true length has
an associated upper bound (a") and a lower bound (a-) for the length. For
every fragment, this gives:

Vi : a[ < ai < and Vi : b[ < k < and Vi : d\ < di < (4)

In summary, the consistency conditions aboveenforce alignment for the restric
tion sites so that a site on the double digest lies on a single digest and vice versa.
Because of the presence of errors, checking a valid permutation of A, B and T>,
requires checking all the consistency conditions above and simply lining up the
fragments as in the exact example of figure 1 is not sufficient.

3 Solving the problem constraints

Before we look at constraint approaches to the problem, we will briefly mention
some of the other approaches in the literature. Many of the methods like [2, 6, 7,
15, 14] are based on the combinatorial combination of compatible partitions but
usually only local consistency checks areapplied. Other statistical methods such as
least squares [13] and simulated annealing [8] have also been used. However while
many of these approaches are similar in spirit they handle errors in different and
somewhat ad-hoc ways. Also some of the methods like the statistical ones have the
disadvantage ofnot being complete and only produce some of the solutions. The
approach in [l] is more similar to the work here except that they focus at a low
level on consistent loops and loop checking. The approach in this paper is to view
the problem in terms of constraints and utilise constraint solving techniques. We
suggest that this is a natural way ofsolving and analysing restriction site mapping
because reasoning at the level of the constraints is much simpler.
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Restriction site mapping is a computationaJly intensive problem and can be
shown to be NP-complete [8]. Thus a search guided by CSP techniques for deal
ing with the constraints is a naturaJ approach. There are a number of different
possibilities to using the conditions of section 2. The classical view of constraint
satisfaction deals with pre-specified constraints over a known domain, that is the
constraints are static and global. Conditions (2) and (3) define a consistent map in
terms of a valid permutation of the fragments, but this permutation is not known
and as such is harder to state statically. The other conditions, being global can of
course be stated statically. One way of dealing with the unknown ordering is to
factor it in by using a permutation matrix. So the prefix length Ai can be written
as Ai = Ej=i where A is a vector of the fragments and Pj is the j-th row of a
permutation matrix. Apermutation matrix is simply am identity matrix where the
rowsand columns have been permuted, e.g. Pij = (OVl) A Pij = I Pij = 1-
With this formulation, conditions (2) and (3) can be written statically using prefix
lengths and the permutation matrix.

Such a static formulation has a number of disadvantages. Firstly the number
of variables is now increased by O(n^). The problem is now in the form of a non
linear programming program (the true fragment lengths a,- are not known) and
nothing is gained from this transformation as it makes little use of the constraints
to prune the solution space. This is basically a static transformation ofa dynamic
problem.

Another other major difference lies in the domain of the variables in the con
straints. Typically CSP formulations deal with finite domains for the variables.
The variables here are the fragment lengths which are in principle integral. How
ever the cardinality of the domain ofa single variable can range from the hundreds
to the thousands. This suggests that simply using the variables as ranging over a
finite set of values may lead to an explosion in the size of the search space. Also
we are interested in a description of the solution and not necessarily in the values
for the variables since there would be a large number of solutions with different
values which can be more concisely described by a set of answer constraints. Thus,
we choose here to use the infinite domain of the real numbers instead for the con
straints. Also changing to the reals relaxes the problem constraints. Since the
problem constraints involve arithmetic, such constraints with the real numbers are
generally easier to solve than in the integers. It is also more convenient to use the
reals since the lengths are from experimental measurements.
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3.1 Using dynamic constraints

A more problem orientated approach is to consider it as dynamic constraint prob
lem where the conditions of section 2 are gradually applied to build up the map
incrementally. Once a prefix segment has been determined the constraints on that
segment are zdso determined since that part of the permutation is known. The
constraints are dynamic as they are added incrementally by extending the seg
ment prefixes. Constraint logic programming (CLP[9]) languages such as CLP(7?.),
Prolog III [4] and CHIP [5] are naturally suited for such a dynamic constraint
satisfaction problem.. In particular, CLP(7?^) is very appropriate as it deals with
arithmetic constraints on the real numbers. In CLP, constraint solving/satisfaction
is dynamic and constraints are added incrementally during forward execution and
deleted appropriately by backtracking. The difference with the classical CSP ap
proach above is that the constraints are no longer pre-specified and satisfying a
set of constraints corresponding to a prefix will lead to a longer prefix with more
constraints being added and so on. The other advantage of solving such combi
natorial constraint problems in a CLP language arises from the fact that it is a
programming language and is thus more flexible for encoding the problem. The
program can dynamically generate and select which constraints to solve, problem
heuristics can be incorporated easily and being a declarative logic programming
system it is flexible and can be used in a number of different ways, e.g. fragments
can be specified or not, partial answers can be used, etc.

We can now formulate the constraints dynamically in the following way. The
maps are built up incrementally by adding one fragment at the time and at the
same time applying the consistency contraints resulting from those fragments.
Consider Ai, and I?i, the first segments of the map. We have from conditions
(2) and (3) the initial starting condition:

A-^=Vx A
or (5)

Bi — A A\ ^

Condition (3) is satisfied but condition (2) may not be satisfied with the current,
prefixes obtained so far, e.g. Ai > T>i but Ai = Vj is required. That part of (2),
say >1(1) may be satisfied by adding more B and V fragments while maintaining
all other conditions. Thus by adding fragments simultaneously along the double
digest and one of the single digests we can maintain the following invariant:

/ Bk = Vj A Ai>Vj \
\J and (6)

B(k) A Aii -1)1

( A, = Vj A Bk>Vj\
and

^ .4(t) A B{k —1) )

At every step this may lag behind satisfying condition (2) by one single digest
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fragment. Finally when all the fragments have been placed we have the complete
and consistent map.

It is easy to write the corresponding CLP(7^) program to generate the map
in this fashion. The domain variables are simply the fragment lengths a,-, bi and
di which axe real numbers constrained to lie within the intervals of condition (4).
Fragments are first chosen corresponding to the initial starting condition (5). Then
themap is built up incrementally by extending themap prefixes one at a time along
thedouble digest Dand one ofthesingle digests, Aor B, until thecomplete map has
been constructed. The map is extended by choosing a d,- and oneof aj or bk which
maintains the invariant. The constraints resulting from the extension are added
to the system of constraints of the earlier map. These are simply the appropriate
part of the disjunction of invariant (6). Note that we choose among fragments
and not fragment values. The prograim obtained is quite straightforward and is
only about a page in length omitting auxiliary routines. We also add reflection
symmetry constraints and heuristics on variable ordering.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we have sketched a dynamic constraint formulation for solving linear
restriction maps. This can be easily extended to circular maps by transforming a
circular map to a linear one and imposing additional constraints.^ Comparing the
solution here with other approaches in the literature, this is much easier to work
with and understand because it is formulated in terms of the problem constraints.
Aprogramming language like CLP(7?.) allows such constraints to be stated directly
and be easily combined in a dynamic fashion. This problem is an example of a
CSP-like problem which can bedescribed easily interms of how constraints interact
with each other in a dynamic way whereas viewing it as a global set of static
constraints to be solved is less useful and does not take advantage of knowledge of
the problem. In contrast to CSP-techniques for manipulating values of variables
to maintain consistency such as arc and path consistency [11] or waltz filtering
[16], the approach here manipulates the problem constraints themselves. So the
3^ppro2^h here is toselect valid constraints todescribe the map rather than selecting
valid values for variables. Also in the final solution, if the fragment lengths are
only constrained to lie within an error interval then the problem variables do not
have definite values even though a solution has been obtained i.e. the answers are
not ground. Instead the answer is a simpler set of constraints which describe the
solution space, i.e. possibly new tighter fragment ihtervals and the summation of

^[17] describes solving linear and circular maps in CLP(K).
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Map 1 Map 2

No. of A 3 4

No. of B 4 6

No. of D 6 9

No. of solutions 16 12

Fragments placed 285 2491

Time (RS/6000) 2.6s 48.5s

Table 1: Run-time statistics on two sets of data

Map 1 Map 2
Fragments placed 721 2491

Time (RS/6000) 3.3s 31.8s

Table 2: Run-time statistics for the relaxed problem

some fragment variables on one digest equated to those on another digest.

Preliminary experiments with random and experimental data indicate that the
problem constraints do prune the search space considerably. Table 1 shows some
statistics on real experimental data for two linear maps which has been obtained
using an experirnental version of CLP(7^). The fragments placed column refers
to the number of fragments which were successfully placed when trying to extend
the map, i.e. the fragments which were consistent prefixes at that point. This is
a measure of the size of the actual search space of the problem considered. The
worst case size of the search space is 0{nj^}.ns\nj^\^ while the actual number of
fragments placed is relatively small which indicates that the problem constraints
axe fairly strong but the amount of time for constraint solving is also significant.
One heuristic for reducing the eimount of work required in constraint solving is
to relax the program constraints. This leads to faster solving at the expense of a
potentially greater seaxch space since the problem conditions have been weakened.
For example, the program can be relaxed by dropping condition 1 which requires
the total lengths to be compatible. Figure 2 gives the corresponding relaxed version
of the problems from Figure 1. We can see that with map 1, dropping the length
reqmrement doesn't help as it increases the amount oftimerequired while withmap
2, the time required is much less. The reason for this is that in map 1, condition 1
was a strong constraint because the total lengths of the different digests was quite
different and thus constrained the individual fragments somewhat, while with map
2 the total lengths were sufficiently similar. This can be readily seen in the fact
that the sizeof the searchspace increased with Map 1 while Map 2 was unchanged.
So this heuristic can be useful depending on the nature of data being used. Finalr
we note that this problem is one of the few "real" constraint satisfaction problem
which is easily scalable and as such may be a useful problem for investigating
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seaxch techniques in the fashion that N-queens is used as a testbed.
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